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Conventional kazoo
has paper cone.

Blow into a kazoo and what do
you hear? A buzzing noise you'd
expect from a toy that costs about
fifty cents. But just as the paper
cone in a conventional kazoo cre-
ates a buzzing noise. the paper cone
in most conventional speakers
creates distortion.

The reason? Paper cones flex.
As they alter their shape, they alter

your music.
Pioneer's HPM speakers have

cones made of Polymer Graphite
instead of paper. This amazing
material reduces speaker distor-
tion up to three -fold. Which
means instead of listening to your
speakers you can listen to a lot
more of your music.

What's more Polymer Graphite



.

Conventnnal
speaker has paper
cone.

is lightweight and non -resonant.
So it doesn't add any of its own
sound to your music.

So why buy a conventional
paper speaker and limit your sys-
tem's high fidelity, when you can
buy a Pioneer H PM Polymer
Graphite speaker and improve it.

PIONEER.
We bring it back alive.

c 1981 U.S. Ploveer Electronics Corp , 8.5 Oxford Drive, Moonochle, N J 07074

Pioneer's
speaker has

polymer graphite
cone.

Pioneer H PM Polymer Graphite



WE DON'T GO TO EXTREMES.
BUT OUR TAPE
WILL TAKE
YOU THERE!

We don't need wind machines, shattered glass or
expensive endorsements to tell you about SUPERTAPE
It's the high-performance tape we make right here In the
USA and it speaks for itself in your deck.

If you haven't already, try it today at $1 savings! We
can't promise it'll knock a robot off a chair. But doesn't it
seem logical that the cassette that respects your intelli-
gence is also the most intelligent one to use?
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CHROME. Lower noise and extended dynamic range
- brings out the best from any deck with high
bias position. Precision jam -proof housing with non-
abrasive cleaning leader. Our customers say it's THE
tape for car players! In 60 and 90 -minute lengths.

METAL. State of the art! Coated with fine-grain parti-
cles of pure iron for solid bass, sparkling highs and
greatest possible headroom - provides superb repro-
duction that rivals open -reel! For critical live recordings
and transcribing audiophile discs. 60 -minute length.

GOLD. High output and wide frequency response-it's
the ultimate ferric tape for normal bias! Precision hous-
ing cuts wow and flutter and a non-abrasive head -

cleaning leader assures top performance with every
play. Ideal for taping from discs or FM. In 45.60.90 and
120 -minute lengths.

SUPER IAPE METAL
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SUPERTAPE METAL
For higher output at both
frequency extremes and lowest
possible noise level.

TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT WITH SUPERTAPE.

Save s -IN on SUPERTAPE
This coupon entitles you to $1.00 off the regular price of
any one SUPERTAPE cassette. Offer is good at partici-
pating Radio Shack stores and dealers through 6 30 81
Not redeemable by mail Void where prohibited by law
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SUPERTAPE GOLD
For wider frequency response
and increased output.
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Record Care, Part 2: A Record Life Study
How long will your phonograph records last?
How many times can you safely play records without degrading sound quality?
Using quality playback equipment, the factors of Record Longevity are twofold and

closely interrelated: the record must be kept free of contamination, and the stylus must be
kept clean during playback.

Scanning electron microscopy clearly shows the need and contribution of both record
cleaning and stylus care.

Exhaustive research shows that with proper record/stylus care, an entire "life span" of
200 play events will not damage record surface quality or fidelity (Most albums are played a
total of 50 times or less.)

200 Plays Without Record Cleaning

Pit from dust abrasion.
Ground -in microdust.

Prominent dust abrasion.

Prominent stylus path from
abrasive -coated diamond

face.
Vinyl particles welded by

contaminated upper area of
stylus.

200 Plays With Record and Stylus Ca re

Results of D4 Record Care:

Clean central radius due to
capillary attraction of D4 Fluid

into D4 pad fabric.

Microdust-free stylus path
due to exclusive D4 "spiral

fiber" particle holding.
No wall -slurry of ' lubricant"

products.

200 Plays Without Stylus Care

Results of SC -2 Stylus Care:

Reduced wall abrasion due to
uncontaminated diamond

face.

Cleaned stylus leaves no
welded -in particles.

There is no substitute for the
valid research you get with
Discwasher products. Ask for
them where better dealers take
interest in a longer "life span" for
you.

discwasher
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC

D,scwasher, Inc 1407 N Prov dente Rd . Columboa, MO 65201

CIRCLE NO. 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Stereo Review

BULLETIN
Edited by William Livingstone

 HOME TAPING RESULTS IN LOST SALES
of up to 100 million prerecorded tapes
and discs annually, according to CBS
Records, a loss to the record industry
of $700 to $800 million at list prices
CBS research shows that sales of blank
tape are increasing and that buyers of
tape are copying more records than
ever. The heaviest buyers are in the
age range of 26 to 40 and are equally
divided between men and women. Rock
and pop is the favorite music of 30
per cent of them. Country music is
favored by 15 per cent, and classical
and jazz by 15 per cent.

 COMPOSER VIRGIL THOMSON, 84, when
asked why he did not attend the
presentation of Stereo Review's 1981
Certificate of Merit to his colleague
Aaron Copland, snapped: "I am far too
old to go to parties where awards are
given to other people!"

 STYX, THE MOST POPULAR ROCK GROUP in
America, according to a recent Gallup
Poll, has embarked on a tour that may
become the largest in the history of
U. S. rock-and-roll. Called the
Paradise Theater Tour after Styx's
January release "Paradise Theater" on
A&M, it includes 140 concerts before a
total audience expected to exceed 1.5
million people. Previous records have
been held by ZZ Top, which was seen by
1.2 million people in its Worldwide
Texas Tour, and Fleetwood Mac, which
reached 1.3 million in a world tour.

 IN 1980, 8,062 NEW LISTINGS were
added to the Schwann catalogs --4,631
LPs and 3,431 tapes. These included
2,655 stereo classical listings (up
from 2,420 in 1979), and 5,191 new
nonclassical entries (down from 5,894
last year). New digital recordings
(mostly classical) totaled 157. The
classical composers with the most new
listings in Schwann this year were
Mozart, Beethoven, and Bach --just like
last year. Neville Marriner and
Herbert von Karajan were the classical
artists with the most new entries,
also unchanged from 1979. Popular
performers with the most new records
were Styx and Donna Summer --five each.

 LITTLE NIPPER MEETS SECRET AGENT 007
on RCA's SelectaVision videodiscs. In
what is thought to be the biggest home
video deal to date, RCA has bought the
rights to eleven of the James Bond
films for a whopping $2 million. This
may turn out to be a bargain when you
consider that the films have grossed
more than $1.5 billion at the box
office. Not available as part of the
initial SelectaVision disc catalog,
the Bond films will be available by
mid -1981.

 NPR'S PRESTIGIOUS "JAZZ ALIVE" SHOW
this month features guitarists Philip
Catherine and Egberto Gismonti (March
1), Toshiko Akiyoshi (March 8),
fusion jazz from Montreux (March 15),
pianist Tete Monoliu, Supersax, and
duos by Frank Mcrgan on alto sax and
George Cables or. piano (March 22), and
Chicago Jazz Heritage, Ellingtonia,
and the Doc Cheatham All -Stars (March
29). Check National Public Radio
stations for time in your area.

 MUSICAL TV SHOWS of special interest
on PBS this month include Texaco's
Live from the Met telecast on March 2
of Donizetti's L'Elisir d'Amore. The
cast is headed by Luciano Pavarotti
and Judith Blegen. Nicola Rescigno
conducts. On March 21, a three-hour
special, "The 50s: Moments to
Remember" will salute non -rock music
of the 1950s. Arthur Godfrey is the
host, and performers include Rosemary
Clooney, Mitch Miller, Frankie Laine,
and others. Check local PBS stations.

 PRIZES AND AWARDS: The Grand Prix
of the French Academie Nationale du
Disque Lyrique has been awarded to
soprano Christiane Eda-Pierre for her
performance in the Philips recording
of Mozart's The Abduction from the
Seraglio. Also honored was Philips'
recording of Schoenberg's Gurrelieder
with Jessye Norman, Tatiana Troyanos,
and James McCracken....The Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra's 1980 Composers
Competition was won by Stanley
Funicelli, 32, of Salt Lake City. He
received $2,500 and a world premiere
of his winning composition Scintillae.

March 1981



Speaking of music

THE VIDEO DIMENSION

THE only thing permanent is change, says
the wry realist, but that doesn't keep

some of us from wanting it otherwise. Sev-
eral readers and at least one prominent
manufacturer write to tell me of their dis-
may at detecting a change in direction with
our January -issue feature Video for Audio-
philes, finding it an unsettling portent of
shifting sands beneath the Eternal Verities
of Audio. My old -school conservatism in
everything from haircuts to tennis shoes is a
matter of common gossip, so I am naturally
sympathetic. But since I am also a card-
carrying, gung ho member of the Society
for the Elevation of Television to the Level
of Moderately Civilized Discourse, I find
the coming together of audio and video
formats not only natural and inevitable, but
a consummation worth rooting for. Why?

First of all, for a simple technological
reason: if there is any single thing that has
characterized change in entertainment
technology, audible or visible, during this
century, it is an ever-increasing information
density. In the tape sphere (see the visual
metaphor on this month's cover) we have
gone from 15 to 71/2 to 33/4 ips speeds in the
open -reel format, to 17/8 ips in the cassette,
and now to 15/16 ips in the nifty micro -cas-
sette format that will shortly be welcomed
into the hi-fi category thanks to metal tape.
In film we have gone from silents to talkies,
from black -and -white to color, to wide
screen, even to experiments with 3-D and
holography. Changes in the disc format
have been even more remarkable: from cyl-
inder to disc, from 78 to 331/2 rpm, from
mono to stereo, and, briefly, to quad. It

could, of course, be argued that none of this
was really necessary, but Necessity had as
little to do with it as Goodness had to do
with Mae West's diamonds. If Everest is
climbed because it's there, a technological
feat will be accomplished because it can be,
and video and audio, color and stereo, can
be accommodated-densely-on a disc.

Second, for anyone with mental aspira-
tions above the level of the third grade,
commercial TV is an unmixed bore that will
soon be carrying nothing but news, weather,
sports, soaps, and giveaway shows. This
should not bother us too much, because it is
merely the natural outcome of the unending
search for the lowest practical common de-
nominator in all commerce-and because
the videodisc will soon offer at least tempo-
rary refuge for those with other tastes.

Third, public broadcasting, despite its
virtues, cannot do all that needs doing, and
cable TV's current flyer in culturally re-
sponsible "narrowcasting" will peter out as
soon as a temporary lust for respectability
comes up against the permanent chase after
profits. The example of what happened in
FM radio springs to mind: audience quanti-
ty comes before program quality.

And finally, there is the example of what
is happening to video in Japan, where 70 per
cent of the country is already receiving TV
in stereo-and upgraded sound as well. TV
"components"-separate tuner and picture
monitors -are all over the market, and the
trend is toward a modular system of tuner,
screen, decks, turntables, amplifier, and
speakers capable of handling any kind of
signal, whether broadcast, tape, or disc, in
both audio and video. I find the prospect
fascinating, and though I won't be spending
much time "watching a symphony," as one
correspondent snidely puts it, I'll certainly
be reveling in the now -missing visual di-
mension in recorded operas, ballets, and
musicals. Bring on the revolution!
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Blaupunkt Innovations in Automotive Sound

Only the new Blaupunkt 3001
has Remote Control Station Scanning

and Illuminated Controls
Here

is a sophisticated AM/FM Stereo
Cassette that incorporates two of the

latest Blaupunkt advances in car stereo.
Blaupunkt engineers have found a
way to minimize the aggravation of
searching out a station while you
drive. The 3001 has a built in micro-
processor that, among other things,
relieves you of twiddling with knobs
and fine tuning dials to isolate the
station you want to enjoy.

Scan manually or
by remote control
When you want to
scan the AM or FM
spectrum, you simply

press a knob and the
microprocessor orders
an automatic signal
scanner to do the rest.

It will lock in each sta-
tion, crystal clear and

with no interference, for
five seconds. Then it auto-

matically advances to the
next frequency, station by sta-

tion, until you hear what you
like. Just press the knob once more
to lock in the station of your choice.

To carry conven-
ience a step further,
Blaupunkt furnishes
you with a remote

control device which you can
mount on your dash or your steer-
ing column. This device lets you
perform the above scanning opera-
tion without even touching the radio.

Illumination for night driving
Convenience is not the only con-
cern of Blaupunkt engineers. To
improve the margin of safety during
night driving, the essential controls
on the face of the 3001 are fully
illuminated. You can expect other

r

The essential controls are fully illuminated.

car stereos to incorporate this fea-
ture sooner or later. At Blaupunkt
we're used to that.

The 3001 sells for 5630* and is
part of a complete line of AM/FM
stereo cassettes priced from $250.

Because of its compact chassis plus
adjustable shafts it will fit easily
into the dash of just about any car,
domestic or import.

Blaupunkt 3001 Features
4 x 15W (4 separate channels)
12 Electronic Station Presets
Electronic Station Scan
Remote Control Scanner
Illuminated Station Controls
Digital Frequency/Clock Display
Local/Distance Switch
Stereo/Mono Switch
ASU (Automatic FM Noise Suppression)
**Dolby Noise Reduction Circuit
Autoreverse Cassette
Pushbutton Locking Fast Forward
and Rewind
Sendust Head
Separate Bass and Treble
Separate Fader and Balance
Tape Bias Compensation Switch
Power OFF Eject

**Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

To see and hear the remarkable
Blaupunkt 3001, consult the Yellow
Pages under Automobile Radios for
your nearest Blaupunkt Dealer.
He'll be glad to give you a free
demonstration.
Suotested retail price exclusive of installation and speakers.

OBLAUPUNKT
01981 Robert Bosch Sales Corporation



Digitally mastered and audio-
phile recordings have added
an exciting new dimension to
the state of the audio art.
Sonus cartridges are excep-
tionally well -suited to realize
the full sonic potential of
these new recording tech-
niques.

This is especially true of the
new Sonus Dimension 5. Its
unique phase -coherent, inte-
grated, stylus construction
enhances still further the
exceptional purity and integ-
rity of reproduction found
throughout the Sonus range
of high compliance cartridges.

We believe upgrading your
system by replacing your
present cartridge with a
Sonus will provide the great-
est improvement in sound
quality per dollar.

The finer your records the
greater the difference a Sonus
will make.

R

Sonic Research. Inc . 27 Sugar Hollow Rd
Danbury, CT 06810 (203) 792-8822
CIRCLE NO. 36 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Operatic Columbus

I enjoyed "Classical Music Briefs" in
January, but the item on Luciano Pavarotti
was incorrect in stating that Darius Mil-
haud is the only composer to have written
an opera about Christopher Columbus.
Jacques Offenbach also wrote one, and I be-
lieve Pavarotti could do justice to the lead
role since it is for a tenor.

GERALDINE SEGAL
Randallstown, Md.

Muppet Mixup
 Browsing through the December STER.
0 REVIEW, I came upon the mistake of the

century (or at least of the year) in the arti-
cle on Christmas records. I couldn't believe
my eyes: there in black -on -pink print, with
the review of John Denver and the Mup-
pets' "A Christmas Together," was a photo-
graph captioned, "John Denver and Ker-
mit." To the layman the mistake might not
be obvious, but the frog pictured with Den-
ver is not Kermit but Robyn, Kermit's
nephew! If you ever have trouble again de-
termining the difference between Robyn
and Kermit, just remember that Robyn has
round pupils and Kermit does not. I feel
that you should send letters of apology to
both of them.

CHRIS F. LYON
Mt. Vernon, Iowa

Renaissance Boys
 I'm writing in response to William An-
derson's January editorial, "Renaissance
Boys." How can I be silent while someone
posed with a pencil in one hand and his
glasses in the other-as if that were the way
an intellectual should look-refers to the
music of the quarter -century Elvis Era as
totally without intellectual content and as
"jolly undifferentiated racket"? Anyone
who would make such an extremely broad
and unvalidated statement obviously has
not been paying attention. Most likely, the
only times Mr. Anderson encounters the
music he speaks about is when he changes
between his own favorite radio stations.

Music must be looked upon as an art
form, and, as with any art form, it must
warm the souls of those it reaches out to
touch. No single piece of art will be appre-
ciated by everyone, but for someone to take
all rock music, even the Beatles, and just
toss it out the window is intolerable.

TIMOTHY HOWARD
Bloomington, Ill.

 Compliments on the Editor's January
editorial. It is about time someone took is-
sue with the musical junk we have had to
put up with for the past ten or fifteen years.
I love good music, but what we have today
is not in any way refreshing or to any degree
listenable. Noisy, yes, but tuneful, no.
Then, too, when one of our so-called singers
today is performing, the noise in the back-
ground has no relationship to what the sing-
er is rendering. "Renaissance Boys" made
me want to stand up and cheer. I would very
much like to start buying records again, but
not those offered today.

L. E. WINFIELD
Mattoon, Ill.

 I could not agree more with most of the
January editorial, "Renaissance Boys." I
too believe that much of current rock-and-
roll rules out that "little intellectual susten-
ance" in favor of mass appeal and commer-
cialization. However, I think that there is at
least one notable exception, one that has
been around now for fifteen years: the
Grateful Dead. There is something in their
lyrics and music that really makes you
think. As Bill Graham said, "The Dead are
not only the best at what they do, they're
the only ones who do it."

PATRICK CONNOLLY
Dallas, Tex.

 I enjoyed William Anderson's "Renais-
sance Boys" in spite of what I consider sev-
eral cheap shots. The "Rebirth of the Great
American Musical" that he predicts is a
consummation devoutly to be wished.

DAVID IRWIN
Maryville, Tenn.

 I couldn't agree more with William An-
derson's discerning comments in January's

(Continued on page 10)
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Teac's
new look

in hearing
aids.

The sound you get is only as good as the
recording you make. So TEAC engineers have
pulled all stops to create a cassette deck that
helps you make the most distortion -free record-
ings you've ever heard. It's called the V-9.

It all starts with our revolutionary new
metering system. Color -coded, peak reading,
incandescent lamps, the likes of which you've
never seen. Bigger. Faster. Easier to read. Any
level over 0 triggers a red lamp at the speed of
light. So your eyes can tell you what your
ears miss. And at the
push of a button,
you can set
the metering
system for
metal tape.
There's no
more guess-
work.

Just crisp, clean, distortion -free recordings.
Next, put our new transport through its

paces. Three motors. Full IC logic. The softest,
lightest, quickest transport controls you've ever
touched. And a totally new technology that
connects those controls directly to the motors to
eliminate solenoids. It's fast, efficient, smooth,
silent and extraordinarily reliable.

From its silky smooth, damped cassette com-
partment, to its motorized head -loading system,
the V-9 is a recordist's delight.Visit your TEAC

dealer and give one
a try. You'll see

why we're
introducing a
totally new
look in hear-
ing aids.

waausamani.sma...a.-a. aawsmasossanassuor.
rim MN

MEM Mr...111".11

0;061 000 (0-**
V- 9 3 -Motor Cassette Deck

TEAC

1981 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 90640
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"Renaissance Boys" on the mediocre quali-
ty of the material of many superstar per-
formers who think they can compose music,
write lyrics, and sing with equal success.
However, Mr. Anderson seemed to imply
that a singer -songwriter's musical offering
could not be on par with songs written by a
separate lyricist and composer and per-
formed by a trained singer-a method he
made sound like the only "civilized" ap-
proach to modern music making. This
seems like downgrading a form that has ex-
isted in all cultures and eras.

Singer -songwriters as different as Joni
Mitchell, Randy Newman, Kate and Anna
McGarrigle, and Van Morrison (the list
could go on) are in no way mediocre or in-

competent generalists. Singers such as Neil
Young, John Lennon, or Paul Simon may
not match, say, Bobby Vinton, Wayne
Newton, or John Davidson in vocal ability,
but what they lack in technical prowess is
more than compensated for by their gift for
expressiveness, which is for me the raison
d'etre of singing. What we get from a tal-
ented singer -songwriter is a direct and per-
sonal encounter with another human being,
a kind of musical experience that seems
harder to get from a conglomerate of com-
poser, lyricist, and performer (Ban the Brill
Building Blandness!). I don't think we have
to choose between one or the other; both ap-
proaches are valid and have their merits.
I'm all for the return of great craftsmen on

Lggradipeorev  
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Real -Time Spectrum Bar- Graph Auto-Scan-Alyzer, $449
You can dramatically improve your system
through fast, accurate and continuous analy-
sis with this new State -of -the -Art Real -Time
Frequency Analyzer. The Auto -Scan -Ana-
lyzer also provides 0.1dB Read -Out patent -
pending circuitry, a Bar -Graph of each indi-
vidual octave or Full Bar -Graph Display, plus
Variable -Rate octave -by -octave Automatic
Sweep Scanning, both visually and aurally.

3 STATE-OF-THE-ART
PREAMPS, $399 to $699

 VARIABLE CARTRIDGE LOADING 50 to 800 PF. 
Variable 47k/100 ohm Phono Impedance  INPUTS for
MOST MOVING COIL Cartridges  Four Mono Phono
Preamplifiers  ±20 dB phono Level Adjustment 
Two External Processing Loops  Three-way Tape Dub-
bing  Two Amplified Headphone Outputs  Front
Panel Tape Inputs & Outputs  PHONO S/N: - 97dB 
THD 0.01%  SP 4002 Preamp-Equalizer 5699.

Your stereo component system can sound
even better when you add-on a performance -
engineered Equalizer, Analyzer, Preamplifier
or Amplifier from Soundcraftsmen. Separate
add-on components, made in the U.S., and
designed specifically to improve and enhance
your already fine stereo component system.
Our slogan has always been, and remains,
"guaranteed to improve and enhance any
fine stereo component system!'

7 -r
7 CLASS H AMPS, 125w TO
750w, from $549 to $1099

The new CLASS "H' ANALOG logic Van-Portionai
circuit  AUTO -CROWBAR protection circuit  Input
level controls  Adjustable range meters  Main and
remote speaker selection  Clipping indicators 250
watts RMS minimum p/c 20-20KHz @ 8 ohms  Less
than 0 1% THD  T.I.M. BETTER THAN 0.02% 
NON -LIMITED output assures crisp clean peaks 
S/N-105dB  7 Amplifier models. from 5549.

The Equalizer you buy should have all 10 of these features:
 Real -Time Frequency Analyzer Test 
Record  Computone-Chart Memory
System  Two Zero- Gain controls
 EQ Tape Record  Tape Monitor
 EQ defeat  ± 16/12dB octave gain
 S/N- 105dB  THD 0.01%
 Cabinet included '249"

MIN JIM AIM NV
WHYS & NOWSOF EQUALIZATION

also available en solver

FREE! 16 -page Full -Color Brochure
Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications. Class "H" amplifier
REPORT, EO COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHYS & HOWS" of equaliza-
tion-an easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to
your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Sound -
craftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasures."
"How typical room problems can be eliminated by Equalization: And a
10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" EQ evaluation checklist so you can FIND OUT
FOR YOURSELF WHAT ED CAN DO FOR YOU!

SEND $6.00 FOR EQUALIZER -EVALUATION KIT: 1-12" LP TEST RECORD.
1 SET OF COMPUTONE CHARTS, 1 COMPARISON CONNECTOR CABLE, AND
1 INSTRUCTION FOLDER.

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC., 2200 So Ritchey. Santa Ana. CA 92705  CANADA: E.S. Gould Marketing. Montreal H4T 1E5
CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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the order of Jerome Kern, Kurt Weill, or Ira
Gershwin, but I think the public would gain
more if these were added to the better sing-
er -songwriters instead of replacing them.

ROBERT LABERGE
Charlesbourg, Quebec

The Editor replies: I would only caution
readers Irwin, LaBerge, and others to note
the use of the word "rebirth" and not "re-
turn." We will not be revisiting Rodgers,
Porter, and Kern but will be entertained by
a new generation of musical writers, a new
kind of musical whose shape and content
are impossible to predict from this vantage
point. We can be sure of only one thing:
they will be viewed as musical outrages by
the "senior citizens" of the rock era.

Missing Slash
 I received my January STEREO REVIEW
in the mail yesterday, and to my horror that
neat little red slash on the spine was gone. I
really missed it. What a pleasure it was to
line up all my magazines in sequence and
discover that there was a system involved
there: as the number of issues in a given vol-
ume increased, the little red slashes would
progress steadily and faithfully down the
spine until a new volume was started, and
then they would start all over again from
the top. Wha' hoppen? I won't be able to
show off my collection from the back any
more. Rats!

JIM BIENEMANN
Parkville, Md.

Well, maybe one could line them all up and
paint in a neat red stripe on the bias after
the fact.

Donald Lambert
 We were very glad to see our releases of
two recordings by Harlem stride piano mas-
ter Donald Lambert favorably reviewed by
Chris Albertson in the December STEREO
REVIEW. Unfortunately, there was an error
in the zip code given for us, and we under-
stand that many inquiries were routed
around the country before finally coming to
rest in our post office. Our correct address is
P.O. Box 7963, Miami, Fla. 33155.

BOB HILBERT
Pumpkin Productions, Inc.

Miami, Fla.

Digital Fiedler
 Steve Simels' December review of the
Boston Pops' "Pops in Space" album (page
77) erroneously called it the Pops' first dig-
ital recording. When Crystal Clear made a
direct -to -disc recording of Tchaikovsky's
Capriccio Espagnole and Capriccio I:alien
with the Pops under Arthur Fiedler shortly
before his death, they also taped the ses-
sions digitally. The record (7003) is now
available in both direct -to -disc and digitally
mastered versions. The digital one is also
available with dbx encoding and is an in-
credible -sounding disc. (Now, if only Telarc
would go dbx.. ..)

JAY L. RUDKO
APO Seattle, Wash.



...an outstanding product on any absolute scale
of measurement without regard to price: - STEREO REVIEW

Read more of what Stereo Review magazine had to say about
the Yamaha CR-840 receiver:

"The harmonic distortion of the CR-840 was so low that
without the most advanced test instruments it would have been
impossible to measure it."

When speaking of the OTS (Optimum Tuning System), an
easy -to -use Yamaha feature that automatically locks in the exact
center of the tuned channel-for the lowest possible distortion,
Stereo Review said, "The muting and OTS systems operated
flawlessly."

Among Yamaha's most significant features is the continuously
variable loudness control. By using this control, the frequency
balance and volume are adjusted simultaneously to compensate
for the ear's insensitivity to high and low frequency sound at low
volume settings. Thus, you can retain a natural -sounding
balance regardless of listening level. As Stereo Review states,
"...another uncommon Yamaha feature."

And there's more. Like the REC OUT/INPUT SELECT feature.
These separate controls allow you to record from one program
source while listening to another program source. All without
disturbing the recording process. Stereo Review's commem was,

..the tape-recording functions of the CR-840 are virtually
independent of its receiving functions." One could not ask for
greater flexibility.

In summing up their reaction to the CR-840, Stereo Review
said, "Suffice it to say that they (Yamaha) make it possible for a

moderate -price receiver to provide performance that would have
been unimaginable only a short time ago."

And the CR-840 is only one example in Yamaha's fine line of
receivers. For instance, High Fidelity magazine's comment about
the Yamaha CR-640 receiver. "From what we've seen, the
Yamaha CR-640 is unique in its price range."

And Audio magazine has remarks on the Yamaha CR-2040
receiver: "Without a doubt, ihe Yamaha CR-2040 is the most
intelligently engineered receiver that the company has yet
produced, and that's no small feat, since Yamaha products have,
over the last few years, shown a degree of sophistication, human
engineering, and audio engineering expertise which has set
them apart from run-of-the-mill receivers."

Now that you've listened to what the three leading audio
magazines had to say about
Yamaha receivers, why not
listen for yourself? Your
Yamaha Audio Specialty
Dealer is listed in the Yellow
Pages.

To obtain the complete test
report on each of these

receivers, write: Yamaha International Corp., Audio Division,
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
Quotes excerpted from June 1979 issues of Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio
magazines All rights reserved.

YAMAHA
CIRCLE NO 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TDK Metal.
Now you can have ninety minutes

in either case.

TDK sets the metal standard for most metal deck manufac-
turers. With good reasons. Superior high frequency MOL
for extended response. Up to 8 dB greater MOL at high
frequencies than any high bias tape. High coercivity and
remanence for superior sensitivity and additional record-
ing headroom.

This unsurpassed sound comes housed in two different
cases. In the case of the MA -R, there is a unique TDK
die-cast metal frame. Its unibody construction creates per-
fect integrity between sides A and B. This insures against
signal overlap, channel or sensitivity loss from one side to
the other. The Reference Standard Mechanism assures a
lifetime * of superior performance. TDK MA has a comput-
er -molded cassette shell. Like MA -R, it's specially designed
for the best interfacing with the 3 -head metal deck. And

in the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to a defect
in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK fora
free replacement. *1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, New York 11530

its Laboratory Standard Mechanism assures years of pure
metal sound.

Now in both cases, TDK gives you a choice of 60- or
90 -minute lengths. Whichever you choose, you'll
hear how TDK makes a perfect case for metal.

&T'DK.
The machine for your machine

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD



flew Products latest audio equipment and accessories

FET Circuitry in
Mitsubishi Receiver

 The DA -R7 receiver from Mitsubishi is
rated at 30 watts minimum per channel into
8 ohms with no more than 0.02 per cent to-
tal harmonic distortion. The amplifier sec-
tion incorporates discrete -component oper-
ational amplifiers using dual field-effect
transistors (FETs). The tuner section has
touch -sensitive circuitry connected to the
tuning knob. An integrated -circuit FM de-
modulator provides a high FM signal-to-
noise ratio (specified as 82 dB). Stereo sep-
aration is given as 45 dB at I kHz; distor-
tion is 0.08 per cent in mono, 0.02 per cent
in stereo. The DA -R7 has detented controls
for bass, treble, and balance, separate re-
cord and program selectors, switching for
two pairs of tape decks and two sets of
speakers, a mono switch, loudness compen-
sation, and an FM muting switch. Price:
$290.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Yamaha's Small,Small,
High -power Amplifiers

 The 200 -watt -per -channel Yamaha B-6
power amplifier (shown) uses a compact
power supply without the bulk typical of
most other high -power units and an ampli-
fier design that does not require large heat
sinks. The supply delivers power to the out-
put stages at two levels, high- and low -volt-
age. High-speed circuitry monitors the level
of the audio signal and switches automati-
cally to the appropriate supply as required.
Claimed advantages of these techniques are
lightweight construction, improved electri-
cal efficiency, longer component life, and
improved dynamic range. The specifica-
tions include total harmonic distortion of no

more than 0.003 per cent from 20 to 20,000
Hz, a signal-to-noise ratio of I27 dB, and a
damping factor greater than 200. The pyra-
midal amplifier is 7 inches high and 111/2
inches wide at the base; weight is 191/4

pounds. Price: $950.
The Yamaha A-760 is an integrated am-

plifier using the same technology as the B-
6. Among its controls are a "disc -priority"
switch that bypasses all other source inputs
to provide a direct signal path from the
phono section and a switch that bypasses all
tone -control and filter circuitry. Also incor-
porated is a head amplifier for moving -coil
cartridges. The power rating of the A-760 is
80 watts per channel with no more than
0.01 per cent total harmonic distortion from
20 to 20,000 Hz. Signal-to-noise ratio is 70
dB at the moving -coil phono input, 86 dB at
the standard magnetic input. The unit
measures 171/8 x 43/s x 143/8 inches and
weighs 20 pounds. Price: $390.

Circle 121 on reader service card

Output Transmitter
For Electronic
Instruments

 The "Lady Bug" FM transmitter will
plug into any electronic guitar or other in-
strument with a standard 1/4 -inch jack and
broadcast its output to any nearby FM re-
ceiver. For the professional musician, such
a transmitter will eliminate the need for
amplifier cables onstage. The unit is pow-
ered by a 9 -volt battery and housed in a
nickel -plated brass case measuring 21/2 x 2 x
3/4 inches; weight is 4 ounces. The transmit-
ting antenna is a 14 -inch flexible wire.
Price: $79.95. Lady Bug, Inc.. Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 589, St. Joseph, Mich. 49085.

$ik-r -

Soundcraftsmen's
AM / FM Tuner with
Digital Readout

 The Soundcraftsmen ST600I AM/FM
digital -synthesis, quartz -controlled, phase -
locked -loop tuner has fourteen -station pre-
set programming and a five -digit station
readout for world-wide operation and possi-
ble channel -spacing changes. A back-up
memory system allows the station presets to
be retained for years. The LED signal -
strength meter also serves as a multipath in-
dicator for establishing optimum antenna
orientation. The unit has a variable output -
level control, a mono/stereo switch, a high -
frequency -blend switch to reduce noise on
FM stereo broadcasts, a 19 -inch rack -
mount panel, and walnut -veneer wood end
panels for non -rack installations. Specifica-
tions include 10.8 dBf IHF usable sensitivi-
ty (1.9 microvolts), a 73 -dB signal-to-noise
ratio in stereo, 0.09 per cent total harmonic
distortion, and 45 dB separation. Price:
$449.

Circle 122 on reader service card

 Transcriber's "Classic I" and "Cylin-
der" Sound Saver record -care products of-
fer an alternative to wet cleaning systems.
The company's Micro Stor system is
claimed to allow a slight humidity to help
dissipate static charge, thus enabling the
velvet bristles of the cleaning brush to lift
off dust and dirt. The Classic I has a simu-
lated wooden handle; both models come
with a 11/4 -ounce bottle of Cleaner One
fluid. Prices: Classic I kit, $15; Cylinder,
$6.95. Transcriber Co., Inc., Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 478, Attleboro, Mass. 02703.

(Continued overleaf)
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details ..A DIFFERENT KIND OF RECORD CLUB

You can now own every record or tape that
you may ever want . . . at tremendous sav-
ings and with no continuing purchase ob-
ligations. You can get valuable free dividend
certificates, you can get quick service and
all the 100% iron -clad guarantees you want.

Now you can stop price increases that leave
you with less music for your record and tape
budget. You can guarantee yourself more
music for less money through membership
in Discount Music Club.

Look at these benefits:

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
on every record and tape in print-

no "agree -to -purchase" obligations of any kind

DISCOUNTS OF 43% TO 73%
off mfg. suggested list special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

ALL LABELS AIMILAIBLE
including most imports through special

custom ordering service. If we don't
stock it we'll get it for you.

SOIWANN CATALOG
lists thousands of titles; classical,

pop, jazz, ballet, opera, musical shows,
folk, rock, vocal, instrumental, country, etc

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATES

Dividend Gifts-Every shipment
carries a dividend gift or dividend certificate

Certificates redeemable immediately
for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
happenings in the world of music;

concerts, critiques, new releases . . . special
super -sale listings at discounts of up to 73%.

DISCOUNT
ACCESSORY GUIDE

Diamond needles, cloths, tape cleaners,
etc. Discount Music Club is your complete

one stop music and accessory buying service.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders .. .

rarely later than the next several days.
Partial shipments always made in the
event of unforeseen delay ... all at

no extra cost to you.

100% IRON -CLAD
GUARANTEES

on all products and services.
Everything is guaranteed factory fresh and free

of defects or damages of any sort.
Your total satisfaction is

unconditionally guaranteed.

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation mem-
bership club that guarantees tremendous dis-
counts on all stereo records and tapes and
lets you buy what you want ... when you want
. . . or not at all if you choose.

These are just a few of the money -saving
reasons to write for free details. You can't
lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon
below for immediate information.

I dim DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC 9-0381
650 Main Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

flew Products
latest audio equipment and accessories

Moving -iron Phono
Cartridge from
Sonic Research

 The Sonus Bronze cartridge from Sonic
Research has a nude -diamond line -contact
ellipsoid stylus and a recommended track-
ing force of 1 to 1.5 grams. Frequency re-
sponse is given as 10 to 20,000 Hz ± 1.5 dB.
Output at 1,000 Hz with a 5 -centimeter -
per -second groove velocity is 4 millivolts.
Vertical tracking angle is nominally 20 de-
grees. Channel balance is specified as ± 2
dB, separation 30 dB at 1,000 Hz and at
least 20 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The rec-
ommended load impedance at the pream-
plifier is 47,000 ohms per channel in paral-
lel with not more than 400 picofarads ca-
pacitance. Price: $130.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Sansui Receivers with
Digital -synthesis Tuning,
Spectrum Analyzer

ill The Sansui 9900Z (shown) features a
quartz phase -locked -loop digital -synthesis
tuning system and has both a digital fre-
quency readout and a conventional "slide -
rule" dial with a LED tuning indicator.
Programmable memory will recall up to
twelve preselected stations, and an eight -
band LED spectrum analyzer shows the
distribution of musical energy in each of
eight octaves over an adjustable 21 -dB
range. An eighteen -segment peak -reading
LED display shows output power for each

channel. FM sensitivity is rated at 10.3 dBf
(1.8 microvolts), and 50 -dB quieting is
achieved with signal levels of 37 dBf in
stereo. Ultimate signal-to-noise ratio is 76
dB in stereo.

The amplifier section, rated at 160 watts
per channel with no more than 0.015 per
cent total harmonic distortion, has an over-
all frequency response of 5 to 100,000 Hz
+0, -3 dB. RIAA accuracy is ±0.2 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Price: $1,150. The
similar Model 8900ZDB, rated at 125 watts
per channel, is $900.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Phase -aligned
Speaker from SIARE

O The Delta 400 loudspeaker from the So-
ciete Industrielle D'Applications Radio-
Electriques (SIARE, pronounced C -R) is a
vented system using a fourth -order low -fre-
quency design. In addition to holding the
speakers for frontal phase alignment, the
enclosure has a subsidiary interior panel de-
signed to cancel internal standing waves.
System impedance is 8 ohms: output level is
89 dB sound -pressure level measured at 1

meter with a 1 -watt input. Frequency re-
sponse is given as 45 to 25,000 Hz ±2 dB.
The woofer is 9 inches in diameter and has a
paper -fiber cone with a polyvinyl -chloride
surround. The midrange driver has a 43/4 -
inch woven fiberglass cone coated with a
heat -hardened resin. The I -inch tweeter is a
polyamide soft dome. Crossover frequencies
are set at 500 and 4,000 Hz and operate at
rates of 12 dB per octave. Price: $800.
SIARE, Dept. SR, 80 13th Avenue, Ron-
konkoma, N.Y. 11779.

Circle 125 on reader service card

(Continued on page 16)
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The Polks "At their price,
they are simply a steal!"

Aucho ram

Incredible Sound/Affordable Price "Our advice is not to
buy speakers until you've heard the Polks." Musician Magazine
Polk Tri-Laminate Polymer Driver
For Life -Like Clarity and Detail

Reviewers and Critics Agree Polk
speakers will give you the highest sound
quality and the most listening pleasure
for your money. They will deliver amaz-
ingly life -like, boxless, three dimensional
sound with breathtaking clarity and detail
in your listening room from your hifi system.

"Polk speakers (are) so vastly
superior to the competition. . a re-
markably well integrated and coherent

sound that adapts itself ideally to all kinds
of music...the kind of open, uncolored,
perfectly imaged sound we thought
began at twice the price...Sound quite
magnificent with a good mid -powered
popular brand receiver...They make the
popular speakers in their price range
seem dim, colored, boxy and just plain
insufficient" Musician Magazine

"Exceptionally pleasing sonic
balance... Polk's key des,ign goals have
definitely been realized...transient re-
sponse is absoultely first rate...hemis-
pherical dispersion is superb...Open,
boxless, three dimensional grial
ity...frequency response covers the
entire audible range with commendable
flatness...sensitivity is adequate for use
with a 10 watt amplifier, yet it could absorb
the full output of a 200 watt amplifier
without damage...certainly a very fine
speaker." Stereo Review

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Better sound in your home Polk
Audio loudspeakers will give you more
listening pleasure and greater long term
satisfaction from your music, your re-
cords and your hifi system. They offer
the best sound for the money available
on the market and are affordably priced
from less than $125 each to less than
$400 each.
Simply use the free reader service
card to receive detailed information,
copies of the expert's rave reviews and
the location nearest you for audition-
ing the incredible, affordable Polks.
Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St..
Balto.. Md. 21230

Polk
Monitor Series Loudspeakers

Incredible Sound/Affordable Price



Realism.
ALLISON:ONE' loud-
speakers were used
Diversified Science
Labs in reviewing nin,
"audiophile discs."
The reviews were
published in a special
section of the Winter,
1980 issue of Sierra
magazine. Here are
some excerpts:

"Stereo imaging has
excellent width and
depth and is rock
stable. .. . What we

heard was as real a piano as we have ever heard
on a recording. . . . percussion is crisp and clean
and even the triangle stands out clearly in the
presence of the full orchestra. Brass is excellent
in all registers: cellos and basses are clearly
defined. .. . Undoubtedly, this is one of the
most sonically thrilling recordings we've ever
heard. . . . super -solid kick drum, magnificent
transients, scintillating cymbals. . . . contains
a truly perfect transcription of the sound of a
bass drum. . . . The imaging, dynamics, and
accuracy are so perfect that the three musicians
seem to be performing in your living room."

These words are from record reviews. But the
sounds described were not created by the rec-
ords alone: they had to be reproduced by loud-
speakers before the reviewers could hear them
and judge their realism.

The loudspeakers were Allison One systems.
with the Electronic Subwoofer" to extend re-
sponse flat to 20 Hz.

One reason why Allison® systems reproduce
original sounds so accurately is that they have
flat bass power response in real rooms. Conven-
tional loudspeaker systems are affected by
reflections from room surfaces; Allison Room -
Matched° design avoids these effects. A series
of technical papers on the room -boundary
problem and its solution is available, along with
our catalog and other literature, free on request.

THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: $290.

($50 CASH REBATE on The Elec-
tronic Subwoofer until May 1, 1981)

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
Seven Tech Circle/Natick. MA 01760, U.S.A.

For literature and information call 1800)225-479I
In MA 1617) 237-2670, or send coupon.

Name --

Address

City State Zip
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Sanyo's Low-cost
Metal -compatible
Cassette Deck

 The RDS-20 from Sanyo has a three -
position tape -type selector for normal,
Cr02, or metal tape, soft -touch transport
controls, and Dolby noise -reduction cir-
cuits. Frequency response is given as 30 to
16,000 Hz, signal-to-noise ratio (Dolby cir-
cuits on) as 62 dB, wow and flutter as 0.05
per cent. The deck also has two microphone
inputs and a headphone output. Price:
$129.95.

Circle 126 on reader service card

New Two -driver
Bookshelf Speaker
From KEF

 The KEF Model 103.2 is a two-way
bookshelf loudspeaker system employing a
73/4 -inch Bextrene-cone low -frequency driv-
er in an acoustic -suspension enclosure to-
gether with KEF's T33 high -frequency
driver. The enclosure is designed for upright
use at a height that places the bottom of the
cabinet about 3 feet above the floor. Elec-

tronic overload protection is incorporated to
prevent damage by fault conditions. Visual
indication of overload is provided by a LED.
Available finishes include walnut, teak, and
rosewood veneers as well as black ash. The
removable grille is black.

Frequency range is given as 60 to 20,000
Hz ±3 dB at a 2 -meter distance ( -10 dB
at 37 and 30,000 Hz). This response is held
within 1 dB up to 10,000 Hz for ±20 de-
grees horizontally oft' the design axis. Sensi-
tivity is 86 dB sound -pressure level (SPL)
measured at I meter with a I -watt input.
Maximum output is a 106 -dB SPL at pro-
gram peaks under typical listening condi-
tions. Third -harmonic distortion is less than
1 per cent from 50 to 20,000 Hz. Nominal
impedance is 8 ohms. Dimensions are 20 x
101/2 x 93/4 inches. Weight is 19 pounds. The
Model 103.2 is sold in matched pairs only.
Price: $900 per pair.

Circle 127 on reader service card

Cartridge -alignment
Tool Uses Mirror

 The "Cart-a-lign" alignment device
helps in the adjustment of phono-cartridge
azimuth, stylus overhang, and cartridge/
arm orientation. The instrument is made of
high -impact plastic with a precision -en-
graved acrylic alignment mirror. Supplied
accessories are a jeweler's screwdriver, pen-
light, magnifying lens, and a fully illus-
trated instruction booklet. The complete kit
is $31.45 postpaid (plus New York City and
State sales tax where applicable) from
Cart-a-lign Research Corp., Dept. SR, 60
East 42nd Street, Suite 411, New York,
N.Y. 10165.

NOTE: All product descriptions and specifi-
cations quoted in these columns are based
on materials supplied by the manufacturers.
who will respond directly to reader requests
for further information.

Domestic inflation and fluctuations in the
value of the dollar overseas affect the price
of merchandise imported into this country.
Please be aware that prices quoted in this
issue are therefore subject to change.
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THE QUIET REVOLUTION
IN RECORD CARE

The newest in Record Care Programs -:rorn
ore of the oldest rames in audio.

Pia<ering cartridges have bui t an oulstanc-
ing -wofold reputation -excellence in sound
along with protect on of -ecord longevity
through exact trac:king tolerances, low
trccking weight and careful stylus design.
A natural extension of this concern is
n the field of record care itself.

Fickering introduces RC4 Record
Cleaner together with a :om-
panion Stylus Clecning Kit to
p-ovide the ultimate in
modern record protection.
RC4 removes microdust par-
ticles without add,ng re-
sidual noise - even reduc-
ing surface noise of mint
new recordings. The
Styles Cleaning Kit adds
assurance that your sty-
lus always delivers to its
maximum capat lity.

RC4 together with the
P ckering Stylus
C caning Kit. Com-
plete! Effective! Its the
Quiet Revolution n
Record Care!

PICKERING
for tins who con hem. Me difforonco"

Fcr further information write
lo Fickering & Co, Inc 1121
Sunnvside Blvd.,
NY -1303

7.1 :11E NO 41 ON REACEF SEpICE
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- -myr0. Vore

INCREDIBLY SIMPLE
Sophistication without

complication. Performance
without bulk. It's not a
dream. It's the incredible
Aiwa M-501 mini -compo-
nent system. An audio sys-
tem whose technology is so
advanced, size is immater-
ial. Only efficiency counts.

Instead of trying to
impress you with oversized, overcomplicated
components, the Aiwa M-501 system leaves
you with just one impression: awesome per-
formance.

All the Aiwa M-501 components together
measure less than many single components,
but their specifications measure up to and
often beyond conventional hi-fi systems.

And with Aiwa, technology doesn't quit
with performance. It just begins.

Nearly every function in the Aiwa M-501

mini -component system can
be activated by Aiwa's unique
infrared remote control. In
fact, the M-501 system shown
here is so advanced it can be
programmed to turn on by it-
self, record by itself, even
change up to 6 preset tuner
channels by itself. Just about
al you have to do, is buy it.

The incredible Aiwa M-501 mini -component system
-preamplifier, quartz synthesizer tuner, metal -capa-
ble cassette deck, digital quartz timer, infrared remote
control and DC stereo power amplifier with 50 watts
minimum RMS, both channels driven, into 8 ohms
from 20-20000 Hz. With no more than 0.02% total
harmonic distortion.

I WA
SIMPLY ADVANCED

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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= It sounds
:lc like music.
cw Interface:C Series II

cn is the fulfillment of
our six -year asso-

ciation with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of

( A.N. Thiele- speaker
designs first introduced
by Electro-Voice in 1973.
The Interface:C offers
you a unique combination0 of high efficiency and
high power capacity - the
only way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.

The SuperDomeTM
tweeter, an E -V exclusive,
and the VMR"" vented

Ilillim midrange driver, the first
to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequen-
cies, ensure your music
is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other high -
efficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive sub -
woofer assemblies.

When you spend 51,000
for a speaker system,
get your money's worth.

lcAudition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want a speaker that
sounds like music, the
Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy.

IN 

Ey Electro:Voice
°gib) company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan. Michigan 49107

Audio Q. and A.
By Larry

Klein

Technical Director Klein
admires part of the

enormous collection of
antique phonographs at
Audio-Technica's Japan

headquarters.

Laser -read LPs?
r% I have an extensive library of classical
%al and opera LP records which for
financial reasons I could not replace with
digital or dbx discs. Is there any possibility
that a playback system for standard
records will be developed using twin laser
beams reflected from the groove walls and
perhaps tracking with a stylus riding ahead
of the beam? If feasible, wouldn't this
minimize surface hiss, ticks, and pops?
And give full recorded frequency range?

H A. RODDICK
Yakima, Wash.

AAssuming that the technical problems
of having a laser "read" the groove

walls of a conventional 331/3 -rpm LP record
could be solved-and I believe such a sys-
tem has been demonstrated experimental-
ly-I do not see it as a feasible commercial
product. Leaving aside the inevitable high
expense of such a system, there's good
reason to believe that, at its best, it would
not provide benefits either in the areas of
record playback fidelity or longevity. Sur-
face hiss, ticks, pops, and other Rice-Krispy
noises result from defects in the vinyl mate-
rial, in the groove walls, or from debris that
has accumulated in the groove. Laser
beams, if they are to respond to sometimes
very subtle groove undulations that embody
the musical material, will also necessarily
respond-for better or worse-to every-
thing else that is in or part of the groove
True, some cartridge/tone-arm combina-
tions tend to emphasize certain record
defects, but, in general, the best of today's
cartridges, when optimally loaded and set
up, sound very much alike. I wouldn't
expect a laser "cartridge," if it were work-
ing optimally, to sound any different.

All this has nothing to do with the
upcoming laser -read digital audio discs.
Their particular sonic virtues derive from
the digital encoding and playback rather
than the use of laser groove scanning.

Tangential Tracking
n I am tempted to buy one of the new
a( tangential -arm turntables since I

understand it has advantages over a

pivoted arm. However, I am concerned
about a technical matter. / have noticed
that the spacing of the record grooves
varies from disc to disc; the longer the
playing time, the closer the groove spacing.
How is the speed of the tangential tone
arm, as it travels inward toward the center
of the record, adjusted to compensate?

ANTHONY L. MARTINS
Weston, Ontario

A There are several confusions in your
letter; I'll take them in order. First,

all tone arms operate tangentially to the
groove-or at least try to most of the time.
(Refer to your high-school geometry: a
right angle drawn to a radius of the record
will produce a tangent to the groove.) A
perfectly straight pivoted tonearm would
arc across the record surface and therefore
have perfect tangency at only one point,
hence all pivoted tone arms have offset
heads that provide correct tangency at two
points and close -to -correct tangency over
most of the playing surface of the disc.
Since the theoretical distortion generated
by a given degree of incorrect tangency
(otherwise known as lateral tracking error)
is worse at the inner grooves-because of
their tight arc-the geometry of the tone
arm is usually arranged so that one of the
points of perfect tangency appears fairly
close to the center of the record; this means
that the other point of tangency has to be
somewhere near the outer grooves. Inciden-
tally, the longer the tone arm, the shallower
the arc traveled across the record and the
lower the overall tracking error achieved-
assuming optimum geometry. (Arms longer
than 9 inches or so, however, are likely to
suffer from resonances and excessive mass,
and hence any advantages in lateral track-
ing that a longer arm might provide are
negated.)

The theoretical advantage of radial -
tracking tone arms, if they are designed
and operating properly, is that they will
preserve perfect tangency over the entire
record surface, can have very low mass
(because of their short length), and do not
need antiskating compensation.

A radial -tracking tone arm is never driv-
en across the record independently of the
position of the record groove. Most such

(Continued on page 22)
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On%

Now that
other tonearms
are finally
going
straight . . .

AMR

It's evident Mat other turitabe manufac:uners
are learning -what we've been stressing for rrany
years. Curvec: tonearms contribute noth ng lc
record pla-1:133:k e=ept more mass and instabil tv.

Bu: there's rore to tonearm design than the
shape of the tube. Much more.

There's :he p vo- and bearing system. Setings
for balance, tracking force and anti -skating.
Resonant freccencies and amplitudes. The rarge
of cartridges lobe accom:noclated. Total effective
mass. All :hese af&ct the accuracy with which the
stylus tracks the record groove.

Aryone who has ever owned a Dual turntable
knows exactly what we nnean_ and why the totally
engineered -Awl :onearm system convincingly
outperforms all ohers.
ULTRA LOIN MASS SYSTEM.

When a comen-ional (18 grams) tonearm ard
cartr:dge cowl:ma-ion trecks a record with a 1 mm
warp (barely 17.3ib e), harmoric distortian reaches
11.5 percent Duals exclLsive ULM tonearm had
cartrdge system reduces harnonic distortion to
only 0.012 percent. That's an incredible-and
audible-redu:tian of 9E8 times!

Wnen you cons_der that just about every record
manufactured -oday is warped, ULM is not ust
desirable-itis essential.
TUNABLE 4.1411 -RESONANCE.

Another DJEI exclusive. Dual's tunab e anti -
resonance fife- matches the 1..JLM tonearm tc
the mass and amnrpliance of any conventional
1/2-in:h cartridge. Acoustic feedback and vibra-
tion sensitivi:y are reduced, :racking ability
improved .. and the soLnd is audibly meaner.

GYROSCOPIC GIMBAL SUSPENSION.
The four-ocintgyroscopic gimbal centers and

balances the tonearm exactly where it pivots.
Tracking forme re:nains constant ard perpendicular
to ti -e record elven if the turntaole is not level.

In sharp contrast, tonearms that apply tracking
for by mcming the counterba ance--orsome
other weight-forward are actLallv urba:Enced
durirg play Urder typical playback cmdftions,
tracing canno: be precise_y maintailed.
DUAL'S LEGENDARY RELIAIBILITli.

A: a time whoa "planned obsolescence' is an
unhappy fad of life, it may be -eassurng to know
that Dual turntables continue he produced wit
the same dedicaton End manufacturing orecisicca
that has mace Dial so highly respected -hrough-
out Lae world.

Dual turntab 3 are made in the legendary Black
Forest where r-eiculous craftsmanship remainsa
way- of life. Bu: more than tradidoi is responsible
to Dual's leading position in a lineup of some fifty
competitive binds. The perfo-mance provided 37
Dud's prec_sion engineering has always exceeded
the remands of either the recare or cartridge.
ONE FINAL EIOUGHT.

I:s one thing to make a tonearra that's shaped
like a Dual. Bu: that's a long way from a tonearna
:hat performs Lice a Dual.

And that's telling is as straig7t as we can.
W-ite for our trod-_ure describing z nine

Cua- ULM turntables. Prices s:art at less
than $190. United Audio

12) So. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon. Ni' IC653
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Our ADC Integra
phono-cartridge's

overhang
adjustment

VS
their nuts,
bolts and

hassles.
As your tonearm sweeps a
record, the angle the stylus

makes with the record groove
constantly changes. The result?

Offset angle distortion. It's
old problem. That's why it took

a new kind of cartridge to solve
it... our ADC Integra. Unlike
conventional cartridges, the

ADC Integra is a carbon fibre
integrated headshell/cartridge

with overhang dimension
adjustment. There are no more

nuts, no more bolts and that
means no more hassles. To

minimize offset angle distortion
all you do is release the adjust-

ment locks. Adjust. Then re -
lock. It's incredibly simple.

We've even included a tracking
angle gauge. So it's also incred-

ibly accurate. Because we
know even an error as small as

20 can more than double car-
tridge distortion! Impressed? We

thought so. But the most im-
pressive feature of our new
overhang dimension adjust-
ment is that it is available in
three different ADC Integra

models. One for every kind of
budget. All for one kind of

sound...devastating. If you'd
like to hear more call Audio

Dynamics Corp. toll -free (800)
243-9544 or your AX dealer.

AM D
irOMPAN,

C

players employ a motor -driven arm that has
a small amount of lateral play. The arm is
moved by the record groove along a radial
path whose tangential accuracy is con-
trolled by some type of position -sensing
feedback arrangement. As the front part of
the arm, in following the groove, wanders
from a zero -tracking -error relationship, the
feedback arrangement senses the lack of
tangency and turns on (or speeds up) the
motor drive at the rear end of the arm to
restore tangency.

As an aside, since an error of some kind is
needed to start the arm motor, some critics
believe that a radial -tracking arm is more
likely to be in error more of the time than a
conventional pivoted arm. However, my
ears have never been able to confirm the
calculated distortion produced by pivoted
arms-or the ability of the radial -tracking
arms to eliminate it. I would sooner argue
about how many angels could dance on the
tip of a stylus. This is not to say that tone
arms cannot influence record -playing re-
production, but the fact that an arm is
pivoted or radial -tracking does not, in and
of itself, determine its contribution to
reproduction quality.

Videodisc Problem
recently watched a demonstration of

Nat the Pioneer laser optical videodisc
player. There was a fair amount of audible
noise and the jerky appearance of occasion-
al missed frames. The salesman claimed to
see and hear no defects. The machine is
touted as the way to enjoy near -perfect
audio, but this demonstration puts a doubt
in my mind. Is the buyer likely to get a
great new audio/video experience-or just
a headache?

HOWARD W. KREINER
Bethesda, Md.

AIt appears that Mr. Kreiner was
watching a good demonstration of a

bad videodisc. I'm told that MCA had some
technical production problems with its early
discs. And, although the problems seem to
have been solved, there are still enough of
those early discs in circulation to keep
giving headaches to everyone associated
with the laser optical system. As far as the
audio noise is concerned, some discs do
seem to have a high level of hiss, which can
generally be reduced or eliminated by
switching in the high filter on the external
amplifier. This problem also seems to occur
on an intermittent basis and, I would sus-
pect, depends to a great degree on the audio
quality of the original soundtrack from
which the master disc was made.

Keep in mind that a movie soundtrack
that is perfectly acceptable in a theater may
sound excessively noisy and distorted when
played through a hi-fi system at home. The
solution is for the videodisc producers to
clean up their sonic acts before dubbing
them onto videodisc.

Because the number of questions
we receive each month is greater
than we can reply to individually,
only those letters selected for use in
this column can be answered. Sorry!
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INTRODUCING
A CASSETTE DECK WITH A

MIND OF ITS OWN.
AKAI proudly

announces the GX-
F95.The future of
recorded history.
A 21st century
cassette deck for
the audiophile who
can't wait.

Within seconds after popping in a cassette,
this incredible computerized sound machine will
have accurately determined bias, equalization,
sensitivity tuning and more - automatically. For
virtually any tape on the market.

You'll also find sensor light full -logic solencid
controls, and switchable 24-section/2-color bar
meters with peak hold.

And the specs on the GX-F95 are equally
impressive.

Frequency response with metal tape is an
amazing 25-21,000 hertz. And Signal -to -Noise with
metal tape is 62dB (Dolby* on improves up to
10dB, above 5000 hertz). Harmonic Distortion.
less than .06%.

Y 0 U NEVER

Add now, the
3 -head performance

and reliability of our
exclusive Super GX
Combo head, whose

glass and crystal ferrite
construction adds sp to
over 17 years of virually

wear -free performance - guaranteed,*F antastic.
The latest addition to the longest all -metal
cassette line around.

Remarkable as the GX-F95 is, it's only one
of 11 superb AKAI cassette decks - two of wh ch
offer reversing record arid playback capthilities.

All metal -capable, the line includes models
from $189.95 to $1,195.0D, with plenty of stops
in between.

So if you're in the market for a great sounding
cassette deck, look no further than AKAI.

Including the brand-new GX-F95 with its
computerized brain. Maybe the most intelligent
thing we've ever done.

AKAI, 800 W. Artesia, Compton, CA 90224.

'TM Dolby Labs, Irr.
"Limited Warranty
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"When the lights were turned
out we could almost have sworn
that we were in the presence of a
real live orchestra."
Hal Rodgers, Popular Electron cs

"The effect strains credibility-
had I not experienced it, I prob-
ably would not believe it.. the
'miracle' is that it uses only the
two normal front speakers. ."
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Labs.

". it brings the listener substant-
ially closer to that elusive sonic
illusion of being in the presence
of a live performance."
Larry Klein, Stereo Review.

"...seems to open a curtain
and reveal a deploymen+ of
musical forces extending
behind, between and beyond
the speakers...terrific."
High Fidelity.

Z t Z

- -  
CAMII
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400

C-4000 Control Console

They're all raving
about
Sonic Holography a

Sonic Holography is only the most
spectacular achievement of the
Carver C-4000. The others are
merely extraordinary.

Consider what you actually
have in the C-4000:

A full function stereo preamplifier
 A time -delay system with

controllable reverberation mix
 A built-in 50 watt (total) power

amplifier for time delay speakers
 The Autocorrelator system that

reduces noise up to 8 dB with
any source material

 A peak unlimiter/downward
expander that nearly doubes
dynamic range

 And the Sonic Hologram system
that aroused the quotes above.

Please write for the complete
test reports, brochures and list of
authorized Carver dealers.

Then you can rave all you want
about your own C-4000.

CAR! I
CORPORA T I O N
PO Box 664, Woodinville, Washington 98072

Tape Talk

A Little Knowledge . . .?
Qrecently read a disturbing article in

 Chicago magazine (October 1980) in
which the author claimed that the Philips
cassette standards were being differently
interpreted by deck manufacturers and
test -tape manufacturers. He noted that "a
recording made at 0 on one machine might
read +S or -3 when played back on
another machine," and that this would
cause trouble with the Dolby system. His
advice: "You can avoid these problems by
recording and playing back on the same
machine. If you switch cassettes between
machines. expect an unsettling difference."
Is this true?

ROBERT HILLIARD
Evanston, III.

AA
Scare stories, like scare headlines,

usually result from a combination of
overstatement and misunderstanding. Re-
garding the claim you quote, however, while
the 8 -dB ( + 5 to -3) level difference would
certainly cause decoding errors in Dolby
circuits if the meter characteristics were the
same and if the "Dolby level" were, in fact,
0 dB, the probabilities are overwhelmingly
against your having any audible difficulty
with existing machines. The fact is that
most meters-of whatever characteris-
tics-have a "Dolby calibration" mark that
has only an indirect relation to where the
manufacturer chooses to mark "0 dB" on
his scale but which he uses (as should you, if
you have "user -adjustable" Dolby sensitivi-
ty controls on the front panel) to calibrate
the Dolby system. If a Dolby -level test tape
(or a tape you record yourself using a
built-in Dolby tone) plays back at that
marking, the internal Dolby adjustments
must be presumed to be correct whatever
the "dB" (or "VU") marking on the scale
reads. On a number of decks that cross my
test bench the Dolby -level mark is located
at about +2 VU (indicating a quasi -VU -
meter type of movement and a 0 -VU level
of approximately 165 nanowebers/meter);
on one of my decks it is marked at -5 dB (a
peak -reading meter with a fair degree of
overshoot); on still others, it is at 0 dB (a
tightly damped peak -reading meter); etc.

Certainly there are differences in test
tapes used by manufacturers in setting up

their decks. Usually, though, those differ-
ences are less than what you obtain if you
take the same test tape, play it through in
the forward direction with a chart recorder
noting the output at various frequencies,
then turn it over and play it back in the
opposite direction-where, in theory, you
should get the same results!

Certainly it is possible to find examples
where a cassette recorded on one deck
produces an "unsettling difference" in
sound when played on another. But don't
expect this to be the rule, for within the
inherent tolerances of the cassette format
itself, engineers on the standards commit-
tees in Asia, in Europe, and in America
have for some years now been minimizing,
not maximizing, compatibility problems.

Comparing Specs
n I am considering buying a high-quali-
kli ty cassette or open -reel deck, and I
have read that the reference standards are
not the same for cassette and open -reel. Is
there any way for a consumer to compare
specifications between the two formats?

STEVEN L. BASTA
Tulsa, Okla.

ABuying a tape deck-cassette oropen-reel-on the basis of published speci-
fications alone is a dangerous business, for
it's likely to penalize the conservative man-
ufacturer of a topnotch product and to
reward the manufacturer whose "specs" are
written by a "creative" copywriter.

In general, the more magnetic material
you pull past a given tape head in a given
time, the better the results are likely to be.
There are cassette decks using 21 -mil
tracks and a 17/8-ips tape speed that outper-
form some quarter -track open -reel decks
operating at 71/2 ips, but they are the excep-
tion rather than the rule.

It is impossible to rate a cassette deck's
wow/flutter figure based on a weighted-rms
measurement against a figure for an open -
reel deck rated on the DIN peak -weighted
standard. If both use the DIN measure-
ment, however, the comparison is valid. If
both units have signal-to-noise measure-
ments based on 3 per cent third -harmonic

(Continued on page 26)
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LIMITED EDITIONS FROM
THE ORIGINAL MASTERS

BRAND NEW! THE FIRST TRULY HIGH
FIDELITY PRE-RECORDED CASSETTE.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab presents a technological break-
through: Original Master Recording'. High Fidelity Cassettes.
You won't believe that pre-recorded cassettes could sound this
spectacular. Our exclusive tape transfer process gives you a one-
to-one (1:1) "real time" cassette taken directly from the original
stereo master tape. We use state-of-the-art high bias Chromium
Dioxide tape for maximum frequency response and minimal
background noise. Our ultra -protective cassette shell will help
prevent jamming, headwear, wow and flutter.
At last! You can now enjoy true high fidelity programming on
your home, automobile and portable stereo cassette systems.
Our first releases: Pink Floyd,

Inodt<e fide"tYSteely Dan, Earl Klugh, Supertramp, .... In°
John Klemmer, and the Los Angeles *`4"1" ... . so-und bib
Philharmonic Orchestra. a devlsoon of WIFSL. INC

n Original Master
Recording," IT or
cassette, will challenge
and improve the
performance of any
stereo system.

An original work by DaVinci is a
masterpiece. So is an Original Master
Recordinr...a masterpiece of
audio art.
Utilizing our exclusive half -speed
mastering process, we return to the
artist's original stereo master tape to
capture every nuance of that original
studio or concert hall performance...
like it's never been captured before.
Each Limited Edition Lp is pressed
on Super Vinyl for maximum clarity
and custom packaged for total
protection. Available at discriminat-
ing audio and record stores.

0.1111.011 Wag.. OffiGno. vra5.110

EARL ICLUOM
Finger Paintings

PINK FLOYD
Th. Dark Side

of the Moon

SUPERTRAMP
Crane of the

Century

ORIGINPL MRSTER RECORDINGS,.
THE BEST OF THE CONTEMPORARY MASTERS ARE AVAILABLE ON ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING' LP's. INCLUDING: ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION  THE BEATLES  GEORGE
BENSON  BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA WITH HERBERT VON KARAJAN  ERIC CLAPTON  NATALIE COLE  CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL  NEIL DIAMOND 
EMERSON LAKE & PALMER  FLEETWOOD MAC  CRYSTAL GAYLE  GRATEFUL DEAD  EMMYLOU HARRIS  AL JARREAU  JOHN KLEMMER  EARL KLUGH  BERNIE KRAUSE 
MICHEL LEGRAND  GORDON LIGHTFOOT  LITTLE FEAT  LITTLE RIVER BAND  LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA WITH SIR ADRIAN BOULT  LONDON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA WITH ANDRE PREVIN  MELISSA MANCHESTER  MANHATTAN TRANSFER  STEVE MILLER  WES MONTGOMERY  THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA  OLIVIA
NEWTON -JOHN  PABLO CRUISE  PINK FLOYD  POCO  KENNY ROGERS  JOE SAMPLE  DON SEBESKY  BOB SEGER  STEELEYE SPAN  STEELY DAN  CAT STEVENS  AL
STEWART  STYX  SUPERSAX  SUPERTRAMP  GINO VANNELLI

FREE! OUR NEW COLOR CATALOGUE. Write: Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, (Dept. ST) P.O. Box 919, Chatsworth, CA 91311
CIRCLE NO 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MURA CO0
...the greatest personal stereo system to

come down the road since Sony's Walkman but
with a big plus. HI STEPPER offers variety by
giving you a choice of three modes of listening
pleasure, AM, FM and FM stereo, all in a unit
small enough to fit in the palm of your hand.

The HI STEPPER radio weighs in at only
9.1 oz (inc. batteries), the headset at only 1.6 oz
(less cord). Unless you hear it, it's hard to believe
the dramatic, full rich sound that this small
package produces.

HI STEPPER features include
 Automatic and manual stereo
switching  Slide rule tuning 
Stereo balance control  LED
stereo indicator  Powered by
3 AA batteries (that provide 10
times longer playing time than a
9V battery) or with DC adaptor
 Built-in pocket/belt clip c
Measures 1.2 x 3.1 x 4.7 in.
 Carrying case included.

.1981 Mura Corporation. Westbury, N Y

The ultra lightweight
headset is MURA's model hs. It has  Rare earth
(samarium cobalt) drivers  Tapered mylar
speakers  A 4 ft. lightweight cord with a 3.5mm
plug. The hs also features a foldable headband
that permits compact storage and convenient
carrying when not in use.

MURA's HI STEPPER is perfect for today's
on -the -go people. And that's just about

everyone. It's the ideal take -me -along
stereo companion.
With its outstanding features and
suggested retail price of under $80.00,
MURA's HI STEPPER is a big step
forward in today's trend to high
quality, personal stereo listening.

MURA
You'll he hearing from us. -

CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AT ADCOM,QUALITY IS THE PRINCIPLE...
LOW COST THE DIVIDEND.

As a matter of principle the new
Adcom GFP-1 preamplifier avoids

gimmicks, useless gadgetry and pinball
machine illumination to concentrate on
the things that really matter, genuine
utility, outstanding performance and an
affordable price.

To cite just a few of its more note-
worthy features, the Adcom GFP-1
employs a super low noise FET phono
input stage to minimize cartridge impe-
dance interaction, a problem that many
far more costly designs seem to over-
look. To insure exceptionally high over-
load capability there's discrete phono
and line circuitry. In place of a conven-
tional volume control you'll find a true
stepped potentiometer with precision
trimmed resistor pads for accurate
channel tracking. Another neat touch
- genuinely useful tone controls with
hinge points that correspond to RIAA
phono rollover frequencies permitting
improved control of record playback.

Add sophisticated switching, ver-
satile dubbing facilities, vanishingly low
distortion and exceptionally quiet
operation and you truly have a preamp-
lifier for all reasons.

One last thought. At a time when
all too many companies have opted for
increasingly exotic designs i.e. very
expensive ones, Adcom has conscien-
tiously sought to provide a demon-
strably superior preamplifier at a price'
that would still be within the reach of
most discriminating enthusiasts.

Clearly, you owe it to yourself to
audition this remarkable instrument.
And at the same time, listen to its
superb companion piece the Adcom
GFA-1 amplifier. We think you will
agree that they're as good as anything
you have ever heard, regardless of price.

For additional information and the
name of your nearest Adcom dealer
write: Adcom, 9 Jules Lane,
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901. U.S.A.

'Suggested retail price. $350

ADCOM GFP-1 PRFAMPLIRER

distortion at a low frequency (for example,
333 Hz), the comparison is again correct-
provided you look at the cassette deck's
S/N without Dolby -B noise reduction (very
few open -reel decks come with Dolby -B
circuits, which can add an 8- to 10 -dB
improvement to the published S/N). The
"0 VU" point on open -reel and cassette
decks is likely to vary slightly, though if
frequency -response claims are based on sig-
nal levels of -20 VU, they are likely to be
comparable. But you should also look at
curves based on a 0 -VU input; there you
will generally find far greater resistance to
high -end overload in open -reel decks.

Add -On Dolby

QI, there anywhere I can buy an acesso-
ry Dolby -B unit to go with my open -

reel deck?
JUAS, C. PLACEMIA

Kansas City, Mo.

AYears ago, when Dolby was new, there
were a dozen or more such "out-

board" Dolby units available, but today I
know of only one. A firm called Integrex,
Inc., P.O. Box 747, Havertown, Pa. 19083,
sells an assembled Dolby -B decoder for
$100 and a four -channel (two -encode, two -
decode) kit version for $137. If you're not
handy with a soldering iron-the kit is
estimated to take 10 hours to complete-I
suspect that Integrex would be happy to
recommend a builder, or you might be able
to find someone locally.

Salvage Jobs
QMy wife mistakenly placed a number
 of my open -reel tapes outside on our

balcony last winter, and although they were
in metal containers, the tapes now break
when I try to play them. Can anything be
done to save them?

JAMES E. HILL
Silver Spring, Md.

n About forty of my cassettes, a few
  years old, were shipped to me in

crates from Europe. When I try to play
them now I hear a loud squealing as they
go through the player. I suspect they've
dried out. Is there any fluid I could apply
to them to solve the problem (and how,
since the cassettes are welded)?

RON SCHNEPPER
San Antonio, Tex.

l receive a fair number of inquiries not
unlike these from readers Hill and

Schnepper to which, frankly, there is no
sure-fire good answer. When tapes have
been damaged by some abnormal condition
during storage or transportation, resuscita-
tion efforts are usually in vain.

Tapes whose oxide coatings and/or
backing materials have been "dried out"
(sometimes becoming brittle) can occasion-
ally be made temporarily playable-long
enough to make a copy-by sealing them
inside an airtight container together with
some wet blotting paper for about 24 hours.
Pipe and cigar smokers make use of the
same principle in their humidors. That's my
best suggestion. 0
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If lately your favorite recordings sound like they're gradually
unrecording, it could be the tape they're on.

You see the oxide particles on some tapes just aren't bound on
very well. And when the oxide particles come off, your music
could come off sounding faded and weak.

Maxell, however, has developed a unique binding process that
helps stop those oxide particles from taking
a hike. We also polish our tape to a mirror
finish to reduce friction, the major
cause of oxide shedding.

So with Maxell, even if you play a tape
over and over, the music won't disappear
before your very ears.

IT'S WORTH IT
CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
YOU CAN HEAR THE

FULL POTENTIAL OF

STEREOPHONIC

REPRODUCTION

WITH THE

SOUND CONCEPTS '"i
IR2100 IN YOUR OWN
STEREO SYSTEM

You may have wondered why all the sound
from your stereo seems to come from the
space between your speakers when you
know that speakers project sound in all
directions. In a conventional stereo system.
the speakers act as sonic barriers to the
stereo image. They actually become
obvious sources for the sounds that were
originally recorded beyond the angle that
they enclose.

In live music each separate sound
emenates from a single location and is
basically heard once in each ear. In stereo
all the sounds are reproduced from two
locations. The resulting cross coupling of
left channel to right ear and vice versa is
the sonic equivalent of a double exposure.

The IR2100 embodies unique circuitry that
represents the first major improvement in
stereo image enhancement in 20 years*.

It develops signals that actually cancel the
stereo portion of the acoustic cross talk and
allows your stereo to reproduce the full
breadth and depth of the original
performance. The IR2100 is also uniquely
adjustable from the listening position for a
wide range of speaker locations and source
material, so you can easily tune it to get the
most out of your stereo and your
recordings. The impact of the IR2100 will
be to expand your stereo sound stage and
give greater localization of the individual
instruments and voices while restoring the
original open feeling of a live performance.

"It is hard to imagine a greater benefit from
a $249 investment" Julian Hirsh in Stereo
Review, Dec. 1980.

For copies of revues, data and list of
dealers, write SOUND CONCEPTS.
Box 135. Brookline, MA 02146 or call
(617) 566-0110.
'PAT. PENDING

FIDELITY IN
SPATIAL REPRODUCTION

CIRCLE NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Audio/ Video flews

PRERECORDED CASSETTES FOR AUDIOPHILES

me-t
always been partial to the cassette me-

i dium, not for the way the cassette deck is
commonly used (the ethically questionable
practices of dubbing from broadcasts or
friends' records), but as a means of provid-
ing, through the prerecorded cassette, mu-
sic of high sonic quality at low cost. Cas-
settes, if properly recorded, can offer lower
noise, fewer defects, longer playing life even
on substandard equipment, and longer un-
interrupted playing times than most long-
playing discs. Prerecorded cassettes can
even give better high -frequency perform-
ance than an LP's inner grooves.

Unfortunately, until recently there has
been very little effort among manufacturers
to realize the full capabilities of the me-
dium. Advent, InSync, and CBS Master -
sound have been among the few exceptions.
To that list you can now add Vanguard,
Mobile Fidelity, and JVC as companies
that have chosen to apply audiophile crite-

 ria and techniques to the production of cas-
settes of high sonic quality.

Vanguard's releases in its SuperChrome
cassette series are duplicated at fairly low
speed on chromium -dioxide tape stock and
use Dolby -B encoding. While these charac-
teristics sound very much like those of the
CBS Mastersound cassettes, there is a ma-
jor difference: price. Vanguard's "Two-
fers," containing the program equivalent of
two LPs per cassette, sell for $10.98. Art-
ists with such double -length cassettes in-
clude Joan Baez (CAT 41/42), Buffy
Sainte -Marie (CAT 3/4), the Clancy
Brothers (CAT 53/54), and P. D. Q. Bach
(CAT 719/20). There is also a group of
classical releases including music by Vival-
di (CA 470665), Stravinsky (CA 471177),
and Mussorgsky (CA 471188), Handers
Messiah (CA 410090/2), and Bach's Bran-
denburg Concertos (CA 471208/9). How
do they sound? Very good. The only major
defect I found on the SuperChrome tapes I
heard was some slight overmodulation dis-
tortion of the trumpet in the Bach Branden-
burg Concerto No. 2. Wow and flutter were
not a problem, nor was the noise level.

Audio Source (1185 Chess Dr., Foster
City, Calif. 94404) is importing several cas-
settes that have been duplicated at low
speed onto metal tape by JVC in Japan.

Priced at $29.95 each, the first three re-
leases feature Irakere (MDS-4), Sadao
Watanabe (MDS-1), and Dave Grusin
(MDS-7). As can be expected from metal
tape, the high -frequency performance of
these recordings is very good, as is the noise
level. The cleanest -sounding cassette, con-
taining what to my ears is the most interest-
ing music, is the Dave Grusin Mountain
Dance tape, derived from a digital -master
recording.

Mobile Fidelity, known for recutting and
repressing various LPs, has taken another
unusual route with cassette releases. The
Mobile Fidelity cassettes are said to be re-
corded at playing speed (17/8 inches per sec-
ond) directly from the master tape. Even
the Dolby -B unit employed is said to be im-
proved, with reduced harmonic distortion
and extended frequency response. These
cassettes are probably the closest that con-
sumers can get to master -tape sound, at
least until digital playback enters the home.
They cost SI more than the equivalent Mo-
bile Fidelity discs.

Regardless of how they were duplicated,
the Mobile Fidelity cassettes sound superb.
The tapes I heard (Steely Dan, C-033; Pink
Floyd, C-017; Earl Klugh, C-025; and Zu-
bin Mehta conducting excerpts from Star
Wars and Close Encounters, C-008) all had
very low noise levels, wide dynamic range,
full -range frequency response, and no ob-
trusive distortion. At times I felt that I was
missing some of the uppermost high -fre-
quency octave (10,000 to 20,000 Hz), but
this is probably because of a slight head -
alignment mismatch between Mobile Fidel-
ity's duplicating machines and my playback
unit. I also heard some slight modulation
noise with certain selections, but this could
just as easily stem from the original analog
recordings as from the duplication process.

IN short, these releases demonstrate that
prerecorded cassettes can sound fully com-
petitive with their disc counterparts and in
some ways (noise, end -of -side distortion) su-
perior. They also seem to show that prere-
corded cassettes are reaching their final peak
of development, barring another break-
through in tape formulation or the use of
more advanced noise -reduction systems. 0
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GENUINE
SHUFREE

V15 TYPE IV
PHONO CARTRIDGE

l Lt

not simply a "cartridge"...
but an innovative playback system
Dynamic Stabilizer Suspended from two
viscous -damped bearings, acts like a shock absorber to
maintain a constant cartridge -to -record distance and uni-
form tracking force; eliminates record groove skipping
caused by warp; cushions the stylus from accidental
carnage.

 Electrostatic Neutralizer 10,000 con-
ductive graphite fibers discharge static electricity from the
record during play. Eliminates attraction of dust and track-
ing force variations caused by static charges.

Hyperelliptical Tip Elongated, uniform
groove contact reduces harmonic and intermodulation dis-
tortion by as much as 25% over conventional Elliptical or
long contact tips.

Telescoped Shank Greatly improves track-
abLity A the crit ca! middle and high frequencies. Lowest
effective mass, wish no sacrifice of necessary stiffness or

strengti.

eTwo-Function Bearing Unique bearing
system is optimized for both low frequencies anc high
frequencies Independently. Enhances trackability across
entire auaio spectrum.

Laminated Core Low -loss, laminated electro-

magnetic structure provides consistently flat frequency
response, excep'ional channel separation, higher signal
level cutput.
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V15 TYPE IV...

GENUINE

GETS THE MOST
OUT OF TODAY'S

"SUPER" RECORDINGS...

WHILE OVERCOMING ALL THESE PROBLEMS
Hot Signals
Digital recording, half -speed mastering, direct-
to-disc-these and other recording breakthroughs
deliver previously unattainable dynamic range

But. they also put unprecedented demands on the
playback system. In the graph below, the dots

show the actual measured recorded velocity cf

several commonly available "hot' recordings
A cartridge which cannot cope with such hot
recorded signals mistracks; that is, the stylus bses
contact with the record groove walls producing

distortion and permanent audible damage to
the groove.

The ability of the stylus to stay in contact with
both groove walls is called trackability and it is the

best measure of a cartridge's total performance:
The trackability of the V15 Type IV (the solid cury

line) is in excess of most measured rot signals on

the graph below-even at an ultra -light, one g
tracking force. This is due in large part to the
unique design of the stylus assembly: it incorpo-
rates a telescoped shank structure and a light-

weight, high-energy magnet which reduce the
effective mass of the moving system without

sacrificing stiffness. Low and high frequency
trackability have been independently optimized
by means of a unique two -function bearing

system for uncompromised trackability across
the entire audio spectrum.

SYSTEM TRAcxmaarrY
HECKTICAL RECORDED VELOOTIEE

ACTUAL MEASURED RECORDED VELOCITIES

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

*Ca lodge -tone arm system trackability when mounted in
SME3009 tone arm at 1 gram tracking orce.

Warp Static Charges
our phono cartridge "sees" all records as twisted,

ving surfaces. jolting up and down 0.5 to 8
mesa second. This is due to the record manufac-

ring process itself. Even most new records that
ok flat have warps. and a warped record can

ange the cartridge -to -record distance, the track -

g force, and the vertical tracking angle. Warps

roduce frequency "wow:' distortion, and subaudi-
le signals that can dangerously overload speak-
rs and amplifiers.

What's more, somewhere between 5 and 15 Hz.'

very tone arm -cartridge system has a resonance

equency -a frequency at which a warp will
roduce an exaggerated motion that may result in
istracking and in extreme cases. cause serious

mage to both the record and stylus.
The Dynamic Stabilizer is viscous -damped to

sist sudden changes in motion, such as those
used by subaudible warp. Instead, the damping

nsures that the tone arm will follow the

regularities of the record surface, even at the
requency of arm -cartridge resonance. The original

tridge-to-record distance is thus maintained,
nd vertical tracking angle and stylus trackin

orce remain constant! Stabilizing the distan

ngle, and force ensures that the full tracking
pability of the cartridge is realized at all limes.

he V15 Type IV's Dynamic Stabilizer makes cer-

tain you hear the recorded information, not the
warp effects.

CHANGIIIG DISTANCE

CONSTANT DISTANCE

OTHER CARTRIDGE

THE V15 TYPE IV

Electrostatic charges on the record can be caused

by contact with the record jacket, the turntable mat,

or other records. These charges on the record are

omnipresent and unevenly distributed. As they
attract the cartridge toward the record, they change

the arm -to -record distance, the vertical tracking

angle, and stylus tracking force. The result is
undesirable wow and flutter.

What's more, static discharge through the stylus

and amplifying system causes annoying pops and
clicks.

During play 10,000 electrically conductive
fibers in the Dynamic Stabilizer continuously
sweep just ahead of the stylus, preparing the

groove about to be played. They pick up the static

electricity and discharge it to ground, much like a

miniature lightning rod. As a result, the record
surface is electrically neutralized. The static charge

is prevented from effecting arm-to-recorc distance
or from altering the vertical tracking angle-and
the tracking force is stabilized to minimize wow
and flutter.

CONDUCTIVE
FIBERS TO GROUND

CHARGED

09809 DISCHARGED



Dust and Dirt Distortion
Dus: particles on the surface of the record or in the

record groove can have two detrimental effects on

read playback. Particles that accumulate and foul
the stylus bp prevent accurate tracking and can

cause loss cf contact with the record surface,
resulting in gross distortion. Particles that remain

in the groove car cause "pops" and "tics" or can
be embeiced in the groove wall causing perma-
nent record damage.

Effectrve -ecord cleaning is essential. However,

when Shye engineers examined the record clean-

ing devices on the market today, they found that

most of the brist es were actually too wide to fit
inside the .ecoect grooves. They cleaned the

surface. Out let the grooves, where the music

is, untouched!
The Dynamt Stabilizer, pictured below, con-

tains over 10.000 ultra -fine graphite fibers. ea
one so thin that 10 of them can fit inside the
average "ecord groove. They "sweep" the grooves

effective y, silently, just ahead of the stylus every

time the record is played removing interfering
partic'es from the record grooves and protecting

the stylus :ip from dust accumulation.
And because the record surface is electrostal

calto neutralized by these fibers. it does not attract

airborne dust particles.

The remarkable sound of the Viti Type IV has been

variously describec by the most respected 2udio

critics in the industry as "clean:. "natural: and
"easy to listen to'." One reason is the incomparably

low distortion afforded by its Hyperelliptical stylus.

The unique, Shure -developed Hyperel iptical

nude diamond tip configuration is better suited to
reproduction of the stereo -cut groove than any
other tip configuration. The tracing radius is
smaller to more accurately follow the grove. As
the figures below show, its "footprint' (represented
by black oval) is longer, narrower, and more uni-

form than the traditional Biradial (Elliptical) tip -

groove contact area. As a direct result of this
optimized contact area, the Hyperelliptical stylus
reduces intermodulation and harmonic distortion

to a significant degree-as much as 25%!

BIRADIAL (ELLIPTICAL) HYPERELLIPTICAL
STYLUS STYLUS

SECrION SECTION
'BBB VIEW IM 11 lir

DIRECIION"K F+ DF_QIDN
VIEW N

'A'

the Critics'
Choice...
"We have enough money to buy the best Let's go
with the Shure V15 Type IV There are pickups that

cost more...but none that beats its combination of

superb tracking, flat frequency response, low dis-

tortion, and warp -malfunction resistance It may

not have the mystique of the moving coils, but it's
an honest reproducer and a fine performer, whist'
is more than can be said for some of the highly

touted exotica..."

High Fidelity (U.S.A.)

"Like all of Shure's top cartridges for many

years, standard in the indust

-a cartridge against which others are judged.
"...(it) has earned its place in the cartridge

pantheon honestly. When performance, price, and

reliability are all taken into account, the V15 Type IV

still comes out a top choice, even in the face of

exotic competition:'

AudioScene (Canada)

"Music of all types sounded natural, transients
were crisp, string tone was good and the bass was

full and solid. Stereo imaging was precise and

stable: and distortion remarkably low"

illGramophone (England

"The resolution in the medium and high frequen-;
cies was supported by the excellent trackability

and I was able to enjoy a delicate pianissimo
sound, the likes of which I had not heard before

Stereo Geijutsu (Japan)

FREE!
Trackability
Record
When you buy a V15 Type ,V car-
tridge and -eturn the wa-ranty card,
we'll send you a free copy of Ar Audio Obstacle
Course, Era IV (TTR115) worth $5.50 It includes
tests to evaluate trackability, ant -cartridge resonance,
channel balance, and phasing.



Shure supplies
a replacement
stylus (needle)
for virtually
every cartridge
we've ever made
No matter which Shure cartridge you own, from today's V15 Type
IV all the way bad( to the M3D, the firs! true high fidelity stereo
cartridge, you car get a Genuine Shure replacement stylus that
can br ng it right back up to its origiral performance specifi-
cations. Upgrade styli are available to fit some Shure cartridges
for performance beyond original specifications.

Even as the performance of the rest of your high fidelity system
can be no better than the performance of the cartridge, the
performance of a fine Shure cartridge can be no better than its

CG

... a sound
investment

in record care
& listening

pleasure
stylus. Cartridges don't wear out-styli do. A worn or damaged
stylus can cause irreparaole damage to your valuable, pcssibly
irreplaceable record collection. Don't take the chance! Have your
stylus professionally inspected at least once a year, and replace it
if necessary with a Genuine Shure replacement stylus.

Don't be fooled by cheap imitations. Sophisticated equip-
ment designed by Shure assures uniformity and unwavering
adherence to specifications. Insist on the name SHURE on the
stylus grip.

GENUINE
S U FR

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204. In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited.
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.



Technical Talk
ByJulian D. Hirsch

 Improving Cassette Tape 

'THOUGH metal -coated tapes have re-
ceived most of the publicity during the

past couple of years, the major tape manu-
facturers have been hard at work improving
their oxide -based tapes. Judging from re-
cent announcements from Fuji, Maxell,
Memorex, and TDK, their development
programs have been following parallel
paths.

Some of the incentive for this activity
may have resulted from a slight letdown in
the general enthusiasm for metal tape fol-
lowing the fanfare of its introduction. Un-
questionably, there has been considerable
"oversell" of the new tape, and the lessening
of enthusiasm has been aggravated by the
inevitable time lag between the announce-
ment and the availability of the tape itself,
the initial variability in the tape's charac-
teristics, the delayed appearance of hard-
ware capable of exploiting its unique quali-
ties-and the high cost of the tape.

Now that even the lowest -priced cassette
decks are beginning to boast "metal com-
patibility," it is becoming apparent to any-
one who has used this tape that metal, per
se, is not the answer to everyone's cassette
recording problems. On many decks, metal
tape is hardly distinguishable from any
good grade of ferric -oxide tape (except per-
haps in those rare cases where one wishes to
record live music that has a strong high -
frequency content). Indeed, the most ob-
vious difference between the two is usually
price-metal tape costs roughly twice as
much as premium oxide -coated tape.

Initially, there were production problems

in the manufacture of metal tape, and the
differences in magnetic properties between
the tapes from different manufacturers
sometimes made it difficult to realize their
qualities to the fullest. If we can accept the
latest statements from the tape manufac-
turers, most of these problems have been
overcome, and the public can now choose
among metal tapes from several manufac-
turers. It is a bit early to determine if there
are substantive performance differences
among them, but it is gratifying to see that
the very high price of the early metal tapes
has been shaved considerably in some of the
newer products.

What about those "old-fashioned" oxide -
coated tapes? Well, we now have new FX-1
and FX-2 formulations from Fuji, plus Fuji
Metal and a lower -price "standard" tape,
FL. According to Fuji, these tapes tend to
have slightly higher output and lower noise
than their similarly named predecessors, re-
sulting in an overall dynamic -range im-
provement of 1.5 to 3 dB, depending on fre-
quency. Maxell has added two new tapes,
XL I -S and XL II -S, plus MX metal tape,
to its line, supplementing rather than re-
placing the well -established UD, UD XL -I,
and UD XL -II. Here, too, the manufactur-
er claims that an improved process gives
more uniform particle dispersion, greater
bias latitude, lower noise, and less print -
through, with an overall dynamic -range im-
provement of 1.5 to 2 dB.

Not all the tape development is taking
place in Japan. Memorex has been busy as
well, and the result of its labors is a pair of

new tapes, MRX I (which replaces the
MRX3), Memorex High Bias II (replacing
the High Bias tape), and a new Metal IV
tape. The numerical designations of the new
Memorex tapes conform to the present in-
ternational standards, which designate
standard -bias, 120 -microsecond -equalized
tapes as Type I; high -bias, 70 -microsecond -
equalized tapes, including chromium diox-
ide and "chrome equivalents," as Type II;
ferrichrome tapes, nearly extinct at this
time, as Type Ill; and metal -coated tapes as
Type IV. BASF has also upgraded various
tapes in its line, mostly by enhancing the
packing density of the oxide particles; in ad-
dition, the new shells have improved struc-
tural integrity, larger spring pads, rede-
signed roller guides, and so forth. And 3M
also has improved the shell mechanics in its
Scotch Master line.

RETURNING to Japan, we find TDK's new
line featuring an improvement on the popu-
lar SA tape. The new SA -X tape is similar
to SA in its bias requirements and frequen-
cy response, but SA -X (like the other new
premium tapes we have mentioned) offers
improves sensitivity and a higher output
level at all frequencies, giving it a 1- to 2 -dB
advantage in signal-to-noise ratio.

The magnetic improvements in all these
tapes are certainly worthwhile, though we
would hardly expect any of them to be dra-
matically better -sounding than its predeces-
sors (or even its competitors). The sonic im-
provements of a couple of decibels more dy-
namic range, plus a little better high-fre-

Tested This Month
MXR Model 140 System Preamp  NAD Model 3140 Integrated Amplifier

Sony Model PS -X75 Turntable  Tandberg Model 3001 FM Tuner
Wharfedale Laser 100 Speaker System
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quency headroom, are likely to be subtle
at best.

Together with the improvements in tape
coatings have come many modifications in
mechanical details that may well be at least
as important as what has gone into the tape
itself. These mechanical improvements are
difficult to quantify, but they are much
more obvious to the user, if only in a nega-
tive sense (a jammed cassette is not very
subtle in its effects!). Without attempting to
dissect the new cassettes and compare their
mechanical constructions and tighter di-
mensional tolerances (which could not be
done very meaningfully anyway), I can see
from the claimed advantages of each make
that their manufacturers have been ad-
dressing the same problems, although I

have no way of knowing to what extent each
of them has been troubled by them.

Among the generic problems of cassettes
has been the maintenance of a uniform,
tightly controlled tape path, so that the ac-
tual magnetic pattern recorded on one ma-
chine will match the playback -head azi-
muth of another (or even of itself, in the
case of a three -head recorder). It was this
problem that led to the requirement in most
early three -head recorders that the record-
ing -head azimuth be aligned to the play-
back -head azimuth, not only for each cas-
sette used, but for each side of the cassette
as well. Other problems, also related to the
control of the tape motion, include a shift-
ing of the tape in the cassette at right angles
to the direction of tape movement (leading
to interchannel crosstalk), uneven torque
that can create wow or in severe cases pre-
vent the tape from moving in the fast -for-
ward or rewind mode, and the ultimate de-
fect of jamming or tape breakage.

The announcements of the tape manufac-
turers indicate that they are taking similar
steps to correct these conditions. Among the
modifications are tape hubs and guide roll-
ers of improved plastic materials that have
tighter mechanical tolerances and new low -
friction slip sheets (which prevent the tape
packs from binding against the inside of :he
cassette shell and help maintain an even
tape pack on the hubs). In addition, most
new tapes seem to be catering to the practi-
cal needs of the user, and there is a trend
toward new designs for cassette boxes that
expose most of the cassette to view.

The box for the new Memorex cassettes,
moreover, is designed so that whichever di-
rection the cassette is inserted (with the
tape opening facing either the top or bottom
of the box), the box can be closed with the
cassette hubs firmly locked in place. It will
also stay open at any angle and, like the
cover of a record player, has detents at the
fully open and closed positions.

I noted with some interest that Maxell
and Memorex have taken exactly opposite
steps in designing their molded cassette
shells to keep the tape path linear and uni-
form across the cassette opening. Maxell
(along with most other manufacturers) has
made the two halves of the case as symmet-
rical as possible, so that their junction is ex-
actly along the center line of the tape path,
while Memorex (and BASF) has made the
molded pieces strongly asymmetrical so
that they meet on a line along the tape's
outer edge.

IAM not going to attempt to draw any
sweeping conclusions about the relative
merits of the various tapes and cassette con-
structions Although tape manufacturers,

more than most, tend to publish full specifi-
cations of their products complete with de-
tails of their test conditions, there are
enough differences between test standards
that interbrand comparisons are not al-
ways feasible from printed specifications.
Furthermore, most of these data do not
have any unique relationship to the ultimate
sound quality provided by the tape, merely
to the recorder adjustments needed for op-
timum results with the tape. The very im-
portant question of how effective the me-
chanical improvements and features really
are can be answered only by the manufac-
turers themselves, and there is no way for a
consumer to judge relative merit except by
personal experience.

It is my feeling that, although each of
these many improvements may be rather
minor, their combined effect is a substan-
tially improved product compared with the
best cassettes of even a few years ago. The
gap between oxide and metal -coated tapes
has been narrowed (and it was never as sig-
nificantly large as many people claimed or
believed). Metal -tape prices have dropped
while premium oxide tapes have become
more expensive than ever, so a choice be-
tween them must be made on the basis of
the specific tape recorder to be used. For
the majority of low -price machines, metal
offers no advantages commensurate with its
cost, and in many cases even a high -bias
(Type II) tape is not audibly better than a
good Type I tape. The recordist with a good
machine, preferably with three heads, who
is a perfectionist or wishes to tape audio-
phile records or do live recording will prob-
ably find metal tape the answer to his
needs-but the only way he can be sure is to
try the different tapes for himself. 0

Equipment Test Reports
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

MXR Model 140 System Preamp

ALREADY well known as a manufacturer preamplifier to its line. The MXR Model in a preamplifier, since it is expected that
of professional and home signal-proc- 140 "System Preamp" does not include those functions (filters, equalizers, and the

essing devices, MXR has now added a novel many of the features that one usually finds (Continued on page 38)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
HIGH BIAS.

AMPEX GM II HIGH BIAS TAPE.

When you're recording music that's rich in high
frequencies, you need a high performance tape.
Ampex GM II high bias cassettes. They retain and
release every note and nuance. Especially those
found in highly amplified electronic music.

GM II's high performance begins with the
magnetic particle. The ones we use are smaller,
permit higher volumetric loading and greater uni-
formity of dispersion on the tape surface. This
produces a more consistent energy, increased
output sensitivity, and a substantial reduction in the
third harmonic distortion level. Our unique oxide
formulation and new processing techniques extend
the high end while they lower the
noise floor (-62.8dB @ 333Hz).
And to make certain that tape-to- AMPEX

The70ealtheStaa

head contact is precise, we use our exclusive
Ferrosheen TM calendering process to give the tape
an ultrasmooth, glossy surface.

GM II's True -Trace° cassette mechanism is
an audio achievement in and of itself. Every aspect,
from the fore and aft guide system to the computer -
torqued cassette housing screws, says high
performance. Then every Ampex cassette must
pass our stringent quality control standards.

GM II high bias, high performance tape. Use it
next time you're recording a passage that's rich
in high frequencies. You'll hear what a difference
it can make when your high bias tape delivers high
performance.

For complete information and specifications
on all Ampex premium tapes,
write us for a copy of our Full
Line Brochure.

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-3888
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Ifyouwantsome
you do it

We could save money by making one driver do in many
systems. Some companies do. But at AR we design
each driver for the individual operating level of each
speaker.

Acoustic Suspension design requires a strong, sealed,
air -tight cabinet. So we check every enclosure paying
special attention to glue, joints, and bracing.

Many reputable speaker manufacturers buy
some, or all, of their insides from outside suppliers.

While there's nothing inherently wrong with
putting a Frammas woofer and Tekamaki tweeter
with a Schenklocker driver, the quality of the parts
is out of your hands.

AR builds nine spea&er systems. Every driver in every
system is designed, ouilt and tested in our own plant.
We do it right.

Every AR speaker goes through more than 70 differ-
ent quality control tests and inspections before it
leaves the factory.

At AR, however, our only business is
speakers. We have both the time and the dedica-
tion to build and inspect every driver ourselves.
From the design room to the packing room.

That's why we can confidently say that the
end product will do exactly what it's designed to:

leTELEDYNE Acousno RESEARCH



thing done right,
yourself.

This coil of wire (it's calle a choke) is part of an AR
crossover. Winding it on a ferrite core would save cop-
per and money. We use only air -core chokes for better
performance.

The AR speakers sell for from $90 to $900. Each one
is the standard of what a speaker in its price range
should sound like.

Produce pure accurate sound that will en-
thrall you in the showroom. And forever more.
(Which is not an idle promise. The AR warranty
promises, among other things, that your speakers
will perform within 1dB of design specifications for
5 years. Check the warranty for details.)

AR uses magnetic fluid to cool high range drivers. As a
result, you can pump more power through today's AR's
without overheating.

AR gives you a full (not limited) 5 -year Warranty on
parts, labor and performance to within 1 dB of design
specs.

So next time you're shopping for speakers,
look for the ones with the AR nameplate.

It stands for a lot.
A lot more speaker for your money.

"Truth in Listening"
10 AMERICAN DRIVE, NORWOOD. MA.02062 USA © 1981 IN CANADA BY A. C. SIMMONDS AND SONS LTD AND IN AUSTRALIA BY W. C WEDDERSPOON PTY LTD.



like) will be supplied by the other system
components that can be connected to and
controlled from it. Instead, the Model 140
offers a most unusual and comprehensive
array of switching and control functions.

In effect, the unit consists of two separate
stereo preamplifiers on a single compact
chassis. Either or both (identified as A and
B) can be connected to any of a number of
selectable signal sources, or any two of the
sources can be mixed in any proportion (or
faded from one to the other). The selected
program sources can be routed indepen-
dently to the main outputs; to either or both
of two tape-recording outputs; to a sepa-
rately controllable monitor output for driv-
ing a second power amplifier and speakers;
to either or both of two external -processor
loops that can modify the signals with ac-
cessory graphic equalizers, dynamic ex-
panders, or similar accessories; and, finally,
to a separate buffered (isolated) headphone
output that carries the monitor program. In
addition to its stereo inputs (PHONO. TUNER.
AUX. TAPE I, and TAPE 2) there is a separate
mono INSTRUMENT input jack on the front
panel with its own level control that can be
switched to either or both of the stereo in-
puts. Aside from all its switching functions
and an accurately equalized RIAA phono
preamplifier, the only response -modifica-
tion capability of the Model 140 is an infra-
sonic filter for the phono inputs, cutting off
at 18 dB per octave below about 20 Hz.

The flexibility offered by the MXR Mod-
el 140 is so great that it cannot be described
adequately in a limited space. In fact, we
believe that even after careful study of its
very comprehensive instruction manual, the
only way to appreciate the Model 140 prop-
erly is to connect it into a system with a
number of accessories for some "hands-on"
experience.

The two input -source selectors are la-
beled A and B, and those letters identify the
two preamplifier channels throughout the

unit (each of them also has L and R chan-
nels). A small mix knob passes only the A or
B selected signal at its right- and left -limit
settings and mixes them at intermediate
settings. The main outputs are controlled by
a group of three knobs: a large volume con-
trol, a smaller balance control, and a small
SELECT switch that feeds the main amplifier
stages with either A or B alone, the output
of the mix circuit, or the playback from ei-
ther of two tape decks (T1 and T2).

To the right of the main controls is a sim-
ilar grouping (less the balance control)
marked MONITOR. Its SELECT switch dupli-
cates the functions of the MAIN SELECT
switch for the monitor and headphone out-
puts. The front -panel headphone jack car-
ries the monitor signal at the same level, but
after it has passed through buffer stages
that provide adequate drive levels for either
low- or high -impedance phones. At the left
of the panel is the mono INSTRUMENT phone
jack controlled by its own level knob, which
can be selected by the A and B source
switches like any of the other inputs.

The other preamplifier controls are a row
of pushbuttons along the bottom of the pan-
el. Single buttons control the infrasonic fil-
ter and the power; a third button, when de-
pressed, increases the system gain by 20 dB.
The remaining buttons are grouped in pairs.
The ones marked RECORD ASSIGN (T1 and
T2) independently connect the two tape-re-
cording outputs to the mix circuit output.
Regardless of the control settings, it is not
possible to create a feedback condition be-
tween the recording and playback circuits
of a tape deck connected to the Model 140
(a problem not uncommon with some other
amplifiers), since assigning either record
output to its deck simultaneously discon-
nects its playback from the program -source
switch (it is, however, present at the MAIN
and MONITOR SELECT switches). By making
appropriate switch settings, it is possible to
dub from either tape deck to the other and

. Sure, I know $229.50 is a lot of dough,
but I had to replace the whole chassis."

to listen to a different program source at the
same time.

Two pairs of buttons control the process-
ing accessories through circuits identified
as LOOP I and LOOP 2. For each loop, engag-
ing one button inserts the processor into a
selected portion of the system, and the sec-
ond button determines what that location is.
For LOOP I, the choice of locations is either
the main channel or directly after the A
source. For LOOP 2, the processor can be
switched in line with the selected B source
or just after the mix circuit. Another pair of
buttons can feed either channel in mono to
both left and right outputs; when both are
pressed in, the stereo channel orientation is
reversed. The preamplifier has no built-in
mono (summing) facilities.

On the rear apron of the MXR Model
140, in addition to the gold-plated magnet-
ic-phono jacks and the various inputs and
outputs, there is a single unswitched a.c.
outlet. The unit, which is finished in black
with white panel markings, is 19 inches
wide, 6 inches deep, and 31/2 inches high. It
weighs 7 pounds. Wooden side panels are
furnished, and rack -adapter "ears" are
available for $18 a set. Price: $460.

 Laboratory Measurements. Our bench
measurements on the MXR System
Preamp were made in accordance with
IHF-A-202 (1978) with respect to imped-
ances, levels, and standard gain settings.
The high-level frequency response was al-
most perfectly flat through the audio range,
dropping off to -1 dB at 11 Hz and to -3
dB at 6 Hz. At the high -frequency end, the
-3 -dB frequency was 170 kHz. The RIAA
phono equalization was accurate within
± 0.25 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz and was
affected by less than 0.5 dB at any frequen-
cy by the inductance of a phono cartridge.
The infrasonic filter had no effect above 30
Hz, dropping the response by 1.5 dB at 20
Hz and by 31.5 dB at 5 Hz. The phono
preamplifier's input impedance was 46,000
ohms in parallel with 200 picofarads (as
rated). MXR will supply information on
changing the capacitance to any other val-
ue, but the standard 200-pF value should be
compatible with most cartridges and record
players.

For a reference output of 0.5 volt at 1,000
Hz, the required input was 0.5 volt (Aux) or
0.67 millivolt (mV) at the phono inputs us-
ing the Lo setting of the gain switch.
Changing the switch to Hi gave a sensitivity
of 50 mV (Aux) or 0.05 mV (PHoNo). With
either CCIR/ARM or A -weighting, the
output noise was below our measurement
floor of 100 microvolts ( -74 dB referred to
a 0.5 -volt output). The high-level un-
weighted noise was also too low to measure,
but the unweighted phono-noise output was
107 and 220 microvolts, respectively, for Lo
and HI gains. The INSTRUMENT jack input
sensitivity was 1.6 mV (HI) or 16 mV (Lo)
for a 0.5 -volt output. Its unweighted noise
was 180 microvolts and its overload limit
was 8.6 volts.

The phono-overload capacity of the
MXR Model 140 was 97 mV at 1,000 Hz,
and at 20,000 Hz (adjusting for the differ-
ent gain) the corresponding 20 -Hz limit
was 91 mV. In most amplifiers levels are

(Continued on page 40)
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Without it, an amplifier simply
isn't good enough for the Purist.
While everyone else was bogged down in

the same old concept, Kenwood's engineers
were busy developing a totally new way to
look at amplifier performance.

DRIVE
SIGMA

Traditionally, audio engineers have tended
to approach amplifier design from the same
misconception: that an amplifier and speaker
should function as separate entities; when in
reality they function together.

After years of extensive research, our
engineers have solved the problem with
a radical departure in amplifier design. It's
incorporated for the first time in our new
KA-1000 Purist Amplifier.

Kenwood's exclusive patented SIGMA
DRIVE ignores traditional amplifier -speaker

relationships by extending the KA-1000's
negative feedback loop past the output ter-

minals, all the way to the speaker terminals.
SIGMA DRIVE ties a speaker's behavior

directly to the amplifier's performance,
which produces an unprecedented damp-
ing factor in excess of 600 at the speaker
terminals and literally forces a speaker to
behave in perfect sync with the amplifier.

Just as impressive are the other Kenwood
advanced audio technologies wl-ich helped

pave the way for SIGMA
DRIVE.

For instance, an exclu-
sive non-magnetic chassis.
Dual power supplies, totally
separate from the main
chassis to further minimize
magnetic interference.

And DC amplification for
crystal clear onal response dowi to 0Hz.
Plus a bui t- n preamp for moving coil
cartridges.

We've also included our famous HI-

SPICANERS

SPEEDIM circuitry, which allows the KA-1000
to react much faster to dynamic music
changes. And an ingenious touch -sensor

volume control that
increases to any
preset volume level
or fades to silence.

Of course,
there's even more

to the KA-1000 than we can possibly men-
tion in this limited space. For the complete
story, visit your nearest Kenwood Audio
Purist Dealer. And find out for yourself why
anything less simply isn't for the Purist.

Significant specifications measured at speaker
terminals 100 watts per caannel, minimum RMS
into 8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz with less than
0.005% total harmonic distortion Transient Re-
sponse Rise Time 0.9 microsecond, Slew Rate
-±120 volts per microsecond Phono S 'N MM
93dB, MC 67dB. Special 10 meter speaker
cables included

/luuristdo'
p

KENWOOla
Not all Kenwcod dealers carry these products. Fcr the Audio Purist dealer
nearest you, write Kenwood, P0. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
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adjusted by potentiometer voltage dividers,
but in the Model 140 the actual gain of an
operational amplifier is varied by a resis-
tance in the feedback loop (all the active el-
ements in the Model 140 are integrated -cir-
cuit "op amps").

The preamplifier distortion is specified as
less than 0.005 per cent at a 1 -volt output
through any combination of inputs and out-
puts. We measured the distortion at 1,000
Hz as less than 0.001 per cent up to a I -volt
output, and it reached 0.005 per cent at
about 4 volts. Just below clipping, at an 8 -
volt output, the distortion was still only 0.05
per cent. The output impedance, which is
rated at 600 ohms, was measured as 590
ohms.

In addition to being protected against
inadvertent feedback loops when used with
tape decks, the MXR Model 140 is de-
signed to be free of transient noises during
switching and turn -on or turn-off. Instead
of using relays to mute the outputs until
power -supply voltages have stabilized,
MXR uses an all -electronic system with
FETs shunting the signal to ground at key
points within the circuit. There is a turn -on
time constant of several seconds before the
FET switches open up completely and allow
the unattenuated signals to pass. In use, the
muting system worked perfectly.

 Comment. The electrical and mechani-
cal performance of the MXR Model 140

was excellent and in most respects sur-
passed the manufacturer's ratings (as well
as in some cases our measurement capabili-
ties). Nevertheless, it seems to us that a
novel product such as this can be judged
only in terms of one's own system require-
ments. If considered only as a "preamp," it
appears to be a very good (but rather expen-
sive) device lacking many of the signal -
modification functions one would expect to
find in a conventional preamplifier. The
main reason to have a preamp like the
MXR in your system is for its wonderful
flexibility, for its ability to control an as-
sortment of inputs and a variety of accesso-
ry signal processors and tape decks.

We connected the unit up with a tuner,
two cassette decks, and an octave -band
graphic equalizer, and even this array of
components left quite a few of the MXR's
functions idle. It did everything it was sup-
posed to do, and it never gave us any un-
pleasant surprises. It was obvious that the
circuits and switching layout of the MXR
Model 140 have been carefully engineered
(not thrown together haphazardly) so as to
forestall the problems that could easily oc-
cur with such complex interconnecting ca-
pability. Of course, as with any complex in-
strument, it was necessary to practice with
the controls a bit in order to discover how to
use them effectively.

One consequence of the light weight of
the Model 140 was that it tended to slide

backward when any of its buttons was
pushed. The cure, other than rack mount-
ing, is to rest the hand atop the cabinet
while pressing the button with the thumb.
We also noted that the MXR's single un-
switched a.c. outlet is hardly adequate for a
control center that may interconnect with
as many as eight to ten powered compo-
nents. Obviously MXR decided that a full
a.c.-power switching capability would be
prohibitively bulky and expensive, and the
user would be better advised to employ
some form of external power switching. For
those who would like two phono inputs and
the ability to crossfade between them,
MXR has the Model 150 in the works; it
will include such a function for about $40
more than the Model 140 and will be avail-
able early this spring.

Our tests of the MXR Model 140 can do
little more than confirm that it is a very
conservatively rated, well built, and
uniquely versatile system -control center.
We cannot begin to guess all the uses to
which it might be put, although its flexibil-
ity is certainly beyond the needs of the av-
erage component hi-fi system user. But any-
one with special system -switching require-
ments who is not satisfied with the facilities
of conventional preamplifiers would be well
advised to investigate the special features of
the MXR Model 140.

Circle 140 on reader service card

NAD Model 3140 Integrated Amplifier

THE new NAD 3140 integrated amplifier,
like the Model 3020 reviewed in July

1979, carries a moderate power rating-in
this case, 40 watts per channel from 20 to
20,000 Hz into 8 -ohm loads with no more
than 0.03 per cent total harmonic distor-
tion. The NAD amplifier (the initials stand
for New Acoustic Dimension) does not
have the usual current -limiting protective
circuits for the output transistors, which
have earned an unsavory reputation in some
quarters for their undesirable behavior
when driving some types of reactive loads or
very low impedances. Instead, it uses high -

power -rated output transistors that are ca-
pable of delivering far more than the ampli-
fier's rated power; instantaneous program
peaks can thus be reproduced without clip-
ping even at levels far above the amplifier's
continuous -power ratings. The NAD 3140
is protected against prolonged overdriving
by thermal circuit breakers that shut down
each channel if its output devices become
too hot, by d.c. supply fuses that will blow if
excessive load currents are drawn, and by a
power -line fuse that protects the entire am-
plifier in the event of some serious internal
failure.

The dark chocolate -brown front panel
has a large VOLUME knob concentric with a
detented BALANCE ring. Smaller knobs,
with center detents, operate the bass and
treble tone controls. There are independent
selector switches for the input source to be
heard through the amplifier and for the
source that is to be channeled to the tape-
recording outputs. The input selector has
two magnetic-phono-cartridge inputs (one
with three switchable values of input capac-
itance and the other with a fixed low capac-
itance but a 10 -dB higher gain for high -

(Continued on page 42)
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Nakamichi 700ZXL
The Goal to combine art and

technology. To achieve performance
equalled only by the 1000ZXL and

the beauty of a sleek, trim. classic
styling that complements and

enhances any decor.
Computer -optimized Azimuth. Bias.

Level, and Equalization achieves
24 -kHz response. Four tape

memories store ideal recording
parameters.

Subsonic encoding controls
playback equalization and noise

reduction provides true, error -free,
random access to each of

15 programs.
The Nakamichi 700ZXL The

perfect recorder for the devotee of
art and music.

Nakamichi For more information, write tc Nakamichi U S A Corp.. 1101 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica. CA 90401

Peak Performance Redefined
The Synergism of

Beauty and Technology

- -
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output moving -coil cartridges or low -output
moving -magnet cartridges). There are
high-level TUNER and AUX inputs as well as
playback inputs for two tape decks.

The tape REC SELECTOR has the same in-
put sources (but only the moving -magnet
lower -gain phono input is available for tape
recording). Since it has TAPE I and TAPE 2
positions, it can be used to dub from either
deck to the other while the operator is lis-
tening to the playback from either deck (or
to any other program source) via the INPUT
SELECTOR. At the left of the panel is the
SPEAKER SELECTOR knob for controlling two
sets of speaker outputs, singly or in combi-
nation. It has an off position for headphone
listening through the front -panel jack.
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ward into the 3140. It modifies the manner
in which a waveform is clipped when the
amplifier's power limits are exceeded, the
usual "sharp corners" of a clipped wave-
form being rounded off somewhat by spe-
cial circuits. This reduces the amplitudes of
the higher -order harmonics responsible for
most of the irritating sonic quality asso-
ciated with moderate clipping. The soft -
clipping circuit is activated by a pushbutton
in the rear of the amplifier, which also turns
on the green front -panel indicator.

The SLC (for "speaker -lead compensa-
tor") is a current -feedback circuit intended
to compensate for the undesirable effects of
excessively long or high -resistance speaker
leads. Among those negative effects are a
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plifier response is limited by low- and high-
pass filters to a range of 15 to 35,000 Hz. If
the jumpers are installed in the LAB jacks,
the amplifier bandwidth is 10 to 70,000 Hz.
Above one set of phono-input jacks is a slide
switch that selects input capacitance values
of 100, 200, or 320 picofarads to suit almost
any combination of cartridge and tone -arm
wiring capacitance. Both phono inputs have
a 47,000 -ohm resistance. The speaker out-
puts are through insulated spring -loaded
connectors, and one of the two a.c. outlets is
switched.

The NAD 3140 has yet another feature
that greatly enhances its potential utility.
By means of a rear -panel switch, its chan-
nels can be bridged to form a mono power

11111111111 I III
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The SPEAKER EQ knob is a unique feature
of the NAD 3140; it is designed to extend
the low -bass response of many acoustic -sus-
pension speakers whose output normally
rolls off at a 12 -dB -per -octave rate below
the bass resonance frequency. Its center OFF
setting is flanked by 45 -Hz and 70 -Hz posi-
tions. These introduce a 12 -dB -per -octave
boost below the indicated frequencies,
which correspond to the resonance frequen-
cies of many popular small- and medium -
size acoustic -suspension speakers (typically
those using 8 -inch woofers). The total boost
is 12 dB, effectively extending the bass
range of such speakers by an octave. Usual-
ly, such a boost in an ordinary low -power
amplifier would simply lead to output -stage
overload, but (as we shall see) the NAD
3140 is not an ordinary amplifier.

Pushbutton switches control POWER, an
INFRASONIC filter cutting off at 12 dB per
octave below 15 Hz (which should always
be used in conjunction with the SPEAKER
Q), MONO mode selection, LOUDNESS com-

pensation, and a Low LEVEL mode that
drops the amplifier gain by 20 dB. At the
top of the panel is a LED display showing
the approximate instantaneous power out-
put of each channel into 8 -ohm loads. It has
green lights marked 0.5, 5, 25, and 50
watts, plus red lights marked 100 watts
(these last will not be lit except under ex-
traordinary conditions). To their left are
three status lights: a POWER light and two
others marked SOFT CLIPPING and sLc.

The "soft -clipping" system was a feature
of the NAD 3020 that has been carried for -

reduction of power delivered to the speak-
ers, a slight frequency -response variation
reflecting the speaker's impedance varia-
tion over the frequency range, a reduced ef-
fective damping factor, and (according to
NAD) the generation of considerable dis-
tortion at the speaker due to a nonlinear
variation of its voice -coil inductance at ex-
treme cone excursions, causing a nonlinear
current in the speaker circuit.

The SLC alleviates all these problems to
some degree, depending on the length and
gauge of the speaker wires. It has been de-
signed to compensate for a speaker -lead re-
sistance of about 0.5 ohm, corresponding to
a 12 -foot length of 24 -gauge wire (an unde-
sirably small gauge, but it is nevertheless
sometimes used in speaker installations) or
the equivalent lengths of larger wires (38
feet of I8 -gauge, for example). According
to the amplifier's instruction manual, if
your speaker lines are long enough or thin
enough to fit these guidelines, the SLC but-
ton in the rear of the amplifier should be
pressed (this also turns on an amber light on
the front panel). The effect of the SLC is
subtle, and with adequate speaker wiring
the feature need not be used.

On the rear apron of the NAD 3140 are
jacks for the two phono inputs, the high-
level inputs, and the inputs and outputs for
two tape decks, plus a DIN socket for one of
them. The preamplifier outputs are brought
out to separate jacks, joined externally by
jumpers to either of two pairs of power -am-
plifier input jacks marked NORMAL and
LAB. Through the NORMAL inputs, the am -

amplifier of more than double the stereo
power ratings for both channels. A single 8 -
or 4 -ohm speaker can be connected across
the two "hot" outputs and will be driven
(via the right -channel input) by an ampli-
fier power of 150 to 160 watts, depending
on the load impedance. The NAD 3140 is
161/2 inches wide, 111/4 inches deep, and 33/4
inches high. It weighs 17 pounds. Price:
$348.

 Laboratory Measurements. The power
transistors of the NAD 3140 (four in all)
are within the case, and their finned heat
sinks are ventilated though a grille on the
top cover. The I -hour preconditioning peri-
od left the top of the amplifier only moder-
ately warm, although our subsequent tests
(especially driving low load impedances)
caused it to become quite hot. The clipping
output at 1,000 Hz, with both channels
driving 8 -ohm loads, was about 73 watts per
channel. The 4- and 2 -ohm clipping powers
were, respectively, 94 and 112.5 watts per
channel (the internal d.c. fuses blew on sev-
eral occasions when we drove full power
into 2 ohms). The 8 -ohm IHF clipping
headroom was 2.61 dB, evidence of the very
conservative power rating of the amplifier.
With the 20 -millisecond burst signals of the
IHF dynamic -headroom test, the maximum
outputs into 8, 4, and 2 ohms were, respec-
tively, 103, 152, and 201 watts per channel,
giving an IHF clipping -headroom rating
into 8 ohms of 4.11 dB, one of the highest
we have ever measured. In the mono

(Continued on page 44)
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MORE MUSIC.
LESS NOISE.

MORE MACHINE.
SANSUI.

titled to hear from a fine cassette deck. On the right is a pictur
Noise is a thief. It robs you of the quality of music you are

of a type of dynamic distortion known as modulation noise. It
makes music sound gritty, whether the sound is loud or soft. What these spectrum analyzer
traces show, and your own ears will confirm, is that Sansui's new D -550M cassette deck, with

.11

0 25. 10 25 45 1, 205 25

D -550M

its exclusive (pat. pending)
Dyna- Scrape Filter, reduces modulation noise by as much as
10dB! That represents a startling audible difference and a profound reduction
in this most pervasive of tape noises. Until now, scrape filters were found only in professional
reel to reel tape decks. Now Sansui has ingeniously engineered this valuable technology
into a truly affordable cassette deck.

The D -550M is a 3 -head machine with full IC logic control. It has a frequency response
from 25-21,000Hz (± 3dB, metal tape); user adjustable bias control; 2 -motor drive that
reduces wow and flutter to a miniscule 0.035% (WRMS); plus state-of-the-art heads and
electronics that improves signal to noise ratio to 70dB (with Dolby -Pm),

And if it is logical for our top -of -the -line D -550M to have full IC logic, then it is logical for
our more modestly priced D -300M to have it as well. In fact, much of Sansui's advanced
technology that's in our most costly models is also found across
the entire Sansui line, Indeed, our lowest priced cassette deck,

SUthe D -95M, like the D -550M, D -350M and D -300M, has metal
- CASSETTE DECKS

tape capability. -550M
More music, less noise. More machine. Better value.Thats et aITape Compatib

D -95M what Sansui cassette -350M
decks are all about. eal-Tape Compati

Come see the full -300M
line now at your ocal etal-Tape Compati
Sansui dealer. -95M*

D -300M

etal-Tape Compati

D -95M available in
ilver only. All other

cdels in silver or bla

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071  Gardena, Ca, 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
CIRCLE NO. 35 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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bridged mode the clipping -power output
was 176 watts into 8 ohms and 200 watts
into 4 ohms.

The harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz,
driving 8 -ohm loads, was less than 0.002 per
cent up to more than 10 watts output, in-
creasing gradually to 0.0028 per cent at 60
watts and more suddenly to 0.013 per cent
at 70 watts just before clipping occurred.
With 4 -ohm loads, the distortion was 0.004
to 0.005 per cent at most power levels up to
50 watts, reaching 0.016 per cent at 90
watts. Into 2 ohms, the distortion rose from
0.005 per cent at 1 watt to 0.011 per cent
between 30 and 90 watts (at the two lower
impedances we could not make distortion
measurements any closer to the clipping -
power levels because of the unit's protective
fuses).

Intermodulation distortion, using 19,000 -
and 20,000 -Hz input signals of equal ampli-
tude with a peak level equivalent to that of a
40 -watt sine -wave signal, was -84 dB for
the third -order component at 18,000 Hz
and -87 dB for the second -order compo-
nent at 1,000 Hz. The amplifier recovery
from a 10 -dB overload was essentially in-
stantaneous (less than the 2 -microsecond
resolution of our test setup). The slew factor
exceeded our measurement limit of 25 (it is
rated as being greater than 50).

The high -level -input sensitivity was 26.5
millivolts for a 1 -watt reference output,
with an A -weighted output -noise level of
-86 dB referred to 1 watt. The phono sen-
sitivity for I watt was 0.41 and 0.097 milli-
volt for the two inputs, both of which had
noise levels of -82 dB. The phono overload
at 1,000 Hz was 66 millivolts for the high -
gain (moving -coil) input and 210 millivolts

for the moving -magnet input. The equiva-
lent overload levels at 20 and 20.000 Hz
were within a few per cent of the 1,000 -Hz
values. The phono-input impedance was
48,000 ohms in parallel with nominal ca-
pacitances of 100, 225, or 360 picofarads,
depending on the setting of the switch in the
rear of the amplifier. The capacitance at
the high -gain phono input was fixed at 100
picofarads.

The tone controls had the familiar Bax-
andall characteristic, with the bass -turn-
over frequency varying from less than 100
Hz to about 400 Hz as the control was
turned and the treble curves hinging at
about 3,000 Hz. This type of control gives a
useful range of adjustment with little risk of
grossly disturbing the program's frequency
balance. The loudness compensation
boosted both low and high frequencies, but
to such a moderate degree that the sound
was never objectionable. The RIAA phono
equalization was accurate within ± 1 dB
and was changed by less than 0.5 dB at any
frequency by the inductance of a phono car-
tridge. The SPEAKER EQ curves were as rep-
resented, with their +3 -dB response points
at 40 and 65 Hz and a maximum boost of
11 dB at 20 Hz from the 70 -Hz curve (the
45 -Hz -curve response was +8 dB at the
lower measurement limit of 20 Hz).

The power -display lights came on abrupt-
ly and without the ambiguity we have seen
on many such displays. There were some
differences between channels, and at low
powers the actual output was from 30 to
100 per cent higher than the lights indi-
cated. At higher levels (25 and 50 watts)
the calibration of the display was more ac-
curate, with errors of about 10 per cent.

. Quad-those were the days. From one
apartment we'd get four speakers!"

 Comment. When we reviewed the NAD
3020 in July 1979, we were highly im-
pressed by its ability to outperform any sim-
ilarly rated amplifiers we had seen or heard.
The NAD 3140 is a logical extension of the
philosophies expressed in the 3020 and with
roughly twice that unit's power capabilities
(plus a few niceties that could not have been
included in a budget -price amplifier). Any-
one familiar with NAD amplifiers will rec-
ognize that a "NAD watt" is substantially
more effective inthe real world than most
other manufacturers'. The NAD 3140 is
called a "40 -watt" amplifier, but measure-
ments and listening leave no doubt that it
can easily hold its own against most conven-
tional "100 -watt" amplifiers.

As with the 3020, we subjected the 3140
to the severe test of driving all the available
speakers in our laboratory simultaneously.
The combined load impedance was about
2.3 ohms. We drove the amplifier to its
maximum output, as evidenced by the "50 -
watt" indicator's being lit much of the time.
The sound level was high, as might be imag-
ined, but there was rarely any audible evi-
dence of clipping or other distortions. Com-
parison with other amplifiers having consid-
erably higher power ratings (60 to 100
watts) confirmed that the NAD 3140 could
indeed play louder than any of them, and it
always sounded cleaner under these admit-
tedly severe and unreasonable conditions.

The "soft -clipping" feature, as we had
found with the 3020, offers a rather subtle
improvement. Its effects cannot be heard
under any ordinary listening conditions (un-
less you usually listen with the amplifier
driven into clipping). When clipping does
occur, either deliberately or accidentally,
turning the soft clipping on reduces the
harshness somewhat. It is not a miracle
panacea for clipping (a more powerful am-
plifier or a more efficient speaker is the only
real cure), but it does no harm and we pre-
ferred to leave it on at all times.

The SLC, we were told, would have no
significant effect unless the d.c. resistance
of the speaker lines were about 0.5 ohm.
Ours are 30 -foot lengths of 14 -gauge wire
and their resistance is negligible. We simu-
lated longer leads by adding sections of
smaller -gauge wire to the speaker lines. Un-
der these conditions we could hear a slightly
increased high -frequency response when
the SLC was turned on, but the other
claimed advantages were not audible in any
clearly identifiable form.

The SPEAKER EQ is one of the most novel
and useful features of this amplifier. Al-
though it probably adds little to the cost of
the 3140, it provides a bass extension with
many speakers that can be felt as much as
heard. As we pointed out earlier, such a
boost would be foolhardy in most 40 -watt
amplifiers, which would soon run out of
headroom with a 12 -dB low -bass boost, but
with the NAD 3140, especially in combina-
tion with the infrasonic filter, neither the am-
plifier nor the speaker is likely to be strained.
We were also pleasantly surprised to find that
the high -gain phono input yielded very lis-
tenable noise -free levels even with some low -
output moving -coil cartridges.

In our closing remarks on the lower -pow-
er NAD 3020 we speculated as to what a

(Continued on page 48)
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The Guard is America

at its bes

You can't train somebody to
be a hero. And the Army Guard
people on this page would be the
last to label themselves that.

But it was Army Guard people
like these who flew into the teeth
of a devastating blizzard last
winter to save a farm family that
had become trapped by the big
snow. And it's Army Guard
people like these, working in their
own communities, who have
helped their neighbors and friends
to survive everything from floods
to blizzards to tornadoes.

Put Army Guard people in
situations like those and they

perform at their flat-out best.
In the Army Guard, you're

ready to meet any kind of chal-
lenge head-on. The training is
geared to develop important
human skills that work hand -in -
glove with military readiness.

You'll join your friends and
neighbors who train at home.

But it won't just happen.
You've got to do something first.
Rip out the attached postcard, fill
it out and mail it in. Better yet,
call us right now. It's toll -free and
won't cost a penny. The number
is 800-638-7600.* Or see your
Army Guard recruiter. He has the

whole story. Ask about the
benefits that can last a lifetime
and the money you'll earn.

Then get on the Guard team.
And be your best.
'In Hawaii: 737-5255; Pueno Rico: 723-4550:
Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438: Maryland: 728-3388:
in Alas consult local phone directory.

ARMY

NATIONAL
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The Guard belongs.



higher -power NAD amplifier might be like.
Now we know; it is surely as much a bar-
gain as its junior partner, and it represents a
genuine advance in design. To assess the
NAD 3140 fairly, do not consider it as
merely a 40 -watt integrated amplifier.

Think of it instead as an 80- to 100 -watt
amplifier of exceptional quality and with
versatility and features found nowhere else,
including an ability to drive low -impedance
speaker loads that would confound most
other amplifiers on the market, even some

rated at many times its power. In that light,
it seems to be as much a bargain as the
3020. Dare we wonder what a still more
powerful NAD amplifier might be like?

Circle 141 on reader service card

ALTHOUGH servo -controlled tone arms are
a virtual necessity in radial -tracking

systems, they have not, until fairly recently,
been used in more conventional record
players. A couple of years ago, Sony intro-
duced to the Japanese market a novel, high -
price turntable (the PS -B80) featuring a
servo -controlled tone arm called the "Bio-
tracer." An arm very similar to it has been
incorporated in the more popular -priced
Model PS -X75 record player now available
in this country. A combination of ingenious
mechanical and electrical design in con-
junction with microprocessor control makes
the PS -X75 practical and affordable.

The turntable of the PS -X75 is a conven-
tional two -speed direct -drive unit with
quartz -crystal frequency control. It has
fixed speeds of 331/3 and 45 rpm. The cast -
alloy platter, which weighs 41/2 pounds,
comes up to speed in half a revolution at
331/3 rpm and has sufficient torque to oper-
ate at exact speed with as much as 150
grams of downward force at the outside of a
12 -inch record (needless to say, this is not a
recommended operating condition).

The true novelty of the Sony PS -X75 is
its Biotracer tone arm. It is a conventional
J -shape tubular arm fitted with a universal
four -pin plug-in headshell. However, the
pivot portion of the arm has a rather bulky
rectangular housing about 11/4 inches
square and 5 inches long. Within it are the
various drive motors and sensors that con-
trol arm motion.

Three servo systems act on the arm. One
controls horizontal movement, another con-
trols vertical movement, and the third raises
and lowers the arm. Magnetic velocity sen-
sors supply feedback signals through servo
amplifiers to the corresponding linear drive
motors. The arm servos operate in a fre-
quency range extending from 0 Hz (d.c.) to
more than 10 Hz, and thus they are able not
only to move the arm but to reduce the ef-
fects of spurious arm movement, including
that caused by the low -frequency arm/car-
tridge resonance.

Although the servos are analog systems,
they are controlled digitally by the micro-
processor in the PS -X75. The horizontal -
position sensor consists of a pair of optical

"shutters" in front of a photo cell that de-
livers an output pulse every time two clear
shutter segments coincide. These pulses are
counted and remembered by the central
computer, so it always knows where the arm
is and how far it has to move to get to any
other designated position. There are actual-
ly two sets of photo sensors next to the shut-
ter, spaced so that their output pulses are 90
degrees out of phase as the arm moves. This
tells the computer which direction the arm
is traveling.

In automatic operation, the START con-
trol button turns on the motor and causes
the arm (which is always lifted safely above
the record except during play) to move in to
the lead-in groove radius of the record (the
correct number of pulses required from the
optical sensors to reach that point has been
preprogrammed into the computer). At that
point it stops and the lift servo lowers the
pickup gently to the record; this is followed
an instant later by the unmuting of the au-
dio outputs (which are shorted when the
pickup is off the record).

(Continued on page 50)
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During play, the arm is free to move
about as freely as any ordinary arm (it is
not "driven" in the usual sense of the word
by the servos). It is guided along the path
determined by the stylus following the spi-
ral groove, and even if it is moved manually
with the finger lift there is no sense that it is
being acted on by other forces. The servo
gain is very low at the low arm velocities
of normal tracking and handling.

However, any rapid arm motion, such as
might be caused by a record warp or a low -
frequency arm resonance, sends a large cor-
rective signal to the drive motors, which
rapidly move the arm to minimize the error
signal. For example, as the stylus begins to
climb a warp, the arm is servo -driven in the
same direction so that the stylus does not
have to do the work of accelerating the arm
mass. Thus, the arm and cartridge are de-
ceived into acting as though the warp (or
resonance) were not present, and the groove
modulation continues to be traced as

though there were no warp. The servo gain
in the resonance -frequency region (above 3
Hz) is increased so as to reduce the reso-
nant "Q" by nearly 2,000 times, according
to Sony, without affecting the tracking at
other frequencies. At end of play, the arm is
made to lift by the optical sensor and the
motor shuts off as the arm returns to its
rest.

The PS -X75 has an effective system for
selecting the pickup cueing diameter and
for preventing the pickup from descending
to an empty platter in automatic operation
(this protective feature does not function
during manual operation). A light mounted
in a post next to the platter shines across its
surface. There are two groups of holes in
the platter, at small and large radii, and
there are small prisms embedded in the rub-
ber mat that transmit light through them to
photocells under the platter. If light passes

through the inner set of holes only, this is
taken to mean that a 7 -inch record is in
place, and the arm indexing is set accord-
ingly. If light passes through both sets of
holes, this means that no record is on the
turntable, and the arm will not lower (it im-
mediately returns to its rest and the motor
shuts off). And if light is blocked at all the
holes, the arm indexes for a 12 -inch record.
The turntable speed is not determined by
the indexing logic and must be set manual-
ly. (Incidentally, the automatic indexing
system does not work with transparent,
translucent, or 10 -inch records, all of which
must be played manually.)

In addition to its automatic control func-
tions, the arm servo system makes it possi-
ble to control all aspects of arm movement
from the front control panel of the turntable
while its cover is lowered. Flat buttons for
the "in" and "out" directions of arm move-
ment actuate the horizontal servo to move
the arm, slowly at first and then more rap-
idly if the button is held down; the arm
stops the instant the button is released. An-
other button, on alternate operations, raises
and lowers the tone arm. Thus, full cueing
and positioning control is provided without
any need to touch the arm.

At the left of the control panel is a POWER
button. A group of momentary -contact flat
buttons near the center of the panel starts
the motor (for manual cueing purposes),
positions the arm in or out, and raises or
lowers the pickup. Behind a window are the
speed -indicator numerals, and the word
LOCKED appears when the turntable speed is
correct. Two small buttons to the right of
the display select the two speeds on alter-
nate touches and place the player in a re-
peat mode for replaying a record until it is
shut off manually.

The two basic automatic controls are
square buttons marked STOP and START.

"Yessir-Audiola is the biggest speaker
manufacturer on the whole Amazon River!"

With a record on the platter, touching
START causes the arm to index to the appro-
priate diameter while the turntable comes
up to speed, to descend and play the record,
and (at the end) to return to the rest, shut-
ting off the motor. At any time during play,
touching STOP initiates the shut -down cycle.
If START is touched during play, the arm re-
turns to the beginning of the record and
plays it again. The remaining control is a
small knob that adjusts the vertical stylus
force (and with it the antiskating torque)
over a range of 0 to 3 grams, with calibra-
tions at 0.1 -gram intervals.

Using the vertical servo to supply the
downward tracking force is logical; it gives
the user the unique opportunity to vary the
force while playing a record without inter-
fering in any way with the arm motion,
which is the ideal way to determine the nec-
essary force. The only setup adjustment,
other than setting the stylus overhang, is
balancing the tone arm while it is positioned
in the area where the servo is inoperative.

The Sony PS -X75 is approximately 19
inches wide, 165/s inches deep, and 61/2
inches high with the cover lowered. It
weighs 283/4 pounds. Supplied with the rec-
ord player are, among other things, a plug-
in cartridge headshell (although any other
shell having the standard 4 -pin plug can be
used) and an extra balance weight for use
with cartridges that weigh between 8 and
15 grams (the standard weight can balance
cartridges weighing between 1 and 8 grams
when they are installed in the Sony head -
shell). Price: $500.

 Laboratory Measurements. The Sony
PS -X75 was supplied to us together with a
Sony VL-7 magnetic cartridge, which we
installed for our tests. The setup was simple,
although we found it necessary to keep the
arm very close to its rest when balancing it
to prevent the automatic arm lift from oper-
ating. When the balancing is done properly,
the calibrations of the tracking -force dial
are within 0.05 gram of the actual force.

For minimum tracking -angle distortion,
the stylus must be 49 mm from the end of
the tone arm when mounted in the shell.
When so mounted, the tracking error was
always less than 0.5 degree per inch of ra-
dius over a 12 -inch record, typically about
half that amount.

The unweighted turntable rumble was a
good -38 dB, improving with ARLL
weighting to a very good -63 dB. The rum-
ble spectrum was uniform for frequencies
below 10 Hz, falling off smoothly at higher
frequencies. The flutter was 0.055 per cent
weighted rms and ± 0.08 per cent weighted
peak (CCIR or DIN), with most of its spec-
tral components below 10 Hz. The turnta-
ble speeds were exact within 0.05 per cent
of the nominal values. Cable capacitance
was about 70 picofarads per channel.

In automatic operation, the turntable
"on" cycle required 5.5 seconds from the
time of pressing the START button to the un-
muting of the pickup on the record. At the
end of the record, or when the STOP button
was pressed, 7 seconds elapsed before the
arm reached its rest, although the platter
motor shut off before the arm return was
complete. The motor evidently has an elec-

(Continued on page 52)
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Here's how to make a standard $5 tape
outperform a $10 metal tape.

The hk400XM with frequency response from 15-20kHz ± 3dB.

Record a stan-
dard $5 tape on one
of the new Harman
Kardon High Technol-
ogy cassette decks with
Dolby HX*. And a $10 metal
tape on a conventional deck. Any
conventional deck.

Now compare.
The Harman Kardon deck with

Dolby HX will give you substan-
tially better performance from the
standard tape. More dynamic head-
room. And better signal-to-noise
ratio.

Yet the recording made on our
Harman Kardon High Technology
deck costs about half as much.
Which can save you a small fortune
if you plan a tape library of any size.

Of course our new High Technol-
ogy decks are metal capable, too.
So you can use Dolby HX and metal
tape for performance that can't be
topped by anything less than a pro-
fessional quality open reel deck.

But Dolby HX is only part of the
performance story.

Our heads cost more.
And they deliver more.

The heads used in a cassette deck
probably dictate the performance
you'll get more than any other sin-
gle component. That's why at Har-
man Kardon, we spent a lot more

time and money on our
head designs and mate-
rials. We started with Su-
per Sendust Alloy, the cost-

liest and most advanced
material available. In manufac-

turing, we machine our head gaps to
incredibly precise tolerances, and
align them with equal care. Ob-
viously, this process takes more
time and costs more money. But it
results in frequency response un-
heard of in a single speed cassette
deck at any price.

Even our most economical deck,
for instance, gives you ruler -flat
frequency response from 15 Hz to
an incredible 19,000 Hz from a con-
ventional tape. You also get features
like Dolby NR, a front panel bias
fine trim, MPX filter and memory.

As you move on up the line, the
specs just get better. And so do the
features. Like the world's first head-
room safety indicator to prevent
tape saturation far more accurately
than any peak level indicators.
You'll also find built-in Dolby and
bias test tones. Normal and slow
meter ballistics. A fader control.
Plus our exclusive Electronic Auto
Search system that scans a tape
automatically, sampling the begin-
ning of each cut until you've located
the one you want.

Yet the new Harman Kardon High

Technology cassette decks do share
one thing in common with the con-
ventional decks.

A conventional price tag.
So before you settle for a deck

that will set you back $10 or more
every time you want a quality re-
cording, audition the new Harman
Kardon Decks with Dolby HX.

For the location of the Harman
Kardon dealer nearest you, call toll -
free: 1-800-528-6050, ext. 870.
'Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby
Laboratories. Dolby HX is a standard feature on all Harman
Kardon High Technology decks except the 100M.

The hklOOM with frequency response from
15-19kH, - 3dB.

impplows
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The 14.200XM with frequency response fron1
15-19kHz ± 3dB.
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The hE.300XM with trequeric) response from
15-20kHz ± 3dB.

harman I kardon
240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797
In Canada, E.S. Gould Marketing. Montreal.



tronic braking system that brings it to a halt
almost immediately. The arm lift or descent
required about 2 seconds in either direction.
The horizontal -positioning time of the arm
was 21/2 to 3 seconds to cover the playing
area of a 12 -inch record.

Since the antiskating is built into the arm
and is not separately adjustable from the
vertical force, we could determine its effec-
tiveness only by playing high -velocity rec-
ords and looking (or listening) for mistrack-
ing on one channel. It appeared that the an-
tiskating was close to optimum, although
slightly more compensation could have been
used to advantage. The low -frequency arm
resonance with the Sony cartridge was at 9
Hz, but it was so well damped by the servo
action that the output rose only about I dB
at the resonance frequency. We made a
subjective check of arm resonance with the
Shure Era IV "Audio Obstacle Course"
record and could find no visible sign of arm
vibration at any frequency. This test was re-
peated with two other integrated shell/
cartridge combinations, the relatively mas-
sive Audio-Technica AT25 and the very
light ADC Integra X LM Ill (the mass of
the Sony cartridge and shell appeared to
fall about midway between these extremes).
In no case was there any sign of a resonance
(usually an arm vibrates noticeably at its
resonance frequency). We discovered dur-
ing these tests that the very light Ortofon
Concorde 30 could not be balanced in the
Sony arm, but just about every other car-
tridge and headshell should be satisfactory.

The entire record player is supported on
four softly sprung rubber feet. The isolation
they provided against vibration conducted
through the supporting surface was out-

standing, being surpassed by only two or
three turntables in our experience. Since
this measurement was made with the pick-
up on a stationary record but with the arm
servo operating, it seems probable that the
servo was helping to suppress the response
to external vibration.

 Comment. In every respect, the Sony
PS -X75 behaved exactly as it was supposed
to. It has all the ease of control of the most
refined radial -tone -arm systems, with a de-
gree of suppression of arm resonances and
external responses that makes it a truly
unique product. There are-and have
been-a number of systems used for damp-
ing arm resonances mechanically, but this is
the first all -electronic system we have used,
and it is very impressive.

The complete front -panel control of a
record player, including the adjustment of
vertical force and lateral arm movement,
can easily spoil one's taste for doing it the
"old-fashioned" way. Record playing is al-
most too easy with the PS -X75. When we
tried it with our collection of warped rec-
ords, the results were gratifying and even a
bit surprising, in spite of our expectations.
It played all the records flawlessly, never
giving a hint from the speakers that the
pickup was soaring up and down over a
lia-inch warp or jiggling simultaneously
from side to side as it negotiated a sharp
eccentric "jog." As we watched, the pickup
moved over these obstructions as though it
were massless, and there was no visible sign
of the stylus cantilever's moving in relation
to the cartridge body as the arm went
through its gyrations.

This experience brought out forcefully

what is the real major advantage of a fully
servo -controlled arm such as this. Its actual
mass (including that of the cartridge) is of
no consequence whatever. The servo action
makes it into a close -to -zero -mass pickup
capable of playing records that would over-
whelm most conventional arms. Some very -
low -mass pickups do come close to match-
ing this performance, but the PS -X75 and
its Biotracer arm do it even better, and they
can do it with just about any cartridge one
might decide to install.

The PS -X75 is not quite perfect, to be
sure. Its headshell is designed with so little
internal distance from the cartridge -mount-
ing axis to the rear of the shell that we had
to bend the connecting clips at almost right
angles to the cartridge pins to prevent short-
ing against the shell, or even to fit the car-
tridge into the shell (and that was with
Sony's cartridge!). We would not be sur-
prised to find that some cartridges simply
cannot be mounted in this shell because of
their length. Also, there is no provision for
adjusting the azimuth of the cartridge and
shell to set the stylus perpendicular to the
record surface, leaving only a clumsy shim-
ming operation (or a different brand of
headshell) as the solution to this problem.

As far as we are concerned, this is the
first application of a microprocessor to a
record player that really enhances the per-
formance rather than merely the conven-
ience of playing a record. It makes a very
good record player into a superlative one,
which is no small achievement. And the
Sony PS-X75's affordable price is another
big point in its favor.

Circle 142 on reader service card
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Tandberg Model 3001 FM Tuner

TANDBERG'S "Series 3000" consists of a
group of true "state-of-the-art" audio

components whose rated performance in
many instances surpasses anything pre-
viously attainable. The series includes an
FM tuner, a preamplifier, a power ampli-
fier, and a cassette deck. The Tandberg
3001 programmable FM tuner, the subject
of this report, is notable not only for its dis-
tinctive styling but for its performance,
which in many respects exceeds the meas-

urement capabilities of available laboratory
instruments.

The 3001 tuner does not employ digital
synthesis, or even a digital frequency dis-
play, because the required pulse circuitry
inevitably increases the tuner's noise level
to some degree. One of Tandberg's goals
was the best possible signal-to-noise ratio
both in mono and stereo reception, and the
success of their engineering efforts can be
appreciated from the tuner's S/N rating of

95 dB in mono and 82 dB in stereo at the
usual 65-dBf signal level (the stereo S/N
rating improves to 92 dB at 85 dBf input)

These S/N ratings are 10 to 20 dB better
than those of most top-quality tuners and
are well beyond the capabilities of the
Sound Technology 1000A signal generator
(used by us and most manufacturers and
test laboratories) or any other presently
available signal generator that we know of.

(Continued on page 54)
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Since commercial laboratory signal genera-
tors are not able to measure these low FM
noise levels, Tandberg had to devise special
measurement techniques for that purpose.

Physically, the Tandberg 3001 is a "low -
profile" unit only 31/4 inches high, 171/8

inches wide, and 133/4 inches deep. It weighs
just over 15 pounds. The silver -colored front
panel appears quite conventional, with a
fairly short dial scale calibrated linearly
across the FM band (the tuner does not
have AM coverage) and a flywheel tuning
mechanism operated by a large knob. To
the left of the dial are two meters; one is a
channel -center tuning indicator and the
other reads signal strength directly in mi-
crovolts at the tuner's 75 -ohm antenna in -
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tuning mode. In preset operation the chan-
nel -center meter becomes a rough indicator
of the tuned frequency, reading on a second
scale from 88 to 108 MHz; a "AF" light
below the meter goes out to indicate that it
no longer shows channel -center tuning.
Touching the tuning knob at any time re-
stores manual operation and disables the
AFC. The remaining front -panel controls
are for output level and power.

On the rear apron of the 3001 tuner there
are both fixed- and variable -level audio out-
put jacks, oscilloscope outputs for external
multipath indication, a detector output
ahead of the de -emphasis, and a three -posi-
tion de -emphasis switch offering 25-, 50-,
and 75 -microsecond characteristics. The

TANDBERG 3001 FM TUNER
(NORMAL I.F. BANDWIDTH)

IHF USABLE SENSITIVITY
1. AV 175 OHMS. MONOI

50-DB QU ETING
.0 AV 175 OHMS. MONO)
5 Ay 175 OHMS, STEREO)

put (it does not have the usual 300 -ohm an-
tenna circuit). The microvolt calibrations
are logarithmic, covering a range of I to
1,000 microvolts (µV). The meter has an
auto -ranging feature so that when the input
exceeds 1,000 µV its scale expands by 1,000
times to cover a range of 1,00014V to I volt;
a red LED comes on below the meter to in-
dicate that fact. Next to the meter is a small
window marked PROGRAM, which will be
described shortly.

The lower portion of the panel contains
small knobs for i.f. bandwidth selection
(WIDE, NORMAL, NARROW) and a contin-
uous MUTING LEVEL adjustment calibrated
logarithmically from I to 3,000 µV. Four
small pushbuttons with red LED lights
above them control MUTING, SERVO (an
AFC system that is automatically disabled
whenever the tuning knob is touched and
comes on when it is released), ANC (an au-
tomatic noise -canceling circuit that oper-
ates below certain signal levels), and mono
operation. There is also an MPX stereo -indi-
cator light.

To the left of the PROGRAM window are
eight small pushbuttons for the preset tun-
ing channels, and below them is a STORE
PROGRAM button. Up to eight frequencies
can be stored in the tuner's memory by si-
multaneously holding in a numbered button
and the STORE PROGRAM button. Large red
numbers appear in the PROGRAM window to
show which button is in use, and an "F" ap-
pears there when the tuner is in its manual

70 BO 90

tuner has a detachable a.c. line cord and a
switch to select either 115- or 230 -volt oper-
ation. The only antenna input is a coaxial
connector for a standard 75 -ohm cable fit-
ting, since Tandberg feels that the full per-
formance of the tuner is likely to be realized
only with a high -quality antenna having a
shielded coaxial (75 -ohm) feed line. How-
ever, to suit the majority of U.S. installa-
tions, which use 300 -ohm antenna systems,
a plug-in matching "balun" transformer is
supplied in this country.

The performance ratings of the Tandberg
3001 (in accordance with the 1975 IHF T-
200 standard) are exceptionally complete.
Specific characteristics will be discussed in
later sections of this report. Price: $1,500.

 Laboratory Measurements. From the
tuner's specifications, it was obvious that
we would not be able to verify many of the
ratings (especially the S/N and distortion)
with our regular test equipment. Although
most of our measurements of the Tandberg
3001 were made with the same instruments
and procedures we use for all FM -tuner
testing, we recognized that the inherent
stereo channel separation, noise, and distor-
tion of our signal generator are considerably
inferior to the corresponding ratings of the
tuner and that we would therefore in all
probability be measuring the limitations of
our test instruments. The only respect in
which we were able to go beyond those lim-
its was in the S/N measurement, using a

98 -MHz crystal oscillator made by Tand-
berg specifically for that purpose. Since the
oscillator is unmodulated and a 19 -kHz pi-
lot carrier is necessary to put the tuner into
its stereo mode, we injected a 19 -kHz signal
into the tuner's multiplex circuits for stereo
S/N measurements.

We were able to measure S/N levels of
92 to 93 dB in mono and 87 to 88 dB in
stereo even in our unshielded test environ-
ment. It should be noted that the signal lev-
el required for this ultimate quieting is at
least 85 dBf, so it cannot be directly com-
pared, strictly speaking, to the usual tuner -
noise measurements made at 65 dBf al-
though the difference between the two lev-
els is usually very small with most of the
tuners we have tested.

All our signal levels are stated in dBf,
since the usual "300 -ohm" microvolt levels
would have to be halved for the 75 -ohm in-
put of this tuner. There were small differ-
ences in sensitivity between the three tuner
i.f. bandwidths, but the values in the NOR-
MAL position are typical. The IHF usable
sensitivity in mono was 12 dBf, and the ster-
eo sensitivity was set by the switching
threshold at 19 dBf. The more important
50 -dB -quieting sensitivity was 11 dBf in
mono and 35 dBf in stereo. The fact that the
50 -dB -quieting sensitivity is actually better
than the "usable sensitivity" reflects the
tuner's extremely steep quieting curve even
at very low signal levels.

The distortion readings were 0.05 and
0.35 per cent in mono and stereo, respec-
tively, at a 65-dBf input (NORMAL). The
former figure is known to be the residual
distortion of our signal generator, indicat-
ing that the tuner's mono distortion is much
lower than 0.05 per cent. The S/N meas-
ured 78.5 and 71 dB for mono and stereo
with our regular signal generator. This
would be considered very good by our usual
standards, although the measurements ob-
viously reflect the residual noise of the sig-
nal generator to a great degree.

In the wide- and narrow -bandwidth
modes the noise readings were approxi-
mately the same, but the distortion levels
changed. In narrow the mono distortion was
still a very good 0.135 per cent, but the ster-
eo distortion rose to 0.6 per cent. In wide,
the mono and stereo distortion readings
were 0.05 and 0.1 per cent.

The frequency response of the tuner was
ruler -flat, within ±0.2 dB from 30 to
15,000 Hz. The channel separation changed
with bandwidth, although the wide and nor-
mal readings were about the same from 30
to 800 Hz (increasing from 52 to 60 dB over
that range). The separation fell at high fre-
quencies to 40, 33, and 30 dB for wide, nor-
mal, and narrow bandwidths.

As would be expected, many other per-
formance parameters depended on the
bandwidth, although the values were often
far better than those we usually encounter
when testing FM tuners. The capture ratio
was about 2 dB in normal and 3 dB in nar-
row, but in wide it was virtually unmeasur-
able-our reading was about 0.8 dB.

The AM rejection was 67 to 74 dB, de-
pending on signal level (it did not vary sig-
nificantly with bandwidth), compared to its
rating of more than 70 dB. The tuner's

(Continued on page 56)
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Technics linear -tracking turntable.
Program it to play any cut. In any order. Even upside down.

Once again, technics rriakes turntable history with the intro-
duction of the world's first programmable linear -tracking
turntable. The direct -drive SL -15 does what no other turn-
table can: Automatically plays the record selections you want
with zero tracking error, and skips the ones you don't.

The SL -15's microcomputer and infrared optical sensor
let you play up to 10 cuts per side, in any order. Just press
the program keys in the order of the selections you want to
hear. And with the repeat button, the SL -15 can repeat the
entire program or any selection.

The fact is, the SL -15 will perform virtually any turntable

fun( tiori, automatically. It ,elects the record size acid speed,
finds the lead-in groove arid begins playback at the touch of

button. And it does it rnore accurately than you can.
More proof of the SL -15's accuracy is its quartz -locked,

direct -drive motor and dynamically -balanced, linear -tracking
tonearm. In addition to tracking perfer tly, the SL -15 plays a
record as accurately upside down as it does right side up.

Technics also offers other linear-tra( king turntaoles, in-
cluding our famous 51-10 and our new SL -7. But which-
ever turntable you choose, all prove when it comes to linear -
tracking, Technics is a cut above the rest.

Technics
The science of sound
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rated image -response ratio is greater than
135 dB, a figure that cannot be measured
by any normal signal generator. In our tests
it exceeded the 120 -dB limit set by the max-
imum output of our signal generator. The
tuner hum level was 74 dB below 100 per
cent modulation.

Naturally, selectivity was a function of
i.f. bandwidth. Alternate -channel measure-
ments were 29 dB (wide), 81 dB (normal),
and 86 dB (narrow). The corresponding ad-
jacent -channel readings were 5, 13, and 18
dB. The rated alternate -channel selectivity
(wide, normal, narrow) is 30, 90, and more
than 90 dB, while the corresponding adja-
cent -channel ratings are 3, 12, and 40 dB.
The muting threshold was adjustable be-
tween 20 and 72 dBf, and the stereo thresh-
old was about 18 dBf. The tuner's cancella-
tion of the pilot carrier was extraordinary,
with the I9 -kHz leakage being at a barely
detectable -90 dB.

Tandberg is one of the few tuner manu-
facturers to publish IHF intermodulation-
distortion ratings based on 14- and 15 -kHz
modulating signals, each at 50 per cent
modulation. Their rating for the 1,000 -Hz
difference -tone component in mono is less
than 0.1, 0.15, and 0.5 per cent for wide,
normal, and narrow bandwidths. Our meas-
urements were 0.04, 0.06, and 0.16 per
cent. Their stereo ratings are similar, except
for an increase to 0.8 per cent in narrow,
but we did not make this test in stereo.
Equally impressive were the odd -order in-
termodulation-distortion products at 13 and
16 kHz. Compared to the primary tone lev-

els, they were at -80 dB (0.01 per cent),
-57 dB (0.14 per cent), and -37 dB (1.4
per cent) for the three bandwidths. Al-
though few manufacturers include these
data in their ratings, we have been making
this measurement for some time. In its wide
mode, the Tandberg 3001 surpasses every
other tuner we have tested over the past
year and more in respect to IM distortion.

We made some measurements on the
noise -canceling system (ANC) to see the
relationship between signal level, channel
separation, and S/N. Above 55 dBf, :he
ANC has no effect. As the signal is reduced
below that level, the channel separation de-
creases and the S/N improves (compared to
the readings with ANC off). At 35 dBf, the
separation was only about 4 dB, but the
S/N improvement was about 8 dB. At 25
dBf, the signal was essentially mono, with a
noise improvement of about 15 dB.

 Comment. It is not possible to design a
tuner that excels simultaneously in every re-
spect, since many of the parameters are mu-
tually exclusive (high selectivity and low
distortion, for example). Tandberg's three -
position switchable i.f. bandwidth lets the
user optimize the tuner's performance for a
particular listening condition. Even in
broadcast range of New York City, whose
crowded FM spectrum has more than fifty
receivable stations, the 3001, when set for
wide, provided the lowest distortion and
widest channel separation as well as the
highest S/N we have yet measured on an
FM tuner.

"What an equalizer! My sofa, two stuffed
chairs, and a Persian rug were repossessed

and the stereo still sounds fantastic!"

Only in the most extreme conditions,
when one must receive an adjacent -channel
signal in the presence of a strong local sig-
nal, will it be necessary to use narrow band-
width. In most cases, leaving the bandwidth
at normal will give fine results, better in al-
most every respect than other fine tuners
can provide.

As we have stated, no other FM tuner
comes even close to matching the S/N of
the Tandberg 3001. This is due in large
measure to a remarkably complex and so-
phisticated multiplex decoder, which occu-
pies more space in the tuner than any other
section and which we would estimate con-
tains far more components and active de-
vices than practically any other complete
tuner we have seen.

We wondered why, in view of the inherent
noise and distortion accompanying ev-
ery FM broadcast, Tandberg chose to de-
vote so much effort to the multiplex section
of this tuner. Their answer was that the
same characteristics that give it very low
noise and wide separation also reduce its
various intermodulation distortions to a

minimum-and they are certainly far lower
than those of most other tuners.

Although we verified to our satisfaction
the technical claims made for this tuner, we
were unable to hear any significant differ-
ence between it and other good tuners in ac-
tual reception. This is not to say that such
differences do not exist, but we suspect that
a proper comparison can be made only with
a very strong (at least 85 dBf) and very
high -quality signal so as to realize the full
quieting of the 3001. That sort of signal is
not available in our area (if anywhere).

The ANC feature is roughly equivalent
to the automatic changeover from stereo to
mono (sometimes in two steps) that is pro-
vided in some tuners when the signal
strength drops to a point where noise can be
objectionable. However, in Tandberg's sys-
tem the transition is smooth and continuous
rather than abrupt, in many cases providing
a listenable signal with some stereo separa-
tion where otherwise one would have to go
to full mono for an acceptable noise level.

The program memories worked perfectly
and always returned the tuner to the exact
preset channel (aided by the inherent mod-
erate amount of AFC). The action is totally
silent, as is the normal manual tuning of the
3001, due to an ideal muting system that is
free of any modulation bursts or thumps.
Our only criticism of the memory system is
that each time the tuner is turned on, it
comes on in "manual" at the frequency to
which the dial is set. Although the dial scale
is quite accurate in spite of its short length,
the frequency indications on the tuning me-
ter in the programmed mode are merely
approximate.

At its price, the Tandberg 3001 is ob-
viously not Everyman's tuner. It is, howev-
er, one of the most advanced stereo compo-
nents we have seen. Its selectivity, noise,
distortion, channel separation, and interfer-
ence -rejection abilities are all at or beyond
the limits of measurability, and that is a
most impressive achievement.

Circle 143 on reader service card
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Wharfedale Laser 100 Speaker System

THE Wharfedale Laser 100 is a compact
three-way bookshelf speaker system

based on a 10 -inch -diameter acoustic -sus-
pension woofer. There is a crossover at 700
Hz to a 4 -inch mineral -filled homopolymer-
cone midrange driver, and there is a second
crossover at 3,500 Hz to a 3/4 -inch dome
tweeter. The sealed walnut -veneer enclo-
sure is 221/4 inches high, 12 inches wide, and
93/4 inches deep. It weighs 221/2 pounds. An
acoustically transparent cloth grille,
stretched on a light plastic frame, is held in
place by plastic snaps. The Laser 100,
which has no user -adjustable level controls,
has its spring -loaded amplifier -connection
terminals recessed into the back panel of
the cabinet.

System specifications listed on the rear of
the cabinet include a nominal 6 -ohm imped-
ance rating and a maximum power -han-
dling rating of 105 watts of program mate-
rial. The speaker is recommended for use
with amplifiers rated between 15 and 105
watts output. Other ratings of the Wharfe-
dale Laser 100 include a sensitivity of 88 dB
at 1 meter with a I -watt input and a fre-
quency response of 55 to 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB.
Price: $240.

 Laboratory Measurements. A close-
miked woofer -response curve spliced to the
frequency response measured in the rever-
berant field of the room yielded an overall
response flat within ±4 dB from 50 to
20,000 Hz. The woofer's maximum output
was at about 90 Hz, with a 12 -dB -per -oc-
tave fall -off at lower frequencies. The out-
put in the upper part of the woofer's operat-
ing range (from 150 to 750 Hz) was flat

within about ± 1.25 dB, and it was attenu-
ated steeply by the speaker system's cross-
over network.

The average output from the midrange
driver was down some 3 to 4 dB from the
upper -bass output level, and the response
varied ±2 dB from 750 to 5,000 Hz. Thus,
the speaker's overall response showed a flat
but slightly depressed upper -midrange out-
put but was generally flat and smooth, with
no significant irregularities. The high -fre-
quency dispersion of the tweeter was typical
of small dome radiators. There were clearly
measurable differences in high -frequency
output from the left and right speakers,
with the microphone oriented on the axis of
one and about 30 degrees off the axis of the
other.

The sensitivity of the Laser 100 was ex-
actly as rated, with a sound -pressure level
of 88 dB measured at I meter when the
speaker was driven with 2.83 volts (nomi-
nally I watt into 8 ohms) of random noise in
an octave band centered at 1,000 Hz. The
impedance of the system was 8 ohms or
higher through the bass and midrange, with
maxima of 18 ohms at the woofer reso-
nance of 70 Hz, about 20 ohms at 750 Hz,
and 12 ohms at 4,000 Hz (the last two evi-
dently due to the crossover network). How-
ever, the impedance dropped off to a pla-
teau of 4 ohms between 10,000 and 20,000
H z.

The bass distortion was measured with
drive levels of 1 watt and 10 watts (based on
an 8 -ohm impedance) from 100 Hz down to
the point where it became excessive. At 1
watt, the distortion was very low (0.2 to 0.4
per cent) down to 70 Hz, rising to 3.2 per

cent at 50 Hz and 4.9 per cent at 40 Hz.
Increasing the drive by 10 dB produced a
substantial increase in distortion, to about 1
per cent at 80 Hz and above, 4.7 per cent at
60 Hz, and 9.5 per cent at 50 Hz. Consider-
ing the speaker's low-level frequency re-
sponse and bass distortion, we judge its
rated 55 -Hz lower frequency limit to be re-
alistic (and the specified 20,000 -Hz upper
limit was completely confirmed by our test
measurements).

 Comment. The sound quality of the
Wharfedale Laser 100 was completely con-
sistent with its measured frequency re-
sponse. It was well balanced, with a sweet,
unemphasized (but obviously extended)
high end. Although there was no sense of
very deep bass, there never seemed to be
any deficiency of bass output. There is no
contradiction in these statements, since
most musical program material has rela-
tively little acoustic energy at frequencies
below approximately 60 Hz.

When the sound of the Wharfedale Laser
100 was compared with that of some other
speakers that we measured as having very
flat midrange response, the Wharfedale had
a slightly more distant quality, doubtless a
result of its frequency -response characteris-
tics. In summary, we liked what we heard
from the Wharfedale Laser 100 speakers.
They were musical and clean sounding,
with a generally good octave -to -octave bal-
ance and a sound that was by no means as
"small" as the physical dimensions of the
speaker might suggest.

Circle 144 on reader service card
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The tonearm that isn't.

The traditional tone arm has been replaced. By
Linatrack. A revolutionary tracking system devel-
oped by Revox.

This sophisticated and highly refined electronic servo -
system ensures that your records are played just the
way they were cut, with perfect tangential tracking.

We've eliminated the causes of distortion inherent in
conventional tone arm design. There's no need for an
anti -skating device because there is no skating force.
Our unique LED/photo diode array monitors the stylus
angle and makes instant corrections to keep the tip ab-
solutely perpendicular.

Pivot friction has also been dramatically reduced by our
unique single -point jewelled pivot/magnetic support
and suspension system.

With Linatrack, tracking error is reduced to a phenom-
enal 0.5° or less, virtually eliminating distortion and
protecting your records from excessive wear.

The high torque direct drive motor of the Revox B790
uses Hall -Effect magnetic sensors tied to a quartz crys-
tal to constantly read and instantly correct rotational
speed. This eliminates the moment -to -moment deviations

1. LEL)
2. Photo hod,
3. Arm 1)rive 51.401
4. Jewel Piro.
S. \laput i. S 114.1

found on even the most expensive conventional direct
drive motors. You can verify speed accuracy with the
fast responding LED digital readouts. The readouts also
provide an accurate log of manual speed adjustments.

Even with its advanced features, the Revox B790 is a
pleasure to operate with safe and convenient automa-
tion. It works with virtually every cartridge and is rug-
gedly built to stand up to years of daily operation.

For more good reasons to play your records without a
tone arm, experience the B790 at your Revox dealer.

Stu'ULE)) g.ns REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234 / New York (212) 255-4462
In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
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Going on Record

ANGLOPHILIA

THOSE who have glanced at this column
over a period of years will know that

the musical setting of the English language
has been a major concern of mine. I've been
among many to give Handel his lumps, and
if I have not flailed away at most English -
language productions of non -English -lan-
guage operas it is because most of them
were fated to die of natural causes anyway.
But the setting of English texts to Italianate
music goes on-Gian-Carlo Menotti has
been a most effective carrier of a most in-
sidious bug-and so does their setting to
music that has no roots in any human lan-
guage at all. The other day, in a biography
of the poet W. H. Auden, I came across a
comment by Auden about how much he ad-
mired Benjamin Britten's setting of the lan-
guage. Well, I'm sure instances can be
found of Britten's treating English with
great sensitivity and grace, but anyone who
listens to the John Donne Sonnets can hear
the opposite (I am not referring at all to the
purely musical aspects of those songs).
Auden, I think, was at least partially caught
up in the confusion between a composer's
eye (or ear) for a good text and what he
actually does with it once he's got it.

Many composers show great taste and
sensitivity in choosing poetic texts, but
damned few of them show any sort of will-
ingness to follow through when it comes to
attaching actual notes to the words. Com-
position involves pressures to write this note
rather than that, this rhythm rather than
the other, and language intelligibility, prop-
er accentuation, and natural rhythm often
come last in the play of contradictory
forces. The result is a lot of very good poetry
set to what is sometimes very good music
but which has no connection with the poetry
except in the composer's head. For compos-
ers, when they set poetic texts, tend to set
meaning rather than sound. Entirely cogni-
zant that music is made of notes, not feel-
ings, they often forget that poetry is made
of words.

Our most splendid twentieth-century
American exception to this has been Sam-
uel Barber, whose many vocal works exhibit
both the taste for the text and the willing-
ness to serve it while still creating wonder-
ful and personal music (at least they did un-

til the Menotti influence showed up). But
even beyond Barber's example there is such
a raft of music-popular music, folk song,
blues-that exemplifies the idiomatic set-
ting of English in many styles and dialects
that one wonders how it can be so consist-
ently ignored by serious composers.

A common error lies in supposing that
great poetry lends itself less well to musical
setting than claptrap does. Two recent rec-
ords do much to disprove that notion and
may, at the same time, introduce the inter-
ested reader to a couple of English -lan-
guage musical masterpieces. Arabesque
8018 contains Ralph Vaughan Williams'
On Wenlock Edge and Peter Warlock's The
Curlew, both sung by tenor Ian Partridge
with instrumentalists of the Music Group of
London (the former work is scored for piano
and string quartet, the latter for flute, Eng-
lish horn, and string quartet). The Wenlock
poems are taken from A. E. Housman's A
Shropshire Lad, some of the loveliest and
most affecting short lyrics in English; The
Curlew is based on four poems by William
Butler Yeats, at least arguably the greatest
lyric poet in the language.

The second record offers the same
Vaughan Williams work, but it is the first
recording known to me of the orchestral
version, and tenor Gerald English sings the
piece perhaps a trifle better than Partridge
does. He is accompanied by David Mea-
sham and the West Australian Symphony
Orchestra on a Unicorn Kanchana disc (KP
8001) distributed in this country by Euro-
class Records, Ltd., 155 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10013. (The
overside contains music of John Ireland.)

THE Vaughan Williams and Warlock
pieces have almost nothing to do with one
another stylistically despite the fact that
they were both composed by Englishmen
and only about a dozen years apart. But
what they both offer is great poetry sensi-
tively set to great music in a variety of ways,
the rhythms enhancing both intelligibility
and meaning, the words and the melody so
bonded that once heard they remain in the
memory together. If there is a better recipe
for song in any language I'd like to know
what it is. 0
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HOW TO MAKE
BETTER-sounDinG

CASSETTE
RECORDIIIGS

By Ivan Berger !F the professionals make better -
sounding tape recordings than you
do, the credit doesn't all belong to

their recording gear. Today's better
cassette decks are as good in many re-
spects as professional open -reel decks of
a decade or so back-decks that are
still in use in some studios. No, the real
"professional" difference is technique,
and many of the professional tech-
niques are things you can do as readily
even though you are usually dubbing
whereas they are working with live ma-
terial. And there are other tips as well,
most of which don't apply to profession-
al recording, that can help you get bet-
ter -sounding results.

Tape / Deck Matching
The first step toward getting good re-

cordings is to match your recorder and
your tape properly. Setting your deck's
bias and equalization switches to match
the tape type is important, of course,
but it's not quite the whole story.
Matching your deck to the precise tape
formulation you are recording on will
help you squeeze the last possible deci-
bel of performance from it. Many of the
newest decks can do this job automati-
cally, but they're among the most ex-
pensive models. More moderate -priced
decks have metering or indicating cir-
cuits that show you when the bias is
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correctly set for the particular tape
you're recording on.

But you can get a good match even
without such aids. If your deck has a
continuously variable bias control, try
adjusting it slowly as you make a test
tape of a record that is sonically as sim-
ilar as possible to the kind of material
you're planning to record (live, off the
air, or whatever). Listen critically so
you can find which bias setting gives
the best balance among good high -fre-
quency response, low distortion, and
low noise. (Optimizing for one of these
qualities alone is sure to worsen at least
one of the others.) If the bias control on
your deck is not continuously variable
(or if there isn't any control at all), buy
a selection of different brands and types
of cassettes and try recording the same
material on each of them to see which
gives the best results. You won't be
wasting money on the tapes that turn
out to be less than the best, since the
quality spread between the best and the
worst on your machine is likely to be
fairly narrow; cassettes from reputable
manufacturers should all give you at
least good results. But once you know
which tape brand and type performs
the very best on your machine, stick
with it (and bear in mind that C-60 and
C-90 cassettes that are nominally of the
same formulation will have slightly dif-
ferent performance characteristics).

To be absolutely sure of maintaining
the best possible tape/deck match, take
two more tips from the pros. First, buy
your preferred tape a dozen or so cas-
settes at a time so as to ensure that they
will all have exactly the same charac-
teristics. Manufacturers have been
known to make unannounced improve-
ments in tape formulations that change
their performance characteristics; even
when this isn't a factor, buying tapes in
quantity will ensure that you won't run
out at an awkward time-and you may
get a larger discount. Second, before
each critical recording, recheck and re-
adjust (if necessary) your deck's bias
(assuming this is possible) to make sure
the internal settings haven't drifted.

Level Setting
Using a less than optimum tape can

subtly "fog" a recording, but the wrong
recording level can ruin it altogether.
Unfortunately, what constitutes the
right recording level varies from tape to
tape, from deck to deck, and according
to the material you're taping. A good
general rule is to set the level so that the
meter needle or level indicator twitches
occasionally during the softest passages
and moves past 0 or into the red area
only briefly during the loudest ones.
But, like all general statements, this has

to be qualified by the specific recording
and by what is said in your recorder's
instruction manual.

 Meter Types: The same signal will
register higher on a peak -reading meter
than on an average -reading one (such
as a VU meter) since, after all, a sig-
nal's average value will always be less
than its highest (peak) value. The dif-
ference can be anywhere from 3 to 8
dB, depending on the material being re-
corded, so don't try to convert mentally
from one system to the other; just learn
how to interpret the one your machine
uses.

Some new machines have meters or
bar -graph indicators with expanded
scales, and these require a little differ-
ent thinking too. Obviously, a signal
level that barely causes the needle to
twitch on a meter whose scale stops at
-20 dB will provoke vigorous needle
movement on one whose scale goes all
the way down to, say, -45 dB. More-
over, different manufacturers may set
their meters' 0 -level points differently.
Setting it low gives lots of headroom for
undistorted recording above the 0 point,
but it also increases the risk that soft
passages will be recorded with too little
gain and be excessively hissy on play-
back. Setting the 0 level high gives a
better signal-to-noise ratio-but at an
increased risk of overload distortion in
loud passages.

 Headroom and Saturation: Tape
decks-and, even more, tapes-differ
in their ability to handle strong signals
without overload distortion due to satu-
ration of the head or the tape. This is
especially true at the higher frequencies
(above 8,000 Hz or so), but since these
are usually overtones and are rolled off
a bit by many microphones, much of
what you record won't contain enough
high-level, high -frequency sound to
cause trouble. If your deck can record
on pure -metal tape, that's the obvious
type to use for critical recordings of tre-
ble -rich material; improved high -end
headroom is the greatest benefit of
metal tape.

 Presetting Levels: It's best, of
course, if your recording level is set cor-
rectly from the moment you begin tap-

ing. And it's usually possible to sample
the source material beforehand to de-
termine what the level should be. If
you're recording from FM, it's easy-
FM has a comparatively limited dy-
namic range that's easy to get on tape.
One caution, however: you can't judge
the level of a music program by the an-
nouncements between musical selec-
tions. Some stations deliberately cut
back their volume during such an-
nouncements, feeling that it's unrealis-
tic for an announcer to sound as loud as
an orchestra or rock band. Others soup
up the level of the commercials.

If you're dubbing from a disc or an-
other tape, just play the loudest pas-
sages and set your levels so that they
can be recorded without distortion.
This is especially easy with records,
since the loudest passages can often be
spotted by eye; they are the areas where
the disc surface appears roughest.

 Riding Gain: Unless you're taping
material with a limited dynamic range
on a recorder with a wide one, no single
level setting will quite manage to keep
the recorded signal both well above the
noise in quiet passages and comfortably
below the distortion point in loud ones,
so you'll probably have to adjust the
level settings during the recording-
what the pros call "riding gain." This
won't be as necessary in dubbing as in
live recording, but you'll still have to do
some of it, especially when you're dub-
bing from audiophile recordings with
extra -wide dynamic range.

Too many amateurs don't "ride"
gain, they chase it-dashing to the level
knob to turn it down once a loud pas-
sage becomes distorted, then turning it
up again when the signal becomes too
soft and hence potentially hissy. Tapes
made that way sound awful: passages
no sooner build to a fortissimo than
they're pulled back into an anticlimax;
a delicate pianissimo is no sooner es-
tablished than the level is pumped up
again. And, of course, there's an audi-
ble increase in noise or distortion just
before each delayed correction. The
trick in riding gain is to anticipate
where the music is heading and to
achieve the proper level setting for each
passage before the crucial moment. Re-
duce the gain slowly while a crescendo
builds so the sense of its development is
only slightly diminished, not destroyed.
Raise the gain slowly as the music's av-
erage level drops so the softest sections
will be clearly audible above the noise
yet remain relatively soft. If you know
well the music you are recording, riding
gain properly becomes easy.

 Cleaning and Demagnetizing: You
should periodically clean and demagne-
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"... the art of live
recording is the art of
knowing where to place
your microphones...

tize your tape deck's heads-as well as
the tape guides, capstans, and every-
thing else that comes in contact with
the tape. I generally do this after about
thirty hours of recording, but I also do
it just before each important taping ses-
sion. Be careful, though, not to get any
machine lubricants (as opposed to
cleaning fluid) on the capstan or pinch -
roller, and don't use a demagnetizer
close to a tape or while the recorder is
turned on.

It's worth checking whether there's
any audible difference between record-
ings you make on brand-new blank cas-
settes and those recorded over previous
material. If there is, get a good bulk er-
aser to remove all the old signals from
tapes you want to reuse.

Taping Off the Air
So much for the basics; now for spe-

cific tips on different kinds of recording
jobs. Let's start with the easiest, taping
off the air. As I've mentioned, what
makes it easy is the limited dynamic
and frequency range of most broad-
casts. And with FM you'll also find that
a recording level that works for one sta-
tion will almost always be good for any
other as long as you're using the same
tuner and don't change its output -level
settings. Some stations regularly broad-
cast Dolby -level calibration tones at a
50 per cent modulation level (6 dB be-
low maximum modulation), and if you
catch one of these test tones you can use
it to calibrate your recording as well as
Dolby levels.

Speaking of Dolby, you'll find that
most decks equipped with Dolby noise -
reduction circuitry also have a switch
position marked "MPX Filter" or the
like. It's wise to switch in this filter
whenever you tape a stereo FM pro-
gram, for without it remnants of the
FM -multiplex pilot tone leaking from
your tuner or receiver may fool the Dol-
by circuits into acting as if there were
more high -frequency audio in the signal
than is,actually there.

A recording from FM can be no bet-
ter than the received signal, so make
sure this is as good as possible. Tune in
the station accurately and orient your

antenna for the cleanest signal. Com-
pare the signal quality in stereo, mono,
and (if your tuner has it) "high -blend"
mode (this is sometimes, confusingly,
labeled "MPX Filter") to see which
one gives the best -sounding results.
Since reception conditions do change,
make all these checks as close as you
can to the airtime of the program you
want to tape-but not so close that
you'll be pressed for time to resolve any
problems you encounter. With today's
equipment there's rarely any need to
warm it up beforehand, but there's no
harm in this either.

Try to match the tape length to that
of the music program you're taping if
you know in advance what that will be.
Broadcasts of classical music are usual-
ly listed in advance in station program
guides or local FM magazines (some
even give timings!). For specific pop se-
lections you'll just have to be ready to
go when what you want comes on,
though programs featuring specific
genres or artists are sometimes an-
nounced ahead of time. Planning your
taping in advance ensures that you
won't be frantically scrambling for a
blank tape while something you want
has already started. And keeping a

blank tape cued up and the recording
levels set whenever you listen to FM en-
sures that you'll be ready to tape when
opportunity beckons.

Convenient as it is to use a timer to
record programs aired when you're not
around, it pays to be on hand if possible
for taping off the air. That way you can
use the deck's pause control to edit out
commercials and unwanted announce-
ments. If your machine (or car player)
has an automatic music -finding system,
be sure when you record to leave a few
seconds of silence between selections
(decks with "record -mute" switches do

this semi -automatically). If you're tap-
ing a broadcast of a live concert,
though, it isn't a good idea to cut the
recording sharply when the music is
over; fade out gradually during the ap-
plause-and try not to shear off the last
few seconds of hall reverberation.

At each announcement break, check
the amount of tape remaining and the
expected length of the next selection. If
you won't be able to get it all without
an interruption, take advantage of the
intermission to turn the cassette over or
to switch to a new one. Finally, if you're
in doubt about whether something is
worth taping off the air, tape it anyway;
you can always reuse the tape if you de-
cide later that the program isn't worth
preserving.

Dubbing
There are many reasons you might

want to dub your own records or tapes:
to preserve irreplaceable old records; to
copy discs or open -reel tapes on cas-
settes for use in a car or with a portable
player; to arrange an evening's worth of
singles or album cuts for continuous
play during a party; to make a tape an-
thology of your favorites from several

sources; to duplicate your own demo
tapes to send copies off to record com-
panies . .. and so on.

If you're dubbing a record, be sure
beforehand that the disc and stylus are
clean and that the turntable is running
at precisely the desired speed (which is
not always the nominally correct speed,
since you may sometimes want to alter
the pitch and tempo slightly). Audition
the record carefully beforehand to
make sure your turntable has no trou-
ble tracking it; you may need to use one
that is better at handling warps. You'll
certainly want to use your amplifier's
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How to get 50% more sound
without turning up the volume.

A dbx Dynamic Range
Expander restores the music
dynamics that were lost in
the recording process -
giving you up to 50% more
sound. The technology is
based on a technique orig-
inally developed by dbx
for professional recording
studios.

There's a whole range of sound in a live
performance that you never hear from your
stereo system. And it's not a question of turn-
ing up the volume.

The problem is in the records you play.
When recording engineers master a rec-

ord, they electronically eliminate up to half
the music. They literally compress the sound
to make it "fit" on the vinyl record.

Fortunately, there's one solution to the
problem: dbx Dynamic Range Expanders.

A dbx Dynamic Range Expander in your
system restores most of the lost music. And it
reduces annoying record surface noise by as
much as 20 dB. So instead of a compressed
50 or 60 dB of dynamic range, you get a full
75 to 90 dB. The loud passages begin to thun-
der. The softs are truly subtle. All your music
comes to life.

And you can use a dbx Dynamic Range
Expander not only with your records, but also
with tapes and FM broadcasts.

Visit your authorized dbx retailer for a
demonstration of the 1BX, 2BX and 3BX
Dynamic Range Expanders. Then select the
model that's best for your system.

Because there's a lot more to music than
has been reaching your ears.

dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA
02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522.
Distributed throughout Canada by BSR
(CANADA) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

dbx
Making good sound better
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ONE SYSTEM STANDS ABOVE THE REST.
VERTICALLY. SIMPLY. MITSUBISHI.

This is the system destined to turn the audio world on its ear.
If you find that hard to believe, take another look. What you see is the

InterPlay X-IOTM The world's first vertical format complete audio system.
No trick photography here. The way you see it is the way you play it.
Vertically.
Play a record. Play a cassette. Play the tuner. Any way you play it, its

Mitsubishi.
The vertical linear -track turntable allows the X-10 to sit on a small book-

shelf. It needs only 10" of shelf depth.
And we've integrated an AM/FM stereo tuner and cassette deck.
Hook up the speakers, plug it in, and turn it on. The InterPlay X-10 is

stereo at its upright best.
For your nearest dealer, call toll -free (800) 447-2882 or in Illinois, 1800)

322-4400 and ask for operator X-10.

m*MGA/MITSUBISHI
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA. INC 3010 E. Victona St , Compton. Ca 90221
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infrasonic filter, assuming there's one
built in, to keep inaudible low -frequen-
cy signals from overloading the tape.
(An external infrasonic filter is avail-
able for $73 in kit form, $93 factory
wired, from Ace Audio, 532 Fifth
Street, East Northport, N.Y. 11731.)

If you're dubbing old discs, be sure to
use the proper stylus-old mono LPs
require 1 -mil styli and old 78s 3 -mil
ones; stereo styli are considerably
smaller. Some of the major cartridge
manufacturers, such as Shure, Picker-
ing, and Stanton, offer these older -type
styli in plug-in form for at least some of
their models.

You may also want to use an equaliz-
er when you're taping old records, ei-
ther to filter out noise or to correct for
the differences between older and new-
er disc -recording curves. If your equal-
izer doesn't process the signal it feeds to
your tape deck, you can reconnect the
deck to the outputs that ordinarily feed
the equalized signal back to your sys-
tem. The monitor outputs of your deck
can then be connected to the former
equalizer -input jacks.

If your system is at all prone to
acoustic feedback, keep your monitor-
ing level very low while dubbing discs

When dubbing from other tapes,
there are fewer points to keep in mind.
First, make sure that the playback deck
is also clean, demagnetized, and has
its 70/120-usec playback -equalization
switch set to match the tape in use. If
you are dubbing from one cassette to
another, try both machines as the play-
back unit for the same source tape to
see which works best (in general, the
better deck should be used as the play-
back machine).

It is probably worth using Dolby (or
whatever other noise -reduction system
you have) even when you're dubbing
from a source that's already noisy.
True, Dolby circuitry can't clean up
pre-existing noise, but it will keep the
noise from building up further. And if
you're recording from a Dolbyized
tape, decode it in playback and then re -
encode it while dubbing; even though
this means the signal has to pass
through extra Dolby circuits, it will
help ensure that the Dolby circuits
track properly when you play back the
dub. (If the source you want to dub is
very noisy, you may want to investigate
a one-step noise -reduction accessory
from such companies as KLH, Phase
Linear, etc.)

I
RECOMMENDED READING

Tit following four books make up
an extremely useful small refer-

ence library for the recordist. If you
are unable to find them at your local
bookstore, library, or audio shop, you
can order directly from the publish-
ers at the addresses given. Be sure to
include applicable state and local
sales taxes when ordering by mail.
 Sound Recording, by John Ear-
gle, 368 pp., illus., hardbound,
$21.95 (postpaid on prepaid orders).
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 135 W.
50th St., New York, N.Y. 10020.
 Handbook of Multichannel Re-
cording, by Alton Everest, 322 pp.,

Illus., $10.95 hardbound, $7.95 soft -
bound (postpaid on prepaid orders).
Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.
17214.

 Modern Recording Techniques,
by Robert Runstein, 368 pp., illus..
softbound, $9.95 plus 500 postage.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300
W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind
46206.

The Recording Studio Hand-
book, by John Woram, 496 pp.,
illus., hardbound, $37.50 postpaid.
Sagamore Publishing Co., 1120 Old
Country Road, Plainview, N.Y.
11803.

(you might even shut your speakers off
completely and monitor entirely
through headphones). You also needn't
record the click as the stylus settles
onto the record. Just put your deck into
record/pause mode, then release the
pause control as soon as you hear the
set -down click. You can do the same
trick in reverse when the record is fin-
ished by shifting into pause before the
stylus goes into the noisy lead -out
groove. It helps, of course, if your turn-
table and tape deck are located close to
one another-or if your deck has a re-
mote control.

Live Recording
What the professionals do most-

and amateurs least-is to make live re-
cordings through microphones. This is
enough of a challenge that whole books
have been written on the subject (see
the accompanying box), so I'll just hit
the high points.

Basically, the art of live recording is
the art of knowing where to place your
microphones. There's no one "right"
place: it varies with the acoustics of the
room you're taping in, the kind of music
(or other material) you're taping, and

the kind of sound you want to get on the
tape. Here are a few basic guidelines:

1. Distance matters most. Moving
your mikes in closer doesn't just make
the sound they pick up louder-you
could do much the same thing by mere-
ly turning up the gain. Microphone dis-
tance strongly affects the balance be-
tween the direct and the reflected
sounds the mikes pick up. The closer
the mike, the more sonic details it will
get; the farther away the mike, the
more ball ambiance and sense of spa-
ciousness its signal will have. Usually
you'll want some of each, but you'll
have to pick the balance between them
for yourself; experiment to see what
works. You'll find that overly close
miking brings in sonic details you might
prefer not to hear, such as the slide of a
musician's fingers across strings; set
your mike too far away, on the other
hand, and the instrumental sound will
be submerged in reverberation.

2. Stereo perspective is controllable.
There are two basic stereo microphone
setups that amateurs can easily use: a
crossed pair of directional microphones
facing forward in a V configuration on
the same stand or a spaced pair of mi-
crophones (whether directional or not)
on separate stands. Crossed pairs can
give a more stable stereo image, but
spaced pairs let you get closer pickup of
more instruments and a wider stereo
"stage." Again, experiment to find
which you prefer-and for what.

3. Too many mikes is madness. Not
all pros agree with this-I've seen as
many as twenty-eight microphones at a
classical -music recording session-but
more and more audio engineers are
coming to realize that although a multi-
plicity of microphones may give more
control over individual instruments and
sections, it gives less control over the
sound as a whole; moreover, excessive
miking sometimes creates strange
"comb -filter" effects that add an
unnatural quality to the sound. In any
case, it pays to learn basic recording
techniques using only a couple of mikes,
gradually adding more as you master
those you already have.

A Final Note
Bear in mind that top-quality equip-

ment is not necessarily required for top-
quality results. In fact, a talented and
knowledgeable recordist is likely to turn
out better -sounding tapes with a mid -
price cassette deck than a novice with a
professional -quality open -reel machine.
Time spent sharpening your recording
skills will pay off in better performance
from whatever level of equipment you
are able to afford.
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THE original cassette machine, the
Norelco Carry -Corder from
Philips, was a marvel of simplici-

ty. There were no adjustments to make
(other than in signal level), no choice of
tape type or speed or noise -reduction
system to confuse the user. It was the
audio -tape equivalent of the Kodak
Brownie box camera, which may not
have made the greatest pictures but
was certainly an easy device to use.

Today anyone shopping for a high-
fidelity cassette deck must choose
among hundreds of models with a

broad range of features, capabilities,
and prices. Capabilities and prices will
interest the prospective buyer, but the
features are what most clearly distin-
guish one cassette deck from another in
the marketplace. And since features to
a large extent determine cassette -deck
performance and price, a shopper can
arrive at some preliminary buying deci-
sions once he understands what fea-
tures are available and what they will
do for him.

Tape and Machines
Any recorder's performance is inti-

mately linked to that of the tape being
used. Over the past couple of years
metal tape (whose magnetic coating
contains fine particles of metal alloy in-
stead of metal oxides) has become so
important to marketing in the audio in-
dustry that even inexpensive cassette
decks are now "metal -compatible."
Metal tape does have advantages,
mainly in its high overload limits at
high frequencies. It does, however, re-
quire higher bias and record levels than
other tape types. In order to make ma-
chines metal -compatible, manufactur-
ers have had to redesign their record
and erase heads as well as bias and re-
cord -amplifier circuitry. It's safe to say
that because of the necessary expense
of such designs, the cheapest current
metal -compatible models will not really
get the most out of metal tape.

Getting the most out of a non-metal
tape doesn't require redesign, but it
does require careful adjustment of
those deck characteristics to which a
tape is most sensitive. Within each of
the four major subcategories of tape
(standard ferric, chrome and chrome -
equivalent, ferrichrome, and metal)
there is a wide variation in the optimum
settings for bias, recording equaliza-
tion, and sensitivity (standard record-
ing level).

Many recent decks have been
equipped with front -panel "bias -trim"
or "equalization -trim" variable con-
trols in addition to the bias and equali-
zation switches used to set the deck for
the general tape type. Proper use of

CASSETTE
DECK

these trim controls can improve high -
frequency response for any particular
tape, but some decks require that the
adjustments be made by ear. This can
be done easily only if your deck has sep-
arate record and playback heads so you
can hear the effects-for better or
worse-as you make the adjustments.

This year's decks have begun to take
full advantage of affordable microproc-
essor technology by "computerizing"
the adjustment not only of bias but of
recording equalization and sensitivity.
This full range of calibrations is rarely
available without computer control be-
cause of the difficulty of adjusting all
the interrelated settings at once by
hand. A built-in microprocessor can op-
timize a deck's performance in a few
seconds for almost any tape.

More Headroom
Recorder/tape adjustments can be

critical in making a truly accurate re-
cording of demanding musical materi-

al. But even the optimum settings are a
compromise (though an acceptable
one) between the conflicting demands
of low noise, low distortion, and the
ability to record loud high -frequency
signals.

One way around the problem is dou-
ble -speed recording, which increases
high -frequency "headroom" by run-
ning the tape at 33/4 inches per second
instead of the standard 178 ips. Double -
speed recording does, however, require
twice as much tape for an equivalent
playing time.

Another approach is the logical ex-
tension of all those automatic bias and
equalization adjustments. Dolby HX
(headroom extension), found on a few
manufacturers' models this year, is a
circuit that continuously varies bias and
record equalization according to the de-
mands of the music, producing the best
moment -to -moment compromise. Dol-
by claims that use of this circuit effec-
tively yields lower distortion at both
high and low recording levels and in -
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A GUIDE FOR
BEGINNING BUYERS
By Mark P Fishman and Stephen H. Owades

creases maximum potential output lev-
els at high frequencies. Tandberg has a
somewhat similar system of its own,
called Dyneq (Dynamic Equalization),
which adjusts only equalization to
achieve a similar result. Both systems
are active only during recording, and
the resulting tapes will play normally
on any deck.

Level Setting
In order to stay above a tape system's

noise "floor" and below its distortion
"ceiling" (that is, within the recording
"window"), the recording levels must
be set with care. The wider the dynamic
range of the source material, the more
critical this level -setting process is and
the more important the level -metering
system employed.

Most current cassette recorders, ex-
cept for the least expensive models,
have some sort of peak -indicating de-
vice to register short, high peaks in the
music. This used to consist only of a

light -emitting diode (LED) that would
flash if the level exceeded a predeter-
mined overload point; it was used in
conjunction with standard average -
reading mechanical meters. Nowadays,
rows of LEDs (or other opto-electronic
indicators) have replaced the meter
movements entirely in many cassette -
deck models.

Being electronic and without me-
chanical inertia, such metering devices
can easily be designed to follow peaks
or averages or to hold the highest peak
value of the signal at the touch of a
switch. Because of the discrete steps in
which they work, however, they give
only the illusion of precision, and fre-
quently at the expense of usable accu-
racy. If the steps are too many decibels
apart, the display loses much of its use-
fulness as a guide for setting recording
levels.

To be most useful, any meter should
have a scale reading from at least -30
dB to +5 dB. A good peak -reading me-
chanical meter will be easier to read in

the critical area around 0 dB than a
coarsely segmented display. Some of
these meters have a switchable slow de-
cay bait into the drive circuit so that
they can hold the highest peak value for
some time.

Since microprocessors are so good at
calibrating the machine for individual
tape characteristics, the next step is to
design them to set the recording level as
well. Irdeed, at least one manufacturer
has announced a deck which does just
that. Since levels in music are
constantly varying, however, wide -
dynamic -range source material may
require some "gain riding" during re-
cording, something that at the moment
can be done well only by a human who
knows the score-the musical score,
that is.

Noise Reduction
Manual gain -riding during recording

is one way of fitting the music into the
dynamic -range limitations of a ma-
chine and tape, but the end product of
such gain -riding is a recording with less
dynamic range than the original.
Noise -reduction systems can be consid-
ered a form of electronic gain -riding
that employs frequency- and level -sen-
sitive circuitry to reduce the dynamic
range of the incoming signal in a pre-
dictable way that can be exactly
reversed.

The Dolby -B noise -reduction system
was the breakthrough that allowed cas-
settes to be taken seriously for record-
ing music. Introduced in 1970, it has
since become de facto the world-wide
standard for cassette noise reduction,
and it is available on virtually every
cassette deck made. Dolby B acts only
on high frequencies, where it produces
an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
of slightly less than 10 dB. Encoded
tapes can be played back without de-
coding (in cars, on portable equipment,
and so forth) with reasonable quality.
(JVC's AN RS noise -reduction system is
generally compatible with Dolby B.)

All machines with Dolby -B circuits
incorporate a filter for removing the 19 -
kHz pilot tone from stereo FM broad-
casts before recording. This filter is
necessary to avoid confusing the Dolby
high -frequency level -sensing circuits
while taping off the air. Some cassette
decks can switch out the multiplex filter
for widest frequency response in other
recording applications, though such a
switch is useful only if the deck has a
usable response above 15 kHz or so.

Other manufacturers, in an effort to
achieve greater noise reduction than
Dolby B's 8 to 10 dB, have developed
an assortment of compressor/expander
(compander) systems. The longest -es -
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cassette decks...

tablished compander system for con-
sumer use is the dbx II, which operates
on all audio frequencies simultaneous-
ly. When recording through the dbx II
system, the dynamic range of the in-
coming signal is cut in half as it is fed to
the tape. This two -to -one (2:1) com-
pression enables the signal to fit com-
fortably within the limitations of the re-
corder and tape. On playback the signal
is re -expanded to the original dynamic

range, effectively suppressing noise
from the recording process by some 30
dB. While outboard (non -built-in) dbx
II processors have been available for
some years, the system has only recent-
ly been introduced into a few cassette
decks. Some of these decks also include
switching that makes possible decoding
of dbx-encoded records as well as play-
ing and recording tapes.

Recent years have seen the introduc-
tion of several new 2:1 compander sys-
tems intended to compete with dbx II.
High-Com II and Super -D, both of
which split the audio range into two fre-
quency bands while operating, are in-
compatible with each other and with
the single -band dbx. As yet, High-Com
II and Super -D are available only as
outboard devices that can be added to
any manufacturer's cassette deck.
ADRES (Automatic Dynamic Range
Enhancement System) is another 2:1
compander system, but it is incompati-
ble with dbx and is not yet available as
an outboard unit. While all of these sys-
tems are intended to provide more noise
reduction than Dolby B (some claim up
to 30 dB more), they do not compete
with it directly because no one of them
has or is likely to achieve the same mar-
ketplace acceptance as Dolby B.

Dolby Laboratories itself has intro-
duced a new noise -reduction circuit of -

feting a 20 -dB improvement in signal-
to-noise ratio. Christened Dolby C, it
has been offered to all present Dolby li-
censees at no additional fee, and at least
fifteen companies have indicated their
intention to put it in some new models.
Dolby states that a C -encoded tape
played back through a B -type decoder
will sound much the same as a B -en-
coded tape played without a decoder-
that is, fairly good. And every deck in-
corporating one of the Dolby -C systems
will include a Dolby -B system as well,
so it looks as though Dolby B will con-
tinue as the cassette noise -reduction
standard.

"... one of the most
welcome features in today's
equipment is the provision
for adjusting bias levels,
recording equalization.
and recording level

Moving Parts
Up to this point we have not dis-

cussed the mechanical operation and
functions of the cassette deck. Yet at-
tention should be paid to the various
features available with the latest cas-
sette -deck mechanisms because me-
chanical stability and precision are vital
with the slow speeds and narrow track
widths used in cassette recording.

For example, dual -capstan drive is
one good way to ensure smooth tape
motion since it isolates the tape in the
head region from frictions in the cas-
sette shell. And several new decks in Ja-
pan include special "tensioning" arms
for much the same purpose. Separate
motors for capstan(s) and hubs simplify
the mechanical operation of the trans-
port for improved reliability and gen-
tler tape handling. Direct drive (in
which the capstan is an extension of the
motor shaft) is an elegant approach to
reducing wow and flutter since tape
speed can be controlled by precise elec-
tronic circuitry.

Three -head decks permit playback of
a recording while it is being made in ad-
dition to allowing separate optimization
of head characteristics for the record
and playback functions. In a few three -
head decks the record and playback
heads are in separate mountings and

the effective relative angle (azimuth)
between the heads is somewhat depen-
dent on the physical characteristics of
the particular tape and cassette hous-
ing. Head misalignment results in a loss
of high -frequency response and a slight
increase in noise. Correcting for such
alignment variations has always been a
cumbersome task at best, but now sev-
eral high -price decks use their micro-
processors to perform this azimuth ad-
justment quickly and automatically for
each tape.

Another automatic function avail-
able on some decks is a search system.
In an effort to give the cassette medium
some of the instant accessibility inher-
ent in disc recordings, auto -search sys-
tems look for and count silent pauses
between musical selections. In a few
machines specific tape -counter num-
bers or timings can be entered and lo-
cated. With the most advanced of the
automatic search units, selections des-
ignated by the operator can be pro-
grammed for playback in any desired
sequence. One deck can even be oper-
ated by a home computer!

As another convenience feature,
most decks can be set up to be started
by a timer to make unattended record-
ings. Unfortunately, the maximum
length of a program you can record this
way is 60 minutes with a C-120 cas-
sette. There is a way around this limita-
tion-a half -speed cassette deck that
runs at 15/16 inch per second. Several are
available. Variable -speed playback is
available on a few decks, a feature use-
ful for matching the pitch of the record-
ing to an instrument or for correcting a
speed error made on another machine.

The Future
The latest features available on cas-

sette decks point in several directions.
On one hand, there is an array of in-
compatible noise -reduction systems,
making life still more complicated for
the average buyer. But then there are
the various improvements in the man -
machine connection, such as useful me-
tering devices and computer controls
that make it possible to get optimized
results with little trouble.

For example, one of the most wel-
come features in today's equipment is
the provision for adjusting bias levels,
recording equalization, and recording
level for optimum performance with
any tape. And, depending on the deck,
these adjustments can be made auto-
matically as well as manually. In a very
real sense, we have come full circle: the
sophistication of computer technology
brings us back to the operational sim-
plicity that was so much a part of the
original cassette concept.
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Only Custom-
Tailored Sound meets
your taping needs.

If tape is the only sound that's right for you, to
maximize your taping requirements, an ADC
Sound Shaper® Two MK III frequency equalizer
is a must.

When they designed the Sound Shaper Two,
they had you in mind. Because, aside from
being a superb all-around equalizer,
work with tape the way you want. For example,
now you have two-way tape -dubbing capability,
a feature many receivers don't offer. You can
"custom -tailor" a record and then record it the
way you would have engineered it. And that
includes your golden oldies because, with the
Sound Shaper Two, you can virtually eliminate
the surface noise which has accumulated

A D C
A BSR COMPANY

over the years.
The entire ADC Sound Shaper line is

impressive. The basic Sound Shaper One is a
great introduction to frequency equalizers. And
the top -of -the -line Sound Shaper Three, the
Paragraphic'"" equalizer, combines the ease
and control of a graphic equalizer the
precision and versatility of a parametric. And, all
Sound Shaper equalizers, except the Sound
Shaper One, feature LED -lit slide controls,
allowing for visual plotting of the equalization
curve.

With the Sound Shaper Two MK III, you can
appreciate the difference custom-tailored sound
makes - over and over again.

Custom -Tailored sound

1) ,

01 FREQUENCY E0 RS
Ei`,R t ,o, ®Sound Shaper is a registf red trademark of Pudio DyramiCs Corporation.
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STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT

BEST OF THE 111011T11

 A New Messiah: Moving Almost to the Point of Tears 

IF I were to tell you that a new Mes-
siah has just appeared that eclipses

all earlier Messiahs, would you believe
me? I am not, of course, talking real
Messiahs, Monty Python Messiahs, or
rock-and-roll Messiahs, but Handelian
musical ones. After all these years,
there is still something-quite a lot of
something, in fact-to be discovered
about Georg Friedrich (or George Frid-
eric) Handel's annual and perennial
masterpiece.

The problem is that the work has
been done so often and in so many ways
(starting with the composer himself)
that its outlines have grown hazy, its
image becoming more Victorian or Ba-
roque Revival than truly eighteenth
century. From 1785, the year of the fa-
mous Handel Commemorative per-
formance in Westminster Abbey, the
oft -restored Messiah began to be af-
flicted with elephantiasis, leading to
overblown presentations full of impres-
sive but totally opaque sounds, operatic
soloists, and rhythmic squareness. In
recent years the pendulum has swung
the other way; performing forces have
been cut to the minimum in order to at-
tain transparency rather than a grand
sonority, but this has often only substi-
tuted one sort of rigidity for another.
And now L'Oiseau-Lyre has brought us
a Messiah by Christopher Hogwood
and his Academy of Ancient Music.
More Olde Baroque? Not quite.

Hogwood has an orchestra of ancient
instruments, real ones or modern copies
thereof. He has a chorus of boys and
men-small, crackerjack. He has a cast
of singers with beautiful, pure (but not

cold) voices. And he has the parts for
and accounts of the Foundling Hospital
version of 1754, together with the most
up-to-date how-to information on mid -
eighteenth -century performance prac-
tice. The resulting sound is simply won-
derful: luminous, transparent, gratify-
ing. But there's even more to it than
that, for this performance is not so
much a triumph of mere scholarship as
it is a triumph of musicality and intelli-
gence. Everything is phrased, every-
thing sings-and not flat-out sing -out,
but a rising and a falling like the very
breath of life. And this is as true of the
orchestral playing as it is of the choral
singing and solo work.

If there is a fault, it is a certain lack
of dramatic power, for this is a lyrical

HANDEL: Messiah. Judith Nel-
son, Emma Kirkby (sopranos);
Carolyn Watkinson (contralto);
Paul Elliott (tenor); David
Thomas (bass); Choir of Christ
Church Cathedral, Oxford;
Academy of Ancient Music,
Christopher Hogwood cond.
L'OiseAu-LYRE D189D3 three
discs $29.94, © K189K33
$29.94.

Messiah and not a theatrical one. The
singers have therefore obviously been
chosen for beauty of tone and musicali-
ty rather than (as they often were in
Handel's day) for dramatic force. On
the other hand, this is far from being a

garden -party or Church of England
kind of Handel. There is everywhere
evident a common-sense straightfor-
wardness and a very unsnobbish reality
to the work of Hogwood and his forces,
a down-to-earth quality that does not
preclude expressivity. On the contrary,
in its very freshness and sincerity, the
music is believable and moving-al-
most to the point of tears.

So far as editions are concerned,
there is no one Messiah that is more au-
thentic than the others; Handel made
changes from one performance to an-
other and there are alternative versions
of several numbers. The Foundling
Hospital version is not, as it turns out,
all that different from the one we are
familiar with. A few pieces are short-
ened, some others transposed or as-
signed to different voices and, in the
process, sometimes a bit changed. Hog -
wood's insistence on strong pacing, dou-
ble -dotting, inflections, and articula-
tions makes this Messiah a lively af-
fair-a little different from what we
know, but all to the good. Shall I stick
my neck out? Okay. I think this is the
most absorbing and moving perform-
ance of Messiah I've ever heard.

Libretto and fascinating scholarly
notes are included. Did you know, for
example, why Handel placed that odd
musical accent on the first word of "For
unto us a child is born"? The chorus
was adapted (along with a good deal of
other music in Messiah) from an ear-
lier Italian setting, in this case of the
line "No, non vo' the voi pietarmi"-in
which, of course, the accent makes per-
fect sense. -Eric Salzman

"I think this is the most absorbing, moving performance of Messiah I've ever heard."
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M IC HALL WYCOFF: diSfuVering a distinctive voice

Michael Wycoff:
A Polished Debut
Album by a Promising
Young Multi -talent

WHF\ 1 first heard Michael Wy-
coff's debut album for RCA, I

thought that some fiendishly clever pro-
ducer had managed to produce a clone
of Stevie Wonder by stealing a few cru-
cial cells from the original, spiriting
them off to a Brazilian jungle laborato-
ry, and re-creating the artist far from
the eyes and ears of competitors. A
closer listen assured me that this was no
ersatz Wonder but a promising young
artist in the process of discovering a dis-
tinctive voice of his own.

Wycoff's talents have apparently
been polished for a number of years in
the backwoods of Los Angeles and oth-
er bush leagues of the music industry.
An accomplished pianist, organist,
singer, and composer, he was a sideman
with D. J. Rogers for a time, has
backed up Phoebe Snow, and has sung
and played behind Natalie Cole (he ap-
peared on her live album). His only pro-
fessional encounter with Stevie Won-
der, to whom he does bear a remarkable
vocal resemblance, was when he put in
a few session hours during the making
of the chart -topping "Songs in the Key
of Life."

What, then, is distinctive about Wy-
coff'? He sticks pretty close to his r -&-b
roots and draws heavily on the gospel

his life: he is director of a
church choir in Los Angeles, and this
association shines through in marvelous
fashion. His style might as readily be
compared with that of the late Donny
Hathaway as with Stevie Wonder's,
particularly when he bends syllables
and chews up his notes as though they
were so delicious he can hardly stand to
let go of them. For an example of this
gustatory approach to singing, lend an
ear to Love Makes Me Sing here. It
surely does, and it makes a happy sound
indeed.

Wycoff's talents run deeper than his
engagingly refreshing singing, for he
also wrote all the music and lyrics on
this excellent album, collaborating at
times with Will Jennings. While he
may encounter some initial difficulty in
dealing with his similarity to two mu-
sical giants and establishing his own
identity, Michael Wycoff gives full in-
dication here that he has a talent quite
large enough to give us reason to expect
much future delight from him.

-Phyl Garland

MICHAEL WYCOFF: Come to My World.
Michael Wycoff (vocals, keyboards); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Feel My
Love; Some One Standing By: One Alone;
Do Ya Think; Come to My World; Just As
Long: Love Makes Me Sing. RCA AFLI-
3823 $7.98, ©AFKI-3823 $7.98, 0 AFSI-
3823 $7.98.

"Hawks and Doves":
Back to Basics
With Troubadour
Neil Young

NEIL YOUNG'S new "Hawks &
Doves" isn't really a theme album

about hawks and doves in the political
sense, but it is structurally cohesive,
and it's so provocatively soft-spoken
that it's bound to get your attention.
Young has exercised-and beautifully
integrated-his folk- and country -rock
leanings, ornamenting the result by us-
ing some of his skills as a phrasemaker,
both verbally and musically.

The first side of the disc has a spar -
tan backing (including, in The Old
Homestead, a musical saw), often only
Young's acoustic guitar. The backing is
fuller, some of it even electric, on side
two, but it remains just as basic. Young
sings more accurately now, I think,
than he ever did, and I detect no great
loss of emotion. His lyrics range all the
way from more or less straightforward
narration (Captain Kennedy) to the
cryptic and oblique, but you always get
enough of what he means to feel the
way the song meant you to. Coastline is
a strange little ditty, with the last line
of every other verse trailing off melodi-
cally into the blue. Union Man and
Comin' Apart at Every Nail blend both
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Pachelbel's "Carlo'? in D Major"
is yours for oply $1!

with your FREE -NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION -membership
Dear Friend of Great Music,

To acquaint you with the Society's musical fare and recording
program, we'd like to send you an outstanding recording that has
captivated thousands of Americans FOR ONLY $1.00!

It is rare that a recording is made that is truly "out of this world"
with the ethereal qualities of music, performance and sonics ideally
presented. But this recording is. indeed, OTW, embodying all these
characteristics!

The Society is happy to offer a recording of such captivating
power that Hamlin's story of the Pied Piper pales! All who hear this
recording simply MUST have it and go to great lengths to get it.
When radio stations play this recording, their phones are tied up for
hours. A New York City station had more than 400 calls when they
played this recording! A San Francisco station had a similar ex-
perience.

While this recording is enrapturing and delightful throughout, the
first work, CANON IN D MAJOR, is so mesmerizing that hearers are
overcome. Your writer was so hypnotized that I spent well over an
hour repeating the first work before I even bothered to go to the
others when I first listened to the record!

But the other works are transporting as well. The performance of
the orchestra could not possibly be excelled and the trumpet playing
is so spectacular that it is, in a word, breathtaking!

Certainly you'll treasure this recording as your favorite. You'll in-
sist that all your friends hear it in the confidence that they will be
grateful that you have introduced them to such a "revelation" in
music.

THIS SUPERB RECORD
IS YOURS FOR ONLY $1.00

Send for it TODAY!

MHS 1060

JOHANN PACHELBEL (1553-1706)

CANON In D Major: PARTIA No. VI In B -Hat Major; PARTIE In G Major

JOHANN FRIEDRICH FASCH (1688-1758)

CONCERTO In D Major for Trumpet, 2 Oboes. Strings and Continuo

SINFONIA In G Major; SINFONIA in A Major

Maurice ANDRi, Trumpet

Pierre PIERLOT and Jacques CHAMBON. Oboes

JEAN-FRANcOIS PAILLARD CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Jean-Frangois PAILLARD. Conductor

GET THE SOCIETY'S CATALOG FREE!
With your introductory recording, the Society will include its

catalog of about 3,000 recordings.
Musical Heritage Society issues each year about 200 new recor-

dings of the music of such great masters as Albinoni, the Bachs,
Beethoven, Berlioz, Buxtehude, Charpentier, Corelli, Couperin,
Gluck, Handel. Haydn, Lully, Monteverdi, Mozart, Pergolesi,
Purcell, Scarlatti, Schubert, Telemann, Torelli, Vivaldi, and many
others. Its recordings cover all musical periods: Medieval,
Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, Classical, Romantic, and Modern.
Over 200 of its recordings have been honored with the coveted
GRAND PRIX DU DISQUE and other international awards.

MUSIC THAT CAPTIVATES!
Even though the Society's records are of serious music, it has

some that are "hits!"
Take MHS 1100 (Vivaldi's Concerto for Mandolin) in our catalog,

for instance. When it was played over a pops radio station frequent-
ly for a short period of time, over 80,000 records were sold as a
result!

Or consider the Society's MHS 1060. This record, when played
by radio stations, results in an avalanche of calls that tie up their swit-
chboard for hours afterwards!

From among the Society's 3,000 records there must be many that
will captivate you.

THE LARGEST RECORDING PROJECTS IN HISTORY
HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED BY

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY!
The Society's recording feats are the sensation of the record in-

dustry! These are some of our notable accomplishments:
 The Society was the first to issue all 107 of HAYDN'S Sym-

phonies. They are on 49 records (MHS 201 through MHS 249).
 The Society has issued on 25 records ALL that BACH compos-

ed for Organ.
 The Society has issuec many complete works: ALL the

Sonatas, Quartets, Symphonies of BEETHOVEN; ALL MOZARTS
Piano Concertos and Quartets; ALL of SCHUMANN'S solo Piano
Works; ALL of DEBUSSY'S and RAVEL'S solo Piano Works and
much more!

Most of the Society's records are of works recorded FOR THE
FIRST TIME! Manufactured to the highest quality standards of
which the recording industry is capable, the Society's records are
perhaps the finest in the country.

HOW 7HE SOCIETY OPERATES
The Society's recordings are not sold in stores. They are offered

directly through the MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW magazine at 3
week intervals (18 times a year). As a member, you'll enjoy substan-
tial savings. Member prices are $4.45 per LP and $4.95 per
cassette, plus postage and handling.

When the Society receives your request, it sets up an account in
your name and will begin sending your free one-year subscription to
MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW for your edification and delight.
There is NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION and you may discontinue
the complimentary subscription at any time. As a subscriber 3 or 4
outstanding selections will be scheduled for shipment to you from
each issue --but there is no obligation to accept them...order only
those you want when you want them!

A special response form will be enclosed with each Review...and
you may use it to order or reject any selections simply by mailing it
by the date specified. And if you want only the scheduled selections,
you need do nothing --they will be shipped to you automatically.
What's more, you'll have at least 10 full days in which to make your
decision --if you ever have less time than that, just return the special
selections at our exper se, for full credit.
ONE OF THE TRULY GREAT RECORDINGS OF THIS

DECADE!
"A REVELATION IN MUSIC!"

To receive this splendid record simply mail the request form pro-
vided below along with $1 00. We're confident that you'll so
treasure this masterpiece that you'll be moved to acquire more of the
Society's fine recordings.

All applications are subject to review before membership Is granted.

r
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETV '0071109
14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Society.

Please send me Pachelbel's CANON IN D MAJOR along with my FREE Master Catalog. You may

enter my subscription to the Society's recording program and set up an account in my name.
However, it is understood that I may cancel at any time, and there is absolutely no purchase
oligation on my part. My payment for this order is enclosed.

SEND ''CANON IN D MAJOR' IN THIS TYPE OF RECORDING:

Record #1060, 81.00 _7 Cassette /2060, $2.00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE
Send my 1,UTURE selections lir Records Cassettes

OFFER OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS ONLY
Offer Valle Within the Connecting United States Only

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD



-Vhen close friends drop by,
there's no better way to get
comfortable and share the good
times than with the smooth,
easy taste of Southern Comfort.

Its uniquely delicious flavor
was created in Old New Orleans
almost a century ago. And
it has been enjoyed ever since.

Try this world famous
liquor straight, on the rocks, or
rruxed any way you like it.

It's one of the real comforts
of life.

SOUTHERN
COMFORT®
Send gifts of Southern Comfort anywheri? by phone. Call toll -free 800-528-6148. Charge to major credit cards.
Offer void in states where prohibited. Southern Comfort Corp., 80-100 Proof Liqueur, St. Louis, Mo. *01980



melodically and thematically, the
former being ironic and the latter start-
ing with the lines, "It's awful hard to
find a job/On one side the government,
the other the mob." The Old Home-
stead, all dream-like symbolism, is
reminiscent of Last Trip to Tulsa in
Young's first album long ago. And so
on. The sound is unlike that of any oth-
er Neil Young album, yet it is unmis-
takably a Neil Young sound. In other
words, he's one of the originals, still the
coolest hippie who ever turned me on.

-Noel Coppage

NEIL YOUNG: Hawks & Doves. Neil
Young (vocals, guitar, harmonica, piano);
Greg Thomas (drums); Dennis Belfield
(bass); Rufus Thibodeaux (fiddle); other
musicians. Little Wing; The Old Home-
stead; Lost in Space; Captain Kennedy;
Stayin' Power; Coastline; Union Man;
Comin' Apart at Every Nail; Hawks and
Doves. REPRISE HS 2297 $8.98, © R5 2297
$8.98, 0 R8 2297 $8.98.

A New Shostakovich
Thirteenth: Perhaps
Previn's Finest
Recording to Date

ALITTLE more than six years ago, in
reviewing Andre Previn's record-

ing of Shostakovich's Eighth Sympho-
ny with the London Symphony Orches-
tra (Angel S-36980, January 1975), I
suggested it was "the best thing Previn
has yet given us on records." The con-
ductor has enlarged his discography
(the LSO segment of which had begun
with the Shostakovich Fifth) vastly
since then, and now it is another Shos-
takovich symphony, the Thirteenth,
that seems even more clearly his finest
effort to date. Like the Eighth before,
the Thirteenth was especially in need of
just this sort of attention.

The Thirteenth Symphony was the
occasion for the last of the official hu-
miliations visited upon Shostakovich,
who had been in and out of his govern-
ment's favor since the mid Thirties,
when Stalin himself expressed displeas-
ure with the opera Lady Macbeth of
the Mtsensk District and Pravda de-
nounced him as an "enemy of the
people." He "rehabilitated" himself, of
course, with the Fifth Symphony in
1937, but after the war there were the
infamous Zhdanov list and other bat-
terings to test his spirit. The Thirteenth

Symphony, introduced in Moscow in
December 1962, ran into trouble be-
cause of its text: its five movements are
settings for solo bass and male chorus
of five poems by Yevgeny Yevtushenko,
the first being the famous Babi Yar.
The premiere of the work in which, as
Boris Schwarz remarked, Shostakovich
and Yevtushenko "had joined hands to
reassert the liberty of spirit" turned
into a sort of protest meeting. The au-
dience was not given printed texts, the
performance was not reviewed in the
Soviet press, and further performances
were prohibited until Yevtushenko
agreed to make some emendations in
his Babi Yar. A single performance was
then given in 1963, and another two
years later, under Kiril Kondrashin; the
latter was taped and has enjoyed sup-
posedly unauthorized circulation on
Everest SDBR-3181. It was not until
1973 that an "authorized" stereo re-
cording under Kondrashin (with a dif-
ferent soloist) appeared on Melodiya/
Angel SR -40212; by that time the sym-
phony had been successfully introduced
in this country by Eugene Ormandy

and the Philadelphia Orchestra, whose
recording was issued by RCA in 1970.
Since then, I gather, performances of
the work have continued to be infre-
quent in the USSR, though it has been
performed widely in the West (using
the original, unaltered text of Babi Yar,
as in both the Ormandy and Previn re-
cordings). It is a fascinating and mov-
ing and important work, fully deserving
the widest circulation, and it was dis-
maying to have the Ormandy recording
withdrawn some time ago, leaving only
the two Kondrashin versions till now.

The Kondcashin performance on Ev-
erest has a certain historical aura, en-
hanced perhaps by the thinnish sound
(simulated stereo), and his "official"
remake on Melodiya/Angel is no great
shakes sonically either, though the per-
formance has enormous vitality and
fervor (as well as some conspicuous
rough spots and untidinesses). Previn's
approach is in general rather closer to
Ormandy's, which is to say he favors
broader tempos than Kondrashin's in
all the movements but the second (Hu-
mor). Thus, although he may miss

NEIL YOUNG: one of the originals
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Pal aro!!!

Acuff

Previn

F. some of the slashing rage of Kondra-
)- shin's handling of the Babi Yar move-

ment, Previn achieves a stark depth of
brooding outrage which seems some-
how more awesome and more perma-
nently imprinted on the senses. His
reading of Humor is especially sly and
alert, and he takes the interconnected
last three movements (At the Store,
Fears, A Career) somewhat more delib-
erately than either Ormandy or Kon-
drashin did (side two plays more than
thirty-seven minutes); again the im-
pression is one of profound and "per-
manent" intensity, and of the specifi-
cally Mussorgskian quality to which
Shostakovich himself alluded in speak-
ing of this work.

While Angel has not managed quite
the open spaciousness RCA achieved
for Ormandy a decade earlier, the
sound of the new disc is rich and power-
ful by any standards, and Previn has
yet another ace in the person of his so-
loist, the Bulgarian basso Dimiter Pet-
kov. Impressive as Tom Krause was
with Ormandy, and Artur Eizen with
Kondrashin on Melodiya/Angel, Pet -

1 kov not only has that rich, "black"
Slavic tone in abundance, but seems to
understand and relish the texts still
more than either of those predecessors.
The men of the London Symphony
Chorus, trained by Richard Hickox,
also sound both authentic
all the vocal and instrumental partici-
pants, in fact, are superbly charged -up
by Previn's own inspired response to the
work, and if this recording doesn't do a
great deal toward making the Thir-
teenth one of Shostakovich's most ad-
mired compositions this listener will be
more than surprised. -Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 13, Op.
113 ("Babi nu"). Dimiter Petkov (bass);
London Symphony Chorus (male voices);
London Symphony Orchestra. Andre Pre -
vin cond. ANGEL SZ-37661 $8.98.

Luciano Pavarotti
Addresses His Golden
Legato to the
Verismo Repertoire

ILCIANO qua, Luciano /a! This
unique factotum and multimedia

phenomenon has achieved a degree of
public adoration unequaled by any mu-
sician in recent history. His own best
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promoter (not that he lacks others), he
is dynamite at the box office, a perma-
nent resident at the top of the best-sell-
er charts (as a matter of fact, by the
time I received this record for review it
was already a national best seller).

With all that, it is a pleasure to note
that Luciano Pavarotti is still a wonder-
ful singer. The sweet -voiced be! canto
specialist of the earlier years seems to
have become a fairly robust -sounding
spinto tenor ready to take on heavier
roles. Hence, no doubt, the inspiration
for an album of "verismo arias,"
though what Meyerbeer, Massenet,
and Bolt° have to do with verismo the
industry packagers may find difficult to
explain.

In any case, Pavarotti's tone is gold-
en, and his breath support, which en-
ables him to spin out long legato
phrases, is nothing short of amazing.
Nor has he forgotten how to execute a
diminuendo without breaking a sus-
tained line. Intelligence still illuminates
his singing, and, for all the verismo flir-
tations, he has the sensitivity to differ-
entiate between a Werther and a Che-
nier. Not every one of these arias gets a
model rendition ("La dolcissima effi-
gie" should be done with a melting,
melancholy lyricism It la Bergonzi), but
every one of Pavarotti's selections here
represents rich -toned, committed, ex-

Criticism, however limited, may
seem ungrateful when measured
against such virtues. The fact remains,
however, that in embracing the more
dramatic repertoire Pavarotti has loos-
ened his artistic discipline somewhat.
His control of dynamics could be more
precise: for example, crescendos here
are sometimes minor explosions. Nor
are his attacks free of unnecessary aspi-
rates. Above all, his habit of ending cer-
tain phrases with unwritten vowel
sounds seems to have become a disturb-
ing mannerism. The familiar line in "0
Paradiso" is here enunciated as "for-
ente suol(e), splendido soller -not
only musically incorrect but provincial
sounding, and unworthy of one of the
world's greatest singers.

Rich, very effective accompaniments
complement the singer's all-out efforts.
Technically, the sound is distinguished
by wide-ranging dynamics and wonder-
ful silences. -George Jellinek

LI 'CI tiO PAVAROTTI: Verismo Arias.
Giordano: Fedora: Amor ti vietu. Andrea
Chenier: Un di all'azzurro spazio, Come un
be! di di maggio; Si fui soldato. Botta: Me-
fistofele: Dai campi. dai prati; Giunto sul
passo estremo. Cilia: Adriana Lecouvreur:
La dolcissima effigie; L'anima ho stanca.
Mascagni: Iris: Apri la tua finestra. Meyer -
beer: L'Africana: 0 Paradiso. Massenet:
Werther: Pourquoi me reveiller. Puccini:

La Fanciulla del West: Ch'ella mi creda.
Manon Lescaur: Tra voi belle; Donna non
vidi mai: No! No! pazzo son! Luciano Pa-
varotti (tenor); National Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Oliviero de Fabritiis cond., Riccar-
do Chailly cond. (Andrea Chlnier arias
only). Lcrsoos. LDR 0 10020 810.98.

One Master Pays
Tribute to Another:
Roy Acuff Sings
Hank Williams

IF you think you know something
about songwriting, try this exercise:

take a Hank Williams song, any Hank
Williams song, and edit it-throw out
anything in it that's unnecessary. Well,
heh heh, that was a trick exercise, as
you're now finding out: there is nothing
superfluous in a Hank Williams song.

After a decade or so of listening to
what seems like thousands of songwrit-
ers, I think Williams was Nature's most
nearly perfect example of the type. Roy
Acuff, who in his prime may have been
Nature's most nearly perfect example
of a country singer, has at last recorded
ten of Williams' songs for Elektra, and
the result should become a collectors'
item. Acuff doesn't hold pitch quite as
well as he once did, but he still sings
with passion and his voice is still very
nearly on the National Treasure level.
Unlike others who've done Williams'
songs as a sort of tribute, he doesn't
have his backers try to copy the primi-
tive sound of Williams' band; the musi-
cians here aren't credited, but they
sound like Acuffs own kind of primi-
tive (pre -bluegrass) band, with Jimmy
Riddle (my guess is) often stepping out
on an old-time country -sounding har-
monica and Bashful Brother (my guess
is) accenting it with the dobro. You
could find these standards better ren-
dered technically, but I doubt if you'll
find this kind of understanding any-
where else, and that fairly shrivels the
importance of mere technique. Nice go-
ing, Mr. A. -Noel Coppage

ROY ACUFF: Roy Acuff Sings Hank Wil-
liams /For the First Time,. Ro). Acuff (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment. Take
These Chains from My Heart; You Win
Again; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry;
There'll Be No Teardrops Tonight; Cold.
Cold Heart; Jambalaya; I Can't Help It;
Mansion on the Hill; Kawliga; Your
Cheatin' Heart. ELEKTRA 6E-287 $7.98,
© TC5-287 S7.98, 0 ET8-287 $7.98.

BEST OF MONTH:

RECENT SELECTIONS

YOU MAY HAVE MISSED

CLASSICAL

American Brau Ouintet: Music of the Mid- 1800s

TITANIC CO - I "Invigorating music. strikingly oedormea

(December)

E.7, Beethoven: Plano Concerto No. 1, In C Major, Op. 15.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2531 302 "The wont has not

been better served in its many recordings (January)

IT Brahma: Plano Sonatas Nos. 1 and 1. DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON 2531 252 "Music by the young &ahms

ple.ved with an elemental romantic impulse by the young Krys

tier Zimerman (December)

Rachmaninott Plano Sonatas Nos. 1 and 1; Polka on

a Theme by V. R. CBS M 35881 "A triumphant final volume

in Ruth Laredo 's survey "(January)

Ravel: Bo/No; Rapsodi. Espegnole; Alborada del

GraClota RCA ARCI-3686 "RimerSharp performances,

blo.lbuster digital recording (February)

E Schubert: WInterreist DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

27C7 118 rye one to have (February)

FL. Schumann: Lledorkrola Op. 39; lJederalbum Ilk die

Jugend. Op. 79. PHILIPS 6769 037 "Rare interpretations b)

Ell, Ameling "(December)

Verdi: RIgoletto. DEUTSCHE 3RAMMOPHON 274C

225 Giubm's somberly lyrical view places this new

set above 811 others "(January)

POPULAR

. The Amazing Rhythm Aces: How the Nell Do You
Spot Rythum? WARNER BROS BSK 3467 A record that

ready works "(January)

O Bobby Bere: Drunk end Crazy. COLUMBIA JC 36785

"Seriocomic country rock basically anti -hypocrisy m a

good -old -boy mode "(February)

E George Benson: Give Me the Night. WARNER BROS

HS 3453 'Eloquent expressive pop music from a master et

Jaz: "(December)

Ll Ron Garter: New York Slick. MILESTONE M-9096

"For those who know real Jazz from polyester (January)

 Corneae Strait. The Songwriters Exchange. STASH
ST 301 'Beautiful little album, the best and brightest of the

troubadours "(December)

1:1 Aretha Franklin: Ando,. ARISTA AL 9538 The Queen

of Soul back in peak form (February)

El Donny Hathaway: In Performance. ATLANTIC SD

19278 'A posthumous addition to 6 treasurable legacy

(January)

ID Paul Simon: One -Trick Pony. WARNER BROS HS

3472 As good as anything he s ever done "(December)
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Classical music Briefs

THE White House Record Li-
brary has been nearly dou-

bled in size this year by the ad-
dition of 1,000 new discs chos-
en by a seven -member com-
mission working under the ae-
gis of the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA).
Record producer John Ham-
mond was chairman, and mem-
bers included Classical Com-
missioner David Hall and Spok-
en Word Commissioner Paul
Kresh, both regular reviewers
for STEREO REVIEW.

The record collection at the
White House was started in
1973 during the Nixon adminis-
tration. When plans for the new
additions were being made in
1979, First Lady Rosalynn Car-
ter said to the commissioners,
"Mr. Carter does love his mu-
sic, and he plays it all over the
White House But when he
plays Wagner, watch out!
That's when he's in a bad
mood." The new records were
presented in January, shortly
before the Carters had to
move.

About one-third of the collec-
tion is made up of classical re-
cordings, according to Com-
missioner Hall. In speaking of
his work in fleshing out the col-
lection, he voiced two com-
plaints familiar to most classical
collectors: "We were faced
with an embarrassment of
riches to choose from, and our
main problem was limitation of
space." Commissioner Kresh
said, "I recommended that the
nub of the spoken -word collec-
tion should be the eighteen min-
utes of silence from the Nixon
tapes."

Record companies donate
the recordings chosen for the
White House collection, and a
duplicate set is presented to

the Performing Arts Library at
the Kennedy Center, where
they can be listened to by mem-
bers of the public. RIAA has dis-
tributed to music schools a cat-
alog of the new additions to the
White House Record Library,
and it is available free to the
public while the limited supply
lasts. Send $1 for postage and
handling to White House Cata-
log, Schwann Record Catalogs,
535 Boylston Street, Boston,
Mass. 02116. CI

TOGETHER for the first time in a
public performance, re-

cording superstars mezzo-so-
prano Marilyn Horne, soprano
Dame Joan Sutherland, and
tenor Luciano Pavarotti will
give a pair of joint recitals with
orchestra conducted by Rich-
ard Bonynge this month at
Avery Fisher Hall. The concert
on March 23 will be telecast in
Exxon's Live from Lincoln Cen-
ter series on the Public Broad-
casting Service.

Bonynge and all three sing-
ers record exclusively for Lon-
don Records, and for that label
they have collaborated on a
complete recording of Verdi's

Trovatore. Sutherland, Home,
and Pavarotti have made other
records together in various duo
combinations, and they have
been paired in opera and con-
cert. This first public triple col-
laboration is the culmination of
a series of Live from Lincoln
Center events that began with
Pavarotti's first solo recital at
the Metropolitan Opera House
(February 1978) and continued
with a Pavarotti/Sutherland re-
cital (January 1979) and a Suth-
erland/Horne concert (October
1979).

The program for March 23
will include solos by each sing-
er, duets with various combina-
tions, and trios from Verdi's Er-
nani and Trovatore, Bellini's
Norma, and Ponchielli's La Gio-
conda. Miss Horne is also
scheduled to sing Danny Boy.
Stereo simulcast will be avail-
able in many parts of the coun-
try. The performance will take
place in New York at 8:00 p.m.;
check your local PBS station for
date and time. 0

THE Institute for Studies in
American Music, estab-

lished in 1971 and operating
out of Brooklyn College in New
York, publishes monographs of
academic and general interest.
The latest, called The Phono-
graph and Our Musical Life,
made up of selected papers
and commentaries from a 1977
conference on the centennial of
Edison's invention of the pho-
nograph, is edited by H. Wiley
Hitchcock, costs $7.50, and
contains all sorts of interesting
material by the Country Music
Foundation's William Ivey, the
Smithsonian Institution's jazz
expert Martin Williams, com-
poser /pianist William Bolcom,

composer/critic Eric Salzman,
and others, as well as the scan-
dalous opinions of James
Goodfriend. Write to Institute
for Studies in American Music,
Department of Music, Brooklyn
College, CUNY, Brooklyn, New
York 11210, for Monograph
No. 14. 0

'TIME word "Urtext" and the
very idea of there being

different editions of the same
piece of music are mysteries to
many record buyers. The distin-
guished music -publishing firm of
C. F. Peters (founded 1800) of-
fers a free booklet called Urtext
in Piano Music in which articles
by pianist Emanuel Ax and mu-
sicologist William S. Newman
do much to clarify the matter.
Also included in the booklet are
a brief glossary of terms, short
biographies of some music edi-
tors, famous and not so fa-
mous, a selective listing from
the Peters catalog of piano mu-
sic, and $100 worth of coupons
redeemable, with purchases,
for many Peters editions of pi-
ano music. For a free copy
write to C. F. Peters Corpora -
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tion, 373 Park Avenue South,
New York, N.Y. 10016.

Recently added to Peters' list
of editors is pianist Ruth Lare-
do, who will prepare new edi-
tions of the piano works of
Rachmaninoff to be published
beginning in September 1981.
Miss Laredo's seventh and final
album in her series of record-
ings of all of Rachmaninoff's
solo piano compositions on
CBS Masterworks was re-
viewed in the "Best of the
Month" section in January.
Speaking of that review, she
said, "It's thrilling to read such
praise of my work and to see
myself compared to Horowitz,
but that is a tremendous re-
sponsibility to live up to. Playing
these great works on the piano
doesn't get any easier, you
know. And for me the prospect
of editing Rachmaninoff is the
challenge of a lifetime." 0

RCA hasn't been doing much
in the way of classical re-

cording lately, but it has just
signed young American violinist
Dylana Jenson to an exclusive,
long-term contract. At seven-
teen Ms. Jenson was silver
medalist in the 1978 Tchaikov-
sky Competition in Moscow, gar-

nering glowing predictions of fu-
ture greatness. RCA has issued
a sampler of her playing for the
use of critics and classical radio
stations, and her first real rec-
ord will be coming late' this
year: the Sibelius Violin Con-
certo with Eugene Ormandy
conducting the Philadelphia
Orchestra. 0

TE Metropolitan Opera Guild
has produced a series of

records and cassettes called
Great Artists at the Met. Each is
a collection of the best aria re-
cordings by a Met singer of the
past (Jussi Bjoerling, Zinka Mil-
anov, Ezio Pinza) or present
(Sherrill Milnes, Luciano Pava-
rotti, Joan Sutherland). Price:
$8.98 plus $2 postage and han-
dling. Offered by the Guild at
the same price is "Met Stars on
Broadway," a collection of the-
ater songs performed by such
singers as Birgit Nilsson (/
Could Have Danced All Night),
Cesare Siepi (Night and Day),
and Leontyne Price (It Never En-
tered My Mind). Order from The
Met by Mail, 1865 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. 10023.
A catalog of books, records,
and gifts sold by the Guild will be
sent free on request. 0

FOR the third consecutive
year Igor Kipnis has been

voted Best Harpsichordist by
the readers of Contemporary
Keyboard Magazine in that pub-
lication's annual poll. Kipnis,
who has thirty-eight solo al-
bums to his credit, has just
made two digital recordngs for
the Nonesuch label. The first,
"Fandango-The Music of An-
tonio Soler," was released it
late January. The second, de-
voted to the Anna Magdalena
Bach Book and made in collab-
oration with soprano Judith

Blegen, baritone Benjamin Lux -
on, and Catharina Meints, viola
da gamba, is scheduled for re-
lease in June. In addition to per-
forming many recitals in Europe
and the United States this year,
Kipnis will conduct a two-week
harpsichord workshop at the
Early Music Festival in Indianap-
olis in July. Prospective stu-
dents for the workshop should
contact Frank Cooper, Dade
County Council of Arts and
Sciences, Room 2004-Court-
house, 73 West Flagler Street,
Miami, Fla. 33101. 0

Disc and Tape Reviews
By RICHARD FREED  DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK  PAUL KRESH

STODDARD LINCOLN  ERIC SALZMAN
© = stereo cassette 0 = digital -master recording
0 = eight -track stereo cartridge 0 = direct -to -disc

 = quadraphonic disc
e = monophonic recording

The first listing is the one reviewed: other formats. if available. follow.

ANTHEM: Symphony No. 5 (see MAX-
WELL DAVIES)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
J. S. BACH: Motets (BWV 225-230).
Stockholm Bach Choir; Concentus Musicus
of Vienna, Nikolaus Harnoncourt cond.
TELEFUNKEN 6.35470 EK two discs $21.96,
© 4.42663 $21.96.

Performance Breathtaking
Recording: Breathtaking

What is perhaps some of the most complex
and difficult choral music ever written is
found in Bach's six motets. The counter-
point is richly detailed, the textures are
thick, and the mood is intensely religious. A
good solid sound is essential, but if the
chorus is too large the inner lines are
blurred. If, on the other hand, the forces are
cut to a minimum, the sonority becomes too
thin. Nikolaus Harnoncourt has found the
perfect solution: a modest -size chorus dou-

bled by authentic strings, winds, and organ.
The result in this two -disc Telefunken set is
a sound that is full-bodied and transparent
at the same time.

The Stockholm Bach Choir boasts excel-
lent and musicianly singers. No coloratura
daunts them. they articulate like instru-
mentalists, and they sing lightly and clear-
ly. They have the same clarity and precision
as the Swingle Singers. If you remember
that astonishing group, you will recall that
they sang arrangements of Bach's instru-
mental music with a clarity and verve that
rivaled instrumental performances. Here
we have that same instrumental clarity
(minus the jazzy style)-not as a gimmick
but seriously applied to music that cries for
it. Never before have I been able to hear
each line so clearly, so carefully articulated,
and so beautifully phrased. The polyphonic
ideal is here superbly realized. This album,
I believe, and not those of the cantatas, will
turn out to be Harnoncourt's finest contri-
bution to the Bach discography. S.L.

J. S. BACH: Six Little Preludes (BWV 933-
938); Little Preludes (BWV 924-928, 930);
Three Little Fugues (BWV 952, 953, 961);
Prelude and Fughetta in D Minor (BWV
899); Prelude and Fughetta in G Major
(BWV 902); Prelude and Fugue in A Minor
(BWV 895); Prelude and Fugue in E Minor
(BWV 900). Glenn Gould (piano). CBS
M 35891 $8.98, © MT 35891 $8.98.

Performance Crisp
Recording Crisp

How nice to hear a professional play these
charming little Bach pieces, which have tra-
ditionally been consigned either to young
students who do not understand them or to
adult amateurs who do but cannot play
them! Glenn Gould treats them with the
same meticulous care that he would lavish
on the partitas or the "Forty-eight" and
draws us into a miniature world of unsus-
pected delights.

Gould's approach to this music is crisp
(Continued on page 85)
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First Recording:
Goldmark's "Queen of Sheba"

INTRODUCED in Vienna with spectacular
I success in 1875, Karl Goldmark's Die
Kdnigin von Saba was long considered a
staple of the German opera repertoire (it
was given fifteen times during its first Met-
ropolitan season, 1885-1886). Its popularity
began to fade in the late 1920s, and it was
decisively cast aside in Germany during the
Hitler era, when both the opera's composer
and its Old Testament subject became
unacceptable. But certain old operas refuse
to die. The Vienna Opera, where this work
once enjoyed legendary performances under
Gustav Mahler, gave a concert performance
of it under Julius Rudel in 1979. Even be-
fore that, in 1969, the opera was revived in
Goldmark's native Hungary, and this is
where the world-premire recording was fi-
nally produced in 1980, honoring the 150th
anniversary of the composer's birth.

The Queen of Sheba is a skillfully writ-
ten, masterfully orchestrated grand opera
on a Meyerbeerian scale with lots of pomp
and pageantry and some lush Oriental color
thrown in for good measure. And Goldmark
knew his Wagner too. His harmonic idiom

recalls Tannhauser, Lohengrin, and even
Die Meistersinger, but without striving for
the Wagnerian endless melody; in Gold -
mark's scheme arias, duets, and other en-
sembles have their distinct places. As for
the subject matter, the librettist (Mosen-
thal) used the Bible only as a starting point.
As the opera progresses, Assad, its tenor
hero, begins to look more and more like
Tannhauser: he turns away from an idealis-
tic love (Sulamith) and yields to a temptress
(the Queen), being driven by passion to
commit an act of sacrilege for which he is
banished, and all the time he is counseled
by a noble baritone (King Solomon).

WGNERIAN elements aside, this is a
highly eclectic opera representative of a cer-
tain type produced in the period, whether
written in Germany, France (Herodiade),
or Russia (Rubinstein's The Demon), a type
that is ordinarily lush and perhaps some-
what overwritten. In performance such
operas stand or fall according to the quality
of the singers. Casting such an opera from
strength is not easy, and the producers here

chose wisely when they invited the experi-
enced Siegfried Jerusalem, who sang the
role of Assad in the 1979 Vienna produc-
tion. He is in excellent form and particu-
larly powerful in the final scene ("Komm,
Tod"), where his aria culminates against
some very effective storm music. In the bet-
ter-known earlier aria "Magische TOne,"
Jerusalem proves worthy of such predeces-
sors as Slezak, Caruso, and Gedda and
would have been even more impressive had
his conductor paced the music in a more
raptly sensuous manner.

The rest of the cast are front-line Hun-
garian singers. Considering that they must
have learned their roles just for this record-
ing, the results are praiseworthy indeed.
Paula Takics has the sensuous tone the title
role calls for, and she manages the taxing
range (up to high C) with only a minimum
of discomfort. Equally fine is soprano Ve-
ronika Kincses, whose voice is extended
somewhat in the declamatory passages but
quite lovely in Sulamith's two important
arias.

Sandor Solyom-Nagy (whom I saw in
Budapest three years ago as a first-rate
Rigoletto) is a lyric baritone whose purely
centered sound is ideal for the Wolfram -like
music of King Solomon. The part of the
High Priest should really have the cavern-
ous sounds of the Kipnis-Frick-Moll vari-
ety, but Jozsef Gregor gets around the
music quite skillfully with his light and
malleable tones. And the sensuous siren call
of Astaroth is temptingly delivered by Mag-
da Kalmar, an artist known from previous
Hungaroton recordings.

THE chorus attends to the score's consider-
able demands quite well except for a certain
weakness in the high soprano range, and in
the orchestra only the brass section keeps
the total effort below the top international
level. Although I admire the achievement of
young Adam Fischer (only thirty-one, but
with lots of international experience behind
him) in conducting this complex score, I

cannot help feeling that certain climactic
points (Sulamith's second -act aria and sev-
eral massed scenes) call for more sweep and
passion.

The recorded sound is generally very
good, with an occasional extra boost given
to the solo voices. I noted a few minor press-
ing flaws in the surfaces of my review copy.
All in all, this is a very impressive recording
debut for an opera that has badly needed
such documentation. -George Jellinek

GOLDMARK: The Queen of Sheba (Die
Konigin von Saba). Sandor Solyom-Nagy
(baritone), King Solomon; Jozsef Greg&
(bass), High Priest; Veronika Kincses
(soprano), Sulamith; Siegfried Jerusalem
(tenor), Assad; Mara Takics (mezzo-so-
prano), Queen of Sheba; Lajos Miller (bar-
itone), Baal-Hanan; Magda Kalmar (so-
prano), Astaroth; Laszlo Polgar (bass),
Watchman. Hungarian State Opera Cho-
rus and Orchestra, Adam Fischer cond.
HUNGAROTON SPLX 12179-82 four discs
$35.92 (from Qualiton Records, Ltd., 39-28
Crescent Street, Long Island City, N.Y.
11101).
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and businesslike. Trying to make his piano
emulate the harpsichord, he demonstrates
an extraordinary control of touch; in the C
Minor Prelude of the Six Little Preludes,
for instance, he gives the illusion of chang-
ing from a regular eight -foot stop to a buff.
Gould conceives of the harpsichord as all
staccato and prickly -sounding, and that is
how he approaches every one of these little
pieces. Alas, many of them, such as the G
Major Prelude (BWV 902), should be

played legato and lyrically. By ignoring this
side of the composer, Gould reduces the
music to a single dimension-surely not
Bach's intention. S.L.

DESTOUCHES: Les Elements (see RE-
BEL)

GLASS: Dance No. 1; Dance No. 3. Philip
Glass Ensemble. TOMATO TOM -8029
$7.98.

Performance Excellent
Recording. Bright

This music is from a three-way collabora-
tion by Philip Glass, choreographer Lucin-
da Childs, and artist Sol LeWitt that was
premiered in Holland in October 1979 and
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music a month
later. Einstein on the Beach, the somewhat
similar collaboration between Glass and
Robert Wilson, produced some of Glass'
best-known and most effective music and an
outstanding Tomato album. Curiously
enough, this new album is only his second
for the label. I say "curiously" because
Glass must be the most popular "non -popu-
lar" living composer in America today-
possibly in the world. He and Steve Reich
are certainly the only composers who can
fill both Carnegie Hall and the rock clubs
and who have influenced the course of both
popular and non -popular music.

These Dances are perfect examples of
Glass' charming, simple, unwearingly ex-
alted minimalist style. The energy and good
spirits never vary, never flag. The musical
direction is credited to Michael Reisman,
but Glass is the co -producer and this is re-
ally the composer's performance. The re-
cording is basically excellent, although the
cutting, sawtooth-edged synthesizer part
sometimes seems like distortion in the over-
all clear, blended, bright sound. E.S.

HANDEL: Messiah (see Best of the Month,
page 74)

JANAtEK: Fate. Vilem Ptybil (tenor),
2ivn9; Magdalena Hajossyova (soprano),
Mila; Jarmila Palivcova (mezzo-soprano),
Mila's mother; Vladimir Krejelk (tenor),
Dr. Suda; Richard Novak (baritone),
Lhotsk9; others. Brno Janadek Opera
Chorus and Orchestra, Frantitek Jilek
cond. SUPRAPHON 1112 2011/12 two discs
$19.96 (from Qualiton Records, Ltd., 39-28
Crescent Street, Long Island City, N.Y.
11101).

Performance Vivid but unpolished
Recording. Good

Leos Jantieek was already fifty when Jenu-
fa, his third opera, suddenly brought him to
prominence. But his next opera, Fate,
brought him only disappointment. It was
neither published nor performed in his life-
time and has received only a handful of per -

For a beautiful full color lithograph print, 18" x 19". of Ken Davies' ramous "Flying Wild Turkey' painting, supervised by the artist,
send $5.00 to Box 929- SR N.Y., NY 10268.
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formances in recent years. It was a nice ges-
ture to record the work, but, unfortunately,
it really is not a good opera. The plot, which
revolves around a pair of ill -matched, neu-
rotic lovers, lacks strong characterizations,
development, even clarity; the nebulous ac-
tion is further beclouded by an unbelievably
stilted and amateurish libretto by the com-
poser and a well-meaning dilettante named
Fedora Barto§ova. The action takes place
around 1900, but the characters express
themselves in a convoluted, oblique manner
better suited to medieval mystery plays.
There are some redeeming touches in the
music-the powerful opening chorus in Act
III, the melismatic high -register writing for
violins, the bold trumpet passages, the brief
ostinato melodic fragments-but without
effective dramatic action or characters that
can hold the listener's interest, these famil-
iar musical characteristics of the composer
seem mere mannerisms.

Tenor Vilem Pfybil, who will be remem-
bered for his outstanding work in recordings
of Jenufa and of Smetana's Dalibor, has the
stamina for the arduous role of the compos-
er Zivnj, (possibly an alter -ego of Janatek
himself), who is on stage virtually all the
time, but the years have made him into a
hard -toned, unsubtle singer. The other
members of the very large cast range from
acceptable to tolerable. We can assume that
this performance from the composer's na-
tive Moravia is authoritative and scrupu-
lously prepared, but I recommend Fate only
to Janaek enthusiasts. The recording is
quite good technically, though the disc sur-
faces of my review copy were far from
noiseless. G.J.

LOCKWOOD: Glass World. Anna Lock-
wood (glass objects). TANGENT TGS 104
$9.98 (from International Book and Record
Distributors, 40-11 24th Street, Long Is-
land City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance. Sounds of glass
Recording Excellent, super quiet

Not all glass minimalism has to do with
Philip Glass. Anna Lockwood is an Ameri-
can who makes her home in London and
whose musical interests run to glass in every
size, shape, and form-sheets, panes, rods,
discs, bottles, bulbs, gongs, and goblets-
struck, rubbed, scratched, shaken, spun,
knocked, and otherwise excited into vibra-
tion in every conceivable way. This kind of
instrument/sound creating goes back to
Harry Partch (some of the instruments em-
ployed here are quite close to Partch's in-
ventions), but the point of view, the aesthet-
ic if you wish, is closer to that of a contem-
porary sound -sculpture.

The notion of making activities or con-
structions that produce simple sound in
some simple, small way-outside the realm
of performance in time-does not translate
very well into recordings, and, not surpris-
ingly, very little has made its way onto
discs. There is no "macro" here: no works
or pieces of music. This is, however, a very
expertly produced (and gorgeously quiet)
microcosm. E.S.

MASSENET: Le Roi de Labore. Luis Lima
(tenor), Alim, King of Lahore; Joan Suth-
erland (soprano), Ski; Sherrill Milnes
(baritone), Scindia; Nicolai Ghiaurov

(Continued on page 90)
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(bass), Indra; James Morris (bass), Ti-
mour; Huguette Tourangeau (mezzo-so-
prano), Kaled; others. The London Voices;
National Philharmonic Orchestra, Richard
Bonynge cond. LONDON 0 3LDR 10025
three discs $32.94, © LDR5 10025
$32.94.

Performance Good to very good
Recording: Good

A highly skilled as well as a clever compos-
er, Jules Massenet knew how to please the
public in many different ways. He could be
Meyerbeerian (Le Cid) or Wagnerian
(Esclarmonde) at will, and he could write a
miracle play (Le Jongleur de Notre Dame)
with the same skill that he displayed in the
field of verismo (La Navarraise). The shad-
ow of Meyerbeer still hovers over Masse -
net's early Le Roi de Lahore (1877) with its
five -act format and obligatory ballet, but
the striving for effect is less obvious than in
Meyerbeer's operas, and there is little evi-
dence of musical padding. In its Oriental -
ism, to say nothing of certain plot similari-
ties, the Massenet opera is more indebted to
Bizet's The Pearl Fishers. Massenet's me-
lodic writing was not as assured as it was to
become in his later works: there is little that
instantly grips the listener except the bari-
tone's "Promesse de mon avenir." But even
in the absence of direct hits, there are
enough near -misses in the score to make us
welcome the opera's first recording.

It was the Sutherland/Bonynge team
that rescued this sleeping beauty for a revi-
val in Vancouver in 1977. Not quite as
strongly cast as this recording, that revival
was only moderately successful. Here the
producers came closer to the mark, and they
would have scored even higher had they
matched Joan Sutherland with a tenor more
attuned to Massenet's sensuous writing
than the gifted but tonally inconsistent Luis
Lima. For Miss Sutherland is near her stel-
lar form (instances of dubious intonation
aside), rising to a firm high D -natural at the
end of Act II.

Sherrill Milnes endows his sinister role of
the minister-who lusts after his niece, the
priestess-with sensuous tones that are
firmly controlled except in a few loud top
notes where the focus is beclouded. James
Morris does an impressive job with the de-
manding role of the priest, and Nicolai
Ghiaurov is one of the few basses who can
be cast as a deity without fear of sacrilege.
Huguette Tourangeau has the distinction of
singing the most Oriental song in the score,
and she does it voluptuously if with a some-
what artificial delivery.

The digital recording offers marvelously
clear pianissimos and perfect surfaces, but I
find the heavily orchestrated passages
somewhat compressed -sounding and can
detect no superiority over London's best
nondigital achievements. G.J.

MAXWELL DAVIES: St. Thomas Wake-
Foxtrot for Orchestra on a Pavan by John
Bull. ANTHEIL: Symphony No. 5. Louis-
ville Orchestra, Richard Duffalo cond.
LouisviLLE LS -770 $7.95.

Performance. Lively
Recording: Good

Yes, you read it right-"Foxtrot for Or-
chestra on a Pavan by John Mill." Lots of
foxtrots, really, played not so much by the

orchestra as by an "out -of -tune honky-tonk
piano" and a music -hall band. What the or-
chestra plays is purely modern -music mu-
sic-serial, dissonant. John Bull was a con-
temporary of Shakespeare, and his pavan is
presumably an underlying, unifying factor,
but of audible Elizabethan music there is
barely a trace. Never mind. Peter Maxwell
Davies' piece is a quite Ivesian juxtaposition
of two entirely contradictory kinds of music
that doesn't need Bull to explain it. It is the
very contradiction that sounds so refreshing
and dramatic.

The accompanying symphony is another
kind of oddity. George Antheil was, of
course, a notorious bad boy of music, an
American enfant terrible of the Twenties
who later became a perfectly good Holly-
wood old boy. His Symphony No. 5, written
in 1947, has at first blush some of that bad -
boy sass; it is a lively, well -written, effective
piece of neo-Classicism, closer to Prokofiev
than to Stravinsky-in fact, it's sometimes
a little too close for comfort. This is what
my friend Michael Sahl calls a "sound -
alike," just the thing for a movie producer
who wants his soundtrack to sound like the
latest popular Prokofiev symphony, but a
little embarrassing in a serious, well -in-
tended concert piece. It's all borrowed sass
and ripped -off rambles. E.S.

MENDELSSOHN: SymphonyNo. 3, in A
Minor, Op. S6 ("Scottish"). Athalie, Op. 74:
Overture; War March of the Priests. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Christoph von
Dohnitnyi cond. LONDON CS 7184 $9.98.

Performance: Solid and handsome
Recording: Excellent

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3, in A
Minor, Op. 56 ("Scottish"); Overture, The
Hebrides ("Fingal's Cave"), Op. 26. Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bern-
stein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2531
256 $9.98, © 3301 256 $9.98.

Performance Live
Recording: Very good

Christoph von Dohnanyi, as in the earlier
installments of his Mendelssohn symphony
series (which the present release com-
pletes), here takes a solid, sensible approach
to the Scottish Symphony, draws brilliant
playing from the great Vienna orchestra,
and benefits from superb recording. There
are no surprises or special interpretive in-
sights, but it is a comfortable statement of
the familiar work, filled out with the un-
familiar-and really rather unmemora-
ble-overture from Mendelssohn's inciden-
tal music to Racine's Athalie as well as the
famous march from the same score. Men-
tion should be made of the fine Dutch press-
ing: it is heartening to find discs bearing the
London label (and the others of the Decca
group) so quiet and free of warps now that
the company is part of PolyGram.

Leonard Bernstein's Scottish Symphony
is a more interesting performance than
Dohnanyi's, and it is more persuasive than
his own earlier one with the New York Phil-
harmonic (Columbia MS 6976). I believe
that all of his recent recordings for
Deutsche Grammophon, except Fidelio,
were taped in concert, and the perform-
ances thus preserved constitute a strong ar-
gument in favor of more live recording.
These of both the overture (sensibly placed
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THE so-called Theresienmesse is one of
the late, great series that Franz Joseph

Haydn composed in the last years of the
eighteenth century. H. C. Robbins Landon
-wouldn't you know it?-has figured out
that the Mass in B -flat Major had nothing
to do with the Empress Maria Theresa but
was written for an Esterhaza princess by
the name of Maria Hermenegild. Ah, but
would it have achieved celebrity as the
"Hermenegildmesse"? Well, by any name,
it is a wonderful work from the end of
Haydn's life-and Haydn was a composer
who got better and better over almost three-
quarters of a century.

Leonard Bernstein has always had a re-
markable affinity for Haydn's music, and
he has almost singlehandedly lifted it out of
the Pretty Papa Haydn category to give it
the expressive, musical, and dramatic sta-
ture it obviously deserves. I can imagine
nothing more vivid and exciting than the
brilliant way Haydn's great hymn of praise

is paced, phrased, balanced, shaped, and ar-
ticulated in Bernstein's new digital record-
ing on CBS. It's rare these days to hear a
performance of anything that makes your
heart beat faster, but this one is thrilling.
The excitement and drama are never at the
expense of the music; on the contrary, they
constantly illuminate it. The performing
forces are all excellent and the digital re-
cording is exceptional, but the major credits
belong to the conductor. This is a flesh -and
blood Haydn, living proof that a virile Clas-
sical style is not merely possible in these lat-
ter days, but necessary and right.

-Eric Salzman

HAYDN: Mass in B -Rat Major ("There-
sienmesse"). Lucia Popp (soprano); Rosa-
lind Elias (mezzo-soprano); Robert Tear
(tenor); Paul Hudson (baritone); London
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Leonard
Bernstein cond. CBS 0 IM 35839 $14.98,
© HMT 35839 $14.98.

on side one with the first two movements of
the symphony) and the symphony exude a
fetching air of spontaneity, with the sort of
tension, flexibility, and overall "liveness"
one can hardly expect from studio sessions.
Some of the gear -shifting and slow tempos
(especially at the start of the symphony's
first movement and in its final coda) may
not wear too well with some listeners, but
these are just the kind of touches that work
in a live performance, and the very live
quality of this one is perhaps even enhanced
by them. The sound does not match what
London achieved for Dohnanyi, but it is
quite good, and the audience does not make
itself heard.

Attractive as both these records are in
their different ways, my own first choice
among recordings of the Scottish Sympho-
ny continues to be the quite remarkable one
by Peter Maag and the London Symphony
Orchestra, which is also prefaced by a stun-
ning Fingal's Cave (London STS 15091).
The recording is more than twenty years old
now but carries its age well, and the price is
about half that of either of the new discs.

R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MILHAUD: La Chemin& du Roi Ren4 Op.
205; Suite d'Apres C'orrette, Op. 161b; Di-
vertissement en Trois Parties, Op. 299b;
Pastorale, Op. 147; Two Sketches, Op.
227b. Athena Ensemble. CHANDOS ABR
1012 $13.98 (from Brilly Imports, 155
North San Vicente, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90211).

Performance Delicious
Recording Very good

While La Cheminee du Roi Rene is one of
the staples of the wind -quintet repertoire,
the other works in this collection-the third
and fifth titles listed above are also for wind
quintet, the other two for oboe, clarinet, and
bassoon-are far less familiar; none of
them, in fact, seems to be otherwise avail-
able on records now. All five are almost
equally attractive, showing Milhaud at or
near his very best in terms of inventiveness,
variety, and taste, and they add up to a zes-
ty, refreshing, even rather endearing pack-
age. The first three works, incidentally,
were adapted from film scores (Milhaud
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Guest clarinetist George Pieterson

Two Trim Trios
WHILE the Beaux Arts Trio has occa-

sionally been joined by another
string player or two to record works by Dvo-
fak, Schubert, and Schumann, a new Phil-
ips disc of the Beethoven B -flat Major Trio
and the Brahms A Minor appears to be the
first in which one of the group's own mem-
bers has dropped out in favor of a guest art-
ist-violinist Isidore Cohen in this case
yielding his place to George Pieterson, the
splendid principal clarinetist of the Con-
certgebouw Orchestra. Pieterson not only

displays a warmer tone than I recall from
his earlier recordings as a soloist (with both
the Netherlands Wind Ensemble and his
own orchestra) but sounds as if he might
have been part of the Beaux Arts team him-
self for years, so complete is his integration
with pianist Menahem Pressler and cellist
Bernard Greenhouse throughout these su-
perb performances.

The Beaux Arts' earlier recording of the
Beethoven work, in the alternative version
with violin instead of clarinet (part of the
complete Beethoven cycle set on Philips
6747 142 with Daniel Guilet, Cohen's pred-
ecessor in the group), like most other re-
cordings of both versions, omitted the expo-
sition repeat in the first movement. Here
the repeat is taken, and it might be said to
give the work a more just sense of propor-
tion-or so it seems when the succeeding
adagio is realized on as poetic a level as it is
here, and that movement in turn is followed
by a finale in which the wit and humor of
the variations are so subtly pointed. The re-
alization of the weightier Brahms trio is
similarly in character, similarly rich, simi-
larly complete, the work's nostalgic, autum-
nal qualities the more poignant for the subt-
lety with which they are limned. So remark-
ably convincing are both performances, in
fact, that there is little that need be said
about them. None of the participants has
given us more beautiful playing in anything
he has done, and the Philips engineers have
upheld their lofty standards. This is surely
the outstanding coupling of these two
works, and I think it is the most satisfying
account of each of the two individually as
well: a cornerstone item for any representa-
tive chamber -music collection.

-Richard Freed

BEETHOVEN: Trio in B -flat Major, Op.
11. BRAHMS: Trio in A Minor, Op. 114.
George Pieterson (clarinet); Menahem
Pressler (piano); Bernard Greenhouse (cel-
lo). PHILIPS 9500 670 $9.98, © 7300 826
$9.98.

wrote some for even smaller forces); the
background of all the music is comprehen-
sively set forth in the liner annotation by
Robert Matthew -Walker, who produced
the recording. In the mid -Fifties we had
Roi Rene and the Suite d'Apres Corrette
performed by the French Wind Quintet on
a ten -inch LP from L'Oiseau-Lyre (which
firm also published those two scores). The
London -based Athena Ensemble may not
quite match the extraordinary degree of id-
iomatic charm realized by the young Ram -
pal, Pierlot, et al., but by any standards
these new performances are extremely in-
gratiating, as delicious, one might say, as
the music itself-fluid, assured, sparkling,
and joyously involved. The sound is first-
rate too, though the surfaces on my copy
were a little crackly. R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MOZART: Flute Concerto No. 1, in G Ma-
jor (K. 313); Flute Concerto No. 2, in D Ma-

jor (K. 314). William Bennett (flute); Eng-
lish Chamber Orchestra, George Malcolm
cond. ARGO ZRG 910 $9.98, KZRC 910
$9.98.

Performance. Outstanding
Recording. Excellent

When will it let up, this deluge of Mozart
flute -concerto recordings? It must be time
for a moratorium-but then we might miss
something as beautiful as this Argo release.
If William Bennett does not display the in-
dividual personality of a Rampal or a Gal-
way, he lacks nothing in the way of a con-
vincing Mozart style, sympathetic response
to the music, or capacity to convey it to the
listener in the most appealing form. No one
familiar with his outstanding account of the
Mozart flute quartets with the Grumiaux
Trio (Philips 6500 034) will be at all sur-
prised by this release, but of course such el-
egant and idiomatic playing can never be
taken for granted. George Malcolm, for his
part, is an especially inspiriting conductor,

making more of the orchestral parts of both
works than I can recall any of his recorded
predecessors doing, yet without fuss, self-
consciousness, or getting in his soloist's way.
Several other records of these concertos
manage to include the Andante in C Major,
K. 315, and a lovely little piece it is, but
with performances of the caliber of these,
which happen to be outstandingly well re-
corded to boot, no one is likely to feel short -
weighted. A winner. R.F.

OFFENBACH (arr. Rosenthal): Offen-
bachiana. Berlin Radio Symphony Orches-
tra, Manuel Rosenthal cond. VARESE SARA-
BANDE 03) VC 81088 $8.98.

Performance. Scintillating
Recording Excellent remastering

Manuel Rosenthal's arrangements of mel-
odies from the vivacious stage works of Of-
fenbach worked so well in the now classic
ballet score Grille Parisienne of 1937 that in
1953 Remington Records commissioned the
venerable arranger and conductor to put to-
gether a sequel. The result was Offen-
bachiana, of which Rosenthal wrote: "I first
chose melodies and rhythms; then I kind of
digested it; and finally invested the material
with a symphonic form. Of course, I have
written chords which Offenbach would nev-
er have thought of ...." It is precisely such
brilliant instrumental touches and bridge
passages, invested with the exhilarating
spirit of Offenbach's own music, that make
Gaite Parisienne the enduring delight it is
on discs. Offenbachiana does not have quite
the same sparkle, but it comes close, and
this recording of it under the arranger's di-
rection with the Berlin Radio Symphony
(RIAS), remastered by Varese Sarabande
so that it sounds far better than the original,
remains the only version there is. Best of all,
while the mono sound has been brightened
there has been no finagling with "electronic
stereo reprocessing," which has ruined so
many reissues of great recordings. P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
PUCCINI: Le Viii. Leo Nucci (baritone),
Guglielmo Wulf; Renata Scotto (soprano),
Anna; Placido Domingo (tenor), Roberto;
Tito Gobbi, narrator. National Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Lorin Maazel cond. CBS
M 36669 $8.98, © MT 36669 $8.98.

Performance Very good
Recording Very good

Though not a really important work in it-
self, Puccini's first opera, Le Villi (1883),
nonetheless commands attention as a land-
mark in the composer's development, the
creation of a gifted young eclectic on his
way toward finding an individual style. In
retrospect we may wonder how the creator
of La Boheme and Tosca could ever have
been attracted to this heavily romantic tale
or to librettist Ferdinando Fontana's fairly
uninspiring treatment of it, but even a Puc-
cini had to start somewhere. Le Villi, at any
rate, already has the Puccinian virtue of
conciseness: its two brief acts, separated by
a musical intermezzo and spoken narra-
tions, can easily be combined into one act
lasting little more than an hour. And the
music is quite appealing.

About seven years ago, RCA issued the
opera's first recording (LSC-7096), with
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Adriana Maliponte, Barry Morell, and
Matteo Manuguerra in the lead roles, An-
ton Guadagno conducting. It was a very de-
cent performance, but the current version
has a decided edge: conductor Lorin Maa-
zel brings a keener dramatic sense to the
music and has a superior orchestra to work
with as well as singing principals who seem
more involved, and therefore more convinc-
ing, in their roles. As the unfaithful lover
who falls victim to the vengeful "willies,"
Placido Domingo is in top form. Renata
Scotto's superior dramatic gifts and appeal-
ing lyricism make us forget her few mo-
ments of flawed vocalism. Baritone Leo
Nucci sounds too youthful in the role of
Anna's father, but there is nothing wrong
with his singing as such. All three principals
have attractive arias in this opera. G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
RACHMANINOFF: Variations on a Theme
of Coral, Op. 42. Preludes: C -sharp Minor,
Op. 3, No. 2; F -sharp Minor, Op. 23, No. 1;
D Major, Op. 23, No. 4; G -sharp Minor, Op.
32, No. 12; B Minor. Op. 32, No. 10; B -Bat
Major, Op. 23, No. 2. Lazar Berman (pi-
ano). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 276
$9.98, © 3301 276 $9.98.

Performance Superb
Recording. Well defined

Lazar Berman at his best, as he is on this
splendid record, can make the listener for-
get about other pianists, and even about
Berman himself, and simply marvel over
the manifold delights in the music. We now
have three first-rate accounts of Rachmani-
noff's Corelli Variations on discs; since each
of them is coupled with different companion
works-Ashkenazy's with the Op. 39
Etudes Tableaux (London CS 6822), Ruth
Laredo's with the Op. 33 Etudes Tableaux
and no fewer than five additional short
pieces (CBS M 33998)-a choice might be
made on the basis of the respective cou-
plings. I don't think anybody will be disap-
pointed in any of them, but 1 find Berman's
really the most persuasive of all. While both
of the other pianists emphasize warmth in
their approach, Berman is more crystalline,
his phrases somewhat more sharply etched,
his tone a bit less "round," and all this is
quite appropriate to the Corellian source, as
is his stricter sense of pacing in the first
half -dozen variations. The approach is by
no means understated, but rather patrician,
and it works stunningly.

Berman's selection of preludes omits the
popular and effective G Minor, Op. 23, No.
5, but includes the C -sharp Minor, Op. 3,
No. 2. What extraordinary dignity and
power he infuses into that notorious piece,
or simply finds in it-and, in fact, in all six
pieces, ideally realizing the character of
each one. The poetic treatment of the F -
sharp Minor alone would make this release
a treasure. I hope Berman will eventually
record the rest of Rachmaninoff's preludes;
in the meantime, none of the seven works on
this record is likely to be more persuasively
performed. The sound is as clean, crisp, and
well defined as the playing itself. R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
RAVEL: Bolero; Pavane pour une Infante
Defunte; Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No. 2. St.

Louis Symphony Chorus and Orchestra,
Leonard Slatkin cond. TELARC CD 10052
$17.98.

Performance Stunning Daphnis!
Recording Altogether superb

RAVEL: Bolero; Pavane pour une Infante
Defunte; Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No. 2.
London Symphony Orchestra, Andre Prey -
in cond. ANGEL SZ-37670 $8.98, 4ZS-
37670 $8.98.

Performance Sensual
Recording Broad panorama

The "Special Merit" rating for the Telarc
disc is based in part on the general excel-
lence of the digital mastering but most espe-

cially on the performance by Leonard Slat -
kin and his St. Louis forces of the Second
Suite from Daphnis et Chloe. I have not ex-
perienced the likes of this reading since the
Forties when the suite was one of the great
showpieces of Koussevitzky's Boston Sym-
phony (regrettably, neither of Koussevitz-
ky's recordings remotely succeeded in cap-
turing the real impact of his concert -hall
performances). While the off-stage chorus
is heard only in the last pages, the way it is
made to emerge imperceptibly from the or-
chestral fabric here is a major interpretive
coup, and the elemental power of the entire
"Danse Generale" is conveyed in over-
whelming fashion both musically and soni-
cally. The earlier portions of the score come
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off no less effectively, especially the day-
break climax.

The most interesting and provocative as-
pect of the Angel disc is the Bolero, taken
here at a tempo even slower than the com-
poser's own. As I have noted before, it is
fascinating to experience this piece as ritual
rather than orgy, and Andre Previn endows
it with the most sensual and hypnotic qual-
ity I have heard yet, thanks to the London
Symphony principals. Slatkin opts for fast-
er pacing in Bolero, which does not work
terribly well unless the strings bring more
weight to the orchestral texture in the later
pages than they do here.

Previn's penchant for a somewhat lan-
guid sensuality carries over into his treat-
ment of the Daphnis et Chloe music, and
what sounds like a rather heavily multi-
miked, broadly panoramic sound imaging
tends to reinforce the effect; the solo instru-
ments all sound a bit bigger than life. The
playing as such, notably by the solo flute
throughout the "Pan and Syrinx" panto-
mime, is faultless, but Previn's deliberate
way with the "Dane Generale" causes the
whole performance to run out of steam, at
least compared with Slatkin's. The ever -
popular and oddly poignant Pavane is a stiff
test for any orchestra's solo horn, and both
London and St. Louis deserve about equal
honors here. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
REBEL: Les elemens. DESTOUCHES:
Les elements. Academy of Ancient Music,

Christopher Hogwood cond. L'OisEAu-
LYRE DSLO 562 $9.98.

Performance Superb
Recording. Excellent

Ordinarily one can count on a French Ba-
roque ballet score to open with a pompous
French ouverture. It comes as a shock, then,
to hear the harsh dissonances, thundering
percussion, and cascades of trills and runs
that Jean-Fery Rebel (1661-1747) used
represent Chaos at the beginning of his Les
Elemens. Gradually, however, chaos is dis-
pelled and we are treated to harmonious de-
pictions of Earth, Water, Air, Fire, and so
on through to the arrival of nightingales
and the eventual appearance of Love. The
score is a work of genius, and the use of au-
thentic Baroque instruments in this record-
ing adds to the unique sonority of the ar-
resting music.

Rebel's contemporary Andre Cardinal
Destouches (1672-1749) dealt with the
same subject matter in a score that is
charming but completely conventional. The
usual ouverture is followed by the expected
minuets, passepieds, airs, and final cha-
conne. Rebel's wild genius is hard to follow;
perhaps one should begin with side two of
this disc on an initial hearing.

The Academy of Ancient Music knows
how to manage early instruments flawless-
ly. All the Baroque mannerisms are there,
as is the white string sound. The winds are
colorful, the brass and percussion dramatic.
But conductor Christopher Hogwood's
sense of rhythm and phrasing prevent the

mannerisms from becoming an end in them-
selves. Musical considerations come first,
and a fine sense of projection brings it all
off handsomely. This Academy is first-rate,
one of the finest ensembles devoted to the
performance of early music in an authentic
and tasteful manner. S.L.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade, Op.
35. London Symphony Orchestra, Loris
Tjeknavorian cond. CHALFONT 0 SDG 304
$15.

Performance Theatrical
Recording Handsome

Not even the wonders of digital mastering
can make me forget what such conductors
as Sir Thomas Beecham, Ernest Ansermet,
and Pierre Monteux were able to do with
this score. In their older, analog recordings
the work altogether transcends the movie -
music connotations it has acquired over the
past half -century or so. With each new re-
cording of Scheherazade that appears I
hope for a repetition of that minor miracle,
but I haven't experienced it in at least the
last ten years. In view of the theory that
Rimsky appropriated a number of Persian
themes for the, score, I had thought that
Iranian -born Loris Tjeknavorian might
bring some special insight to it. Perhaps his
super -sensuous reading of the section "The
Young Prince and the Princess" does have
an unusual degree of rhythmic grace and
sinuosity, but in the big movements-the
sea music at the opening and close and the
gripping episodes of the Kalender Prince-I
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miss a truly epic feel, the kind of big line
that this music needs. There is plenty of
theatricality, but that is not the same as
capturing the mystique of the piece on a
grand scale the way Beecham, Ansermet,
and Monteux did.

The London Symphony Orchestra plays
like the fine bunch of professionals it is,
with concertmaster Irvine Arditti doing
handsomely by the celebrated solo violin
episodes. Kudos also to the solo harpist, who
is impressively present thanks to the digital
mastering. As a whole, the disc is not quite
as spectacular sonically as, say, Morton
Gould's recording of his Latin-American
Symphonette on Varese Sarabande, but it is
a thoroughly creditable and enjoyable job
all the same. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SCHOENBERG: A Survivor from Warsaw,
Op. 46; Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31;
Accompaniment to a Cinematographic
Scene, Op. 34; Five Pieces for Orchestra,
Op. 16. BBC Symphony Orchestra, Pierre
Boulez cond. CBS M 35882 $8.98, © MT
35882 $8.98.

Performance Musical
Recording: Superb

What a strange twist of fate that Pierre
Boulez, who as a younger man wrote the fa-
mous and scandalous article "Schoenberg
Is Dead"-the European avant-garde's dec-
laration of independence from Schoenberg
and his influence-should have become to-

day the leading, the best, almost the only
interpreter of Schoenberg's music.

The Five Pieces for Orchestra-early ex-
pressionist Schoenberg-have in fact taken
a place on the outskirts of the standard
repertoire, and Boulez is certainly not the
only or ever the best interpreter of this pas-
sionate, tormented post -Romantic music.
But the masterly Variations for Orchestra
and the dark, brooding Accompaniment to
a Film Scene (a scene that existed only in
the composer's head) are both fairly diffi-
cult twelve-tone works that rarely reach the
level of clarity or achieve the dimensions
they have in these performances. Boulez
makes them work as music that is squarely
in the great symphonic tradition.

A Survivor from Warsaw is quite anoth-
er matter. Written in 1947 under the direct
impact of accounts of the Warsaw uprising,
it is virtually the only Schoenberg work that
has an immediate and overwhelming effect
even on audiences normally turned off to
anything past Brahms. When the chorus
bursts in or the narrator's chilling account
with the Shema Yisroel set against a re-
markable Schoenbergian orchestral web, no
one can fail to be moved. Boulez does not
accent the drama of all this; he merely plays
it as it lays-with a strong, settled effect.
The recorded sound is excellent. It has cer-
tainly taken many years to get "normal"
performances of this music: performances
that sound, and sound like music. E.S.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 13, Op.
113 (see Best of the Month, page 79)

STRAUS: A Waltz Dream. Anneliese Ro-
thenberger, Edda Moser (sopranos); Bri-
gitte Fassbaender (mezzo-soprano); Nicolai
Gedda, Willi Brokmeier (tenors); Wolfgang
Anheisser (baritone). Bavarian State Opera
Chorus; Graunke Symphony Orchestra,
Willy Mattes cond. ARABESQUE AR 8063-2
two discs $13.96.

Performance. Very good
Recording. Good

Oscar Straus' A Waltz Dream (1907) is a
good representative of the many operettas
created during Vienna's so-called "silver"
(post -Merry Widow) period. Its story is old-
fashioned/Continental, perhaps to be taken
seriously only by a Central European au-
dience with memories of German principal-
ities and of concerns about marrying above
or below one's station-an audience that re-
ally appreciates the contrast between Ger-
man squareness and Viennese bonhommie.
The score contains one truly classic waltz
song (Leise, Ganz Leise), an enchanting
love duet (0 Du Lieber), and an utterly silly
but nonetheless catchy comic duet about
the relative merits of the piccolo. The rest is
entertaining but not particularly memora-
ble genre music.

Nicolai Gedda sings Leise, Ganz Leise
with an intoxicating mezza-voce and re-
mains nearly in top form throughout. Anne-
liese Rothenberger, as the princess he learns
to love, is flawless; Edda Moser, as the lead-
er of an all -girl Viennese orchestra, is some-
what below her best but still enjoyable. All
the other roles are very capably filled, and
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An Odd Punch and Judy
HARRISON BIRTWHISTLE'S Punch and

Judy is officially described as "a trag-
ical comedy or a comical tragedy, opera in
one act," which is just about none of what it
is. It is way beyond comedy or tragedy: a
disturbing, nightmarish music -theater dis-
tillation of the Punch and Judy tradition via
The Golden Bough, Pierrot Lunaire, Edith
Sitwell, Mother Goose, and Grand Guignol.
The libretto, by Stephen Pruslin, an Ameri-
can pianist resident in England, is a clever
braid of ghastly word plays, mostly on
themes of gratuitous violence. Birtwhistle's
serious, splintered score distantly echoes the
jingly nursery -rhyme and riddle texts in a
surprising mélange of serialism and surreal
jingles. When the work was premiered in
1968 at the Aldeburgh Festival and subse-
quently performed in Edinburgh and at
Sadlers Wells, London, it made a consider-
able impression. This recording stems from
a 1979 concert performance.

How does it hold up? Surprisingly well.
Pruslin's treatment of the material is
clever-in fact, overly clever to the point of
preciousness-full of mock terror, neo-sur-
realism, camp expressionism. Worst of all,
it is schematic and abstract with its child-
like anxiety and highly formalized gore; in
some very important ways, it doesn't mean
a thing. And yet it has power.

Birtwhistle's score is more difficult to
evaluate. It always seems to be on the verge
of something-of, perhaps, being able to
tell us what Pruslin cannot. It is convulsive,
adroit, nightmarish, and sometimes even

amusing in its long struggle to be witty and
communicative. The biggest problem is the
lack of a long line. Always on the verge, the
music never arrives, never turns the corner,
never carries us forward, never transcends
the impression of being a collection of bits
and pieces. Four sides of bits and pieces, no
matter how clever or how schematic, make
for a long sit, especially without the benefit
of staging. Still, this is in many ways a bril-
liant score, and the language is set with
great precision and panache.

THE performers are superb. Phyllis Bryn-
Julson and Jan DeGaetani are, of course,
two of our leading new -music singers; the
English cast members and the London Sin-
fonietta are, as Virgil Thomson used to say,
the berries. The recorded percussion sound
lacks presence; otherwise the recording as
such is quite good. In spite of my reserva-
tions, this release documents an important
work of twentieth-century music theater
and is well worth your attention.

-Eric Salzman

BIRTWHISTLE: Punch and Judy. Phyllis
Bryn-Julson (soprano), Pretty Polly, Witch;
Jan DeGaetani (mezzo-soprano), Judy,
Fortuneteller; Philip Langridge (tenor),
Lawyer; Stephen Roberts (baritone),
Punch; David Wilson -Johnson (baritone),
Choregos, Jack Ketch; John Tomlinson
(bass), Doctor. London Sinfonietta, David
Atherton cond. DECCA/ HEADLINE HEAD
24/25 two discs $19.96.

Willy Mattes, an experienced hand, con-
ducts an idiomatic performance. A Vien-
nese might complain that the attempts of
this non-native cast to speak the Viennese
dialect are not quite successful, but for all
other operetta fanciers this will be a very
pleasing account of a somewhat faded but
intermittently still delightful score.

Arabesque's remastering of this decade -
old EMI Electrola production has resulted
in some distortion in the spoken dialogue,
though otherwise the recorded sound is sat-
isfactory. Good liner notes are supplied by
Richard Traubner, but the roles of Edda
Moser and Brigitte Fassbaender are re-
versed on the back -cover list. G.J.

R. STRAUSS: Alpine Symphony, Op. 64.
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Sir
Georg Solti cond. LONDON CS 7189
$9.98.

Performance Virtuosic
Recording Rich and spacious

Looked at one way, this 1913 Strauss ex-
travaganza is merely a kind of National
Geographic/Cinerama treatment in sound
of the Man and Mountain theme. But from
another point of view, there are some genu-
inely poetic pages in the score, especially
those following the real wowser of an Al-
pine storm Strauss kicks up with his huge
orchestra, organ, wind machine, and all the
rest.

On first hearing, Georg Solti's treatment
of the work seems even more driving and
extroverted than Zubin Mehta's in his still -
available Los Angeles Philharmonic disc for
London (CS 6981). Where Solti scores over
Mehta, at least marginally, is in the intensi-
ty he brings to the penultimate lyrical
pages. He also has, in the Munich Hercules-
saal, a more spacious and somewhat bright-
er acoustic surround than that afforded
Mehta by the University of California's
Royce Hall. Details of texture in the upper -
middle orchestral register gain in the newer
recording, and if the sonics are not as plush
as on Mehta's disc, the air is, so to speak, a
lot clearer. And, of course, the Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra gives a thor-
oughly handsome account of itself. D.H.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock
Edge (see Going on Record, page 60)

WARLOCK: The Curlew (see Going on
Record, page 60)

ZAIMONT: A Calendar Set: Twelve Pre-
ludes for Solo Piano. Gary Steigerwalt (pi-
ano). Chansons Nobles et Sentimentales.
Charles Bressler (tenor); Judith Lang Zai-
mont (piano). Nocturne (La Fin de Sickle).
Judith Lang Zaimont (piano). LEONARDA
LPI 101 $8.98 (from Leonarda Produc-
tions, Inc., P.O. Box 124, Radio City Sta-
tion, New York, N.Y. 10019).

Performance Expert
Recording. Good

Judith Lang Zaimont is a contemporary
American composer who has received all
sorts of important awards for her music. It's
been played all over the Western world, too,
and such major groups as the Gregg Smith
Singers have commissioned pieces from her.
The principal message of the small-scale
works on this record seems to be that im-
pressionism is not yet dead. Their fluency
and high technical polish are admirable, but
it does seem late in the day for such lavish
use of fin de siècle devices. I had the eerie
feeling, especially during some of the piano
pieces, that Claude Debussy himself must
have transmitted certain passages from the
world beyond. On the other hand, Zaimont
writes with such skill and rare delicacy, and
shows so many flashes of genuine originali-
ty, that she should not be faulted too heavily
for being derivative; she employs the famil-
iar idiom in a way sufficiently her own to
delight the ear with its freshness.

The high points here are in the songs,
haunting settings of delicate verses by Bau-
delaire, Verlaine, and Rimbaud, which are
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sensitively sung by Charles Bressler despite
the handicap of a certain nasality of tone.
Although expertly interpreted by Gary
Steigerwalt, the twelve highly ornamented
preludes of A Calendar Set, each evoking
the spirit of a month, are less memorable;
Tchaikovsky did it better. The concluding
Nocturne, a "valentine" to composer -pi-
anists of the Gilded Age, is full-bodied and
voluptuous, and Zaimont herself plays it
with a sure hand. P.K.

COLLECTIONS

MEDIAEVAL AND RENAISSANCE
SOUNDS, VOL. 5. Finck: Sauff aus and
Machs Nit Lang. Senfl: Ach E/s/ein. Liebes
E/slein; Im Maien. Cornish: Blow Thy
Horn. Hunter. Henry VIII: Pastime with
Good Company. Richard I: Ja Nuns Hons
Pris. Muset: Quant Je Vol Yver Retorner.
De La Halle: Tant Con Je Vivrai. Arbeau:
Official Bransle. Susato: Ten Dances. And
twelve others. The Kincorth Waits, Charles
Foster cond. DEs-ro DC 7200 $7.98. ©
47200 $7.98.

Performance Fresh and lusty
Recording Fine

MEDIAEVAL AND RENAISSANCE
SOUNDS, VOL. 6. Anon.: A la Fontenele;
The Daughters of Chancellor Stig; Nowells
Gaillard; Fortune My Foe; Light of Love;
Gagliarda "La Rocha el Fuso"; Saltarello.
Ammerbach: Passemetzo. Norminger:
Mummery Tanz; Der Mohren Auftzugkh.
Attaignant: Four Dances. Josquin des Prez:
Scaramella Goes to War; Vive le Roi. San-
drin: Quant Je Congneu en Ma Pensee. R.
Dowland: Sir John Smith His Almaine.
Todino: Tristo the Gionge. And seventeen
others. Alison Pearce (soprano); Musica
Antigua, Michael Uridge cond. DEs.ro DC
7201 $7.98, © 47201 $7.98.

Performance Slick
Recording Fine

Judging from these volumes in Desto's
"Mediaeval and Renaissance Sounds" se-
ries, there is no particular plan or focus for
either the series or the individual records.
Apparently anything goes, provided it was
written before 1600. What the series does
offer, however, is a sampler of various en-
sembles performing early music today.

The Kincorth Waits, featured on Vol. 5,
is a group of boys and girls from Scotland's
Kincorth Academy in Aberdeen. Under the
direction of Charles Foster, they sing with
fresh young voices and perform lustily on a
full battery of early instruments. Their raw
vitality probably lends the music a much
more convincing, if not provably more au-
thentic, character than many more learned
and technically polished groups achieve.

The Musica Antigua, hailing from the
southern coast of England, is one of those
more learned and technically polished
groups. Slaves to the written page-which
counts for very little in early music-these
musicians sing and play with little feeling of
spontaneity and life. Their studied perform-
ances sound smooth and well oiled, but they
are basically dull. S.L.

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: Verismo Arias
(see Best of the Month, page 80)

Step aside...
and listen to our secret!

Don't stand still for any
speaker! Instead, keep
moving about the room
as you compare. Listen
for changes in treble
balance (where most
other speakers tend
to beam).

You'll quickly prove
to yourself that Design
Acoustics speakers fill the entire room with well-balanced sound. Our secret
is flat total acoustic power response, the result of our unique multiple high
frequency driver geometry, impossible with single -tweeter designs. And a
great bonus: the Design Acoustics listening experience more closely reflects
the sound environment of actual concert listening.

Get one step closer to reality with Design Acoustics. At leading audio
showrooms.

Model D-6 3 -way,
7 -driver system $475.00.
Other models from
$195 to $1195.

/t DESIGN
kr)(1) ACOUSTICS

1225 Commerce C r Stow. OH 44224
An Audio-Technica Company

THE ONLY
CARTRIDGES WITH

BRAIN.

Micro -Acoustics System II phono cartridges The only cartridges capable
of automatically matching themselves to any high fidelity system. Their
built-in microcircuit brains are so fast and so accurate, they duplicate in
your home the performarce measured in our laboratory.

But "brains" is only the beginning of .vhy
System 11 is such an intelligent investment. Because
it's more than a new cartndge design-it's c
whole new technology! Hear the difference
for yourself at your Micro -Acoustics dealer.

Micro -Acoustics Corp., 8 Westchester
Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.

lin
Micro-A=0a

System II
The Stereo Cartridge. Reinvented.

(C'ont nued overleaf)
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©1981 Micro -Acoustics Corp
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MUSIC LOVER'S BONANZA!

40% OFF ON LPs, TAPES!

Any album or tape
you wish on any label

at savings like this:

List per LP
or Tape

Sale
Price

9.98 5.99
8.98 5.39
7.98 4.79
4.98 2.99

To compute the cost of your or-
der, take total of list prices and
deduct 40%.

Direct -to -Disc & Digital Sale
off list price.

SALE ENDS MARCH 31, 1981
TOLL FREE NUMBER

800-331-1750-OPER. 393

INT'L RECORD & TAPE CLUB
DEPT. SR 393

315 W. 36th Street
New York, N.Y. 10018

'Send check or M.0 or *Charge to Visa.
MC or AmEx. 'Add $.45 per LP or tape for
shipping and handling. Max. charge is $3.95

'UPS if desired add $1.75

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Listen to television
on your
stereo.

IN SIMULATED STEREO!
TELEDAPTER' easily connects to any TV
and plugs into the Aux., Tape, or Tuner input
of any stereo amplifier. (TV and stereo can be
any distance apart.) All TV programs will
come through your stereo amplifier and
speakers, even Video Tape, or Cable TV
shows. Quality electronic circuitry assures
correct 10 to 50,000 OHM impedence
matching, for full 50 to 15,000 HZ frequency
response. The matrix circuitry actually pro-
vides two channels of simulated stereo. Total
chassis isolation means protection for both
your stereo and TV. TELEDAPTERx is also
great for using stereo headphones and taping
TV programs. Complete with instructions,
and TWO YEAR WARRANTY. 15 day trial or
mo,iey back if dissatisfied.

The TE-200 Teledapter

only
$3995. Plus $3.00 Shipping_

and Handling

To order enclose check or
Master Card VISA

Card o

Expiration date

RHOADE/
P 0 Box 1052 Dept SR
Coiumbra. TN 38401

1615) 381-9001

Name

Address

City Stab Zip

QSEND FREE CATALOG
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Spalding
-Revisited

ALBERT SPALDING (1888-1953), heir to a
Pit sporting -goods fortune, decided at the
age of seven that he wanted to be a violinist,
and he became the first one from this coun-
try to attain international eminence. As a
teenager he played in Berlin for Joseph Joa-
chim, who pronounced him ready for a ca-
reer; at twenty he was known in Europe and
America. Those whose memories go back to
the early Forties may remember him as the
violinist who introduced the beautiful con-
certo of Samuel Barber and as the urbane
host of the Sunday afternoon Andre Koste-
lanetz radio broadcasts. He was an ex-
tremely civilized man, at home everywhere,

a craftsmanlike composer, an author (his fi-
nal literary effort was a romanticized biog-
raphy of Tartini), and competent to be en-
trusted with diplomatic missions in both
World Wars. During the Thirties he made
some recordings for Victor, and in the early
microgroove era he made a short series for
Remington that was capped in 1952, about
a year before his death, by the Brahms and
Beethoven concertos, both with the Vienna
Tonkiinstler Orchestra under Wilhelm
Loibner.

VARESE SARABANDE has now reissued the
Brahms, and they have done their custom-
arily resourceful job in improving on the
original disc quality, in this case making use
of the original 30-ips master tape, which
Remington itself bypassed in favor of a 15-
ips copy. The sound is not outstanding, even
for the recording's age, but it is far more
than adequate to permit a thorough enjoy-
ment of Spalding's rich tone and his affec-
tionate, committed performance. Each
movement was recorded in a single take,
and occasional rough spots were not
patched; there is an attractive sense of
"liveness" and integrity here, even though
the first part of the final movement seems a
mite slow. The feeling throughout the per-
formance is one of honest, involved music
making. While it would be pointless to con-
sider this a substitute for one of the several
brilliant versions available with more pol-
ished orchestral playing and up-to-date
stereo sound, it is a handsome memorial to
an American musician who deserves to be
better remembered than he has been.

-Richard Freed

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D Major, Op.
77. Albert Spalding (violin); Vienna Ton-
kfinstler Orchestra, Wilhelm Loibner cond.
VARESE SARABANDE C9 VC 81059 $8.98.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TREVOR PINNO( K: A Choice Collection
of Lessons and Ayres. Gibbs (attrib.): The
Lord Monck's March. Locke: Suite No. 4.
in D Major. Purcell: A New Irish Tune;
Suite No. 2, in G Minor. Draghi (attrib.):
Ground in C Minor. Blow: Mortlack's
Ground. Greene: Overture in D Major.
Arne: Sonata No. 6, in G Major. Nares:
Lesson No. 2, in D Major. Paradies: Sonata
No. 6, in A Major. Anon.: The Grange; Ger-
ard's Mistress. Trevor Pinnock (harpsi-
chord). VANGUARD VSD-7I263 $7.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Fine

This album convincingly shows that there
was a school of English Baroque harpsi-
chord music, not just the suites of Henry
Purcell. The seventeenth century is repre-
sented by vigorous works by Matthew
Locke and John Blow plus several anony-
mous or uncertainly attributed pieces. Fram
the eighteenth century, Maurice Greene's
handsome overture reflects the then -ubiqui-
tous Handelian style, and Thomas Arne's
sonata displays tenderness contrasted with
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a lusty English jig. The James Nares "les-
son," really a sonata, is full of Scarlattian
brilliance. Only Domenico Paradies' sonata
represents the foreigners in London at the
time, but what a fine representation it is.

Trevor Pinnock is one of the few harpsi-
chordists playing today who believes in a le-
gato style. Combined with a subtle rhyth-
mic freedom and exquisitely molded
phrases, this gives his slow movements-
such as the Ground in C Minor attributed
to G. B. Draghi and the opening of the Arne
sonata-a smoldering lyricism that is all
too rare in today's rather cold, historically
"correct" performances. But Pinnock also
understands the use of detache and spark-
ling articulation-listen to the Arne presto
and the fast movements of the Nares, in
which charm combines with brilliance. In
short, Pinnock has chosen a fascinating pro-
gram and presented it brilliantly. What
more can one ask? S.L.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
POPULAR TUNES IN 17TH CENTURY
ENGLAND. Hyde Park; Mayden Lane; St.
Paul's Wharf; Tower Hill: Gray's Inn;
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Cuckolds All in a Row; Merry Milkmaids
We; Woodicok; Newcastle: Callino Castu-
rame; Come Live with Me and Be My Love;
Light o' Love; Jog On: Greensleeves; For-
tune My Foe; Packington's Pound; Chi
Passa: All in a Garden Green; La Folia;
Quatre Branles; The Clean Contrary Way:
Gilderoy: Gilliecrankie: The Miller of the
Dee. Broadside Band, Jeremy Barlow cond.
HARMONIA MUNDI HM 1039 $9.98.

Performance Excellent
Recording Excellent

Jeremy Barlow has garnered a flock of in-
fectious melodies from the seventeenth cen-
tury, proving that tunesmiths of the period
had other things in their heads beyond
Greensleeves. To be sure, that inescapable
melody is on hand, but so are more than a
score of lesser -known others from England
and neighboring lands. Many of these were
the tunes of the broadside ballads sung in
the streets as musical political editorials in
their day. Some, like Hyde Park and Mayd-
en Lane, are named for well-known parts of
London. Some are the tunes of ballads men-
tioned in Shakespeare's plays. Still others
hail from France or "across the border" in
Scotland. All are beguilingly played on in-
struments of the period -lute, virginal, re-
bec, recorder, bass viol, and mandolin
among them -and beautifully recorded.

P.K.

PREPARED PIANO: THE FIRST FOUR
DECADES. Cage: Bacchanal. Harrison:
May Rain. Stout: For Prepared Piano. Joan
La Barbara (voice); Richard Bunger (pi-
ano, tam -tam). Pel!man: Silent Night.
Wegner: Something for Flute and Piano.
Banger: Mirrors for Pianist and Tape Re-
cordist. John Heitmann (flute); Delores
Stevens (piano); Richard Bunger (tape re-
corder). MUSICAL. HERITAGE SOCIETY
MHS 4187 $6.95 (plus $1.25 postage and
handling charge from the Musical Heritage
Society, Inc., 14 Park Road, Tinton Falls,
N.J. 07724).

Performance Very good
Recording Good

John Cage's Bacchanal, written in 1940,
was the first piece for prepared piano -
"prepared" by decking the insides of the in-
strument with assorted nuts and bolts, sil-
verware, and pieces of this and that. The
idea was to create a one -musician percus-
sion ensemble for a dance performance in a
theater that had a piano but no space at all
for any other musicians or instruments. The
prepared piano has remained strongly asso-
ciated with Cage, the Forties, and Cage's
early, charming neo-Eastern style, but it
has also been written for by other compos-
ers, at other times, and in other styles.

Alan Stout's 1941 music, August Weg-
ner's not -so -little Something from 1967,
and Samuel Pellman's not -so -silent Silent
Night of 1976 are all in a more or less ad-
vanced state of post -expressionism. The rec-
ord's standout pieces are Richard Bunger's
effective, motoric, tape-echoey Mirrors, the
latest music here, and Lou Harrison's song
May Night, the second earliest and easily
the most beautiful. As a performer Bunger
is excellent (he has made a specialty of the
prepared piano and even published a book
on it); he divides the pianistic duties with
the equally excellent Delores Stevens. E.S.
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SAVE  MONEY  TIME  FREIGHT 
ON NAME BRANDS

AKAI CASSETTE DECES
CASSETTE TAPES

MODEL GXM-10 GX HEAD DECK $195.00
MODEL GX-4000DB REEL-TO-REEL 300.00

ADC SOUNDSHAFERS

MODEL SS -110 EQUALIZER $150.00
MODEL SS -2 12 BAND EQUALIZER 217.00
MODEL SS -3 "TOP -OF -THE -LINE 329.00

8.1C SPECIALS

MODEL 9-44 LOUDSFEA/CER SPECIAL* $ 69.95
MODEL 60Z AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE 69.95
MODEL T-3 CASSETTE DECK 249.00

DUAL TURNTABLES - LOW MASS UNITS!

MODEL 506 BELT DRIVE UNIT $139.00
WRITE OR CALL FOR ALL OTHER CUALS!,!!!,

JVC ELEL^TRONICS - TAPE DECKS - EPC.

MODEL KD-AS SUPER CASSETTE DECK WRITE
MODEL KD A-77 CASSETTE DECK OR
MODEL RS -77 NEW DIGITAL RECEIVER CALL

KENW000 DEALS - WRITE FOR OTHER MODELS!

KX-400 NEW CASSETTE DECX $125.00
KR -6050 SUPER RECEIVER DEAL 289.00
KR -7050 SUPER RECEIVER DEAL 368.00

MARANTZ SPECIALS!!

MODEL 5 MARK II LOUDSPEAKER .. $ 45.00
MODEL SD -3000 2 SID.rASSETTE DK 199.00

FIONEEER DEALS

MODEL SX-D 7000 DIGITAL RCVR  $619.00
MODEL SX-D 5000 DIGITAL RCVR 443.00
MODEL R.-500 QUARTZ TURNTABLE 190.00
MODEL FL -400 QUARTZ TURNTABLE 111.00

SANSUI ELD7TRONIX

0-5700 DIGITAL RECEIVER $345.00
0-6700 DIGITAL RCVR. 399.00
R-70 SJIERBUY STEREO RECEIVER WRITE!

SONY SJIER DEALS !!!

STR-V45 AND STR-V55 ARE NOW IN 510m !!
SIR -V5 SUPER DEAL POWERHOUSE 280.00
FSX-45 TURNTABLE DEAL 131.00

TEAC CASSETTE DECK DEALS!!

MODEL CX -350 METAL CASSETTE DK $150.00
MODE]. 550RX- CASSETTE DECL 372.00
WOO., C -3X NEW DOLBY%) HX SYSTEM 395.00

TECHNICS ELCETRONICS

SL -B1 TURNTABLE $ 66.00
SL -D1 TURNTABLE 88.00

SEE A BETTER PRICE? LET US KNOWIt!!!!!

:AMY EHF-90 HIGH BIAS TAPE $28.00/10 iii,
SONY SIW-90 NORMAL BIAS TALE 26.00/10
SONY FER-90 HIGH BIAS PREMIUM 30.00/10 dik
IDK DC -90 LOW NOISE TAFE $14.50/10 11111*

ICE SA -C90 SUPER AVALIN TAPE 29.50/10 Alk
10K SA -030 SUPER AVALIN TAFE 22.50/10 IN,
'OK C-90AD NEW AUDUA TAPE 24.50/10 Aft
MX C-60AD NEW AUDUA TAPE 16.50/10 111.

BASF C-90 FROFESSIONAL TYPE I  $26.50/10 Aft
MAXELL 0-90 LN LOW NOISE TAPE  $23.50/12 III
MAXELL C-6OUD ULTRA DYNAMIC 23.00'
MAXELL C-90UD ULTRA DYNAMIC 29.50'
MAXELL LID -XL -CU° TYPE I OR II se 29.50 ilk
MAXELL 110 -XL C-90 TYPE I OR II 39.50/: gip
SCOTCH C-60 MASTER TYPE 2 OR 3  $25.00/10 Aft
SCC6CH 0-90 MASTER TYPE 2 OR 3 31.50/10 lip

REEL 10 REEL TAPE

TUX L-1800 AUDUA TAPE
TDK L-3600 10 1/2 INCH AUDUA
MAXELL UD-35-90 ULTRA DYNAMIC 7"
MAXELL U0-35-180 SAME ON 10 1/2"
MAXELL Un--XL-35-90E1 BAC1KOATED XL
MAXELL UD-XL-180B SAME ON 10 1/2
SCOTCH 2D7R-90 POLY-POSITRAK 
SCOTCH M-711 180 ON 7" REEL.

VIDEO TAPE

9CCTC71 L-500 BETA TYPE
SCOTCH L-750 BETA TAPE
SCOICH T-120 VHS TYPE
NOME: FUJI NOW IN SW(

EMPIRE CARTRIDGES

MODEL. EOR-9 WRITE
EMPIRE 2000Z $ 55.00

SHURE CARTRI IMES

$64.50/10
180.00/10

57.50/10
153.00/10
69.50/10
198.50/10
50.00/10
33.50/10

$115.00/10
190.00/10 150.00/10

AT DOW PRICES !!!"

STANTON CARTRIDGES

MODEL 881-S $82.50
681-EEE-S 60.50
681-EEE 52.00

FICKERIEU CARTFIDO!:.

.
V-15 TYPE 4 $90.00 XSV -3000 $55.00 du
V-15 TYPE 3HE 75.00 XSV-4000 77.00 W
M-97 HE 49.50 XSV -5000 99.00 Am'
SHURE 9G95ED $17 WITH TURNTABLE FURCHASE !!! W

AUTOMOTIVE STEREO

PIONEER KE-2100 ELECTRONIK READOUT WRITE Aft
PIONEER BP -8500 AM -FM CASSETTE WRITE lir
WRITE FOR ALL PIONEER AUTOMOTIVE RUM !!!! Aft
JENSEN J-1065 6x9 TRIAXIAL0 PAIR 62.00 W
,;ENSEN J-1069 6x9 COAXIAL* PAIR 40.00 ilk
.:ENSEN J-1077 5 1/4 COAXIAL* FAIR 38.00 W
JENSEN J-1093 4 1/2 COAXIAL* FAIR 34.00

HEADFHONES

KOSS MODEL HV-X STEREORICNES $41.50 
KOSS MODEL. Iry-XLC " 49.50 Ain
KOSS FRO -4 AAA " 47.50 IV
SENNHEISER H)-414 HEADPHONES $45.00

YEW SONY LIGHTWEIGHTS IN SIC= - WRITE FOR $ lip

..illinoi, audio.:
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611
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Popular music Briefs

PLAYING J. R. Ewing, the man
the whole world loves to

hate, in the TV soap opera Dal-
las has done a lot for the career
of Larry Hagman, son of Mary
Martin. As everybody who
could possibly care has by now
discovered, J. R. was shot by
his mistress, played by Mary
Crosby, who is Bing Crosby's
daughter. If you're Mary Mar-
tin's son and you get shot by
Bing Crosby's daughter, what's
your next logical career move?
You make a record, of course.
So Hagman, who hosted a Mid-
night Special slot in January,
now has a single out-Ballad of
the Good Luck Charm and My
Favorite Sins-on Portrait /Lori-
mar. If it does well, you can ex-
pect a whole album before J.
R.'s new mistress, played by
Audrey Landers, finishes tar-
get practice. 0

R°LUNG STONES guitarist Keith
Richards plunked down

$1,987.50 at a Manhattan video
emporium recently. What does
a man who's been everywhere
and done everything relax with
when he gets home? According
to New York's Daily News,
Keith's shopping bag contained
The Muppet Movie, an ani-
mated Gulliver's Travels, two
XXX-rated sizzlers, soft -core
classic Emmanuelle, three films
with Marilyn Monroe (Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes, Bus Stop,
The Seven Year Itch), Marlene
Dietrich in The Blue Angel, Pe-
ter Lorre in M, and the horrific
Night of the Living Dead (a title
that has also been applied to
some of Keith's midnight crawls
about town). Related Stones
news: insiders now claim the
band is dead serious about
readying a studio album for re-
lease in May-which would, of
course, be the first time since
1970 the Stones have taken
less than two years between
drinks, so believe it when you
hear it. Meanwhile, head Stone
Mick Jagger is definitely
scheduled to co-star with Jason
Robards and Claudia Cardinale
in Werner Herzog's new film
Fitzcarraldo, a historical drama
due out in September. 0

FOR collectors: "Purity of Es-
sence," the soon -to -be -re-

leased new album by the Ru-
mour, will not be the same
product released in England on
Stiff. Seems that Stiff, after giv-
ing the okay to new American
independent label Hannibal to
market the record, had a

change of heart and demanded
an additional $20,000 for the
master tape. Exasperated, the
band went back into the studio

and recut the entire album (plus
some new material) in a breath-
less three days, so Stiff can
stuff it.

I SLAND International Produc-
tions, an affiliate of Island

Records, will be releasing the
feature film Countryman on
videocassettes and videodiscs
soon. The company claims this

will be the first time a feature-
length movie is released for
home video before it gets theat-
rical distribution. Why? Because
Island personnel already know
a lot about selling discs and
cassettes as a result of experi-
ence in the record industry, and
they expect reaction to the film
in the video market to create a
demand for it in theaters. An
adventure movie

UNLIKELY as it may seem,
Monkees mania has had

a dramatic resurgence in, of all
places, Japan. The group's old
hit Daydream Believer was used
there in a KodaK commercial
beginning last October, and as
of this writing saes of the re-
released single have passed
the seventy -thousand mark. As
a result, the Monkees Fan Club
has been reactivated, the TV
series is now shown daily, and
the wily folks at Nippon Phono-
gram are reissuing three of the

group's long deleted albums.
The Monkees, of course, have
not recorded together since
1969, though all the band mem-
bers are still active. Mickey
Dolenz and Davey Jones are
fixtures on the L.A. pop scene,
Peter Tork has been playing
New York area New Wave
clubs and has appeared on
New Jersey TV's The Uncle
Floyd Show, and Mike Nesmith
is still pursuing a reasonably
successful solo career while
running Pacific Arts Records. 0
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maica, Countryman has a reg-
gae soundtrack featuring music
by Bob Marley and the Wailers,
Peter Tosh, Lee "Scratch" Per-
ry, and, of course, Toots and
the Maytals 0

THE so-called "Million Dollar
Quartet" tapes have final-

ly made it to a bootleg album,
and quite a few folks are very
upset about it. The Million Dollar
Quartet is, of course, Johnny
Cash, Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee
Lewis, and Elvis Presley, caught
in an informal jam session at the
Sun Records studios one after-
noon in 1957 when Elvis hap-
pened to stop by his old haunts.
Collectors and historians have
known of the existence of the
tapes (said to run about two
and a half hours) for years,
but official release has been

snarled because of a legal dis-
pute between RCA (to whom
Presley was under contract at
the time) and Shelby Singleton,
who purchased the entire Sun
catalog in 1969. The bootleg, in
case you're looking, is on aptly
named One Million Dollar
Records 0

GRACENOTES: Ex -Dead Boy
(and budding film star) Stiv

Bator* debuted in New York
recently with a new band that
included Brian James of the
seminal English punk outfit the
Damned . Pianist Joseph
Williams, son of Star Wars
composer (and Boston Pops
maestro) John Williams, is re-
cording (with drummer brother
Mark) in a rock band called
Joair A new album by Six-
ties Texas cult figure Roky Er-
icson ("Roky Ericson and the
Aliens," English CBS) was pro-
duced by none other than
ex-Creedence bassist Stu
Cook and other Creec-
ence members got together for
the first t me in almost ten years
to play at the wedding of rhythm
guitarist Tom Fogerty recent-
ly A Christmas party at a
Manhattan Ronald McDonald

house (for children with cancer
or other severe illness) was ser-
enaded by the team of Lucy Si-
mon (older sister of Carly) and
Peter Yarrow (of Peter, Paul
and Mary). The duo entertained
the kids with such rockers as
Wynken Blynken and Nod, Ms.
Simon's old summer -camp
classic, and Mr Yarrow's Puff
the Magic Dragon. The Roches
(Maggie, Terre, and Suzzy) also
put in an appearance, as
did Christopher "Superman"
Reeve Warming up for its
(just concluded) American tour,
Rockplie lined up a string of
appearances at English univer-
sities, including a luncheon
show (one hour flat, so as not
to interfere with classes) at the
London School of Economics,
whence, incidentally, one Mi-
chael Phillip Jagger once
dropped out.. 0

Disc and Tape Reviews
By CHRIS ALBERTSON  IRV COHN  NOEL COPPAGE  PHYL GARLAND

PAUL KRESH  PETER REILLY  STEVE SIMELS  JOEL. VANCE
= stereo cassette

0 = eight -track stereo cartridge
= digital -master recording
= direct -to -disc

O = quadraphonic disc
e = monophonic recording

The first listing is the one reviewed; other formats, if available, follow.

ROY ACUFF: Sings Hank Williams-For
the First Time (see Best of the Month, page
81)

THE BABYS: On the Edge. The Babys (vo-
cals and instrumentals). Turn and Walk
Away; Sweet 17; Darker Side of Town;
Love Won't Wait; and six others. CHRYSA-
LIS CH E 1305 $7.98, CD CC H 1305 $7.98,
Oa 8CH 1305 $7.98

Performance Cautious
Recording Good

After their last album, I thought the Babys
might be about to move in a more interest-
ing and ambitious direction, but they seem
to have opted for a holding pattern on this
one, playing monotonous formula stuff.
Sweet 17 is a stock song about a rock ster-
eotype, the nymphet. Darker Side of Town
attempts to portray a hard-boiled guy who's
wounded by love, but it winds up being self-
pitying and hostile. Rock 'n' Roll (Is Alive
and Well) is supposed to be a hurrah, but it
sounds as if the boys are hedging their bets,
like someone who loudly proclaims his con-
fidence to disguise his insecurity. The Ba-
bys are better than they're giving them-
selves a chance to be, but they'll have to
decide what they want to do. If they play
safe too long, they may be sorry. J. V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CAMEO: Feel Me. Cameo (vocals and in-
strumentals); other musicians. Better Days;

Feel Me; Your Love Takes Me Out; Keep It
Hot; and three others. CASABLANCA CCLP
2016 $7.98, 0 CCL5 2016 $7.98, ® CCL8
2016 $7.98.

Performance Post -disco fun
Recording. Good

Cameo seems to be immune to any sort of
seriousness or heavy mood, which might be
all for the best: with so little to laugh about
these days, someone has to remind us to
have fun. This album is representative of
what has come to fill the hole left by the
decline of disco. The emphasis is on
rhythms for dancing, but there's variety too,
and the Latin percussion brings a fresh
quality to such numbers as the opener, Bet-
ter Days. Your Love Takes Me Out has hit
characteristics, with sassy lyrics and a
catchy theme. Sass, brass, strut, and stomp
sum up this lighthearted party set. P.G.

PETER CRISS: Out of Control. Peter Criss
(vocals, drums); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Out of Control; Where Will
They Run; By Myself; My Life; In Trouble
Again; and five others. CASABLANCA NBLP
7240 $7.98, CD NBL5 7240 $7.98, ® NBL8
7240 $7.98.

Performance So-so
Recording Good

Peter Criss is the ex -drummer of Kiss, and
his first solo effort doesn't strike me as
much different from Kiss in manner beyond
the merciful lack of high -decibel vaudeville.

By Myself reflects on his departure from
Kiss and his hopes of making it on his
own-the acoustic guitars and string sec-
tion are a ploy for sympathy. Most of the
rest of the album is standard macho -pop,
and Criss' own material is stale. He does an
acceptable if undistinguished growly vocal
on You Better Run, the album's best song
(it was written by Eddie Brigati and Felix
Cavaliere in their Rascals days). Criss real-
ly doesn't have anything original to say.
Solo albums by departed personnel of
socko-boffo pop groups tend to be ignored,
and in this case it's no injustice. J.V.

BOB CROSBY AND HIS ORCHESTRA -
1938. Bob Crosby, Nappy Lamare, Kay
Weber (vocals); Bob Crosby and His Or-
chestra (instrumentals). South Rampart
Street Parade; More Than Ever; Little
Rock Getaway; it's Wonderful; You're an
Education; Sugar Foot Strut; and six oth-
ers. C,RCLE CLP 1 $7.98.

Performance Cool and casual
Recording Good remastering

Set the dials of your memory back to the
year 1935, smack in the middle of the Great
Depression. A lot of momentous things were
happening in those days, but to the popular -
music buff it was a landmark when Bing
Crosby's kid brother Bob took over the Ben
Pollack Orchestra to deliver easygoing ver-
sions of the music of the hour in a kind of
Dixieland accent. They started in Greens -

(Continued on page 104)
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YohncLennon/cYoko Ono
A FEW days after the murder of John Len-

non,P% I was at a Village club listening to
a wonderful Sixties -influenced power -pop
band called the Smithereens. After the sec-
ond set, the group came back for an encore
and suddenly got very serious. "When I was
a kid," the drummer announced to the
crowd, "there were certain things that were
cool. Dick Van Dyke was cool. The Man
from U.N.C.L.E. was cool. Robert Culp and
Bill Cosby were cool. But Johnny Len-
non .. . he was very cool."

As I write, it has been only a week since
John Lennon was killed; by the time you
read this, chances are that, unless we're
really lucky, there will have been a com-
mercial -cash -in rock circus on a scale that
will make the Elvis Boom look like a P.T.A.
bake sale in Sandusky. As a media event,
his death has been unprecedented. The
Russian invasion of Afghanistan, the
upheaval in Poland and Iran, inflation,
Reagan's election ... who cares? They all
pale into insignificance. Nineteen -eighty
will be remembered as the year a "wacko"
(the word the police used) pulled off the
first rock-and-roll assassination. And the
tributes will continue. Endlessly. They will
range from the genuinely moving to the
merely fatuous and self-serving to the
downright disgusting, but the end result will
be the same: canonization. No matter how
many sensationalist details emerge, no mat-
ter how many of John's old drug connec-
tions sell their memoirs to newspapers, the

last fall -out of Beatlemania will ensure that
he's elevated to secular sainthood.

Well, John was a lot of things, but a saint
he was not. By his own admission he was a
bit of a bastard, and he well may have been;
nobody gets to be one of the biggest phe-
nomena in the history of show biz by being
Mister Rogers. But I liked what the Smith-
ereens drummer said about him because
it's a perception that separates those of us
who were there at the time (when he was, in
Murray the K.'s immortal phrase, "what's
happening, baby") from the younger fans
who now haunt Beatles "conventions" and
patronize Beatlemania touring companies.
Those kids can't possibly understand that
John Lennon was the coolest guy in the uni-
verse. Cooler than Elvis (dumb greaser!),
cooler than Brando or James Dean or Lord
Byron or Willie Sutton or Muhammed Ali
or Cary Grant or Robert De Niro or Bruce
Springsteen. Cooler than Elvis Costello,
even. Not to mention Travolta and the Fonz.

Understandably, this is an aspect of the
man that has gotten lost in the shuffle.
Right now, in the face of the pointless loss
many of us feel, he is being painted as the
most wonderful, warm, caring human being
who ever wore shoe leather. But cool is
what he was. He had wit, style, and song -
writing genius. He invented the world's
most exclusive men's club and made mil-
lions of dollars thumbing his nose at the Es-
tablishment. He gave countless people joy
and in the process changed the world a

couple of times, substantial achievements
whatever your background might be. I can't
think of a neater role model for a teenager,
and I can't think of my own adolescence ex-
cept in terms that he defined.

Flis musical accomplishments will proba-
bly be debated endlessly. The lingering,
mindless fan clamor of the last ten years has
done a great deal to cheapen his reputation,
and there has been the inevitable critical
backlash (ironic when you consider that all
us rock critics owe our very jobs to him, for
there wasn't any such occupation to speak
of before the Beatles). The punks, by and
large, have no use for him, though I was de-
lighted to find out that John, for his part,
got off on the Pretenders and the B -52's.
My guess is that in the long run it's his early
stuff-through, say, "Beatles VI"-that
will hold up best; in fact, my personal trib-
ute, in response to the gentle homilies of
Imagine that saturated the airwaves in the
wake of the tragedy, was to blast the teen-
age lust of Any Time At All and You Can't
Do That as loud as I could, and to hell with
the neighbors. But his finest work, I think,
which includes the first two solo albums and
the 1975 "Rock and Roll" set, constitutes
an achievement as personal and innovative
and moving as can be found in the history of
the music he helped shape. If it takes a
senseless crime to make people remember
what John accomplished, well, that's unfor-
tunate, but it's also the way of the world.
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As for "Double Fantasy," the comeback
record that now becomes his artistic fare-
well: in honesty, I hated it before he died,
and now that he's gone I find listening to it
all but unbearable. The simplistic celebra-
tions of the love he and Yoko felt for each
other and for their son seem, in retrospect,
too painfully sincere to take: the cruelty of
his ending intrudes too much. Musically, it
shows that he had not completely lost his
touch. The voice was still thrillingly intact;
it is worth mentioning that among other
things John Lennon had perhaps the most
hauntingly expressive voice in all of rock-
and-roll. At least two of the songs- Watch-
ing the Wheels and Woman-are, on a me-
lodic level, as fetching as some of his lesser
Beatles efforts. Yoko's stuff strikes me as
precious. The vaguely trendy Kiss Kiss Kiss
could pass for a minor British New Wave
pop hit, and whether time has vindicated
her earlier avant-gardisms (as John was
convinced it would) I will not venture to
guess. The kindest thing to say about "Dou-
ble Fantasy," all in all, is that it was not
designed as a rock record and shouldn't be
judged as one. Its music is what the indus-
try calls Adult Contemporary; I don't think
it's successful even within the tedious con-
fines of that bland genre, but I can see that
some kind of case could be made for it.

ROCK-AND-ROLL deaths tend to turn
quickly into shopworn metaphors of one
kind or another-think of Altamont or Jan-
is Joplin-and there will doubtless be at-
tempts to grasp some "larger" meaning be-
hind the sad events of December 8. There
has already been a spate of "The Sixties are
are finally over" pronouncements; John, of
course, tried to point that out to people ten
years ago, but then artists are always ahead
of the crowd. Beyond that, what can one
say? That we should boycott those who
would turn his death into a commercial ven-
ture? We're all of us ghouls to some degree;
being fans, how could we be otherwise? The
Lennon Industry will continue to alternate-
ly fascinate and repel us; there will be digni-
fied historical retrospectives and shameless-
ly mawkish reminiscences, scholarly rum-
maging through the tape vaults and fla-
grant rip-off repackagings. The well-mean-
ing and the jackals will together compete
for our attention as long as people remem-
ber. There's not much that can be done
about that. As for the pain we feel right
now ... well, Peter Townshend once said
that rock won't help you forget your prob-
lems, but it will let you dance all over them.
That advice seems worth remembering.

-Steve Simels

JOHN LENNON/YOKO ONO: Double
Fantasy. John Lennon (guitar, vocals);
Yoko Ono (vocals); other musicians. (Just
Like) Starting Over; Kiss Kiss Kiss; Clean-
up Time; Give Me Something; I'm Losing
You; I'm Moving On; Beautiful Boy (Dar-
ling Boy); Watching the Wheels; I'm Your
Angel; Woman; Beautiful Boys; Dear
Yoko; Every Man Has a Woman Who
LOW'S Him; Hard Times Are Over. GEFFEN
GHS 2001 $8.98, © W5 2001 $8.98, 0 W8
2001 $8.98.

It yodel like to know more about charcoal mellowing, drop us a line here at the distillery

IT'S EASIER TO UNDERSTAND how
we charcoal mellow Jack Daniel's, after
you've peered inside a charcoal mellowing vat.

We can show you how tiny
drops of Jack Daniel's
trickle slowly through
room -high vats of tightly
tamped charcoal. And we
can tell you that nothing
(not even aging) gives our
whiskey

smoothness. Aftermore
you've looked inside a
charcoal vat, you'll always
remember how we use
them. After a sip of Jack
Daniel's, we believe, you'll
be glad we always will.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

0
DROP

0
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey  90 Proof  Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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boro, North Carolina, and were soon in
New York recording their first big hit, In a
Little Gypsy Tea Room. On this record you
can hear the band swinging, shuffling, and
tooting its way through such numbers with
an old-fashioned Southern sound as South
Rampart Street Parade and the Honky
Tonk Train Blues. Singer Kay Weber of-
fers her deadpan, absolutely emotionless vo-
cals in It's Wonderful and Please Be Kind,
and Bob Crosby himself-who sounds a lit-
tle like his brother but even cooler and more
casual, if that's possible-breezes through
the lyrics of More Than Ever, You're an
Education, and In the Shade of the New
Apple Tree, a novelty number that was nev-
er much of a novelty even then. A bolder
singer, named Nappy Lamare, together
with a chorus as well as the band, concludes
the program with a comic version of The
Old Apple Tree. All this agreeable stuff,
originally recorded by the World Broad-
casting System, is worth a listen. P.K.

JANIE FRICKE: I'll Need Someone to Hold
Me When I Cry. Janie Fricke (vocals); in-
strumental accompaniment. I'll Need
Someone to Hold Me; Enough of Each
Other; Going Through the Motions; Pride;
Cry; and five others. COLUMBIA JC 36820
$7.98, © JCT 36820 $7.98, (1) JCA 36820
$7.98.

Performance Silky
Recording Likewise

JOHNNY DUNCAN AND JANIE
FRICKE: Nice 'n' Easy. Johnny Duncan,
Janie Fricke (vocals); vocal and instrumen-
tal accompaniment. He's Out of My Life;
Nice 'n' Easy; Baby (You've Got What It
Takes): Loving Arms; Come a Little
Closer; and five others. COLUMBIA JC
36780 $7.98, © JCT 36780 $7.98, 0 JCA
36780 $7.98.

Performance Good
Recording Good

In basketball they talk of "pure" shooters,
meaning those who are both accurate and
graceful, and in that sense Janie Fricke is
one of the finest pure singers. Comparison
of these two new albums suggests she is still
happier-and more daring-sharing the
spotlight; listen to the dazzling run of high
notes she tosses off, opposite Johnny Dun-
can, in Baby (You've Got What It Takes).
But her solo work is evolving, and "I'll Need
Someone" is a nice, if rather quiet, sign of
progress.

The duet album with Duncan (who has a
friendly and weathered baritone voice) con-
tains material that has been released, I be-
lieve, on singles over the past three years or
so. It presents Duncan and Fricke as one of
the least gimmicky and most relaxed duets
ever in country music and sounds quite good
if you want something laid-back. Fricke's
new solo album is rather laid-back too, but
it takes a more straightforward country ap-
proach than her last several, which Billy
Sherrill produced. Jim Ed Norman pro-
duced this one-keeping the jangle of the
backbeat louder than the strings, letting the
steel and the harp be heard. All the songs
speak from the down side of things, al-
though from no great depth; still, they seem
to work better than shallow happy songs
would. The,, don't demand quite enough,

(Continued on page 107)
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Ibis latest version contains everything you need to
get the fullest, most realistic reproduction from
your stereo equipment. You can actually perform a
complete stereo system checkup by ear alone.

A test lab In a record Jacket
Employing the most advanced recording, master-

ing, and pressing techniques, the Stereo Review
SRT14-A Is produced to strict laboratory standards.
Engraved in its grooves are a series of precisely
recorded test tones, frequency sweeps, and pink
noise signals that enable you to accurately analyze
and check your stereo system for:
 Frequency response.  Wow and flutter.
si Stereo separation.  Optimum speaker
 Cartridge tracking placement.

b

 Cartridge Trackingability.
balance. Force & Antl-skating.

 Hum and noise,  Musical Instrument
including turntable Tuning Standards, and
rumble. more . much more.

Step-by-step Instructions
Included with SRT14-A is a detailed Instruction

manual, complete with charts, tables, and dia-
grams. It explains the significance of each test. It
tells you what to listen for. It clearly describes
any abberations in system response. And it details
corrective procedures.

For professionals too
Included on the record are a series of tests that

call for the use of sophisticated measuring instru-
ments, such as oscilloscopes, chart recorders, and
distortion analyzers. These tests permit the ad-
vanced audiophile and professional to make precise
measurements of transient response, recorded sig-
nal velocity, anti -skating compensation, IM distor-
tion, and a host of other performance characteristics.

SRT14-A record contents
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, HIGH FREQUENCY
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20 kHz to 25 Hz
 SEPARATION, LEFT -TO -RIGHT
 SEPARATION, RIGHT -TO -LEFT
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, LOW FREQUENCY
 CHANNEL BALANCE
 CARTRIDGE AND SPEAKER PHASING
 LOW -FREQUENCY NOISE
 TURNTABLE FLUTTER
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP. 500 TO 20.000

Hz, LEFT CHANNEL
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 Hz TO

20.000 Hz. RIGHT CHANNEL
 TONE -BURST
 INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
 ANTI -SKATING ADJUSTMENT
 1000 -Hz REFERENCE TONES
 FLUTTER AND SPEED ACCURACY
 STEREO SPREAD  CHROMATIC OCTAVE
 STANDARD "A"  GUITAR TUNING TONES

The final step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system
Make the SRT14-A your next record purchase. Just
complete the coupon and mail it along with your
remittance . today'

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
rsCHARGE ORDERS-for your convenience
PHONE 24 HRS TOLL FREE 800-431-2731 NY
STATE ONLY 800-942-1940

CASH mail your order along with your name address.
and remittance in the amount of S8 95 (S10 95 outside
U S A I Residents of CA. CO. DC. FL. IL. MA. MI. MO.
NY STATE. UT. and VT add applicable sales tax

CHARGE: your American Express. Visa. Master Charge.
or Diners Club Account. Mail your order with your name.
address, credit card #, and expiration date (Master
Charge customers include 4 -digit Interbank # above
your name) Be sure to include your signature
ORDER FROM: TEST RECORD. Dept 30013. PO Box
278. Pratt Station. B'klyn, N Y 11205
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Whether you are about to buy you first high-fidelity
component or you fifteenth, you need to have all the
facts you can get your hands on if you want to insure
your complete satisfaction. Yes, the audio field is a
complicated one, but Stereo Review has been running
a kind of monthly seminar on the subject for almost two
decades now, furnishing the kind of basic buying, in-
stallation. and operating guidance you can get nowhere
else. Today, over 525,000 readers use it monthly as the
first, best textbook in their on -going audio educations
If you have come a little late to class, here's your chance
to catch up. Any questions you may have about How to
Buy, How to Set Up, How to Use, or How to Understand
audio equipment are probably answered in one or more
of the reprints listed below.

40896 ROOM ACOUSTICS (How to Correct Your
Room Acoustics) 10 66

40897 GUIDELINES TO SPEAKER SHOPPING
8 69

40898 RECORD DEFECTS (Their Causes 8 Cures)
6 71

40900 HOW IMPORTANT IS AUDIO -COMPONENT
COMPATIBILITY/ 1 74

40901 GUIDE TO UPGRADING YOUR
COMPONENTS 6 76

40902 HOW TO SELECT A MICROPHONE 3 75
40904 HI-FI TROUBLESHOOTING CHARTS 7 75
40905 SPEAKER MYTHS (How to Avoid Bad

Choices) 8 75
40907 HOW TO SELECT AN FM TUNER 12 75
40908 HI -Fl DEMONSTRATION DISCS 4 76
40910 CLEAN UP AND TUNE UP YOUR AUDIO

SYSTEM 6 76
40912 USING FM INTERSTATION HISS TO TEST

RECORDERS AND SPEAKERS 11 76
40914 HOW TO BUY A PHONO CARTRIDGE 1 77
40915 THE PROFESSIONAL APPROACH TO

TAPE RECORDING 3 77
40916 HOW TO ELIMINATE RADIO -FREQUENCY

INTERFERENCE 5 77
40926 ALL ABOUT NOISE REDUCERS 10 77
40961 HOW TO BUY HI -Fl (A Beginners Guide To

Hi -F0 12 77
41066 HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN DEMO TAPES

(Semi -pro Recording) 3 78
41088 HOW TO BUY A RECEIVER 5 78
41091 DIRECT -TO -DISC RECORDINGS 7 78
41092 LOUDSPEAKER FORUM (Answering

Questions On Electronic Crossovers.
Biamplified Systems. Wide vs Limited
Dispersion. Power Ratings.) 8 78

41365 ANTENNAS 9 78
41366 TIME -DELAY SYSTEMS 10 78
41367 HI-FI EQUIPMENT RACKS 12 78
41368 HOW TO UNPACK. HOOK UP. TEST AND

INSTALL YOUR NEW EQUIPMENT 12 78
41369 UNDERSTANDING PHONO CARTRIDGES

2 79
41370 UNDERSTANDING RECORD PLAYERS

6 79
50040 SUBWOOFERS 10 79
50041 A DOZEN RECOMMENDED DIGITAL

DEMO DISCS 1 80
50042 A BUYER'S GUIDE TO AMPLIFIERS 2 80
50043 A BASIC VOCABULARY OF TAPE

RECORDING 3 80
50044 A BUYER'S GUIDE TO CASSETTE DECKS

3 80
50151 AUDIO EQUALIZERS (Understanding and

Choosing Equalizers) 4 80
50152 BUYING GUIDE TO AUTO SOUND

EQUIPMENT 6 80
50153 LOUDSPEAKER POWER REQUIREMENTS

8 80
50162 LOUDSPEAKER PLACEMENT 8 80

DATE FOLLOWING EACH LISTING INDICATES ISSUE
IN WHICH ARTICLE APPEARED.

Reprints are $2.00 each. Minimum order $6.00

al MAIL & PHONE cHtinGE ORDERS (MINIMUM $101
American Express. VISA. MC or Diners Club PHONE 24
HRS TOLL FREE 800-431-2731. NY State only 800-942.1940
BY MAIL include credit card name. a. Exp. date

STEREO REVIEW REPRINTS
PO Boa 278. Pratt Station. Brooklyn. NY 11205
Please send the reprints listed below

Reprint Ouan Reprint I Ouan

ti

 REPRINTS ORDERED
TOTAL ENCLOSED (MINIMUM ORDER S61
U S -Shipped First Class Add 50S per order Post 8 Hand
Outside USA -Shipped AIR MAIL ONLY Add S2 per order
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emotionally or technically, from Fricke, but
you can hear a growing assurance in the
way she sings. The lovely way she relates to
Mickey Newbury's fine, understated Blue
Sky Shining -indeed, its very presence
here -points the direction her further evo-
lution has to take. And if Janie Fricke ever
gets as good as Emmylou Harris at picking
songs to record, watch out. N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
STEVE GOODMAN: Hot Spot. Steve
Goodman (vocals, guitar); instrumental ac-
companiment. Danger; Bobby Don't Stop;
Sometimes Love Forgets; Hit and Run Lov-
er; Trust Me; and four others. ASYLUM 6E-
297 $7.98, © TC5-297 $7.98, O ET8-297
$7.98.

Performarce Smooth
Recording Very good

I'm still not sure Steve Goodman should be
doing something that reminds me of Boz
Scaggs, but here he does it well. More to my
taste, frankly, is the touch of the old Good-
man, the funny one, at the end of this album
in a zany little number about talking back-
wards (complete with some slick examples
of how it's done). For the rest, Goodman
has not written any of those funny little so-
cial commentaries he used to -he's written
the kind of thing Scaggs might sing -but
just about everything here has well -crafted
lyrics and a real tune. And there's a morn-
ing -radio duet with Phoebe Snow, in the
manner of Streisand and Diamond or Log -
gins and Nix, that's nice to have on when
you're shaving or driving to work or some-
thing. The backing and production are a lit-
tle slick, but they do give good equipment
something to do. And Goodman's getting
more nuance and more color from his voice
than ever before. The more of an indoors -
type person you are, the better you'll like
this album. N.C.

JOAN JETT. Joan Jett (vocals, guitar); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment. Bad
Reputation; Make Believe; You Don't
Know What You've Got; You Don't Own
Me; Shout; Let Me Go; and five others.
BLACKHEART JJ 707 $7.98.

Performance Insouciant
Recording Okay

Joan Jett, formerly of the proto-punk girl
group the Runaways, sings about as well as
I do (which is to say neither one of us is
ready for the Bell Song from Lakme), plays
guitar with all the elan of Mick Ronson on
Romilar, and possesses the front -person star
quality of one of the lower mollusks. That
allowed, her new solo album is actually
quite a lot of fun -blatant trash, to be sure,
but rendered with real verve and insou-
ciance. The originals are out of her Run-
aways mold and don't express much beyond
"I'm horny and rebellious but otherwise a
good kid," but it's the cover tunes that tell
the story here: moldy oldies originally done
by such all-time trash luminaries as Sam
the Sham, Lesley Gore, and Gary Glitter.
Not one of them is any more substantial
than a bottle of Lo -Cal cola, but for my
money their silliness approaches the sub-
lime. Ms. Jett and her partners in crime (in-
cluding two of the Sex Pistols) do them all
with enough panache for this to qualify as

CONSUMERS CO.
TAPES - DISCOUNTS - STEREO

Minimum Order 10 Tapes.

111111111111111111111
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George and Tammy

Couples
COUPLES. John Updike realized how

charged that word is, meaning, as far
as anybody knows, both the problem and
the solution. Ambrose Bierce said some-
thing about such a unit consisting of two
masters and two slaves, making, in all, two.
Before me are two couples albums by two
couples obviously in love, George Jones and
Tammy Wynette, who are divorced, and
Louise Mandrel! and R. C. Bannon, who re-
cently got married. The albums, both on
Epic, George and Tammy's "Together
Again" and Louise and R. C.'s "Love
Won't Let Us Go," are, however, quite dif-
ferent. The former is really about being a
couple, and the latter is only about being a
couple as far as the cover photos go. Where
the one tries to deal with "coupling" in the
grooves, the other just wants to entertain
you. Not surprisingly, I'm more entertained
by George and Tammy.

"They all but make love to one another
on stage," said a friend who'd just seen their
revived road show, adding that they get this
impression across without actually touching
each other physically all that much. Listen-
ing to the album, you get the idea: George
and Tammy sing to each other. Louise and
R. C., on the other hand, could be hugging
and kissing and I don't know what all be-
hind the mike, but they aren't singing to
each other or to anybody; they're singing at
whoever's out there.

The songs and production have some-
thing to do with it. The songs in both al-
bums are gimmicky word plays more often
than not, but those done by George and
Tammy have some poignancy now and
then, and all of theirs are designed, it seems,
to work better as male -female duets than
they would as solos. Billy Sherrill lets the
steel player (instrumentalists are not identi-
fied in the credits) get a little too quavery

and corny several times, but generally he
keeps the backing behind George and Tam-
my countrified and simple. The style of the
Mandrell/Bannon effort is that amorphous
slick pop stuff known in some circles as at-
tempted crossover.

Well, you can't have everything in a cou-
ple. R. C. and Louise (Barbara's sister) are
as handsome a couple as you'll find in
Nashville, and they have good, smooth
voices, but the album makes them sound as
if they're still on their honeymoon and
everything's still hunky dory and they still
haven't really experienced what being a
couple means. I don't know if that's actually
the case-I doubt it-but for all the real
life you'll find in the album, or for all you'll
learn about couples, you might as well
watch Popeye and Olive Oyl in old cartoons
(or the new movie).

Jones and Wynette not only have more
believable, more weathered faces, but they
have two of country music's best voices.
Comparing the two albums helps one focus
on what we mean by "best" in these cases,
how much more than technical facility the
voices have to have to make that grade.
There is true emotional interaction between
George and Tammy, and when they overlap
vocal lines so that both may better explain
"It's not my fault" in a song of the same
name, you know they understand as thor-
oughly as Updike and Bierce did what this
couples stuff is all about-they understand,
among other things, that they don't really
understand.

IT takes a heap o' living to get all these
nuances right, to get the feeling right, to
sing to one another in a near vacuum like
this and yet give all the eavesdroppers a
sense of how comforting and desperate life
inside a couple is. Jones and Wynette, cou-
ple -wise, have paid their dues. Mandrell
and Bannon are, on record at the moment, a
private couple-a pair we still don't really
know much about-singing duets. Neither
of these albums is what I'd call wonderful,
nor is either what I'd call bad, but the dif-
ference between them can knock you for a
loop. -Noel Coppage

GEORGE JONES AND TAMMY WY-
NETTE: Together Again. George Jones and
Tammy Wynette (vocals) ; instrumental ac-
companiment. A Pair of Old Sneakers;
Right in the Wrong Direction; I Just
Started Livin' Today; Love in the Mean-
time; We Could; Two Story House; If We
Don't Make It; It's Not My Fault; We'll
Talk About It Later; Night Spell. EPIC JE
36764 $7.98, JET 36764 $7.98, ® JEA
36764 $7.98.

LOUISE MANDRELL AND R. C. BAN -
NON: Lore Won't Let Us Go. Louise Man-
drell and R. C. Bannon (vocals) ; instru-
mental accompaniment. Love Won't Let Us
Go: I Gotcha; Perfect Match; One False
Move (And I'm Yours); The Pleasure's All
Mine; Lovin' Up a Storm; Breakfast in Bed;
I Can't Get Enough; The State of Our
Union; When God Made You (He Must Of
Had Me in Mind). EPIC JE 36759 $7.98, ©
JET 36759 $7.98, ® JEA 36759 $7.98.

the first great junk -rock album of the
Eighties. And that's a compliment. S.S.

KOOL AND THE GANG: Celebrate! Kool
and the Gang (vocals and instrumentals);
vocal accompaniment. Jones vs. Jones;
Morning Star; Just Friends; Night People;
Celebration; and three others. DE-LITE
DSR 9518 $7.98.

Performance Too cool
Recording: Too thumpy

This album peaks early. The opening num-
ber, Celebration, is an exuberant mid -tem-
po dance cut that sweeps you up in its high
spirits. But the rest is cast from a single
mold. Like Kool and the Gang's successful
Ladies' Night, the music is never very
heavy, never very hot, never very anything
except comfortable. It's all just too good-
natured for me. Love Festival is the strong-
est entry; the female back-up singers give
the sound a much -needed edge. The album
is not helped by mixes that thump so mad-
deningly that they intrude on the music,
and that's a shame, because behind the
thumping you can hear some otherwise
well -engineered sound. I.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JIMMY MACK & THE JUMPERS. Jim-
my Mack (vocals, guitar); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Just to Be in Love
Again; It's Gonna Hurt; Mainstreet; I Want
It All; The Very Last Time; and five others.
RCA AFL1-3698 $7.98, © AFKI-3698
$7.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good

Hail to the hinterlands! Nobody gave Asbu-
ry Park, New Jersey, much notice until
Bruce Springsteen came along, and now,
with Jimmie Mack, Staten Island may be-
come famous. Mack writes somewhat like
Springsteen and sings somewhat like South -
side Johnny, but he is very much his own
man. He has the ability to simplify and fo-
cus emotions in his lyrics while tying in to a
good melody line or a catchy chorus. It's
Gonna Hurt is an example of quality crafts-
manship in pop -song construction. The
theme is familiar-lovers breaking up-but
the way Mack handles it makes it seem like
a new idea. I Need You has a terrific hook
in the chorus and a tantalizing arrange-
ment. But the knockout here is Just to Be in
Love Again-another familiar theme-
wherein Mack's use of minor -chord se-
quences and sparse instrumentation is per-
fect. This is the second Jimmie Mack solo
album I've heard, and it's better than the
first. I can hardly wait for his next. J.V.

BARRY MANILOW: Barry. Barry Mani -
low (vocals, piano); Lily Tomlin (vocal); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment. Ber-
muda Triangle; The Last Duet; Dance
Away; Life Will Go On; London; and five
others. ARISTA AL 9537 $8.98, © ACT
9537 $8.98, ® A8T 9537 $8.98.

Performance: Fun
Recording: Excellent

Scoff if you will. I still think that Barry
Manilow is the slickest MOR arranger -pro-
ducer in the business today. I'm not quite
sure if he really writes music or only ar-
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ranges chords on some sort of response
graph, but I do know that I've gotten a lot of
simple pleasure from his work (I'm particu-
larly fond of whistling Copacabana on
crowded elevators). Every one of his albums
seems to include at least one track that I

can suspend judgment on and just enjoy.
This time it's a rambunctious, semi -disco
number called The Last Duet, in which he
plays straight man, more or less, to Lily
Tomlin. They portray two soon -to -be -ex -
lovers, and their musical bickering (She:
"You're much too blonde." He: "You
snore.") combined with a hurried, up -tempo
beat, makes this a really fun track.

Things are a lot more sentimental on
most of the rest, such as Twenty-four
Hours a Day, We Still Have Time (the
theme from the Jack Lemmon tearjerker
Tribute), and London (which ran on long
enough to convince me they were way past
Heathrow by the time it finally came to an
end). But it's all good, solid, carefully
crafted MOR entertainment and can be en-
joyed on that level. P.R.

MOON MARTIN: Street Fever. Moon
Martin (vocals); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Five Days of Fever; Signal
for Help; Pushed Around; Love Gone Bad;
Stranded; Breakout Tonight; and five oth-
ers. CAPITOL ST -12099 $7.98, © 4XT-
12099 $7.98, 0 8XT-12099 $7.98.

Performance Getting better
Recording Thin

Moon Martin's third album is more cohe-
sive and better produced than his past ef-
forts. It is not quite a performer's album
(Martin writes better than he sings), but it
comes reasonably close. Though he hasn't
had a certifiable hit yet, several of Martin's
songs have been recorded by established
artists as well as newcomers. As is often the
case, the composer himself does less with
his songs than his interpreters do. Martin's
voice is thin and reedy, but he is helped here
by able studio musicians and back-up sing-
ers, and they manage to bring a few things
off with something approaching fervor. The
best cuts are Signal for Help, with a har-
mony chorus behind it, and Pushed
Around, which has a fluid drive. Love Gone
Bad is a meager ballad that could work with
better vocals.

As a songwriter Martin is a limited but
capable commercial craftsman. Some day
he may do something truly fine, or he may
coast into mediocrity. I can't be sure the fi-
nal result will be worth the wait, but you
never know. J.V.

NEW ENGLAND: Explorer Suite. New
England (vocals and instrumentals). Honey
Money: Livin' in the Eighties; Hope; Con-
versation; It's Never Too Late; Explorer
Suite; and five others. ELEKTRA 6E-307
$7.98, © TC5-307 $8.98.

Performance Crackling
Recording Very good

New England is a live -wire group of four
fellows, three of them adept in the vocal de-
partment and all four capable of making a
handful of instruments sound like an im-
mense instrumental ensemble. They have
energy to spare, but that's no unique virtue
these days. What makes them different is
the firm stylistic control that keeps even
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TECHNICAL wizardry abounds today, on
this instrument and that, but you have

greatness only when dazzling technique is a
means to some higher end. Among nonclas-
sical guitar players in America, greatness
starts either with Doc Watson or Chet At-
kins, I'm not sure which. Happily, they've
just made an album together-in time, I

think, it will be considered a classic-that
tables the "greatness" question, so to speak,
indefinitely. "Reflections," on RCA, is
rather a compendium of what the guitar is
all about-and from two completely differ-
ent perspectives.

Atkins and Watson are near the same
age and both grew up (unknown to one an-
other) in the Great Smoky Mountains, but
they took their guitars on quite different
trails. Atkins became a finger -picker ex-
traordinaire-and not just a pop -music
crossover figure ahead of his time, but a
guest star with various symphony orches-
tras as well. He also became an executive
and largely created (and later said publicly
that he wished he hadn't) the strings -and -
chorus crossover style known as the Nash-
ville Sound. Watson did some time in a
country -swing band and became a good
singer and a great finder of oddball old
country songs, but he became better known
as the most astonishing flat -picker of the
steel -string, flat -top acoustic guitar most of
us had ever heard.

I had my doubts about whether styles so
different could blend, but "Reflections"
laid those to rest with the first few bars of
the opener, Dill Pickle, which, being a rag-
time tune, takes more technique than most
of us hackers will ever have. Both men know
how to back someone else, singing or play-
ing, as well as they know how to take solos
(you may know by now how they take so-
los), so Doe's tumbling runs fit perfectly be-
hind Chet's stylish gut -string leads and vice
versa.

Both men also know their music, its tra-
ditions, and the odd, unexpected kinks in its
roots. It shows in the repertoire here, which
allows for some of the most amazing runs
you're likely ever to hear but which is also
entirely down-home and earthy and some-

times quirky and funny. Flat: Did It is a
little piece Atkins concocted around the G -
run known as the Flatt Lick, which was the
way the late Lester Flatt, as rhythm guitar-
ist, used to end phrases. It could have been
just an exercise, but played this way it's a
rather moving tribute. In most hands Good-
night Waltz reaches some kind of low in
cornball camp, but, as Doc says in the notes,
"It's a serious tune-dancing between two
lovers-and it should be done and not poked
fun at, and that is what we tried to do."
Their dazzling technique sounds like tender
loving care, and the tired old thing breathes
again. From Karl and Harty, spiritual ante-
cedents of the Smothers Brothers, they re-
covered a gem of pie -supper humor called
Don't Monkey 'Round My Widder. This
guy has a cold, see, and he's thinking bleak
thoughts: "I'll haint ye, boys/If ye monkey
'round my widder when I'm gone." And so
it goes. Even Old Joe Clark becomes a
pleasure to hear again.

THERE are vocals on four songs, which
seems just about enough, considering how
much you are going to love those guitars. If
you're a guitar player, brace yourself; this'll
inspire you either to play a lot better or
hang it up. The runs Atkins does in Good-
night Waltz and Watson does in Texas
Gales are hardly to be believed, let alone
played. Best of all, you won't have to keep
reminding yourself that technique is a
means and not an end. The album will do
that for you about as well as I've ever heard
it done. -Noel Coppage

CHET ATKINS/DOC WATSON: Reflec-
tions. Chet Atkins (guitar, vocals); Doc
Watson (guitar, vocals); Michael Coleman
(bass); Terry McMillan (percussion); Jerry
Shook (rhythm guitar). Dill Pickle; Me and
Chet Made a Record; Flatt Did It; Tennes-
see Rag/Beaumont Rag; Texas Gales/Old
Joe Clark; You're Gonna Be Sorry; Good-
night Waltz; Don't Monkey 'Round My
Widder; Black and White/Ragtime Annie;
On My Way to Canaan's Land. RCA
AHLI-3701 $7.98, © AHK1-3701 $7.98,
® AHSI-3701 $7.98.

their more elaborate efforts from getting
out of hand or going on, as so many others
do, past the point of ear fatigue. John Fan -
non's songs are in the familiar rock lingo
and pursue familiar themes-young love,
young lust, young longings-but the
group's treatments raise them above the or-
dinary, and when they deal with a relatively
imaginative idea, such as a young man's
search of the skies for his missing astronaut
father in Explorer Suite, the results are
downright distinctive. P.K.

MAXINE NIGHTINGALE: Bittersweet.
Maxine Nightingale (vocals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. Take Your
Heart; I'm Givin' It All to You; Work on It;
Just Because; and four others. RCA BXLI-
3528 $7.98, © BXK I -3528 $7.98, e
BXSI-3528 $7.98.

Performance Embracing
Recording. Good

I don't know where Maxine Nightingale got
her name, but it provokes the automatic ex-
pectation that she will be able to sing well. I
mean, imagine picking up an album by a
Nightingale and hearing a hoarse whiskey
croak or a raspy blues shout. This bird does
carol sweetly, and though there is little in
her style to distinguish her from other tal-
ented thrushes in the bushes, her album is
crammed with music ideal for late -night lis-
tening and intimate dancing-soft soul with
nothing hurried, hectic, or grating. When
she does rise to a polite r -&-b pitch, her
voice remains a comfortable cushion to
snuggle up to. This is a nice cool one. P.G.

NRBQ: Tiddly Winks. NRBQ (vocals and
instrumentals); instrumental accompani-
ment. Feel You Around Me; The Music
Goes Round and Around; Roll Call; Bever-
ly; Hobbies; Never Take the Place of You;
and five others. RED ROOSTER 104 $7.98
(from Rounder Records, 186 Willow Ave-
nue, Somerville, Mass. 02144).

Performance: Very good
Recording: Good

I had a better time with NRBQ's last out-
ing, "Kick Me Hard," because it was fun-
nier and there was more of it, but "Tiddly
Winks" still contains several delights.
There are three good ballads (Feel You
Around Me, Beverly, and Never Take the
Place of You), a rearranged standard
played half seriously but with great pa-
nache (The Music Goes Round and
Around), and a certified NRBQ sloppy
rocker ( Want You to Feel Good Too). This
quartet has a lazy -afternoon, backyard -
jam -session feeling about them that's de-
ceptive: only a very tight band can sound
this loose. They are capricious, but they
know their stuff. J.V.

THE REDDINGS: The Awakening. The
Reddings (vocals and instrumentals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Remote
Control; Funkin' on the One; Come In Out
of the Rain; It's Friday Night; and four
others. BELIEVE IN A DREAM JZ 36875
$7.98, © JZT 36875 $7.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Two of the members of this trio are the sons
of Otis Redding, so one has to be careful
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neither to expect too much of them nor to be
too ready to dismiss them. But styles have
changed. The great days of the bravura, in-
dividualistic "soul" singers are, alas, behind
us; even Ronnie lsley, one of the few singers
left who can work a ballad in the grand
manner, seldom does so on records, since
the marketplace won't respond. And if the
Isley Brothers are jiving to stay in business,
you can imagine what the Reddings are do-
ing. They play hyper -boogie, somewhere be-
tween soul and disco, a style that blurs dis-
tinctions and discourages individuality. But
the Reddings are' professional and smooth,
and, being young, they have lots of time to
grow. I'm going to keep an ear on them de-
spite reservations about this debut. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
LOU REED: Rock and Roll Diary 1967-
1980. Lou Reed (vocals, guitar); other mu-
sicians. Waiting for the Man; White Light/
White Heat; I Heard Her Call My Name;
Pale Blue Eyes; Beginning to See the Light;
Sweet Jane; Rock and Roll; Heroin;
Femme Fatale; Walk on the Wild Side; and
ten others. ARISTA A2L 8603 two discs
$9.98, ACT2 8603 $9.98, 08 A8T2 8603
$9.98.

Performance Often sublime
Recording Variable

A funny thing happened to Lou Reed in the
Seventies: he actually sold a few records.
He even had a Top -40 hit. Now, a snob
might point to this as evidence of a qualita-
tive decline in his work-art losing out to
commerce and all that-and to tell the
truth he did pander a little, and his solo ef-
forts have been wildly erratic. Of course, he
had lots of company (quick, name three
Sixties stars whose Seventies output was not
in some ways a letdown). Actually, though,
I mention Lou's commercial success not to
grind a critical axe (on balance his post -
Velvet Underground work looks pretty im-
pressive), but rather to show how much has
changed since he first appeared on the
scene. No one would have thought back in
1967 that the man who introduced heroin,
sadomasochism, fetishism, and murder to
rock-and-roll lyrics would today be consid-
ered a Grand Old Man with a respectable
commercial track record. Ah, but life is full
of surprises, isn't it?

In any event, "Rock and Roll Diary" is a
nicely balanced retrospective, a well pro-
grammed document of Lou's metamorpho-
sis from Punk to Godfather. There are a lot
of classics here (Sweet Jane, as some have
observed, might be the Johnny B. Goode of
the Seventies), and, though I might quibble
some (the studio version of Heroin is con-
siderably more chilling than the admirable
live performance included here), the set has
been put together with obvious care and
intelligence. A few random observations:
(1) Recent fans will probably be floored by
the Byrd -like Pale Blue Eyes and Beginning
to See the Light, both from the unutterably
lovely third Velvets album, which some
American label ought to reissue in its entire-
ty. (2) Sadly, nothing is included from
Reed's first solo record, which in my humble
opinion is the best thing he's ever done in
terms of pure craft. (3) I grossly underrated
"The Bells" at the time of its release, and I
now publicly apologize. All Through the
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GBilly cBurnette
BILLY BuBNErrE's first Columbia album

is an entertaining throwback to the
rockabilly sound of Sun Records in the Fif-
ties. His own new material is tough and tan-
gy enough, but the real kicks are in his ver-
sions of songs associated with the short-
lived (1956) but very influential Rock and
Roll Trio that his father Dorsey and uncle
Johnny belonged to. These include Honey
Hush, first cut by Big Joe Turner; One
Night, a hollering ballad co -written by
Dave Bartholomew (Fats Domino's collabo-
rator) and made famous by Elvis; and the
trio's own Tear It Up. Young Burnette's
treatments can easily stand comparison
with the originals, and it's no wonder con-
sidering his background. What is a wonder
is that it's taken him this long-he released
several albums on other labels before this
one-to get back to his roots.

After the Rock and Roll Trio broke up,
Dorsey and Johnny Burnette wrote material
for Ricky Nelson, and Johnny had two ma-
jor hits as a singer, Dreamin' and You're
Sixteen, before his early death in 1964.
Dorsey became a country performer and
worked that vein until his death in 1979.
Billy started singing and writing songs
when he was seven, and after he graduated
from high school in 1970 Dorsey introduced
him to Chips Moman, dean of the "Mem-

0

phis Sound." Billy worked with Moman as
a writer and performer until the Memphis
vogue passed, then followed Moman to At-
lanta for the "Atlanta Sound"; when that
too passed he went to Nashville and settled
in as a successful writer. During these years
he recorded several albums, but none of
them displayed the slugging, hard-core
rockabilly style his father and uncle had
developed.

Susan Frank, a friend of Dorsey's, and
producer Barry Seidel are credited with
persuading Billy to re-create the all -stops -
out approach of the Rock and Roll Trio. I'm
glad they did, because the result is some of
the hottest, most no-nonsense rock that's
been heard in years. Burnette's holler -and -
croon vocals and the ferocious wallop of his
back-up combo combine to make righteous
music. Strike a blow for good old-timey
rock-and-roll and go get a copy of this
album. -Joel Vance

BILLY BURNETTE. Billy Burnette (vo-
cals, guitar); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. In Just a Heartbeat; Oh, Susan;
Danger Zone; Don't Say No; Rockin' L.A.:
Honey Hush: Rockin' with Somebody New;
One Night; Sittin' on Ready; Angeline;
Tear It Up. COLUMBIA JC 36792 $7.98, ©
JCT 36792 57.98.

Night from that remarkable album can
break your heart like nothing else I know in
rock-and-roll. Actually, so can a lot of stuff
here, and at its bargain price you might find
"Rock and Roll Diary" worth buying even
if you haven't worn out your old Lou Reed
records. S.S.

CLIFF RICHARD: I'm No Hero. Cliff
Richard (vocals); instrumental accompani-
ment. Take Another Look; Anything I Can
Do; A Little in Love: Here; Give a Little Bit
More; and five others. EMI/AMERICA SW -
17039 $7.98.

Performance. Lovelorn
Recording: Good

Cliff Richard, who dates back to the dark
days of English rock before the beatifica-
tion of the Beatles, is nothing if not a survi-
vor. Although somewhere along the line he
became a born-again member of a funda-
mentalist Christian sect, there's no evidence
of that influence in his latest album, which
deals with the familiar symptoms of the lost
and the lovelorn. Richard delivers these lul-
labies for losers, set to relentlessly monoto-
nous tunes, in a voice breathless with des-
peration. The man needs help. P.K.

TOM ROBINSON: Sector 27. Tom Robin-
son (vocals); Jo Burt (bass); Stevie B (gui-
tar); Derek Quinton (drums). Invitation;
Not Ready; Mary Lynne; Looking at You;
Five Two Five; Can't Keep Away; Total Re-
call; and four others. I.R.S. SP -70013
$7.98.

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Fine

At the height of the English punk explosion,
Tom Robinson, then leader of the explicitly
political rock-and-roll band bearing his
name, announced with no small degree of
satisfaction that "The Pistols and the Clash
equivocate. We don't." Now, some years
later, we find Robinson and his new band
equivocating like mad. Sector 27, both al-
bum and band, is musically a bland recy-
cling of the old outfit's approach, which was
never all that radical; as for the lyrics, well,
for the life of me I can't figure out what's
bugging him. Interpersonal relationships,
probably, which is not exactly a revolution-
ary topic. Looking at You is a catchy
enough summary of a less than successful
night on the town, but the rest of the songs
are as forgettable and uninvolving as Rob-
inson's old stuff was kinetic and uplifting.
In a nutshell: no tunes, no statements.
Otherwise, of course, it's just dandy. S.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE ROCHES: Nurds. Maggie, Suzzy,
and Terre Roche (vocals, guitars); Jay Lee
Daugherty (drums); Fred Smith (bass);
other musicians. Nurds; It's Bad for Me;
Louis; Bobby's Song; The Boat Family; My
Sick Mind; and four others. WARNER
BROS. BSK 3475 $7.98, © M5 3475
$7.98.

Performance: Hilarious
Recording: Very good

The Roche sisters are living proof that not
all youth is wasted on the young. Maggie,
Suzzy, and Terre seem to have been born
with enough sly sophistication to tickle
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adults, yet they also seem to have just blown
in from the school yard, thinking they can
do any damned thing to music that they
please. And they just about can, judging
from their second Warners album,
"Nurds," which is even spacier and funnier
than their first.

By now you probably already know about
the Roches' eerie vocal harmonies that
aren't really harmonies and about how their
arrangements evoke touches of everything
from English music halls to French-Canadi-
an chansons to Barbara Allen -crooning
mountaineers. But how about Suzzy Roche
collaborating on a song called The Death of
Suzzy Roche (she gets stabbed in the laun-
dromat because she's too stuck-up for one of
the local nurds)? The title song, all by Suz-
zy, has an abandoned, rambling, totally
childlike melody, but between the verses it
bends the word "nurds" into a high, curling
sound suggestive of parochial -school choirs.
Bobby's Song is a dialogue between two fe-
male nurds, one of whom is sure Bobby will
come to her as soon as his girl friend leaves
him. Maggie's The Boat Family seems to
be about some cargo, some chocolate and
some soybeans and some "illegal light-
weight luxury," and her This Feminine Po-
sition is a series of puns in the manner of
Captain Beefheart, only childlike. And so it
goes, on and on. One Season, which has a
"disciplined" linear tune and seems at first
glance to be straight, slyly hits you with
such lines as "I am the only tree/And
everyone leaves" and "Set down your key
and trumpet/Go have a dream and hump
it."

The backing on the album is simplicity
itself and mostly acoustic. The only non -
Roche songs are It's Bad for Me by Cole
Porter, whose un-nurdlike urbane wit they
handle in style, and the traditional Irish folk
song Factory Girl, which they don't make
fun of but don't sing in what could be called
a straightforward way either. The Roche
way of doing things is one of a kind. It says
we don't really have to grow up and be dull.
If enough people listened and, as Peter Pan
said, believed, maybe we wouldn't. At least
we don't while this marvelous nonsense is on
the turntable. N.C.

LEO SAYER: Living in a Fantasy. Leo
Sayer (vocals); instrumental accompani-
ment. Time Ran Out on You; Where Did
We Go Wrong?; You Win-I Lose; More
Than I Can Say; Millionaire; and five oth-
ers. WARNER BRos. BSK 3483 $7.98, ©
M5 3483 $7.98, ® M8 3483 $7.98.

Performance Too cute
Recording Very good

Leo Sayer is the curly -headed British pop -
rock personality who made it big with his
song You Make Me Feel Like Dancing.
Several albums later, this Pierrot of pop is
still singing away in his impish, nasal voice,
playing his harmonica, and maybe trying
too hard to sound mischievously appealing.
There are tiny glimmers of wit in the words
of some of these songs, most of them collab-
orations with Alan Tarney. More Than I
Can Say, with its icky "Woh, woh, yeah,
yeah" refrain, has somehow already made it
to the charts as a single. What makes a hit
is a mystery, but there doesn't seem to be
much to remember in this rather ordinary
collection. P.K.

ELLEN SHIPLEY: Breaking Through the
Ice Age. Ellen Shipley (vocals); the Num-
bers (instrumentals, back-up vocals); other
musicians. Heart to Heart; Fotogenic; Jam-
ie; This Little Girl; Talk Don't Shout; and
four others. RCA AFL I -3626 $7.98, 0
A FK1-3626 $7.98, ® A FSI-3626 $7.98.

Performance Rollicking
Recording Good

I agree that this is an ice age of sorts, but
I'm not sure manic repetition of "This little
girl's got the hots for you" will break
through it. Energy is important, though, in
any undertaking, and Ellen Shipley is still
showing plenty of that. She does not have
impressive vocal equipment, nor do she and
her various collaborators write anything
likely to cause an emotional warm front, but
she and her band have an infectious good
time here trying to rock your fillings out.
Some of her hot -mama posing is ludicrous
and the album is thoroughly trivial, but it'll
make you pat your foot and wish you had a
maid (or, as the case may be, a butler) to
chase around the coffee table. N.C.

SLAVE: Stone Jam. Slave (vocals and in-
strumentals). Feel My Love; Starting Over;
Dreamin'; Stone Jam; Watching You; and
three others. COTILLION SD 5224 $7.98, ©
CS 5224 $7.98, ® TP 5224 $7.98.

Performance Tops
Recording One of the best

For those who like the mood mellow, the
beat swaying, and the production smooth as
velvet, Slave is very near the top of its class.
The eight men and women who are the
group's vocalists double as instrumentalists
and are augmented by four others; all work
their very nice way through slick arrange-
ments with a distinctively heavy, sexy un-
dercurrent. I'm not so enthusiastic about
the songs themselves, which tend to have a
dull, linear construction with no clear divi-
sion between verse and chorus. But I love
the sound of this album. It's warm, and the
balances are just about perfect. LC.

DONNA SUMMER: The Wanderer. Don-
na Summer (vocals); vocal and instrumen-
tal accompaniment. Looking Up: Grand Il-
lusion; Cold Love; Nightlife; I Believe in
Jesus; and five others. GEFFEN GHS 2000
$8.98, © W5 2000 $8.98, ® W8 2000
$8.98.

Performance. A letdown
Recording Fine

Suddenly, in the midst of a career ascent
that has given the word "meteoric" new
meaning, Donna Summer and her creative
team (songwriter/producers Pete Bellotte
and Giorgio Moroder and sonic engineer/
magician Jurgen Koppers) have stalled.
This LP launches Summer on a new label,
but it breaks no new ground. Worse, while
nothing about it is less than workmanlike, it
lacks the daring and imagination of this
crew's previous collaborations.

There are some special moments, though.
Looking Up, the album's best track, is a
fast -tempo bouncer that frees the singer to
use her wonderfully rich and strong middle -
voice to great effect. Also notable is a

straightforward rocker called Cold Love, a
ripper that is enriched by exciting acoustic -
guitar solos and back-up. Running for Cov-
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er is loaded down with a bit too much mes-
sage ("The devil's loose in the city"), but it
is delivered with that remarkable range of
feeling that Summer can bring even to me-
diocre material. I hope the disappointing re-
mainder of this album reflects only a tem-
porary lull in the Summer team's creative
drive. /.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
EDMUND SYLVERS: Have You Heard.
Edmund Sylvers (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. You Can Talk
About Leaving; Have You Heard the News;
At the Top; Burning Love; You Went Away;
and four others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7222
$7.98, © NBL5 7222 $7.98, ® NBL8 7222
$7.98.

Performance Golden Sylvers
Recording Extraordinary

Edmund Sylvers has stepped out in style.
This first solo album (without the rest of the
Sylvers) blasts off with a boyish, winning
attack on a very fast, post -disco dance pro-
duction called I Choose You, and it rarely
slows down through eight other songs. But
the slower moments are the album's high-
lights. Beauty of Nature is a lushly pro-
duced ballad sung with genuine feeling and
skill. Time is a hackneyed song (more
"flowing like a river" lyrics), but just listen
to Sylvers negotiating his way perfectly
through its delicate intricacies. On such es-
sentially pop material Sylvers avoids the
Michael Jackson tendencies that afflict the
up -tempo tracks. His voice is warm, sexily
husky, and versatile enough to handle soul-
ful inflections, although he lacks the range
for true soul singing.

As with the Sylvers' family affairs, the
arrangements here are big and busy, almost
frenetic, but good. The best is for Have You
Heard the News, which has a lot going on
behind the vocal, all of it beautifully bal-
anced and engineered; this track will get
your dancing feet going, yet it is interesting
enough musically for more sedentary types
as well. The solid musicianship evident
throughout "Have You Heard" makes Ed-
mund Sylvers' solo future look very
bright. I.C.

THE TROGGS: Live at Max's Kansas City.
The Troggs (vocals and instrumentals). Got
Love If You Want It; Satisfaction; Love Is
All Around; Give It to Me; Feels Like a
Woman; Strange Movie; Summertime; and
five others. MAX'S KANSAS CITY MKC-214
$7.98 (from Max's Kansas City Records,
Inc., 213 Park Avenue South, New York,
N.Y. 10008).

Performance. Lewd and crude
Recording. Okay

The Troggs are, of course, the vulgar, mo-
ronic, overweight, aging British rockers who
made a couple of great, vulgar, moronic hit
records in the Sixties. It's nice to have them
around (that they have a lead singer with
the ultimate rock -star name, Reg Presley, is
merely icing on the cake), and lately they've
become local fixtures in Manhattan. This
record documents, though with a somewhat
thin mix, a typical current Troggs set. They
play their hits, their cult numbers, and some
raunchy power -trio blues standards with
gusto, maximum volume, and a sense of the

absurdity of it all-in short, exactly what
they were doing fifteen years ago. Especial-
ly recommended: the utterly salacious
Strange Movie. S.S.

TOM WAITS: Heartattack and Vine. Tom
Waits (vocals, guitar, piano); instrumental
accompaniment. In Shades; Saving All My
Love for You; Mr. Siegal; Ruby's Arms;
and six others. ASYLUM 6E-295 $7.98, 0
TC-295 $7.98, 0 8T-295 $7.98.

Performance. Good in small doses
Recording Good

Tom Waits' songs and voice are something
like the horror stories of Ambrose Bierce:
you don't want them as a steady diet, but
when you're in the mood nothing else will
do. Waits portrays street people, losers,
winos, would-be tough guys with soft
hearts, and other assorted low-lifes so well
that I sometimes wonder if he isn't pretty
alienated himself. In photographs he goes
out of his way to look sloppy and ugly; his
vocals are guttural, affected, sometimes
even repellant, and he seems to want to fore-
stall sympathy. He reminds me of an actor
who cannot shake off his character after the
curtain falls. But, as always, I have to ad-
mire his lyrics. His plots and characters
may be predictable, his performances irri-
tatingly mannered, but I forgive him all
that for one line like "How do the angels get
to sleep/When the devil leaves his porch
light on." I think I'll play this Waits album
again while I read a little Bierce. J. V.

MICHAEL WYCOFF: Come to My World
(see Best of the Month, page 78)

YELLOW MAGIC ORCHESTRA: X co
Multiplies. Yellow Magic Orchestra (in-
strumentals); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Behind the Mask; Rydeen;
Solid State Survivor; Day Tripper; and
four others. A & M SP -4813 $7.98.

Performance Techno-pop fun
Recording Terrific

Last year an instrumental called Computer
Games by the Yellow Magic Orchestra was
picked up by New Wave discos and surpris-
ingly became the Japanese super -group's
first single on American pop and disco
charts. With this album of newer material
(reprogrammed for American distribution),
YMO may well be in for bigger things. The
time is right for their highly technological
blend of dance rhythms, heavy metal, and
pop melodies.

Essentially this is an instrumental album;
the words, all English, are droned and
slurred electronically into little more than
vocalese. Rydeen sprints by at a fast clip,
ticking off a sprightly tune against a contin-
uous bass -and -drum texture. I also like the
funkier sound of Citizen of Science and the
ingratiating Technopolis. The more rock -
style efforts, augmented with electric gui-
tars, are less successful; Y MO's electronic
tricks (Brian Eno and Giorgio Moroder are
among their influences) and the rock sensi-
bility just don't seem to mix. Clearly, the
group is still looking for a sound with uni-
versal appeal, but their explorations are
worth your attention. I.C.

NEIL YOUNG: Hawks & Dores (see Best
of the Month, page 78)
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JAZZ

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
COUNT BASIL: Kansas CityShout. Eddie
"Cleanhead" Vinson (vocals); Count Basic
(piano); Count Basic Orchestra. Just a
Dream on My Mind; Cherry Red. Joe
Turner (vocals); Count Basic (piano);
Count Basic Orchestra. Blues for Joe Tur-
ner; Everyday / Have the Blues; and two
others. Count Basic Trio (instrumentals).
Standing on the Corner; Signifying. Count
Basic Quartet (instrumentals). Apollo
Daze; Blues for Joel; Blues au Four. PABLO

D23I0859 $8.98

Performance Excellent
Recording Excellent

If jazz were golf, this session would be a
pros' tournament. Everything goes down as
smooth as good wine and as dignified as a
church collection (or maybe it's the other
way around). As vocalists, Joe Turner
seems more intent on displaying his tone

and volume while Eddie "Cleanhead" Vin-
son concentrates on interpretation; both of
them still know how to score.

It is certainly a pleasure to hear so much
of Count Basic's piano. Like Ellington, Ba-
sic has always subordinated his solo work to
the duties and demands of being a band-
leader. Here, given a chance to stretch out,
he plays with quiet authority and a delicate,
dry sense of humor. For additional delight,
there is the Basic band with its triumphant
ensemble sound and, in the trio and quartet
selections, the incomparable guitar of the
wonderful Freddie Green. Producer Nor-
man Granz has attempted to re-create the
blues -shouting contests of swing bands dur-
ing the 1930s, but this isn't music for nos-
talgia or scholarship; the musicians still
speak for today-and, I must add, in pris-
tine digital sound. Delicious. J. V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JACK DEJOHNETTE: Net. Directions in
Europe. Jack DeJohnette (drums, piano);
Lester Bowie (trumpet); John Abercrombie
(guitar, mandolin guitar); Eddie Gomez
(bass). Salsa for Eddie G.; Where or
Wayne; and two others. ECM ECM -1-1157
$8.98, © M5E-I 157 $8.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

Drummer Jack DeJohnette took part in
jazz history about a decade ago as a mem-
ber of the Miles Davis group that led the
way to today's electronic jazz. Since then he

has made a worldwide reputation for him-
self, of course, and his musical exploration
has taken him far afield. But perhaps he has
now come full circle, for as I listen to "New
Directions in Europe" I hear echoes of the
"flower children" at the Fillmores East and
West at the beginning of the Seventies. The
tracks leading back to Miles were not quite
as clear on this group's first album (ECM -
1128), which was recorded in mid -1978.
Recorded a year later at a concert in Willi-
sau, Switzerland, the all-star quartet here
communicates splendidly with an audience
that fully appreciates their artistry. De-
Johnette opens the second selection, Where
or Wayne, at the piano, playing that instru-
ment with commendable authority, but he
is heard mostly as a drummer, and as such
he has few. peers. Contributing greatly to
the Fillmore flavor is the trumpet work of
Lester Bowie, a musician for whom I have a
growing repect; he sounds eerily like Miles
Davis did ten years ago (and, for all we
know, Miles may still sound that way). The
boiling rhythm laid down by the leader,
with John Abercrombie and the remarkable
Eddie Gomez, gives a perfect steam for
Bowie's crystal-clear, penetrating horn. The
language may be familiar, but be assured
that the message is fresh. C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TOMMY FLANAGAN: Trinity. Tommy
Flanagan (piano); Ron Carter (bass); Roy
Haynes (drums). Smooth as the Wind;
Ruby My Dear; Passion Flower; Torment;
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Mingus
CHARLES MINGUS conducted his last re-

cording sessions in January 1978,
about a year before he died. Already con-
fined to a wheelchair, he was unable to per-
form, but we are told that through tapes
and piano sketches he conveyed his musical
thoughts to orchestrators Jack Walrath and
Paul Jeffrey, then supervised the record-
ings, some of which were released in 1979
on the album "Me, Myself an Eye" (Atlan-
tic SD 8803). 1 was full of praise for that
release, and the follow-up album, "Some-
thing Like a Bird," is even more exciting.
Sure, one misses the master himself on bass
-though, again, Eddie Gomez and George
Mraz perform superbly-but there is a
great deal to be savored and digested here,
and the Mingus touch is pervasive.

The title tune, a decided nod to Charlie
Parker, takes up all of side one and most of
side two; it is a 31I/2 -minute romp with solo
after solo building the kind of musical ex-
citement that once gave Norman Granz's
Jazz at the Philharmonic such wide appeal.
The stars are here, shining gloriously for
Mingus: Pepper Adams, Ronnie Cuber,
Jimmy Knepper, Charles McPherson,
George Coleman, Lee Konitz, the Brecker
Brothers, Ricky Ford, Slide Hampton, and
more. Regrettably, the spell is broken on

the record turnover, but the producers have
allowed a slight overlap and picked a spot
where the interruption is less painful. The
final seven minutes of this set, Farewell
Farwell, a Mingus composition dedicated to
the memory of artist Farwell Taylor, is
more subdued. It contains fine solo work by
tenor saxophonist Ricky Ford (whose star
will surely rise higher still), Konitz, Gomez,
and guitarist Larry Coryell.

"Something Like a Bird" is the better of
the two very fine albums that represent
Charles Mingus' closing statement and cap
a prolific recording career. As Nat Hentoff
put it in his notes to this one, "There is no
way that Mingus' death would not have
been untimely." But, while his recordings
did not make much of a dent in the full store
of riches Mingus had to offer, the legacy
extends far beyond the boundaries of jazz
and will continue to generate enjoyment
and inspiration in increasing measure for
years to come. -Chris Albertson

CHARLES MINGUS: Something Like a
Bird. Orchestras supervised by Charles
Mingus. Something Like a Bird (Parts 1
and 2); Farewell Farwell. ATLANTIC SD
8805 $7.98, © CS 8805 $7.98, 0 TP 8805
$7.98.

Muffin; and four others. INNER CITY IC
1084 $7.98.

Performance Superb
Recording. Excellent

If a trio consisting of Tommy Flanagan,
Ron Carter, and Roy Haynes made an al-
bum that was less than very good, I would
really have something to write about, but
there is nothing unusual or unexpected
about "Trinity." It offers a program of en-
during but not overly familiar material
(when was the last time you heard Tadd
Dameron's Smooth as the Wind?) per-
formed with flawless skill and devotion. C.A.

SCOTT HAMILTON: Tenorshoes. Scott
Hamilton (tenor saxophone); Dave McKen-

na (piano); Phil Flanigan (bass); Jeff Ham-
ilton (drums). I Should Care; The Near-
ness of You; Our Delight; O.K.; and four
others. CONCORD JAZZ CJ -127 $7.98.

Performance Romantic
Recording: Very good

Scott Hamilton arrived on the jazz scene
fairly recently, but-judging by the number
of Hamilton album releases-he has ob-
viously found a sizable audience for his full-
throated Swing Era tenor style. If you are
already a member of that audience, you've
probably already added "Tenorshoes" to
your collection. If, on the other hand, you
are unfamiliar with Hamilton's music, you
ought to check it out. It's firmly in the tra-
dition of Coleman Hawkins and Ben Web-

ster, it breaks no new ground, and it will
feed your emotions more than your intel-
lect, but if this album does not appeal to
you, I think it's time for you to see an ear
specialist. C.A.

HERBIE HANCOCK: Mr. Hands. Herbie
Hancock (keyboards); other musicians.
Spiraling Prism; Calypso; Just Around the
Corner; Shiftless Shuffle; and two others.
COLUMBIA JC 36578 $7.98, © JCT 36578
$7.98.

Performance He's playing again
Recording Very good

Having long ago despaired of ever hearing
the real Herbie Hancock again, I ap-
proached this album with great reluctance.
If he had tried to sing this time around or
slipped into a contrived super -funk groove
again, that would have been it. Even long-
standing fans can take just so much aural
abuse. But from the opening passages of
Spiraling Prism, a cascading sound piece
with a strong center and glistening synthe-
sized effects, I knew that Hancock was
again exploring the sort of jazz fusion that
provides sufficient space for exposure of his
talents. This initial pleasure increased when
I reached the second track and heard some
real, live, acoustic bass and a real jazz piano
played the way Hancock used to before he
gave up music for electronics. That one se-
lection, called Calypso, where Hancock
stretches out and engages in up -tempo ex-
changes with Ron Carter on bass, Tony
Williams on drums, and Sheila Escovedo on
percussion is almost enough to hold me until
the next time he decides to make a real rec-
ord. While album is dis-
tinctly in the Hancock/Corea fusion frame,
a spirit of musicianship prevails. Perhaps
now that Hancock has mastered all his ma-
chines, he'll redirect his energies back to
making music, which is what he does so
well. P.G.

BILLIE HOLIDAY: I'll Be Seeing You. Bil-
lie Holiday (vocals); Eddie Heywood and
His Orchestra. I'll Be Seeing You (two ver-
sions); Embraceable You (two versions); As
Time Goes By (two versions); I'm Yours
(two versions); and four others. COMMO-
DORE XFL 15351 $7.98 (from Columbia
Special Products, 51 West 52nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10019).

Performance. Classic
Recording. Variable

Another tour around the Commodore jazz
vault has yielded this latest addition to the
valuable "Classics in Jazz" series. Billie
Holiday, easily one of the most powerfully
influential jazz voices of this century, is
heard here on fifteen tracks recorded in
1944. Seven are duplications (called "alter-
nate choice performances" on the jacket),
takes that never made it onto the original
issues. The album is a fascinating "must
have" for the jazz buff, a bit wearing for the
average listener, but it gives further confir-
mation-if any were needed-of what a
great singer Billie Holiday was. My favorite
track(s): her aching, smoldering Embrace-
able You. P.R.

HELEN MERRILL: Chasin' the Bird. Hel-
en Merrill (vocals); instrumental accom-
paniment. Embraceable You; Summertime;
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Isn't It a Pity; I Loves You Porgy; and four
others. INNER CITY IC 1080 $7.98.

Performance. Clear amber
Recording Very good

There's a tenuously interesting experiment
on this new release. Dick Katz, the arranger
here, has Helen Merrill singing the original
melody of a couple of Gershwin songs, Em-
braceable You and I Got Rhythm, while
musicians play variations written by Char-
lie Parker as a counterline. It really works
in the stunning Embraceable You, which
has Parker's Quasimodo being played on
baritone sax behind the singer, but / Got
Rhythm lost me quite early. The remainder
of the album is an all-Gershwin recital by
the amber -voiced Merrill, who executes
everything with a fine, clear line and who
keeps it all simple as only a truly good jazz
singer can. P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
PAT METHENY: 80/81. Pat Metheny
(guitar); Dewey Redman, Michael Brecker
(tenor saxophone); Charlie Haden (bass);
Jack DeJohnette (drums). The Bat; Turn
Around; Open; Pretty Scattered; Goin'
Ahead; and three others. ECM ECM -2-
1180 two discs $13.98, © 2E5-1 180 $13.98,
0 2E8-1180 $13.98.

Performance Superb
Recording. Excellent

Guitarist Pat Metheny's boring first ECM
albums as a leader did not exactly endear
him to me (although I had enjoyed some of
his earlier work with Gary Burton). But
that was some time ago, and I am happy to
report that this latest release, "80/81," sent
me into my file of superlatives.

With the superb supporting cast Methe-
ny has assembled here, at least some inter-
esting moments were inevitable, but in fact
there is not a spot on any side of this double
album that I would not play for a friend 1
wished to keep. The mood varies, as does
the use of the two tenors (they are heard
both separately and together), but the most
extraordinary feature of this set is the con-
stantly stunning work of Charlie Haden and
Jack DeJohnette, two of the finest rhythm
men around today. Open and Pretty Scat-
tered feature the full band (as does The
Bat) and are probably the most easily ac-
cessible of the tracks that will also please
the jazz -oriented listener. Metheny ends the
album on a very mellow, subdued note,
playing the kind of pretty things most
people associate with the guitar, but he has
wisely avoided more than a casual brush
with the kind of junk that is deemed mar-
ketable today by people who haven't bought
a record since they were teenagers. C.A.

JEAN-LUC PONTY: Civilized Evil. Jean -
Luc Ponty (violin); instrumental accom-
paniment. Demagomania; In Case We Sur-
vive; Forms of Life; Peace Crusaders; and
four others. ATLANTIC SD 16020 $8.98, ©
CS 16020 $8.98, ® TP 16020 $8.98.

Performance D a yd ream y
Recording Very good

Jean -Luc Ponty composes and orchestrates
his own elaborate, intricate instrumentals in
a jazz idiom with a rock accent. Everything
is expertly woven together and falls felici-
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tously enough on the ears, and everything is
too long. Then too, Ponty's trendily socially
conscious titles, such as Peace Crusaders,
In Case We Survive, and Once a Blue Plan-
et, seem to have little in common with the
impressionistic aura he achieves in his rath-
er dreamy arrangements and the bluesy ef-
fects he draws from his fiddle-but what's
in a name? In Happy Robots, at least, he
does present a persuasive mechanical dance
appropriate to the subject, and in Forms of
Life, a little tone poem for violin, key-
boards, and synthesizer bass, he demon-
strates a grasp of form to balance the usual-
ly undisciplined approach to improvisation
characteristic of his giddier pieces. The evil
in "Civilized Evil" could stand to be a bit
more civilized. P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MARLENE VER PLANCK: A New York
Singer. Marlene Ver Planck (vocals); or-
chestra, J. Billy Ver Planck arr. and cond.
Go Away Little Boy; By Myself; Hey, Star;
Sure Thing; Music Man; and six others.
AUDIOPHILE AP -I60 $7.98.

Performance Lovely
Recording: Excellent

There are some lovely things here by Mar-
lene Ver Planck. Among them: a shimmer-
ing performance of By Myself; a Stairway
to the Stars that is long on intelligence and
heart and short on sentimentality and gloss;
A Sure Thing, a Jerome Kern song new to
me; and a haunting, silvery, elegant Why
Shouldn't I? that has the same tooled beau-
ty as one of Cole Porter's famous cigarette
cases. If you don't already know about
Marlene Ver Planck you really owe it to
yourself to get one of her records. This new
release, like her previous ones, proves that
class, real class, is still very much alive and
around in pop music. P.R.

COLLECTIONS

BIG BANDS OF THE SWINGING
YEARS. Woody Herman: Woodchoppers
Ball. Artie Shaw: Begin the Beguine. Benny
Goodman: Let's Dance. Duke Ellington:
Magenta Haze. Charlie Barnet: Cherokee.
Louis Armstrong: When the Saints Go
Marching In. Jimmy Dorsey: So Rare.
Count Basie: One O'Clock Jump. Tommy
Dorsey: Opus No. I. Chick Webb (with
Ella Fitzgerald): Oh Johnny. EVEREST g
FS -359 $4.98.

Performance Swinging and swaying
Recording Excellent remastering

Anybody who lived through the hallowed
Swing Era of the Thirties and Forties, when
jazz musicians stopped making it up as they
went along and played from elaborate
charts, will find old memories awakened by
this Everest collection. The examples chos-
en are good ones and some are not quite so
familiar-Duke Ellington's band playing
Magenta Haze, for example, or Tommy
Dorsey's Opus No. I. But it's no hardship,
either, to hear once again Ella Fitzgerald
lending her special style to Oh Johnny,
Louis Armstrong in his famous gravelly
treatment of When the Saints Go Marching
In, or Count Basie making it hard to sit still
as his band plays One O'Clock Jump to a
fare -thee -well. All those creamy saxo-

phones, piercing trumpets, and indefatiga-
ble percussionists at their drums were part
of the big -city, big -band sound the whole
country once danced to, and they certainly
deserve preservation. Everest's engineers
also deserve compliments for the clean
sound of this disc, despite an occasional
roughness built into the originals. P.K.

BILLIE, ELLA, LENA, SARAH! Billie
Holiday: What a Little Moonlight Can Do;
I'll Never Be the Same; I'm Gonna Lock
My Heart; The Man I Love. Billie Holiday
(vocals); various orchestras. Ella Fitzgerald:
All My Life; My Melancholy Baby. Ella
Fitzgerald (vocals); Teddy Wilson and His
Orchestra. Lena Horne: Prisoner of Love;
Out of Nowhere. Lena Horne (vocals);
Teddy Wilson and His Orchestra. Sarah
Vaughan: East of the Sun (And West of the

a
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MARLENE VER PLANCK
Shimmering, haunting, elegant

Moon); Ain't Misbehavin'; Goodnight, My
Love. Sarah Vaughan (vocals); George
Treadwell and His All Stars. COLUMBIA CR
PC 36811 $5.98.

Performances. Unique
Recordings. Variable

Here's some valuable stuff for the collector
that should also be of considerable interest
even to the average listener: twelve vintage
tracks by four great American pop -jazz
singers. Billie Holiday contributes four, in-
cluding the 1935 What a Little Moonlight
Can Do that marked her first recorded ap-
pearance with the Teddy Wilson Orchestra.
Ella Fitzgerald is her musically immaculate
self in a 1936 My Melancholy Baby. Sarah
Vaughan swoops through a 1950 East of
the Sun (And West of the Moon) with her
customary assurance. Lena Horne, in two
1941 recordings, Prisoner of Love and Out
of Nowhere, was still rather tentative as a
singer and musician, but her sex appeal was
already fully developed. The thing that al-
ways strikes me about the old "jazz singers"
is how invulnerable to camp or to parody
they are. All the performances here reflect
the styles and musical fashions of the times
at which the various recordings were made,
but that just seems to add to their treasur-
ability rather than tempting one to make
fun of their "datedness." P.R.

FOLK

Ifk4

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CLIFTON CHENIER: Classic Clifton.
Clifton Chenier (vocals, accordion); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Zydeco
Sont pas Sale; Louisiana Blues; Black Gal;
Black Snake Blues; I'm on the Wonder; and
seven others. ARHOOLIE 1082 $7.98.

Performance Enticing
Recording: Variable

Clifton Chenier is the leading light of zyde-
co, a Cajun dance music from New Orleans
that is one of the few unspoiled folk forms
left in the United States.

This album contains selected cuts from
Chenier's previous recordings on the Ar-
hoolie label, and I recommend it, particu-
larly if you've never heard zydeco or Che-
nier's way with it. Black Gal, recorded in
1965, was leased by a New York label four
years later for national distribution. Black
Snake Blues was recorded in the Forties by
Huddie "Leadbelly" Ledbetter and in the
Twenties by Blind Lemon Jefferson. Its eer-
ie sexual imagery remains powerful and
provocative. Chenier deserves a wider hear-
ing, and I hope you'll listen. J.V.

COLLECTION

MEETING IN THE AIR: SONGS OF THE
CARTER FAMILY. Jim Watson, Mike
Craver (vocals, guitar); Tommy Thompson
(vocals, guitar, banjo). The Winding
Stream; One Little Word; Dixie Darling;
Lula Walls; The Wayworn Traveler; and
nine others. FLYING FISH FF 219 $7.98.

Performance. Flavor's right
Recording Very good

Jim Watson, Mike Craver, and Tommy
Thompson are three -fifths of the Red Clay
Ramblers. They could have done a Carter
Family tribute with the whole band, but
what they've done here is more evocative of
the Carters' spirit. The only instrumenta-
tion is acoustic guitars-one of which
usually replicates Maybelle's thumb -pick-
ing style-and an occasional banjo. And the
harmonies, though all male, are arranged in
Carter Family style with lead, tenor, and
bass. The album is quite a success, I'd say,
at calling up memories of the Carters and of
a vanished rural America. It reminds me
not only of the Carters but of the early
Weavers and the Chuck Wagon Gang.
Thompson's bass singing is so reminiscent
of A. P. Carter's (and, for that matter, of
Lee Hays') that it's truly haunting in such
quintessential old-time songs as The
Schoolhouse on the Hill. The album is a
beautiful primitive. N.C.

(Continued on page 121)
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EQUIPMENT

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at DIS-
COUNT PRICES for SHURE. PICKERING. STANTON. EM-
PIRE. GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON and ADC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES. Dept. S.. Box 69.
Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fast service Toll Free 800-221-0906.
9AM - 8PM except Sunday.

WHOLESALE PRICES on stereo/esoteric components,

cartridges, tonearms, tapes. Free Catalog. Audio
Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA
95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.

A401411 'S

REMOVE' VOCAL RION/MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yet
leave most of the background music untouched' Not an equalizer' We
can prove it works over the phone, Send SI for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record

Write to LT Sound. Dept. SR. PO Box 729. Decatur. GA 30031
Phone- 404 284.5155 COST 124'...

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:
 Delay and Ambience
 Studio Echo/Reverb
 Tape Noise Reduction
 Parametric Equalization
 Electronic Crossovers
 Comp/Limiters
 Mic Preamp/Mixers
 Patch Bays

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send SI for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 729,
Decatur, GA 30031. (404) 284-5155

carTera CANON -MOW -1
PENTAXKONICA 
OLYMPUS  ROLLEI
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PAARANTZKENwoODTEAC him I ITECHNICSPIONEER -JBL  DUAL
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RCA  PANASONIC ALSO
MOVIE & BLANK TAPE

IirinEta.14211
(800 8537

0,1411111Ent41.1H111=1F11.1V110E0
114 W Si Da.nro.rn I  Ca 00014 lel 485 0341

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We offer Acu-
tex, ADC. Dynavector, Grado, Nagatron. Ortofon, Shure.
Sonus. and many more at the lowest possible prices. Just Call
212-254-3125 for more information, or write to DIRECT DIS-
COUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841. New York, NY 10276.

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES: Yamaha. Nakami-
chi. Carver, Dahlquist. Polk. Audio. Bang & Olufsen. Advent,
Aiwa, Great American Sound. Ortofon, Denon. Technics. Vi
sonik, Alpine and Jensen car stereo. Mail order inquiries wel-
come. We pay all shipping charges. Available at Sound Ad-
vice of Ruston, Village Plaza, Ruston, LA 71270. (3181
255-8000.

SPEAKERS SAVE 50%. Build your own speaker system.
Write: McGee Radio Electronics, 1901 McGee Street. Kansas
City, Missouri 64108.

DIREST and save British and European -I,-F, Attracts,'
prices. Send Reply Coupon for Quote. $3 bills for brochures
Goodwins. 7 The Broadway. Wood Green. London N22.
Phone 888-0077. VISA Mastercharge. Visitors welcome.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good
prices with competent service. Madisound Speaker Compo-
nents. 431 West Gorham. Box 4283. Madison, Wisconsin
53711. (6061 256-7337.

HORNS-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM
savings. Altec, Electro-Voice. Philips. Peerless. Polydax and
many others. Dozens of hard to find items used in major man-
ufacturers most expensive systems. Huge selection of cross-
over network components, automobile systems, and musical
instrument loudspeakers. Send $2.00 for catalog refundable
with purchase. SRC Audio. Dept. SRI. 3238 Towerwood Dr..
Dallas. TX 75234.

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS AND KITS. Send $1 00. Speaker
Warehouse. 809 North Route 441. Hollywood. FL 33021.

LOWEST PRICES. BOSE. SAE. HAFLER. and MORE. Dy-
namic Sound. Box 168(A), Starkville, MS 39759. (601) 323-
0750. 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.

ACCURATE. QUALITY AUDIO: Reasonable Prices. Car
Home. Denco. P.O. Box 6104-R. El Monte, CA 91734. (2131
961-6158 Evenings. Weekends. Monthly Specials.

USED HI Fl. Buy. Sell. Trade: Broker. Bob Heenan. Box 782.
Brookline Village. MA 02147. (6171 969-2727 Wanted McIn-
tosh. Marantz: Western Electric Tube Equipment.

tereoA'i =AOWLL ECN
714) 594-5749

CALL US WITH YOUR BEST PRICE
Most Orders Shipped Same Day

AUDIO
YAMAHA  ADS  BOSE  ONKYO
SONY  HAFLER  H K  BRAUN

PHASE LINEAR  DBX  ADCOM  SAE
JBL  AR  JVC  CONCORD  AIWA

ORTOFON  TECHNICS  MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE

VIDEO
SONY  RCA  JVC

VCR'S  CAMERAS  BLANK TAPES
ATARI & MATTEL VIDEO GAMES
Call Or Write For Price Quotes

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91739

ATTENTION: FOREIGN AUDIOPHILES AND DEALERS!
Western World Audio Exporters can supply virtually ALL
brands of hi-fi components. speakers, cartridges. etc. (includ-
ing esoteric lines) at very attractive prices. Quotes, terms and
availability furnished on request. Write to WESTERN
WORLD. 373 Fifth Avenue. Suite 1556, New York, NY 10016.
TELEX: 423826 SAKI UR.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS. Micro-
wave antennas and downconverters. Plans and parts. Build
or buy. For information send $2 00. C&D Company. P.O. Box
21. Jenisen. MI 49428

ADGMA ADVENT, AIWA Afi .S1 DUX IHNON vu,,,,,
HARMON KAROON. INEINITv lel JVC
RENVIOOD MITSUBISHI NM/ NIKKOy
ON800: OMNISONIC. PHASE LINEAR
PIONEER. SAE. SONY SOUNDCRAF EWEN
TANDBERG. THORENS, TOSHIBA AND
OVER 100 MORE MIGM END BRANDS.

ALL SHIPPED IA,'
Al L GLIARANTt I V'
EXPORT INQUIRIES INUIT EDI

ARO ROAD POO I, AM, HI %V v011ig

,914.4

(914) 258.4077

ADGiL
°ROI!? No 200AE047

ROUTE 9N.
PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. 12901
Tel.. 15181 561-8700.

30 CHANNEL
CABLE TV

CONVERTER

BEST IN THE WEST' Haftler, Nakamichi. Dahlquist. DCM,
Magneplanar, Beveridge. APT. Threshold, Polk, Oracle. Har-
mon Kardon, B&W, Adcom. Rocky Mountain HI -Fl, 812 Cen-
tral. Great Falls, MT 59401. (406) 761-8683.

THE ABSOLUTE BEST IN CAR STEREO
Brands not found mail order. Personalized instal-
lation information with every order. Custom kits,
specializing in foreign. exotic and American Cars.

76 PAGE CATALOG UPON REQUEST
Send S I .00 postage/handling refundable with order.

THE MUSIC BOX
357 Windsor HMI.. P.O.lion 415e

Nen Windsor. NY 12"11

ELECTRO-VOICE HiFi component loudspeakers Building
your own speaker system? Use the best. Free discount cata-
log. SONIX, Dept. SR, Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640 (301)
753-6432.

LOWEST PRICES on AR, ADVENT. ALLISON. Bose, ESS,
Fried. Harmon Kardon. Infinity, JBL, Onkyo, SAE, Tandberg,
and Thorens. For quotes. Mon. -Sat.: Audio Discounts, 1026
McCeney Ave.. Silver Spring, MD 20901. (3011 593-8244.

ELIMINATE YOUR
"PATCHCORD HEADACHE"
with a C_PM-3 I Universal
Component
Patching
Matrix.
For more
information,
write or call:
NILES AUDIO CORPORATION
Dept. SR/P.O. Box 160818
Miami. FL 33116/(305) 271-9181

Ti

QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS, MULTI -TRACK EQUIP-
MENT, PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS. ACCESSO-
RIES. Competitive Pricing! Prompt Delivery! Knowledgeable
Staff! Service Facility! Credit Cards Accepted. FREE Catalog.
SOUND IDEAS, Dept. SR. P.O. Box 340. Cary, NC 27511. 1-
800-334-2483, (NC -919-467-8462).



RECORDS
RECEIVE FREE Uninterrupted movies, sports, shows. with
your own Amateur Subscription TV Antenna. Build yourself,
fully guaranteed, $9.95, Philips -Tech Electronics, Dept. Sp -5.
5025 North 68th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85253.

AUDIO INSIGHT RECOMMENDS: Polk, N.A.D., Hatter.
Audio Research, Acoustat. Vandersteen. 6286 N. Federal
Hwy.. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308. (305) 491-7677.

WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustat, Denon. Haller Audio
Control, N.A.D., Polk, Grafyx, Adcom, Stax. Grado, Luxman.
Dahlquist, Aiwa, Grace and Micro-Seiki. We invite specific in-
quiries. The Sound Seller. 1706 Main Street, Marinette, WI
54143. (715) 735-9002.

STATE OF THE ART
SPEAKER STANDS

hurry SPEAKER UPPERS
the world's leading manufacture,

of speaker stands

1 tubular steel -holds up to 150 Ohs

 7° fill directs sounds upward to ea,
level. felt tabs prevent scratching

 casters lor easy movement

 eleCfrOSIOICally plated matte black finish

with casters 569.95 a pair without casters 559.95 a pa:,
To order, send check or m.o. (CA res. add 6%) to
ELECTRONIC MARKETING CO.. P.O. Box 698.
Malibu, CA 90265. Please add 5.3.50 postage and
handling per pair.
Or. use MASTER CHARGE or VISA. Include
account number. expiration date and signature.
VISA/MC ORDERS CALL (800) 854-7947

In California i 714) 598.1906

DEALER DEMOS; Phase Linear Dual 500 $777. 3,000 II pre -
amp $255, Sony TC-880-2 Deck $1,777, Accuphase P-300
amp $488, Sony TC-510-2 Battery portable reel $1,000. Alter-
man Audio (504) 834-7772.

WHOLESALE
DISCOUNT GUIDE

AUDIO - VIDEO - PHOTOGRAPHIC
Save 20'. -90T. oil ,.can perces' Mom are descount mall
order sources hat sell thousands GI audeo and red.
products of eetry .hid - TV's Hme Vector° Recorders.
H, al Component Equeprnent. Casosettes, rape 0.1..
Lars Cramer.. lenses. Photo accessorees and much
tore. Stop payer, Wad - Send $5 95 today' Add St 00
o, I 51 chess Ian mall MoneybaCk

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS. Box 26348 R . San Francisco, CA 94126

HIGH END AUDIO IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY. Repre-
senting: Audio Pro, Magnepan. Adcom, Dahlquist. Carver.
SAE, Promethean, Spendor. D.B. Systems. Grace I M F
Mitsubishi, Obelisk. Linn Sondek, Marcof, Avid. Grado. Tand-
berg, and others. We ship anywhere in the U.S. THE SOUND-
ING BOARD, INC.. 20 minutes from G.W. Bridge. Ridgewood.
NJ (201) 445-5006.

AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALYZER

 10 Band ac/dc Analyzer/LED display/microphone.

 Solves equalization, feedback/distortion problems.
 Optimize speaker placement, performance of

grumps, receivers, cassette decks and cartridges.

GOLD

LINE

P.O.Box 115
VIE Redding,

CT 06896
12031938-2588

Analyzer... $239.95
Pink NOiSe ... 59.95

NEW TECHNOLOGY
RAW SPEAKERS.
Leaf tweeters, the Wave
Aperture"' system, the
Nestorovic woofer"'
system, polypropylene
drivers, and more from

Speakerlab, the highly acclaimed
speaker design/manufacturing company.
Send today for your free catalog of
speaker systems, raw speakers and
design guidelines.

/ (*eclat'
Dept. SR13, P.O. Box C30325

Wallingford Station -Seattle, WA 98103

HANDCRAFTED AUDIO CABINETS, you design. Free infor-
mation: Custom Electronics Display Cabinetry, 1547 Birch-
wood, Saint Germain, WI 54558.

TOP -NAME AUDIO AT LOW PRICES!!! We carry all of the
finest brands of audio and video equipment al the best possi-
ble pricing including AR. ADCOM, Advent, Audio Control,
Bose. ESS. Grace, Haller, Infinity, JBL. Mitsubishi. Orkyo.
Thorens and many more. Our audio consultants are available
for phone quotes and additional information Monday thru Sat-
urday from 10AM-7PM (EST) at 212-254-3125. DIRECT DIS-
COUNTS LTD.. P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, New York
10276. We accept KC and VISA, will ship C.O.D.. and
DON'T charge sales tax to out-of-state customers.

TAPES & RECORDERS

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, exclusively, all new, lowest
prices. TAPE CENTER, Box 4305, Washington. D.C. 20012.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! Tapes.
$1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 200
page catalog. $1.25. AM Treasures. Box 192SR, Babylon,
N.Y. 11702.

LIVE OPERA TAPES (REELS) - CASSETTES. Unbelievable
treasure since 1926. Over 4,000 selections. Free DELUXE
Catalog: Mr. Tape, Box 138, Murray Hill Station. N.Y. 10016.

YESTERDAY'S RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Catalog $2.00. ADVENTURES. Box
4822-S. Inglewood. CA 90302.

VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY - Strauss. Lanner, Etc.
on Dolby Cassettes. KC Company. Box 793, Augusta, Maine
04330.

VINTAGE RADIO and T.V. - Lowest rates. Post Free. Trad-
ing, Video too; Signals, Box 5063, Station E. Edmonton, Alta..
Canada T5P 4C1. U.S. Inquiries.

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters. Philips, Argo. Tele-
f unken. Vanguard, Unicorn. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -
Crocker. Room 1470-5. 11 Broadway, NYC 10004.

EXCITING OLD RADIO TAPES. Large selection available.
Free catalog. Radio Memories. Box 56-R. California, MD
20619.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS, $1.99 hour cassettes- open -reels.
Big catalog $1.50 refundable with order. Nostalgia, Box 254.
Simi Vly, CA 93065.

OPEN REEL TAPES. Major labels - RCA, DG. London. others.
Rock. classical, pop, soundtracks, quad. 100% guarantee.
Bank cards welcome. Catalog ordering information - 5' .00.
REEL SOCIETY. P.O. Box 55099-R. Valencia. CA 91335.

SA -C90
TDK AD -C90
TDK SAA,C90
SDK OD -C90
Toll SA -C60
TDK MA -C90
Tol D -C90
BASF PRO 0 or 111 C90

Scotch Master II or 10.C90
Free1-Shin with every order over 50 00 Slate size All tapes can be assorted

Add 350 shipping. We will HMO, ant once in this book on complete line of Moen
Free catalog 100% guaranteed 417 283-8621 04.11, 8 3 30 VISA and MC

TAN WWII 220 Spring SI BUfiel PA 16001

Free $5.00 T -Shirt
52 89 Ames Grandmaster I si IIC90 12 99
239 106 AMR -C90 12 49
419 Scotch 212-781800 449
369 TDK VHS VAT 120 14 95
2 25 TOR 113510 11800 l 5 99
7 89 TDK UO59013 6 79
169 Ampes Grandmaster 1800 It Reel 599
289 Scotch 207 1F1 1800 549
309 TDK 0835 908 999

QUALITY TAPES AT WHOLESALE PRICES
PliAXEll Unit I a 2 C 90 $3 19 MK 1 120 (Video) $3 49
WELL UD C-90 S2 43 SONY 1 150 (Video) 5 1 99
SDK SA C-90 (New)
Toll SA C-60 INewl
SDK SAX C-60 (New}
TDK OD C-90 (New)
SDK AD C-90 lilewl

211 SONY 1 500 Wodeol 1

2 13 KUM Ut) 35 90 1800 5 38
4 89 MAXEll Ullil 15 900 1800 658
3 39 TOK I. 1800 a 95
2 37 1011 14 1800 6 30
1 42 TOK CASS HEAD DEMAC HO 01 599

TDK MA C,90 Mew) 695 DISCWASHER COMFIETE SYSTEM 0 50
TDK MAR C 90 INew) 14 75 DISCWASHER D-4 1601 REFIll 10 50

Order now, US add S3 50 or 4% shipping whichever is more Others add 33 more Send
chi mo 0153 OF me No COO Cards add 2% handling Call 212 339 9085

QUALITY TAPES 7085 E 8th St Dept MS Brooklyn NY 11723

RARE OPERA, Symphonic music on open reel tapes. World
wide broadcasts. Free catalogue. Underhill, Bellport, NY
11713.

40.000 OLD RADIO SHOWS on Tape. Jazz Big Band re-
motes. Country Western. discographies. anthologies. chro-
nologies. Send $2 for huge catalog (refundable). McCoy's Re-
cording, Box 1069S, Richland. Washington 99352.

OLD TIME RADIO - original broadcasts on quality tapes.
Free catalog. Carl R. Froelich. Route One, New Freedom.
Pennsylvania 17349.

FASCINATING OLD RADIO SHOWS. Guaranteed Cas-
settesS-tracs. Free Catalog. HTC-S. 412 Redbud. Oxbrd,
MS 38655.

FREE TAPES! Cassette or 7" reel. Over 1.000 selections. val-
ues to $9.95 each. Build your own tape library. Over 70.000
mailed free and post-paid last year around the world. Guaran-
teed. For catalogue and order forms send $9.95 to: "TAPES-,
P.O. Box 11923. Dept. 43. Lynchburg. VA 24506.

CASSETTE STORAGE BOX - 79c! Stacks and protects 12
cassettes. Durable, functional. affordable. Minimum order: 4.
Add $1.25 shipping per order. Casseffech, 6337 West 50th
Street. Mission. Kansas 66202.

OVER 3,000 RECORDINGS: Soundtracks. Jazz, Rock, many
more. Catalogue $1 (Refundable). $2 outside U.S. CUCHES,
23 N. Henry Street, Brooklyn. New York 11222.

SHOW ALBUMS. Rare. Out -of -Print LP's. 64 pg. list. $1.00.
Bakers Wife or Nefertiti - original cast LP $9.95. Broadway/
Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown. Conn. 06829.

PROTECT your LP's -Poly sleeves for jackets 10 cents;
Round Bottom Inner Sleeves 9 cents; Square Bottom 6 cents;
Poly lined paper 15 cents: white jackets 35 cents. Postage
$1.50. Record House, Hillburn, N.Y. 10931.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List 50 cents (refundable).
Jemm's. P.O. Box 157, Glenview, III. 60025.

OLDIES oldies. 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Cor-
ny's Record Shop. Box 166T, Mason, Ohio 45040.

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White cardboard replacement
jackets 35 cents. Plastic lined sleeves 15 cents. Postage
$1.25. Opera Boxes. 78 Sleeves. Free Catalog. CABCO
400-1. Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

THOUSANDS of like new LPs and prerecorded tapes cata-
logue $2.00. Records, Hillbum, New York 10931.

RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS, all kinds, mostly mint. 5000 list
$2.00, refundable. Carl, Box 828, Princeton. NC 27569.

RECORD HOUND. Box 88, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills "want -
lists"? DOGGONE RIGHT!! 33-1/3 Specialist. Fast. Friendly
Service.

CUTOUT OVERSTOCK RECORDS -UNBELIEVABLE SE-
LECTION. $2.99 Super Specials. $1.00 for catalog (refund-
able). Cutouts, 742 Route 18, East Brunswick. NJ 08816.

BEETHOVEN/MOZART/PACHABEL. Samplers. 3 LP's.
$5.98. 3 cassettes, $7.49. Free catalog: Musical Concepts,
Box 53SR3. Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

RARE OUT -OF -PRINT ALBUMS. 25,000 in stock (FS). List
$2.00 refundable. Record Warehouse, Box 4617. Dept. SR.
Rochester, NY 14613.

CLASSICAL LP'S & TAPES. VAST SELECTION, (In -print
only), order from Schwann Catalog. Free price list, (Schwann
I LP & tape catalog $1.75). Classics Unlimited, 328 S. Lake
Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101.

ORION'S AVAILABLE by mail! SBrecord includes postage
$11/2, $15/3 or more. Box 4087, Malibu, CA 90265.

AUCTION LISTS, Thousands of 78's, 45's. 33's. List $3.00.
refundable. 3292A Folsom St., S.F., CA 94110.

DISCOUNT OLDIES $1.00 ea. Thousands of titles. Free cata-
log. DISCOUNT OLDIES, Dept. S, Box 64, Bryn Mawr. PA
19010.

FREE RECORD CATALOG. New releases at discount
prices and huge selection of classical, soundtrack,
popular and jazz special values. Rose Records,
Dept. R. 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.

STEEL BAND MUSIC OF THE BAHAMAS. Authentic,

rare musical collection. A must for serious record
collectors. Stereo L.P. Ideal gift. Send certified
check, cash or money order for U.S. $15.00 to: SUN

TRADING COMPANY, Dept. SR81, P.O. Box N4427,
Nassau. Bahamas. Sorry. No C.O.D.'S allow three
weeks for delivery. Shipped P.P. order two for U.S.
$25.00.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Records
you should've been looking for us! DISContinued (213) 846-
9192.

CLASSICAL THEMES FROM CURRENT MOVIES. LP/cas-
sette $3.49 specify. Free catalog: Musical Concepts. Box 53
SR3. Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

DIRECT - DISC. DIGITAL, half -speed masters, and DBX en-
coded discs. Free catalog. DISConnecti,,, P.O. Box 10705,
Tampa, FL 33679.

TUBES

TV and Radio Tubes 49 cents. Free 48 page color catalog.
Cornell, 4215-H University. San Diego. California 92105.

INSTRUCTION

CHICAGO SPEAKERWORKS designs & manufactures a
complete line of quality speaker kits at huge factory direct sav-
ings. Fried systems, transmission lines for KEF drivers. sub -

woofers, satellites, horn -loaded systems, raw components, &
much more. Send $1.00 for catalog to: CHICAGO SPEAKER -

WORKS. Dept. SR. 5125 N. Damen, Chicago 60625. Factory
showroom open Mon -Sat. 312-769-5640.



RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
DIVINE MADNESS. Original -soundtrack
recording. Bette Midler (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Paradise;
Shiver Me Timbers; Fire Down Below;
Slay with Me; My Mother's Eyes; and
eight others. ATLANTIC SD 16022 $8.98, ©
CS 16022 $8.98, 0 TP 16022 $8.98.

Performance: Very fine
Recording Good

This is the soundtrack from Bette Midler's
latest film, which is in turn a documenta-
tion of a live performance Midler gave in
Pasadena. There's not very much new mate-
rial here, but everything she does, from her
introduction of her back-up singers, the
Harlettes ("I first met these girls when they
were still selling their papayas on 42nd
Street"), to a five -handkerchief My Moth-
er's Eyes, is greeted with thunderous roars
of approval from the audience. And she de-

serves them. Bette Midler is a great enter-
tainer in the classic American show -biz tra-
dition, and she lets out all the stops in "Di-
vine Madness." Very fine indeed. P.R.

THE IDOLMAKER. Original -soundtrack
recording. Peter Gallagher, Jesse Freder-
ick, Darlene Love, Colleen Fitzpatrick, the
Sweet Inspirations and the London Fog,
Ray Sharkey (vocals); Nino Tempo and the
Kingbees (instrumentals). A&M SP -4840
$7.98, © CS -4840 $7.98.

Performance: Variable
Recording. Good

The !do!maker is based on the career of
Bob Marcucci, the promoter/manager of
Frankie Avalon and Fabian in the late
1950s. Ray Sharkey, Peter Gallagher, and
Jesse Frederick, respectively, play those
three roles and sing on the soundtrack.
Their vocals and the arrangements are as
carefully programmed as were the charac-
ters they portray -bland but bumptious.
Three pros are on board to lend verisimili-
tude. Darlene Love was one of the original
Phil Spector artists, and she still sounds
good. The delightful Sweet Inspirations
graced many a Memphis pop date and
toured with Elvis. Nino Tempo, who leads
the instrumental combo, had some hits
(Deep Purple, Whispering) in the early
1960s. Tempo's combo plays in the vapid
but danceable manner of any number of
studio groups from the mercifully brief Av-
alon/Fabian period.

The film falls apart after the early scenes

where Sharkey teaches his clients every
choreographed move they should make on
stage; their resultant success with the nubile
mob is cynically funny, but the plot soon
plunges into bathos. The soundtrack is like-
wise self-defeating because it recalls one of
the dullest periods in rock. J.V.

POPEVE (Harry Nilsson). Original -sound-
track recording. Robin Williams, Shelley
Duvall, others (vocals); orchestra, Van
Dyke Parks arr. and cond. BOARDWALK
SW -36880 $8.98, © SWT-36880 $8.98.

Performanc,- Duvall is lovely
Recording Superb

The delight and charm of two songs in the
uneventful score that Harry Nilsson devised
for Robert Altman's film Popeye, both
beautifully performed by Shelley Duvall as
Olive Oyl, engender wistful thoughts of
what might have been. The first is He
Needs Me, in which Olive makes her poig-
nant pledge of love to Popeye, and the sec-
ond comes out when, a convolution of the
plot having led her to become engaged to
Bluto instead, she makes the best of things
and explains that, oh well, after all, He's
Large. Nothing else here measures up to
those two numbers, and Nilsson's pastel, al-
most twittering music for every situation
eventually dispels interest. What is sensa-
tional, however, is the arranging and con-
ducting of Van Dyke Parks, who makes the
recording glow with a rich color and vibran-
cy that aren't in the music. The production,
also by Nilsson, is superb. P.R.

RADIO BROADCASTING: Become DJ. engineer. Start your
own station - investment experience unnecessary! Receive
free equipment, records. Free details. Broadcasting. Box
130-R3, Paradise. CA 95969.

WANTED

GOLD. silver, platinum, mercury. tantalum wanted. Highest
prices paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular. Mercury
Terminal, Norwood, MA 02062.

CASH FOR YOUR Unwanted LP's and Prerecorded Reel to
Reel Tapes. Reder, Box 323S, Hillburn, NY 10931.

MCINTOSH & MARANTZ tube tape equipment wanted. (213)
576-2642 or 576-9103. David Yo, P.O. Box 832. M.P., CA
91754.

WANTED: Norelco and Trusonic full range. "RAW", older
speakers, 8%12". Singles o.k. KALISH, 565 Walnut Ave.. Red-
lands, CA 92373. (714) 792-0220.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog!
Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS. BUSINESS CARDS. Free
Catalog - Fast Service. Jackson's. Brownsville Road -E-101,
Mt. Vernon. III. 62864.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Lowest Possible
Prices!! Over 100 Brands!!! Krasco-Rep SR, 998 Orange
Ave., West Haven. Conn. 06516.

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law- CREATE wealth! De-
tails FREE - Blueprints. No. DD3. La Grangeville. NY 12540.

BORROW $25.000 "OVERNIGHT'. Any purpose. Keep in-
definitely! Free report! Success Research, Box 29263 -RC. In-
dianapolis, IN 46229.

CASH WITH YOUR CAMERAS! Earn $5000415,000
yearly selling to 4,000 clients. Sell photos 15 or
more times. Guaranteed details - 25C. Picture -
profits, Box 479 -SR, Port Jefferson Station, NY
11776.

COLLEGE DEALERS - WRITE for details on College Pro-
grams. Fast shipments, low prices, specify college. Sound
Reproduction. 7 Industrial Rd.. Fairfield. NJ 07006.

FREE BOOK "2042 Unique. Proven Enterprises." Fabulous
-unknowns." second inflation income. Haylings-M. Carlsbad,
CA 92008.

MAKE MONEY IN COLLEGE. Sell brand name audio compo-
nents. No investment. Unbelievable prices. Call Mr. Kay TOLL
FREE at 800-241-6270.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES earn commissions. start a
career selling Hi Fi equipment on campus. Large national firm.
Call toll free 1-800-638-8806. 9AM to 9PM.

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS BARGAINS. Closeouts. Surplus! Parts. ste-
reo. industrial. educational. Amazing values! Fascinating
items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual
FREE catalog. ETC0-014, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

MOVIE FILMS/VIDEO TAPES

16mm SOUND Features. Shorts. New, Used for Sale. Free
Catalog. National Cinema. P.O. Box 43. Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ
07423.

OPERA VIDEO - Magnificent performances from Europe on
BETA.VHS Videocassettes. Free listings. H.R.E., Box 12,
Kew Gardens. NY 11415.

BOOKS, CATALOGS & MAGAZINES

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS. 2.000
titles. all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton. 98-85 Clapboard,
Danbury. CT 06810.

TOTAL MIND POWER (How to use the other 90% of your
mind). FREE BOOKLET. Total Mind Power Institute #37,
Larkspur, CA 94939.

SAVE MONEY ON HI FP Previous Dealer reveals how in new
booklet. Fifty places listed to buy from. Send only $1.98 to:
Audio -Info, P.O. Box 445R, Walnut Cove. NC 27052.

SURPLUS CATALOG 8,000 ITEMS: Electronics, Stereos.
Speakers, Alarms. Tools, Games, Solar. Auto -Home, 8 Is-
sues $2.00, BNF(S), 119 Foster St.. Peabody, MA 01960.

CRYSTAL RECORDS. Inc.. Free Chamber Music Catalog.
specializing Brass and Woodwinds. Sedro Woolley, Washing.
ton 98284.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. 1800 Jokes, Tricks,
Science, Sports, Hobbies. Johnson -Smith, C-202, Mt. Clem-
ens, MI 48043.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS . . $19.30! . . CARS ... 513.50! . . 650,000 ITEMS
.GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MOST COMPREHEN-

SIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE Tells how, where to buy ...
Your area ... $2 MONEYBACK GUARANTEE . . . "Gov-
ernment Information Services-, Department EC -11, Box
99249, San Francisco, California 94109.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details,
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD. Olympia,
Washington, 98507.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTIO, WANTED
FREE CONSULTATION NO IDEA TOO SMALL
Ilsclosule retstrattn Polon,. COO or rOyants torn rtioulacturers ieenno new

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORP.
bb .aler,tdle Ur De:,1 Jk

West Springfield. MA 01089 (4131 737-5376
A Fee Based Market.n0 Company

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS HOT LINE! Incredible prices:
Amps. PA Gear. ALL instruments. Huge selection. Sam Ash.
established 1924. 800-645-3518, NYS: (212) 347-7757.

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international corre-
spondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag. Box
106602, D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

PENFRIENDS - ENGLAND - USA, Through correspon-
dence. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box 89SR,
Brooklyn. New York 11235.

CORRESPONDENCE FOR FRIENDSHIP IN PHILIPPINES,
MALAYSIA. Free information. AACC-(SR), Box 1542, Can-
oga Park, CA 91304.
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EARTH. WIND & FIRE'S new release, the
two -disc set "Faces," has all the impact

of a live volcano, but, unlike natural erup-
tions, this one is carefully controlled and
every stunning effect is meticulously calcu-
lated. The overwhelming wall of sound on
leader Maurice White's latest production is
built from the output of a choir of horns, a
battalion of strings, and a virtual orchestra
of other instruments, including harp, bells,
keyboards, and abundant percussion. All
these forces might have gotten in each oth-
er's way and produced a monstrously clut-
tered set, but the way White has choreo-
graphed them everything fits together so
well that the listener need only sit (or lie)
back and enjoy.

A combination of energy and precision
has always been the hallmark of albums by
Earth, Wind & Fire, which after ten years
remains the most consistently polished and
innovative pop -soul group around. After
several early personnel changes, the group
has settled down into a corps of nine men-
seven instrumentalists plus White and Phil-
ip Bailey, who, through overdubbing, do all
the vocals, both lead and back-up. The nine
perform as if they were a single entity.
While the essentials of their music stay con-
stant-sharply accented, clustered vocal
harmonies developed from melodies full of
fascinating, unexpected changes and under-
scored by rich percussive effects-they
have managed to avoid slipping into the
kind of perfunctory repetition that plagues
many other long-lived groups.

Earth, Wind & Fire has been associated
from the start with astrological and alchem-
ical symbols, pyramids and other occult
Egyptian themes, numerology (it's no acci-
dent that there are nine in the group), plus
other mystical and/or extraterrestrial phe-
nomena. Their lyrics have often seemed like
messages in a time capsule from outer

space-or maybe just from the Sixties-but
the way-out lyrics have worked because the
music under them has been so good. The
new album, however, like its predecessor "I
Am," shifts direction away from contem-
plation of the galaxies to the more familiar
pursuit of earthly love. This eternally popu-
lar theme accounts for most of the best
tracks here, including You, the standout.
You is every bit as good as After the Love Is
Gone on "I Am," which is saying quite a
bit. A close runner-up is Take It to the Sky,
which is vaguely reminiscent of the earlier
The Way of the World though less memor-
ably dramatic. Other especially fine items
among the fifteen selections on these four
sides include Sailaway, a rhapsodically
beautiful little tidbit, and the title track,
Faces. The theme of the latter, which closes
the album, is universality, and it brings to-
gether for a blockbuster finale all the many
special effects used in previous tracks. The
horns on this one will all but blow you away,
and the organ that comes in at the end adds
a pleasing touch of whimsy to this explo-
sively energetic cut.

ONE piece of advice: listen to this album
at full volume. Turning it down will dimin-
ish its delights proportionately. If your
neighbors are cranky or don't like music,
try headphones. -Phyl Garland

EARTH, WIND & FIRE: Faces. Earth,
Wind & Fire (vocals and instrumentals);
instrumental accompaniment. Let Me
Talk; Turn It into Something Good; Pride;
You; Sparkle; Back on the Road; Song in
My Heart; You Went Away; And Love Goes
On; Sailaway; Take It to the Sky; Win or
Lose; Share Your Love; In Time; Faces.
ARC/COLUMBIA KC2 36795 two discs
$13.98, K2T 36795 $13.98, ® K2A
36795 $13.98.
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One of the nine matched
full-range HVC drivers in a Bose 901

Direct/Reflecting speaker.
Specially shaped foam roll
allows high excursion with
low distortion.

Injection -molded, high -
stability plastic frame does
not distort the magnetic
field and results in greater
efficiency.

Molded -in top plate.

(Detail) Flat aluminum
conductor wire wound
edge on an aluminum
core.

This driver has more
research, technology and
engineering behind it than
most entire speaker systems.
Conventional systems use
woofers and tweeters with a
crossover network to send lower
frequencies to the woofers and
high frequencies to the tweeters.
In the 901 speaker, nine matched
HVC (Helical Voice Coil) drivers
replace both woofers and
tweeters. Each driver covers the
full range of audible frequencies.
There is no crossover coloration,
because the crossover network
itself is eliminated.

The heart
of the Bose 901
HVC driver is a
low impedance
(0.9 ohm) sin&le
layer voice coil
made entirely of
aluminum. With
ordinary round
wire, the spaces between turns
waste considerable energy. So for
maximum efficiency in the Bose
coil, rectangular wire is tightly
wound on edge to form a helix.
Incredibly thin and durable in-
sulation assures ruggedness at

Helically wound, all -alu-
minum voice coil.

extreme power levels. So rugged,
that the insulation and bonding
can withstand a pulse power test
of approximately 4,000 watts
per coil.

In -production performance
goals for the HVC driver re-
quired a degree of dimensional
control for the coil
never attempted
before. Bose re-
sponded by design-
ing and building its
own highly ad-
vanced computer -
controlled winding equip-
ment to hold coil tolerances
to within 0.001 inch.

And Bose developed
quality control procedures
as remarkable as the
driver itself. The Bose
Syncom° computer was de-
signed to test each driver for
proper frequency response-
under simulated home acoustical
conditions, with an accuracy of
±0.1 dB. The net result is a de-
gree of acoustical matching most
engineers would have thought
impossible.

To date, more than 30,000
man-hours have been spent de-
veloping the 901 HVC driver and

Carefully engineered
cone. Exclusive design
extends, smoothes
frequency response.

Flat spider provides high
linear extension.

One of nine ceramic mag-
nets totalling 5.3 lbs. To-
gether, they provide more
magnetic field energy than
even very large conven-
tional speaker systems.

One-piece center pole and
backplate.

equipment to
manufacture
and test it. If so
much thought,
effort and de-
sign go into the driver alone, you
can imagine what goes into the
complete 901 Direct/Reflecting°

loudspeaker
system.

The complete Bose
Direct/Reflecting loudspeaker
system contains eighteen
I -1V( ers.

DOSE
Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. 0 Copyright 1980 by Bose Corporation. Better sound through research.

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Introducing a totally new
concept in stereophones.

The new Koss HV/X
high velocity stereophone
represents a remarkable
breakthrough in hear-thru
stereophone design and
performance. For the
first time, Koss engineers
have been able to create
a lightweight, hear-thru
stereophone that com-
bines the transparency of
high velocity phones with
the superior bass per-
formance of closed -type
phones. The result is a
breathtaking musical
experience.

CONTOURED
VARIABLE -DENSITY

EARCUSHIONS

While most lightweight,
hear-thru stereophones
have earcushions that fit
against the ear, the new
Koss HV/X features a
unique, contoured, vari-
able -density cushion that
fits around the ear. Not
only does this unique
earcushion design create
a far
more com-
fortable
stereo -
phone but
it has also
allowed
Koss engi-
neers to
create a
dramati-
cally better element

design as well.
These new variable -

density earcushions are
made up of a very porous
material that is acousti-

cally transparent at the
perimeter of the ear -
cushion yet com-
pressed toward the
center region. This

varies the pattern of
acoustic resistance over

portions of the earcush-
ions creating the proper
seal for specific bass
frequencies while al -

Koss HV/XLC

lowing the
flow of
middle and
high fre-
quencies at
the perim-
eter of the
earcushions.

LIGHTWEIGHT
ELEMENT

for Koss engineers to
design a lightweight ele-
ment that reproduces a
Sound of Koss you have to
hear to believe. Incredibly,
even though the overall
weight of the element was
reduced, Koss engineers
were able to develop a
magnet with enough mag-
netic density to drive an
extra large diaphragm.
With a response range of
15 to 35,000 Hz, the new
Koss HV/X will drive you
into ecstacy and our
competitors nuts.

HEARING
IS BELIEVING.

Slip into the new Koss
HV/X or HV/XLC with
volume/balance controls
at your audio dealer soon.
You'll like the best of both
worlds: the open, airy, up-
front sound of hear-thru

I stereophones and the deep,
rich bass performance of
closed -type stereophones.

And while you're with
your audio dealer, listen
to our full line of Koss
stereophones and CM
loudspeakers. There's no
sound quite like the
Sound of Koss.

For more information
on the HV/X, our full line
of stereophones and loud-
speakers or our new Koss
K/4DS digital delay
system, write c/o
Virginia Lamm.

The uniqueness of the
new variable -density ear -
cushions made it possible

y 1980 Koss Coro

MOSSnstereophones/loudspeakers
hearing is believing 0.

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N Port Washington Ave Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53212 International Headquarters Milwaukee facilities Canada  France  Germany  Ireland
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD


